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R EFINED
Refined - improved by introducing subtleties or distinctions. There is perhaps no better way to
describe the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
Their technologies are derived from both the No.33 Reference Amplifier and it's half power sibling,
the No.33H. Cyanate Ester voltage gain circuit boards, previously reserved for " Reference" and " S"
class products, are now used in each of the new Mark Levinson 300 series amplifiers.
New output devices and higher output power extend the amplifiers control over the loudspeaker.
The result is afast, open and detailed sound with the texture and feeling of the music preserved.
Building upon the design of their predecessors, we have even added afew subtle curves to
refine their appearance. You will be tempted to display them as sculpture.
Visit your authorised Mark Levinson dealer to audition the new 300 series and
experience the very definition of the word refined.

For full details on Mark Levinson components please contact:Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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available on the prerecorded DVD-Audio
disc. The copy protected DVD-Audio discs

The technology available to the
consumer made amockery of copyright
law, and with today's CD-R/CD-RW
media, it still does [see 'Technology].
As we've now seen with DVD-Video,
the ' content providers' who own the
music and the movies are determined

THE NEAT
NORTHERN
SHOW..
As we scent to press we
were inkrmed that the
Manchester hi-fi event
recently announced by
Leading Edge
Promotions had been
cancelled. We must
point out once again
neither Link House
Exhibittons, nor this
magazine, had any
connection with this
abortive event.
However, plans are in
hand far tit, next
Northern Hi-Fr Show,
and we hope w be able
to give details soon.
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DVD-Video discs and players.
`The framework also includes a set of
options which provide music industry content
owners with the flexibility to address the
needs of consumers as the market for DVD-

On 8 February this year, in Tokyo,
the DVD Forum issued its long-expected

both the music industry's copyright protection
requirements and the consumers' need to

confirmation

technical

protect their existing audio investments,"

specification for DVD-Audio [see
'News', page 15]. But it is the historic

of

the

said Alan Bell, IBM program director,

announcement, made on 3 March, of

of the Copy Protection Technical Working
Group (CPTWG). The framework provides

an industry-wide agreement on copy
protection, which makes it look as if
DVD-Audio may actually happen. In a

copying at ahigher quality level will be
allowable only at the discretion of the
content provider. The new accord raises
issues which we'll no doubt be debating

digital media standards, and co-chairman

consumers with the ability to make one
digital copy, per recorder, of the original
audio content for personal use at asoundquality equal to CD-Audio or less.
'For example, aconsumer who purchases
aDVD-Audio disc for ahome player would
be able to make one copy on recordable CD,
MiniDisc or DA T media for existing
automobile or other personal music players.

for months to come, but for now, here's
the main text of the announcement:

allowing additional copies at various levels

`Content owners will have the option of

'Burbank, CA, 3 March: IBM,

of quality, up to and including the full

Intel, Matsushita Electric (Panasonic) and

quality of the prerecorded DVD-Audio

Toshiba today jointly announced the
development of a content protection

original. IBM, Intel, Matsushita Electric

framework for Digital Versatile Disk
(DVD)-Audio.
'This framework has been in development
over the last 12 months as a result of
discussions among the four technology
companies and the world's five leading
music companies: BMG, EMI, Sony Music
Entertainment, Universal Music Group and
Warner Music Group. The public release
protection framework is the last major step

CONTRIBUTOR
GOODBYES
Regrettably,
HFN/RR has lost
the services of two
highly valued
contributors.
Peter J Comeau,
who many years
ago co-founded
Heybrook, has
returned to the
loudspeaker industry,
joining Mission
Electronics as
Director of Product
Management.
Paul Miller has
also relu.tantly
relinquished his
HFN/RR role, in
order to devote more
time to his
increasingly
successful test and
measurement
consultancy business,
Miller Audio
Research. We wish
both distinguished
ex-contrIbutors every
cantMiring success!

can be played only on licensed players, in
a way similar to that used for today's

Audio products develops.
"The framework was designed to satisfy

of this music industry-supported copy

Subscriptions
Annual subscription £37 20 (UK) $75.00 USAI. Europe
and Eire (airmail) £46.90, other zones cxerseas surface
£45.50; turmoil £63 DO
Subscription enquiries to .
4N/RR Sabscryptron
Department Bradley Pavilions, Peat Free Rood, Bradley
Stoke North, Bristol PSI 2DBO.
Tel 0145.1 620070 Fax: 01454 620080.
US subscribers call toll-free on 08(*)- 875 2997 or write
to HiFi News & Recnrci Review,
PO Box 3000, Denville, NI 07834, USA.
USA Postmaster please -end address corrections to US
mailing agent: Mercury tirfreight let. 2323 Randolph
Avenue, AveneF, NJ 07CD' 2nd class pc.tage paid at
Rahway US readers having difficulty find
HFN/RR on
news-stands should mill Nancy Ramsey toll
on 0800 221 3148

companies to protect the music made

never to be caught napping again...

nutshell, DVD-Audio programme
material will usually allow once- only
digital copying at a CD quality level;

Editorial and Advertising offices:
Link House Magazines Ltd. rink Houser,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, UK.
Tel: 0181-686 2599. Fox, 0181-781 6046 (direct) or
0181-781 1158. e-mail: hi-finewsehm.ccLuk
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recorders to copy music from LPs;

movies from TV became away of life.

Angus McKenzie MBE

Editorial Secretary •

created or identified by the four technology

in the 1980s, using videocassettes to tape

Senior
Contributing Editor *

n the 1970s, millions of consumers
started to use their audio cassette

(Panasonic) and Toshiba have all actively
contributed to developing methods to protect
digital entertainment content from unauthorized copying. For example, they have
participated in the efforts to develop the
DVD Content Scrambling System (CSS).'
The 3March press release ends with
supporting quotes from executives of all
five major record companies, generally
emphasising how wonderful these new
measures are for consumers, as well as
for the record companies, though only

enabling DVD-Audio to be commercially
introduced into the marketplace this year.

Warner's Paul Vidich actually states an

DVD-Audio is the next generation music

this autumn. Sony Music Entertainment,

industry format based on the high-capacity

which of course is expected to participate
in the Sony/Philips launch of the

DVD

technology.

DVD-Audio

offers

significant improvements over present audio
formats, including very high-quality multichannel sound for home theater and
automobile listening, artwork, liner notes
and music videos. In anticipation of the
finalization of the DVD Forum's release of
Version 1.0 of the DVD-Audio specification,
several music companies encouraged the four
computer and consumer electronics
companies to define aframework for the
copy protection of music released on DVDAudio discs. The proposed framework was
chosen to represent the best interests of
content owners, consumers, PC systems
integrators and hardware manufacturers in

intention to release DVD-Audio titles

competing Super Audio CD format, is
represented rather more cautiously here
by senior VP, Al Smith: '
With the
inclusion of newly created watermarking
and encryption technologies, the DVD
Audio format successfully addresses one of
Sony Music's key concerns: the protection
of our artists' copyrights.' With what some
unreconstructed home recordists might
mistake for irony, he went on: Ẁe want
our artists' music to reach the widest
audiences possible, and we plan to make
their music available on formats that
provide proper copy protection.'

promoting the widespread support and

It might be wrong at this stage to read
too much into Al Smith's use of the

development of products based on the DVD-

plural 'formats'. For the moment, Sony's

Audio specification. The new framework

longer-term intentions are still under
encryption.

uses watermark and encryption technologies
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Wonderful

Musical Fidelity boss Antony Michaelson
really went in at the deep end when he
tackled the Weber clarinet quintet
by JAMES M HUGHES

111

twas late afternoon. The weather
had been crisp and bright for
January, but now the light was
fading fast. Antony Michaelson was at
Henry Wood Hall in south London to
record the Weber clarinet quintet.
Sessions began alittle after 10am, and
now as evening approached the
recording was almost complete with
only afew details left to sort out. The
pace had been relaxed; despite hard
work from all concerned, the musicmaking was vital but friendly and
good-natured.
'Absolutely extraordinary!' There aren't
many times when Antony Michaelson
expresses complete satisfaction with his
playing. Like most musicians, he's too
aware of how things could sound to be
anything but hypercritical of his own
performance. But he's nonetheless
delighted with the way the difficult finale
of the Weber is shaping up, and was full of
praise later for the superb playing of his
four professional colleagues. Engineer/
Producer Tony Faulkner agreed: 'Very
very good — we're nearly there'. Ever the

6

complete professional, Tony Faulkner had
left home at some ungodly hour in order to
arrive in plenty of time to get set up.
Having positioned the microphones — his
famous RCA 'Living Stereo' Neumann M250s, once owned by the legendary Lewis
Layton — before the players arrived, he
made afew slight adjustments after hearing
the first run-through, and left it at that.
From then on, the concerns were musical
rather than technical — the engineering
process slipped into second place.

The sound through Quad ESL-63s was
amodel of clarity and naturalness. So
much so, first violinist Beverley Davison
spontaneously exclaimed: ' It really
sounds like my violin!' after hearing
herself on the first playback. The
chugging string accompaniment that
starts the finale of the Weber sounded
nicely tactile and deliciously 'woody' in
tone. But this was but one sonic highlight
among many.
There was much discussion about
balance. As the five players sat listening
to the first playback, it was clear everyone
was pleased with the natural,
unexaggerated quality of the sound. But
there were concerns about who was too
loud, and who was not loud enough —
for example, the viola wasn't quite as
audible as Antony would have liked.
Rather than ask for an engineering
solution (spot microphones, for example)
the players solved perceived balance
problems themselves by adjusting
dynamics. Tony had the Neumann mics
on astereo bar spaced acouple of feet
apart, with the capsules pointing away

MAY 1991
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,oe

Elizabeth Lei non,

,
,
ncl violin;
'
. e..7 Chase, viola;
z'erley Davison, first violin;
,
Iathan

Williams, cello

Cut out this panel and fold it to fit in astandard CD jewel case
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from each other at about 45°, in classic
fashion. Although the M-250s are
notionally omni-directional, they become
quite directional at higher frequencies.
Hence it's possible to use them in a
spaced crossed-pair configuration. Stereo
soundstaging was clear and sharp, yet
nicely spread between the two speakers.
Tony had intended to make aparallel
recording in surround sound, but a
computer fault early on meant that only
part of the first-movement was captured
thus. He was using his mics into EAR
tube microphone pre-amplifiers which fed
adCS 904 analogue-to-digital converter
sampling at 176.4kHz, via van den Hul
carbon fibre cables. Also in use was a
Prism MR 2024T encoder/decoder, while
Tascam DA88 Hl 8s were used for
recording storage.
Long takes were preferred, with the
odd difficult passage repeated where
retakes were necessary. Weber's clarinet
quintet is ataxing virtuoso work, and
although Antony had already given a
highly creditable live performance of the
work the previous November, he'd been
practising the work assiduously since
then. He said his playing would be
technically more fluent and assured, and
it was. The tricky arpeggios in the finale,
for example, were tossed off with far
greater aplomb.
Not that it was all sweetness and light.
'I thought Iloved that section,' exclaimed
Antony ruefully, as adifficult scale
passage almost went off the rails during
one take. Although Tony was wearing his
producer's hat, as well as being the
engineer, the production was very much a
joint effort between players and control
room. Very democratic, yet surprisingly
productive — luckily, everyone seemed to
have similar ideas as to what was needed.
At one point, during the third movement,

Cut out this panel and fold it to fit in astandard CD je

'Well, we've nearly got it... ': Anthony Michaelson and Tony Faulkner
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cipal cenit n'Id anistir iimlnrinrarrllr,ç of ffit 1.ondon Ghianber Orrhonn,
ene of the ratut progremive and curtirla puna groups taurina the world
is sky.
Jonathan's 300-year old cello was made in Milan, in 1692. by Carlo
Gui.ppe Testare.

London' and has played principal cello in the Acarlemy nf St Marrie in- rhoFields and the Linden Sinfonrcue. Fin the pmr few resaru he hm betel prin-

Chandos and Hyperion.
For IC years he was cellist in Sir Peter Maxwell Davies' group Tires uf

International Cello Competition.
Since then he has concentrated on his work lo the field of chamber
merc. He has toured extermyely with t
he Esterha.y Baryton Trio. recording
Haydn Trios with durar for EMI. He hm alar been amember of thy Delme
String Quanet for 8years. with whom he has recorded over adawn CDs fist

Jonathan's career as acelltst has taken han to most pares of the world. He
studied in Landon at the Boyal Academy of Music and continued in
Suatterland with Pierre Fournier, winning an award at the 1975 Geneva

Cello

Virgin and Floating Earth Record, dernoretrating his diverse interests by
playing with afolk group on an amplified viola, as solont on an ' authentw'
instrument and as an exponent of contemporary music and che avant-garde.
as well as the more standard repertoire.
Many works have been inspired and written especially few him, from solo
peces ro cencerros and chamber stork,.
He is aprofesan at the Gurldhall School in Landon.

plays.
Since 1976 he has' travelled throughout che world and has played in
practically every majar city as soloist and with many el the ensembles.
These hace included the Nash Ensemble, the London Sinfonetta. the
Quartet of Landon. Hausmusik of baldan and the Landas Chamber
Orchestra. He has been invited to play as principal viola with every manar
British orchestra and many others in North America and Europe.
He has made price- winning record, for EMI, CRD, Harerion, Cala,

Bcriaard AFarc and ir. Carsis wiek Saco, St,,ik Ha late sisa worked for a
short time with the legendary Llene! Tenis. whose famous viola he now

Bocee has become one of the must sought after viola players in Brirarn and
abroad. Born in Linden, he studied at the Boyal College of Music with

Viola
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Cut out this panel and fold it to fit in a standard CD jewel case

Clarinet

Antony Michaelson. clarinet, aras educated ai T
College of Musa,
London. His love of music was the driving force behind his search ter a
"berra m'en system" hm in die late IfTC,, unable or 011111 eme, he founded
his first W.6 trearmy,
mis& volar amplifiers He has put the koala/.
edge gained to good use as founder and managing director of Musical
Fidelity. The company's now-classic Al integrated amplifier created anew
eategary oí hi-fi budget eseterica and the current No-Vista range. which
una miniature nuvistor valves in its circuir, is becoming acult classic.
Several years ago. realising that he missed the cry of music.making, Antony
resumed serious practice of the clarinet.

Violin

Beverley began her musical srushes at the Yelrudi Menuhin Sthool where
she :atended mmterclames with Lord Yehudi Menuhin yed composition
studres arth Nadie Brialangsr. Abs stakselutntly gaincd in.. Deuble Fi,
Scholarships on violin and viola to the Royal College el Music. At 21, she
!neme amember of ene of the (oreanst contemporary music ensembles.
che Tires ofLondon'. under the direction el Sir Peter Maxwell Davies.
Travelling extensively m both solo and chamber artiste. Beverley has
been invited to become guest heder for several distinguished orchestras,
nacer recently for the Birmingham Roya! Ballet. In arder ro follow her own
carear, she declined Sir Simon Rattle's Invitar km to become co- leader of the
City of Birmingham Sympheny Orchestra. forming the all female Hot
Strings Orchestra' and performing in her erre-Y/ornan show. Classical
Eruptions'. Sir Simon Raide has described Beverley as.
"Orce of ate test masageously giod mustcens shit country has ere cnoduced".

Vio/in

Fibabeth aula] in die Yelrudi Miami rin Eislicel 1.1 lidiara Exharl in New
York with Ilorarhy 11eLay. Since awning pirre in be& NEMS and il1AT
:sraprinstat... sisc bas . ippe ired as usleitu toda runny orehierw including die
Philhamurnia, Ea). Bournemouth Sinfonietta and the Slit., Gmcert
Orchestra and boa performed tharugheut Lacee, Sauth ', menea sad ' he
USA.
A former member nl the Nash Ememble, Ehrabed, ii nutently leader of
the BBC Scottish Symphony °raleara and Sodoma 21. She is guest director with the Manchester Camerata and regularly leads the Academy of Sr
Martimin-the-nelds. Her many chamber mame recordings have appeared on
Deutsche Graminophors, Hyperion. Colla» Classics, Virgin and Chandtu
baba., with aarma, acclaimed recital CD on IMP Classrcs.

600 S

The Nautilus tweeter
technology that
has earned the
Nautilus 800 Series
rave reviews has now
been incorporated in
the 600 Series 2.
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For more information contact
B&W Loudspeakers ( UK) Ltd
on: + 44 (0)1903 750 750
http://www.bwspeakers.com
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Tributes to the Grand
Masters of violin making

and lime woods are chosen for
their differing strengths and
densities permitting fine tuning
of the cabinet structure which
is damped internally with copper and lead.
For tuning, cabinets are produced in 'quiet' workshops
away from factory noise.
For the Guarneri asilk dome
tweeter has its oym solid maple
wood acoustic chamber.
Transducers are manufactured
according to the free compression driver concept to produce
the ultimate musical detail at

Sonus Faber's
unique acoustic
monitor dedicated

high speed with both control
and power. Tweeters are not

to the memory of

damped. The Amati midrange

‘laster Violin

is ahighly linear paper carbo-

Maker Giuseppe
Guarneri del 441
(1698-1711) in the
Violin Hall,
Cremona

nium/titanium device. Bass is
handled by two extra-rigid
paper carbonium cones.
The Amati and Guarneri are
true musical instruments with

In July 1993 Sonus Faber
created amasterpiece — the
Guarneri Homage — a

exceptional extension and
dynamics but which retains a
uniquely passionate timbre —

unique lute-shaped speaker

sweet and accurate.

with the strong tonal personali-

Please contact Absolute

ty of aGuarneri violin. The

Sounds in the first instance for

second commemorative speak-

personal dealer referral;

er in the programme of three

musical monitors so rare are

tributes to the Grand Masters of

destined for the discerning.

the art of violin making is now

Details of the complete Sonus

ready — the Amati Homage.

Faber range of products from

Cremonese violins and violas

£599 to £11,400 are available

made by the masters, Guarneri,

on request.

Amati and Antonio Stradivari
were intensely sculpted
acoustic masterpieces characterised by aunique ability to
combine tonal strength and
body with sweetness. Sonus
Faber has trodden the same
path of overriding passion for
tonal character in researching
these speakers. The first and
patented lute-shaped cabinet
comprise many handsawn
pieces of solid wood bonded
using organic glues and heat in
the manner of the great violin
masters. Seven coats of natural
lacquer give an unsurpassed
finish. Mature walnut, maple

lkohur Souk
rih Durham toad • Loudon S{131101W
Telephone
0101-971 3909
Farmunir
0131-S79 79112
llniail
0110@ahsoluir-uunds.111111
‘%1'11
him://000.alholuimoumh.t ois
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'Funnily
eiough,
in the
consumer
eectronics
frenzy that
is the Morg
Kok district,
ail DVD
players sold
are alrealy
modified far
aII regions
by default

IMPORTING FINIM THE FAR MT—.
Dear Sir, Iread KKs March review
of the Denon DVD-5000 with great
interest, particularly the mention of
it being unchippable. Last
November Ivisited Hong Kong and
bought this player, complete with an
all-regions modification. Funnily
enough, in the consumer electronics
frenzy that is the Mong Kok district,
all DVD players sold are already
modified for all regions by default!
Anyone considering buying a
modified player abroad (or in the
UK) should carry aselection of
tough titles for testing, such as
Region 1Universal movies. My
5000 happily played all NTSC
regions, including Region 2Japan,
but fell down with aRegion 2UK
PAL title; however acouple of hours
later, the man with the soldering
iron fixed this problem.
After declaring for tax and duty
on my return to the UK, the
modified player ended up costing
me £ 1100, and best of all, native
Hong Kong players run on 240V;
fully modified Sony 7700s are
currently going for around £600.
Great deals are not just limited to
their domestic products either: Iwas
quite upset to find B&W speakers
actually cheaper than in their native
UK. If you don't mind taking arisk,
I'd recommend that anyone
considering buying large consumer
electronics items seriously think
about tying it in with aflight to the
Far East.
Gordon Laing, Editor, Personal
Computer World
...AND FFtOld TIE STATES
Dear Sir, Iwas interested to read
Ken Kessler's January ' Headroom'
article on the difference between
UK and prices [
see also this month's
'Headroom 'J, and as adirector of a
specialised slipping company, I
should be able to throw some light
on this subject.
The one thing we cannot equalise
is living in the States as compared to
living in the UK: eg, you will not be
able to find an equivalent sized bagel
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or sandwich in London compared to
New York. Similarly, if you live in
America and only have to pay
around 7% state tax on your
purchases, you will find equivalent
products much more affordable than
if you had to pay duty and VAT on
them, as we do in Europe.
So what happens if you get the
idea of arranging apersonal import
of apiece of hi-fi equipment? Done
legally, if you hand-carry it on the
aircraft, you will first pay US State
Tax, as you have taken it away from
the shop and they do not know
where you are about to take it. Then
on arrival at your destination, you
would pay between 4.6% and 12.5%
duty (dependent on the product), on
top of which you would need to add
VAT at 17.5% on the cost of the
goods and on the duty, which makes
your price based on 4.6% duty an
additional 31.5% on the advertised
price.
If you decide not to declare the
item, your precious purchase may be
confiscated and you will receive a
heavy fine. The item may be
restored to you (if you are lucky) but
at afurther cost: by which time you
will be wondering if it really was
worth it!
Let's try another scenario: you
have it sent. In this case you will not
have to pay the US State tax, but
you will have to pay for it to be
shipped, which can prove very
expensive, and you will need to
insure it in transit. Then there are a
lot of add-on charges, such as air
waybill fee, airline handling, road
freight at both ends, clearance
charges, storage if the item is not
cleared within 24 hours, handover
fee. Or you could ship by courier,
which offers an inclusive tariff, but is
much more expensive per kilo.
Next, consider what happens if
your equipment goes wrong and
needs to be returned to be repaired
— because your guarantee will not
cover it in Europe. In this case, your
shipping documents will need to
reflect the fact that it is being
returned for repair, otherwise you
will end up paying duty and VAT
again on the total value! So once
again you will need to use the
services of aprofessional broker: in
most cases you will be charged for
the return trip.
If you consider the cost of CDs,
this is an entirely different matter.
With alittle insight into record
distribution, Ican tell you that the
only way to get your product into
major outlets, with air play, is to give
the product at your cost price to one
of the major distributors: if you let
them make all the money, you might
stand achance.
Of course Ken's article specifically

deals with major consumer brands,
whereas you can find surprises
amongst the high end: indeed our
own US origin brands sell for
roughly the same price in the UK as
in the US, eg, our Cary integrated
300SEI-LX20 sells for 83995 plus
taxes in the US; in the UK it sells
for £3395 including
duty/VAT/shipping.
Ron Tabor, The Audiophile Club
DOUBTS OVER DAB
Dear Sir, Iam becoming
increasingly concerned over the
'supposed' improvement which
DAB promises us. First up, we had
Eric Braithwaite's 'hands-on' review
of an Arcam DAB tuner which
seemed to upset the managing
director of Arcam. So then the
Editor of HFNIRR does his own
review, presumably in an effort to
'appease' Arcam. Everything the
Editor said he found the DAB was
'better' at Ifound abit curious, as
my own FM setup does not appear
to be lacking in any of these areas.
Secondly, in the April HFNIRR
the managing director of Arcam
writes, presumably to try to 'put the
record straight' over the ' quality' of
his product. One thing he mentions
was aproblem with the aerial
installation, which should have
'nullified' any thought of giving the
DAB receiver any sort of review.
Well, now Iam really confused —
as one of the reasons touted around
as to why we need DAB was to
overcome poor reception. It would
now appear that all those people out
there who believe that DAB will
mean that their substandard FM
aerial installation will prove
adequate for DAB will have ashock!
Ialso find it curious that John
Dawson can say that 192kbit/sec is
OK for radio broadcasts, especially
as ' television sound will have a
250kbit/sec data rate, as it was
found that 192k has insufficient
phase information for surround
sound decoders. My own surround
sound decoders — my ears —
would seem to agree the higher the
data rate the better! On FM at the
moment we enjoy afar higher `data
rate' as the signal is routed around
the country by adigital 13-bit pcm
signal.
Methinks John Dawson protests
too much. Iknow he is looking after
the reputation of his company and
hopes to sell lots of his DAB tuners,
but do not try and pull the 'wool'
over our ears. Ifor one will be
sticking to good old analogue FM.
Philip C Tyler, Beds
CZECH MATES
Diar Sir, Is it widely known that
the world's first all-transistor stereo
11

AUDIOSTATI1
f
or the LOVE

of music

All the beauty of afull range
electrostatic sound, combined with
striking aesthetics and equally
attractive price
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Distributors offine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
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Sonographe
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Avalon Acoustics
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READERS'
LETTERS
W. reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying speafic
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

hi-fi amplifier apparently was
invented in 1960 by aCzech, one
Jiri Janda? The claim is made by an
American who lived inside
Communist Czechoslovakia for 30
years, Gene Deitch, in his book For
The Love of Prague. 1960 is only two
years after EMI issued stereophonic
discs, although Iheard EMI
demonstrate ` Stereosonic' tapes
probably in about 1954. Apparently
Jiri's amplifier and arecord player
were truly DIY products, even
down to home-made printed
circuits. However, he could not
obtain items such as power
transistors, stereo cartridges and
stereo LP records. Gene Deitch was
afilm animator who had been sent
to the country in 1959 by aNew
York film distributor to direct
children's films, and as an American
citizen was able to go back to the
USA on business trips from time to
time. At the film studio he was
introduced to Jiri Janda as amusic
fan and high-fidelity sound devotee,
and as aresult he was asked to bring
back from the USA those things
that were unobtainable in
Czechoslovakia. Gene was surprised
to find that Jiri specifically asked for
aShure NV- 15E cartridge: some
technical catalogues had reached
Prague even if components were
unavailable!
By 1960 the original point
contact transistors had long been
superseded by germanium alloy
transistors, but since germanium
devices suffered from high reverse
collector currents unless operated
close to normal room temperature,
germanium power transistors were
scarce, as they were difficult to
design, and Gene had to search
New York for asupplier.
With the parts brought back from
the States, Jiri produced his
`Transiwate amplifier. It would be
interesting to know its output power
rating. Gene writes that such an
amplifier could not be found then in
America or even in Japan. What
about the UK at that time? I
wonder if any of your staff or
readers know of references to stereo
transistor amplifiers produced here
in 1960 or earlier?
Eric W Shallow, Surrey

WRONG SOCKETS FOR CD?
Dear Sir, In the review of DVD
players as CD playback machines
[HFNIRR October ' 98], it struck
me as rather odd that Paul Miller
decided to use the Dolby Digital
5.1 IJR front output sockets for
standard CD playback. The IJR
output sockets are obviously
intended for directing 5.1 decoder
output to external amplifiers. It
seems strange that one would
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MAY 1998

deliberately choose to listen to a
standard CD bitstream that has
been processed through aDolby
Digital decoder. Could it be
possible that routing the data
stream through the Dolby Digital
decoder may not be optimal for
standard CD playback and could
adversely affect the quality of twochannel sound?
It was mentioned twice in the
text that the Dolby Digital L/R
channel sockets were used for the
tests rather than the 'mixed'
connections, but no specific reason
was given for the use of these
sockets instead of the ' mixed'
sockets for CD playback. Inote
that the relatively better-sounding
and measuring players (in terms of
jitter) — Sony, Pioneer, and
Toshiba — do not incorporate an
internal Dolby Digital decoder
chip, thus do not suffer from the
ambiguity of which set of sockets to
use for CD playback.
As Irecall, the jitter spectrum of
the Sony SDP-EP9ES Dolby
Digital processor/pre-amplifier
published in an earlier issue of
HFN1RR, suspiciously, has a
broadband and high amplitude
appearance similar to the jitter
spectra measured for the
Panasonic-based DVD players. I
would consider it very possible that
the 'mixed' sockets on the
Panasonic-based machines provide
CD two-channel output that
bypasses the internal Dolby Digital
decoder. Icannot help but wonder
if the use of the 'mixed' sockets
would have produced different
listening and, perhaps, jitter
spectrum measurement results.
This may, at least partly, explain
the disparate opinions between
your magazine's reviewers and
others' concerning the sound
quality of the Panasonic-based
players. In my opinion, you owe it
to yourselves, your readers, and the
manufacturers involved to
investigate this further.
Christopher Howland, e- Mail
The situation is almost the opposite of
what you suppose. The reason for using
the front' sockets rather than the `mixed'
pair is that the latter, as their name
suggests, deliver amixdown of the Dolby
5.1 channels w two channels. This allows
users who do not have amulti-channel
amplifier and speaker system to play back
any material via atwo-channel system or
TV set. It is the `front' sockets which will
replay atwo-channel input (such as CD)
correctly without processing. It does
appear, though, that the overall jitter
performance and hence the sound quality
of the Panasonic machines is worsened by
the mere presence of on-board multichannel decoding processors - Ed.

Enjoy the smooth, sweet,
natural sound of the (few)
new 24/96kHz recordings but from the vast present
CD repertoire. Now.

p

up...

otnd down
Some standards have been agreed but
huge uncertainty still clouds the future
of the next generation of digital
recording. DVD or DSD? 24bit/96kHz
or even I92kHz? Will new transports
still play CDs? and much more.
Instead of waiting perhaps years for the
dust to settle, give all your present-day
CDs an amazing uplift with the new
dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLER, developed
from professional studio use.
Feed the digital output ( I6bit/44. I
kHz)
from your transport into the Purcell
and upsample it as high as 24bit/I92kHz.
Then feed it into a96/I92kHz-ready
DAC, like the Elgar or the Pass DI.
Are you smiling? Believe us — YOU
WILL! Come to listen, and smile.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and save
money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS E
LGAR AND PURCELL,
MERACUS, ORELLE, P
ASS, WADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CROWN
J
EWEL, DNM,GRAHAM, L
EHMANN, MICHELL, S
TRATOSPHERE,
S
UMIKO B
LUE P
OINT S
PECIAL TRANSFIGURATION.
AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT,DNM,L
UMLEY, NAGRA, P
ASS,
S
IEMEL, S
IRIUS, S
ONNETEER, S
UGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS:
AUDIO P
HYSIC, BKS,CHARIO, E
THOS, HALES, HARBETH,
L
UMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, MIRAGE, NEAT,TOTEM.
TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, F
ANFARE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM,NORDOST,
S
ONIC L
INK, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC
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Save Lif is
Look Hear
There's never been asale like this before!
Don't buy until you've seen what we can
offer you. For alimited time only, all

sill AWARDS '97

ex- demo products from over 100 top
manufacturers will be on sale at our

REST DEDICATED HOME THEATRE

Covent Garden Branch.
Musical Images' Covent Garden has many
of the world's finest audiophile products
on permanent display and has also had
the honour of becoming the world's first

-auli

Sony ES Centre of Excellence.
TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD

c.r.

Open 7 days aweek, with twelve
••`=

demonstration suites in four branches

1r,

covering the M25, Musical Images gives

111,
MUSICAL
IMAGES

you the complete picture. Our Covent
Garden store can be found at

•••••

18 Monmouth Street,

GARDEN

LEICESTER
SQUARE

Covent Garden, London WC2FI 9FIB

0171 497 1346

Ex-Demo Sale of the Century*
ai musical Images
Open Sundays

Covent Garden

Other branches at:

es• ••

173 Station Road, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7JX Tel: 0181 952 5535
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TIM 1RH Tel: 0181 569 5802
126 High Streei, Beckenham, Kent BR3 1ED Tel: 0181 663 3777

•

•

e-mail: sales@musical-images.eo.uk
MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
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DVD-AUDIO SPEC EXTENDS
PRODUCER OPTIONS
FOLLOWING the announcement on 8 February that the steering committee DVD
Forum had approved the specification for DVD-Audio, an unparalleled array of
producer options now presents itself to the recording industry.
Digital with video. An outline summary of
the DVD-A spec may be viewed by browsing

Top audio options remain, firstly the ability
to offer more than 74 minutes of 24-bit
96kHz six-channel audio, made possible by

the DVD Forum website at http:11www.

the mandatory adoption of MLP ( Meridian
Lossless Packing); and secondly, more than

dvdforum.org. For those who do not have
Internet access, the key features of the DVD-

74 minutes of 24- bit 192kHz two- channel
stereo. However, one late addition is the
option for a combination of only Dolby

Audio v1.0 specification are given below.
•Ihere has now been an industry agreement on
DVD-A copy protection: see 'Comment'

DVD-AUDIO STANDARD: THE KEY FEATURES
Key features of the standard.
1) Supports awide range of Digital Audio
options including:
il Sampling frequencies From 44.1 kHz to
192kHz
ii) 16- to 24- bit word lengths
iii) Up to six channels at up to 9.6MB/sec
data rate
iv) Compatibility with DVD-V and DVD-ROM
2) Audio recording options range From 2channels to 6-channels:
i) 2-channel, 24-bit,192kHz for >74 min
(single- sided, single layer disc)

ii) 6-channel, 24- bit, 96kHz for >74 min
(using MLP)
iii) All DVD-A players able to convert a6channel sound track to 2-channel stereo
3) Enriched Added Value Options:
i) Supports playback of video and/or Dolby
Digital sound
ii) Still Video can be included with Audio
tracks
iii) Extra information can be included, such
as album title, song titles, artist data,
discography, plus aURL ( Universal Resource
Locator). Intro-track access and website
connections are enabled.

Bob Stuart of Meridian: DVD-A's adoption of MLP
has enabled six channels of uncompressed 24-bit audio

FUTURE- PROOF
DENON AV

DENON has developed the AVC A1D, the
first AV amplifier to combine Dolby Digital
with Lucasfilm's THX 5.1 technology. Also
including DIS , the AVC A1D is rated at
140W x5channels and highly futureproof. It is described as ' 7.1 ready',
making it capable of processing eight
channels of audio. The AVC Al D retails
for £2000. Further details from Hayden
Labs, 01753 888 447.

HARMAN/KARDON ADDS HI-FI VALUE

CEMA PUSH FOR US
DIGITAL RADIO

REINFORCING its hi-fi
credentials, Harman/

SEEKING to prevent further delays in
implementation of terrestrial digital radio

Kardon has launched a

broadcasting in the USA, The Consumer

wide ranging set of

Electronics Manufacturers Association
(CEMA) is pressing the Federal

separate components.
These include 1-bit and
20-bit CD players, three

Communications Commission ( FCC) to
formulate its decision- making framework.
CEMA is pushing the FCC to establish

integrated amplifiers
starting with a40W per channel

comprehensive technical assessments to weigh
the performance of competing systems. It
wants to ensure that DAR systems do not

model, and three hefty five-channel
receivers, headed by the AV65

adversely affect existing analgue radio services,

Composite video switching, and an
RDS, FM, AM tuner, the AV65

while providing high quality and robust digital
radio coverage. And it wants laboratory tests

(above). Fitted with S-Video and

retails at £ 700. All three new

to supplement field tests to define DAR system
performance. Further details are available at

amplifiers include a moving-magnet
phono stage. Rated at 40W/ch

http://www.CEMAcity.orgigovtitopics.

channel with acurrent capability of

40A, the HK630 retails for £200.
Top-of-the-range, the HK690 is rated
at 100W x2and 80A/ch. Key
technology at the heart of the new
CD players is their application of 8times oversampling to Burr- Brown
D/A converters. Prices range from

£200 for the HD720 to £500 for the
HD760. Contact UK distributor
Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707.

9-11 APRIL High Fidelity & Home Cinema

14-16 MAY Hi Fi 99, The Home Theatre &

23-26 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show ' 99,

Weekend, CNIT Exhibition Centre, Paris- La

Specialty Audio Show, public days, The Palmer

Novotel, West London, sponsored by HFN/RR

Défonce, sponsored by La Nouvelle Revue de

House Hilton, Chicago, Illinois. Contact + 1505
982 2366
13 16 MAY High- End 99, Hotel Kempinski,
Frankfurt, Germany. Contact the High End
Society, +49 202 702022.

(23rd and 24th, bade-only days). Contact Janet
Belton, 0181 774 0847.
14 18 OCTOBER IBTS ' 99, International
Audio, Video, Broadcasting, Motion Picture &
Telecommunications Show ( professionals only),
Milan. Contact +39 (02) 4815541.
69 JUNE 2000 BroadcastAsia2000,
incorporating Professional Audio Technology
2000 and CableSat2000. Suntec Centre,
Singapore. Contact 0171 862 2083.

Son. Contact + 33 141 86 17 50.
24-25 APRIL Northern Ireland Hi Fi Show,
Upper Newtownards. Contact 01868 753606.
11-13 MAY Hi Fi ' 99, trade days, The Home
Theater & Specialty Audio Show, Palmer House
Hilton, Chicago, sponsored by Stereophile
(trade days sponsored by The Academy
Advancing High Performance Audio and
Video). Call +1 ( 505) 992 6604.
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19-22 MAY CEDIA Expo, Novotel, West
London. Trade only. Contact 01462 627377.
28 AUGUST- 5 SEPTEMBER Internationale

Funkausstellung 1999, Berlin Exhibition
Grounds. Call 0171 886 3103.

FLAGSHIP DVD
FROM SONY
SONY UK has announced a new top-of-the-range DVD player, which
aims to leapfrog the competition with a host of advanced features.
Although the new DVDP-S7700 bears some resemblance to the the
'7000 model — Sony's original ' high- end' $ 1000 player for the US
market — the new flagship model is a far more advanced machine.
The mechanism uses Sony's dual discrete

digital noise-reduction filter.

laser pickup, while acopper-plated chassis ' Audiophile' features are also
reduces electromagnetic noise. To counter
included to enable the ' 7700 to get the best
mechanical vibration and resonance, the
out of the various DVD-V surround-sound
player is constructed with abulk-moulding
formats. Compatible with Dolby Digital
compound tray with ahoneycomb pattern, (AC- 3) and MPEG audio, the DVP-S7700

digital output, aheadphone connection
with level switch and (stereo) analogue
audio out, as well as two SCART
connectors. The DVP-S7700 (which we

plus Sony's unique off-centre absorbtive
feet. Video technology includes a 10-bit
video D/A with 10-bit processing, and

also features adigital-out for DTS (Digital
Theatre System). A 12.5MHz optical
digital output module is said to transmit

guess is likely to retail at around £800) is
the top home-deck model in arange of five
new players from Sony. The other new

improved video processing and filtering
help to deliver maximum detail and
contrast. Video features include anewlydeveloped smooth slow motion mode and a

data with higher accuracy and less jitter,
while adigital-off mode reduces any
possible interference with analogue output
signals. There is a also acoaxial (electrical)

models are the DVP-S725, DVP-S525 and
DP-S325, and the portable PBD-V30. For

LEXICON'S UPGRADE OPTIONS
ENCOURAGED by
research revealing
70% brand loyalty,

further information call Sony United
Kingdom Ltd, 01932 816000.

DENON REVISES
BEST-SELLING TUNER

Lexicon says it is

THE long-running Denon TU 260L, said to be the
best-selling tuner ever sold in the UK, has been

continuing to pursue
its policy of

updated as the TU260L Mk II. The string of
modifications stretch from anew front end for

upgradability. The
latest examples are
upgrade options for

reduced interference; anew multiplex filter for

DC- 1processor. Four
options are now

Now remote controlled, the tuner has 40 station

reduced pilot carrier leakage; additional RDS
functions and an easier-to-use rotary tuning control.

available for DC- 1owners. For
£300, Option 1provides dealer
installable software upgrade for an
enhanced array of music modes and

sound and ambience modes
including Dolby Digital, DTS, and
THX Ultra certification. Zoned
outputs, a six-channel digital input

random preset memory for FM, MW and LW bands.
UK retail price is £ 130. Further details from UK
importer Hayden Laboratories, 01753 888 447.

PATENT BASS BY HORIZON

other attractions such as the

array, eight analogue inputs and a

creation of ' virtual' rear speakers.
Option 2, costing £600, replaces
the 20-bit D/A convertor with a24-

new video controller are further
attractions to the MC- 1which
retails for £ 5495. Another

A newly patented Infinite Transmission Line bass

bit design for all eight channels.

alternative is the new Lexicon DC-2

Option 3 combines the first two

digital surround controller, available

produce a ' clean and brisk acoustic signature' this
bass loading system is implemented using a rear-

options for aprice of £800, and
Option 4 amounts to atrade-in deal
of 70% of the purchase price,
against that of anew MC- 1,

in three variants, the DC-2/THX
retailing for £ 2400, the DC-2/AC-3

facing port in the Eiger, whose distinctive
parabolically curved cabinet is designed for a high

retailing for £ 3400 and the DC2/DTS retailing for £ 3800. Further
details from Lexicon's UK
distributor CSE, on 01423 359054.

resonance threshold. 1% tolerance air- cored
inductors and bi-wiring optimise integration of the
two drivers, the designer aiming for a high level of

Lexicon's latest pre-amp processor
equipped with two dozen surround

TSUNAMI'S NEW SPACE- SAVING SUB
A new, active, space- saving sub-woofer, the
Tsunami TS300, designed for music, movie
and multi- media applications is designed to
be remote-control tunable for sweet spot
optimisation. High- and low-level inputs may
be connected simultaneously, enabling
instant selection for audiophile phasepreserving sub- bass to supplement hi-fi
stereo speakers, or line- level low frequency
extension to suit home cinema sound
systems. The magnetically shielded TS300,
which has four programmable memory
settings, features a 100W amplifier and
250mm long throw driver. It retails for
£300. Tsunami Ltd,

16

loading system is one of several innovations in
Horizon Audio's Eiger loudspeaker. Aiming to

sonic transparency and transient detail. Further
details from Horizon Audio, 01209 613827.

TAGMCLAREN AV32R
PROCESSOR ON SALE
FOR its first A/V processor, the AV32R, TAG McLaren
Audio has managed to keep the UK retail price below
£2000, lower than originally expected, due to
production efficiencies and the huge buying power of the
TAG McLaren organisation. Certified to meet the THX
Ultra specification, it includes all major surround- sound
decoding algorithms, making it compatible with Dolby
Digital, NS and MPEG 2 discrete digital surround sound
sources. TAG McLaren Audio, can be contacted on
0800 783 8007.

01656 768777.
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CREEK BUYS EPOS BRAND
MICHAEL CREEK has bought the Epos brand, goodwill and associated intellectual
property from Audio Partnership, as well as the remaining first-quality Epos stock.
He has formulated a plan to develop a new create synergies between the Creek and Epos
range of Epos loudspeakers which can be brands, and his broader objectives for Epos are
expected to employ innovative, ' unique' to combine improved production efficiency and
technology. The aim is to create ' more tolerant' profitability with the high manufacturing quality
loudspeakers, to appeal more broadly than the already associated with Epos. One thing Mike
previous range marketed by the previous Creek says he won't be attempting is ' to copy
company, Epos Acoustics. Michael Creek, who what Epos was doing before' when, like
also heads the design consultancy, EMG, will run Mordaunt-Short, prior to the purchase by
Epos as a separate company to his other Aadio Partnership it was under the umbrella
manufacturing business, which is of course the ownership of TGI Group. Further details of
electronics firm Creek Audio. He is looking to the new range from Epos, 0181 361 6734.

X-PLOFtA THE
WAVES WITH
MUSICAL FIDELITY
RDS and full remote control help
Musical Fidelity meet its four- fold goals
for the X-Plora FM tuner good sound
quality; the capability to identify
continuity differences; ease of use; and
maximum technical performance. XPlora is designed to achieve a high
sensitivity, enabling good signal-to-noise
ratio from average signal strengths.
Difficulties with system matching are
obviated, according to Musical Fidelity,
by ensuring low spurious HF output, so
that sensitive amplifiers are not upset. A
Iwo- stage, low distortion, steep slope
notch filter is used for this purpose. The
X-Plora retails for £ 599. Call Musical
Fidelity, 0181 900 2866.

ARTHUR RADFORD
APPRECIATED

The Arthur Radford Estate recently
granted permission for The Arthur
Radford Appreciation Society to be
established. Those wishing to become
founder members should contact Philip
Parkinson, The Arthur Radford
Appreciation Society, 0191 478 3840,
or e-mail Pparkin352(Waol.com.
BRIEFING

TAKING advantage of the
modular construction employed,
AVI has updated its S2000 CD
player to 24- bit standard. The
revised design was first shown to
the public at the Bristol Sound &
Vision Show in February. AV
International Ltd, 01453 752656.

CASTLE INVERSIONS
LAUNCHED

HAVING shocked visitors to the Hi Fi Show 1998 with its
prototype inverted loudspeakers, Castle Acoustics unveiled
the finished Inversion series at the Sound & Vision
exhibition, Bristol. Apart From its unusual cabinet shape,
adopted to minimise cabinet coloration effects, the
Innovation series features carbon fibre main drive units
Three models are initially launched. Inversion 15 is a
compact stand-mounted two-way reflex model with 19mm
polyamide soft-dome tweeter. Inversion 50 is a mediumsized floorstander to replace the Castle Avon. Inversion
100 ie.es two bass drivers, one upward- facing, and a
28mm soft-dome tweeter. Retail prices are £425 for
Inversion 15, £875 for Inversion 50, and £ 1975 for
Inversion 100. A range of nine real wood veneers is
offered. Call Castle Acoustics, 01756 795333.

BRIEFING BRIEFING

ANT1FERENCE has launched
its ' revolutionary' Rx digital
aerial ( right), an unusual
dipole expected to give
professional standard digital
TV reception. Call 01543
267160.
BOSTON is marketing a new
half- inch- thick woofer and
satellite system, the Monsoon MM- 1000,
featuring single planar magnetic driver. Call
01923 699 399.
CELEST1ON has put its C6s magnetically
shielded powered subwoofer, retailing at
£600 into production. Call 01622 687442.
CHECKPOINT has created the SA- 5 Sound
Alignment System, a laser- alignment tool
enabling professional alignment for ' pinpoint' accuracy of directionalised sound.
Call 00+1 ( 3101 891 1550.
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BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING

CYRUS ELECTRONICS
became an independent
operation within the NXT
Group of companies on
1February, 1999.
(Goodmans
Loudspeakers Ltd), part
of the TGI Group, is to
cease manufacture of
hi-fi loudspeakers, in order to concentrate
on its core OEM in-car speaker business.
GOLDMUND has developed the SR 12, the
firm's least expensive amplifier, a 125W per
channel design, 00 (+41 122 823 0565.
IXOS has launched the 1000 and 1001
Gamma Geometry interconnects, both
finished with ferrite rings and hard goldpated RCA plugs, priced at £90 and £ 70
per metre pair, respectively. Call lxos on
0121 749 2240.

JAMO has new Sapele Mahogany and
American Cherry finishes for its Concert 11,
Concert Centre and award- winning Concert
8 loudspeakers. Call
01327 301300.
JVC nanded out 44
awards to video works
by amateurs and
professionals at the 21st
Tokyo Video Festival,
held in February.
M&K became the first
speaker manufacturer to
deliver a complete THX
Select home theatre
speaker system in the
USA, this January, by
launching its 750 THX
system. Call 00 (+ 11
310 204 2854.

from a company best known for high performance, hi- fidelity.

easimemaimmilipasammemome.

TAG McLaren are soon to become famous, not only for our success on the race track, but for the sound in your living room.
TAG McLoren Audio, the result of a merger with Audiolab, one of Britain's most respected audio companies, has been
created with one simple aim in mind: to produce the best audio and audio visual equipment money can buy. The first
fruit of this collaboration is the .de"M series. A range of components which represents
unparalleled levels of technology and engineering, recreating with absolute fidelii,
the artist's performance in your own home. We expect them to go as fast as our cars.
E
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products featured: cd player CD2OR, integrated amplifier 60i

email: helpdesk(riltagmclarenaudio.corn

freephone: 0800 7838007
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THE BRISTOL SCENE
SOUND & VISION 99, the Bristol
Show, sponsored by retailers Audio
Excellence and Audio T, marks the
first audio rendezvous of the year in
the UK for manufacturers and
enthusiasts — and anyone keen to
catch up with emerging products and
technologies. This year, visitors were
treated to afull DVD-Audio
demonstration courtesy of
Panasonic/Technics, SACD courtesy
of Sony, DAB courtesy of Arcam, not
to mention the launch of many new
hi-fi components.
The first eye-catcher was from TEAC,
premiering its latest integrated amplifier,
the A-E2000, anew development that
sports aswitch-mode power supply. Rated
at around 50W, it should sell at just £ 180.
Several new loudspeakers were seen,
some from new names in the trade.
Vienna Acoustics, from the Austrian
capital itself, is being imported by Henley
Designs. Its range of boxes starts at £650
for the two-way Haydn, and escalates to
the £6000 Mahler fioorstander. Also from
Henley (amongst alist of additions) is a
new Pro-Ject turntable, the Classic,
available in achoice of real wood finishes
from £360, and the Understand Supports
equipment stands, made up with
heavyweight marble shelves.
Analogue addicts were also made happy
by the re-invented Michell Gyro SE [see
this month's review] and the large volume
of vinyl bandied around the ground and
terrace levels.
KEF wooed with the Maidstone, as
witnessed on this month's cover. Other
speakers included Elac from Germany,
miniature boxes with long-throw metal
drivers — and proudly declaring the lack
of any sub-woofer enhancements in-room.
Castle Acoustics turned boxes on their
heads with the Inversion series, while
Tannoy showed the Saturn Series, a

lower-priced variation
on the Definition
theme, plus a
floorstanding derivation
of the R1 — the £350
R2. ProAc had its
revised Tablette 2000,
AVI its Big,ga-Tron
[reviewed this month]
and Naim the £5000
NBL, in the 10th floor
Presidential Suite.
It was with some
anticipation that DVDAudio was publicly
demonstrated — after a
bus ride to the Swallow
Hotel — in all its multichannel glory.
Clockwise from left: Cyrus NXT hybrid speaker; NAD's Sdoerline electronics
Excerpts of cathedral
range; and Technics' DVD-Audio demonstrations at the Swallow Hotel
organ and studio multitrack recordings
were heard, as well as two-channel 24[192.
The performance of this system, featuring
prototype players, bodes very well for a
PCM-based high-resolution future.
In the What HiFi? room, as at the
Marantz display, SACD was on offer.
Reliability of the medium was not as
secure, and as ever serious comparisons
between the battling formats remained
impossible with music samples, mastering
studios and even the site of audition
refusing to coincide.
New electronics abounded. Pioneer
showed its new DVD (video) machines,
including ababy 'lifestyle' player.
Meridian raised the stakes with an
£8000(!) DVD player, and its own Digital
Radio tuner to challenge Arcam's coup.
One of the busiest rooms was in fact
Arcam's, where DAB music was piped
around between demonstrations from the
elusive Dave. The latter individual was in
fact asmart plug-in (aka DAVE) for the
Alpha 10 amplifier that transforms the
'humble' stereo amp into afully-featured

AV control centre. Meanwhile, TAG
McLaren Audio had its new surroundprocessing addition to the F3 Series, the
AV32R, on demonstration at the nearby
Audio Excellence shop, while back at the
shaw awalk-around exhibit again showed
off the marque's technological
acheivments. Cyrus were seen stretching
the wings after new-found freedom from
Mission. Its portfolio adds several new
boxes including aCD player, pre/power
amplifier — and an NXT-hybrid
loudspeaker.
Best sounding room award goes to
Anders+Kern, whose demonstration of
cinema filmscreens — breathtakingly silent
as Ipasssed, after aweekend of music and
AV dems — sounded eerily natural, if not
quite high-fidelity! The Show's PR
company boasted attendance figures up
6% on last year, despite the heavy rain,
and the fire alarms that expelled visitors
on to the street on Sunday afternoon.
Minutes after the Fire Brigade confirmed
the false alarm, the show went on...
Andrew Harrison

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
NCT GROUP INC has
added the 18 x24 x2mn
GK- 1824 to its Gekko
home theatre flat speaker
line. Call 01296 770136.
Ma's share price rose on
news of 24 further licensee
agreements and a new
technology Sound Vu, for
using laminate glass and
other transparent material
to function as a loudspeaker.
ONKYO has a new second
generation DVD-V player,
the £ 1000 DV- 5501, with
audiophile parts, Composite
and S-Video outputs, and 20-bit/96kHz
audio capability. Call 01203 229658.
ORELLE has moved its manufacturing base
to Bremen, Germany, and says that it now
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prices its products, which
includes a new
loudspeaker, The Swing,
and The Spice subwoofer, uniformly across
Europe. Call Orelle 0181
931 1206.
PIONEER has launched
three new in-car CD/RDS
tuner head units, the
DEH-P3000R, ' 2000R
and ' 2030R, each
designed for improved
vibration resistance. For
more information call
01753 789789.
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR COMPANY has
developed low- profile centre and mirrored
L/R versions of their TB], LB1, IBI and MB]
monitor loudspeakers, 01707 393002.

SENNHEISER has launched a new pair of
headphones, the HD500 ' Fusion' Bionetic,
priced at £70, its Duofol diaphragm made
from Iwo Mylar films, 01494 551 571
SGS UK LTD of Camberley. Surrey has
extended its London Electrical Safety lab to
include EMC testing, 01276 691133.
DL, the well-known British loudspeaker
company specialising in transmission line
designs, has been bought by Gordon
Provan, who is also Cha,rman of the British
Federation of Audio. Health problems had
compelled founder and owner John Wright
to sell the company, but he retains a
consultancy role.
WALRUS SYSTEMS, the London WI dealer
is holding a high-end open week from 510th April welcoming CD and LP enthusiasts
without the need for a booked
demonstration. Call 0171 724 7224.

Just out of
this World

YOU MAY HAVE TO TRAVEL THIS FAR TO FIND BETTER
SERVICE AND ADVICE - AND EVEN THEN - WHO KNOWS?
*The best range of Hi Fi separates anywhere
* 1months home trial exchange system
*Great part ex deals and great secondhand bargains
* 6demonstration rooms and easy parking

*Interest free credit & most credit cards
fitheilri

or you.
FREE

laity then SOUNDS OF MUSIC is
%hus for an appointment - Today!

DELIVERY

&

INSTALLATION

Agencies include:
Avantgarde, Argento, Audio Synthesis, Advantage, Audio Physics, Apollo, Audion, Audio Note, Audio Research, Audio
Analogue, Anthem, Altis, AVI, ATC, Alon, Acoustic Energy, Atacama, Artemis, BCD, Base, Balanced Audio Technology,
B&W, Bow, Bose, Convergent Audio Technology, Chord, Copland, Cadence, Cable- Talk, Churchill, Copulare, Dunlavy, DAC,
Eggleston- Works, Electrocompanient, Eikos, FM Acoustics, Genesis, Graham, Graff, Goertz, Goldring, Gershman, Hales,
Harbeth, Helios, Jamo, JM Labs, Koetsu, Krell, KEF, Klipsch, Kimber, Lumley, Lyra, L.A.T, Lavardin, Musical Technology, MIT,
Magnum, Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Marantz, Mordant Short, Martin Logan, Michell, Neat, Nordost, Nottingham
Analogue, Opera, Optimum, Ortofon, Orelle, Osborn, Promenade, PAD, Passlabs, Pro- ac, Pink Triangle, Primare, QED,
Quad, Reference 3A, Ruark, Rel, Roland, SME, Shure, Sequerra, Sennheiser, Sonic Link, Soundstyle, Sonic Frontiers,
Spendor, Sonus-Faber, Stands Unique, Synergistic Research, Target, Trilogy, Tannoy, Totem, Talk, Transparent,
Transfiguration, Triangle, Unison Research, VAC, Woodside, Wilson, Wilson Benesch, Wadia, XTC, XLO, YBA, Zingali.
OPEN

SUNDAYS

BY

APPOINTMENT

ONLY

OW' 10-12 ( impel Place. Tunbridge Wells. Kent T11 1YQ
Tel: 01892 547003 Fax: 01892 547001
Web She IITTP://u-u-u-sounds-of-music.co.uk.
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From left: the Louis Stewart Trio; Living Voice demonstration; organiser Noel Clone with Pedro Jorge-Luis (Absolute Sounds) and Paul Webb (Arcam)

THE DUBLIN HI-FI SHOW
DUBLIN'S unremittingly grey winter
weather was brightened for audio
enthusiasts by the Dublin Hi-Fi show,
sponsored by dealer and distributor,
Cloney Audio and held on the
weekend of 22-23 November at the
Doyle Burlington Hotel. Highlight of
the show was, perhaps, the Irish
launch of B&W's new Nautilus
loudspeakers. The full range from the
mini monitor 805 to the mighty 801
was on show, along with Et&Ws more
affordable models. Even using
relatively modest amplification, the
801's clearly validated the consensus
view among reviewers, that this is a
true reference speaker which sets new
standards in many areas.
High-end distributor Absolute Sounds
was present in full force with two separate
rooms. The large room played host to the
new Krell ICPS25i which integrates CD
transport, decoder and full-function preamplifier in asingle compact, if weighty,
chassis. The 25i drove the Wilson System
V with ample support from Krell's mighty
FPB600 and Transparent cable. In its
smaller room, Absolute Sounds
demonstrated Krell's more affordable ICAV
Series: the ICAV300 CD player and
KAV250 pre-power amplifiers which were
partnered with Martin Logan's SL3 hybrid
electrostatics. The sound in this room
showed that while the top Krell's may
define the state of the art, the KAV series
is certainly capable of audiophile
performance.
A quite different approach to the state
of the art was effectively demonstrated by
horn specialist Living Voice. Although the
space available was not sufficient to deploy
the no-compromise Tone Scout, the
company nevertheless produced some
excellent sounds with its more
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conventional, but still highly efficient,
Auditorium. That efficiency was fully
exploited by the 7W per channel Border
Patrol SE amplifier which features 300B
valves and an outboard choke regulated
power supply.
Cloney Audio demonstrated its own
high-end system combining an intriguing
and sonically satisfying mix of esoterica
from Europe and the US. The system
comprised the new Theta Miles one-box
CD player, Audible Illusions Modulus 3a
tube Pre Amp and Nelson Pass's Single
Ended Class A Aleph 5transistor power
amp. These established brands were
matched with the Irish debut of van den
Hul's all-carbon 'The Third' speaker cable
which linked the electronics with Avant
Garde's striking Uno horn speaker. Also at
the show, avery different but equally
intriguing approach to cable design was
demonstrated by Nordost with their
flatline ribbon cables.
Arcam held alarge scale demonstration
of its full range of electronics. The
company's Alpha One amp also featured
in Coney Audio's entry-level system
which included Yamaha's CDX493, van
den Hul cables and Acoustic Energy's
metal-coned Aegis One Speaker. This very
modestly priced and extremely musical
system demonstrated that super show
sound was not confined to the big ticket
esoterica.
A particular highlight of the show was
the live music provided by the Louis
Stewart trio. Recording as both asolo
artist and with such luminaries as George
Shearing and Martin Taylor, Stuart has
an international reputation and his
peerless playing was areal bonus for show
goers.
Home theatre fans were well catered for
in avariety of rooms. Acoustic Energy

showed its complete home cinema package
comprising AE109 fioorstanders, AE107
centre speaker, AE101 effects. speakers and
the AE108 active subwoofer. Other AV
exhibitors included Yamaha with its
DSPA1 integrated amplifier-processor,
while both Philips and Pioneer showed
their 42 inch plasma widescreen TVs. For
projection enthusiasts, Anders and Kern
were on hand to demonstate the US-made
Stuart screens and local distributors
System Video showed Barco's broadcast
quality projectors.
Denmark's reputation in loudspeaker
design was upheld by Jamo and Arcitec
Acoustics, with the latter putting on some
very entertaining demonstrations centred
on its sleek Athena loudspeaker. Danish
style was also evident in the form of
AAVIK's elegant hi-fi furniture.
Elsewhere, local furniture designer David
Cooke showed that Irish craftsmanship is
alive and well.
From sunnier climes, the excellent and
affordable Audio Analogue range was
demonstrated by British distributor UKD,
with the new 24-bit Paganini CD player
making its Irish debut. UKD also offered
tube fans an opportunity to drool over
both GRAAF and Unison Research
amplifiers.
Of course no show would be complete
without guru Russ Andrews who
proselytised on the evils of the mains
supply and offered arange of palliatives
including Kimber's mains cables, as set
out in his very informative booklet The
Power and the Glory.
Exhibitors and showgoers alike were
very pleased at the weekend's events, none
more so that the Cloney Audio team, who
plan to make the Dublin HiFi show a
firm annual fixture in the hi-fi calendar.
Ned Costello
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Resolution Audio CD- 5o player: f7()<)

Kuzma Stabi Sturntable plus Stabi Sunipivot tone arm: fi000

con.rad-jo

Zingali Overture 3: £ 2995 apai,

Top: conrad-johnson Premier ui pre- amplifier: £4495
Above: conrad-johnson MF 2500 power amplifier: f3495
Amplification
Art Audio • Audio Ana ogue
conrad—johnson
Ear/Yoshino • Golden tube
Graaf • Muse Electronics
Unison Research
Vinyl Replay
Nottingham Analogue
Benz-Micto cartridges
Lyra cartridges • Barnatt &
Oswalc • Kuzma • Trigon
Vanguard phono amplifier

TEL:

01.71380

o866

Digital Replay
Audio Analogue Pagan;nii
conrad—johnson • DPA •
Marantz • Resolution Audio
Wadi
Loudspeakers
Audio Spectrum
Audiostatic • Avalon
Acoustics • Beauhorn
Virtuoso • Cabasse • Clhario
Diapason • Opera • Powell
Audio • Zingali Omniray

Accessories
Barnatt & Oswald bespoke
furniture • Cardas cables
& power cords • Esopower
mains stabilisers
finite elemEnte pagcde
equipment stands
Harmonix • Nordost cables
shun mook • V- Damp
isolating system
Tuners
Magnum Dynalab •

Home trial schemes available. All systems installed by us. Mail order carriage free.
•Efficient tax-free export.Ex-demonstration and used equipment always available.
Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturdays toioo to 18:30
Camden Town, London Nwl mx: 0171 383 5028 E.mta: stephen@audioc.freeserve.co.uk

brief encounters
Meet Edmund
THIS amplifier is from the REL stable, but in
this case it is not one of the company's own
designs. REL is providing distribution and
credibility for an amplifier designed by a
family member, namely Anthony Lord, the
son of REL's founder, Richard ELord.
Edmund, it seems is aname that is in the
family and, yes, arange of electronics is
promised.
The external design of the amplifier is
simple enough. This is alimited features
amplifier, free of niceties like remote control,
and front panel furniture other than the
obligatory source, volume and power
switching is confined to amute switch, tape
monitor, amono switch (very unusual these
days) and aheadphone socket. The purist
nature of the design is reflected internally too,
with arelatively massive power supply, and a
discrete bipolar Darlington output stage. Steps
have been taken to minimise signal path
lengths, and to maximise current transfer and
'speed'.
The £399 amplifier is available in two
forms, with or without aphono input (m-m
and m-ccompatible), which is ano-cost
factory-Fit option that can be specified when

ordering. The nonphono
versions, including the
test sample, use this
input as aline input,
of which there are
six, including the
ein gle tape circuit.
Rear panel socketry
is standard except
that the speaker
terminals are flush fitted 4mm sockets, and are
doubled up for bi-wiring. The inputs are gold
plated, and the amplifier is solid and rattlefree, though the case lid is not damped. The
fascia is chrome plated, which looks
calculated to appeal to German tastes, though
users with more laid-back requirements may
prefer the black option. Notwithstanding these
features, exterior finish is no better than
average, and there is little recognisable
attempt at styling.
The first outing with this amplifier was not
auspicious, and Iput the amplifier onto aback
burner for some time before digging it out for
aproper hands-on. This time the amplifier
was thoroughly run in and warmed up, which
turned out to be the secret to unlocking its
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potential, as the little Edmund was
simply transformed. It has arich, full-blooded
tonality, the bass being especially well
formed. The whole effect is open, with
explicitly laid out stereo soundstaging, and
rather more meaningful dynamics than you
would normally expect from such amodestly
specified amplifier.
There is ahint of the 'English' amplifier
about this one. The music seemed at times a
little too reined in, especially in the treble, but
this doesn't affect the bass and midband,
which are notably free and open in feel, and
so it does little to dim my enthusiasm for an
only mildly characterFul amplifier that is more
than averagely communicative in every sense.
Alvin Gold
• REL Acoustics Limited, 01656 768777

Budget pre- meets DAC: Creek OBH-14
HERE'S an interesting product. What
do you get when you combine a 24-bit
D-A with a passive pre-amp? A Creek
OBH-14, of course! The name may
not trip off the tongue, but if you have
need of either of these products, and
have £229 to spend, then this must be
the neatest solution.
The OBH-14 joins agrowing list of

simple latching button labelled ' Digital
Analogue'. When the ' 14 is in digital

and sensitivity. All set up, the DAC

mode, the panel LED glows orange; when
in analogue mode it shows green. Once

bass control and little HF nastiness. In

the analogue mode is selected, power from

to an onboard 24/96 converter. Not as
holographic as, say, aMSB Link DAC, it

the supplied OBH-2 PSU can even be
disconnected, giving the ' 14 the same kind
of functionality as the company's
acclaimed OBH-10 passive pre-amp.

products from Creek Audio both compact
and affordable, and up to doing their

In use, the unit proved straightforward
and elegant to use. As apre-amp, it was

respective jobs very well. To date there
have been three phono stages, a
headphone amplifier and two passive pre-

tried with Chord SPM1200C and Sugden

showed afast, agile sound with excellent
some applications, it was even preferred

nonetheless impressed with its cleanliness
and relative neutrality. Meanwhile,
analogue sources had that purity and lack
of grain that are only attainable with wellmade passives and very expensive preamps. Dynamics were just perceptibly

A21 power amps, and with analogue
sources that included various turntables
(through aKinshaw phono stage), FM
radio and NICAM TV sound. For digital

reduced, but in use this will depend on
the input and output characteristics of

combines adigital-to-analogue converter
utilising the Crystal CS4390 chip (offering

sources, it proved adept at accepting digits

both co-axial RCA and Toslink inputs),
with asingle analogue-in volume

players. When used with DVD, it could
handle any disc (bar DTS), including 24/96

everything asked of it, brilliantly. Make
sure you get the latest revised version
which caries an extra voltage regulator to

attenuator. There's achoice of two final

and AC- 3, once the player was set to a

DAC, along with upgraded OS-CON

outputs — either fixed-level for feeding
the DAC output into aregular integrated

48kHz PCM sample-rate output — the
Crystal chip, while having a24-bit

capacitors!

or pre-amplifier, or the variable output to

compatibility, is not 96kHz ready.
Some passive pre-amps
have difficulty in providing a

• Creek Audio Ltd, 0181 361 4133

amps, all built into the same
57x100x104mm (hwd) casework. The ' 14

wire directly into apower amp, with the
single fascia knob then controlling system

from CD players and Pioneer DVD

volume. The beauty of the latter
connection is that the unit can act as a
minimalist pre-amp, potentially routing
three sources via very short signal paths. A
CD player or transport's digital output

linear (to the ear) span of

could be plugged into the RCA input, a

ever with passives,
ideally the output

second digital source such as aDAB radio
or MiniDisc player into the Toslink,
leaving the analogue input free for a
turntable (postphono stage) or tape deck.
To switch between inputs, you press a
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partnering equipment.
A well-made product that does

divide digital and analogue supplies to the
Andrew Harrison

control over volume.
Not so the ' 14, which
showed avery usable
range of control. As

leads should be kept
short and of low
capacitance, while the folló
amp should have high input impedance
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brief encounters
TLC Classic 1loudspeakers
YOU don't know us' said my caller

slightly angled back to

'but we're Europe's biggest speaker
manufacturer'. And with that he

provide some timealignment on the forward

proceeded to reel off a list of familiar
loudspeakers produced in his factories

axis and to reduce the

which bear the names of world famous

surfaces. The drive unit
array consists of a 160mm

loudspeaker brands. Irefer to the
Tonsil Loudspeaker Company, which
the company thankfully shortens to
TLC for its own branded products [ see
'Loudspeaker Polonaise', Jan ' 991.
TLC is based in Poland, and has been
making loudspeakers since 1945, taking
advantage of low local wage rates and long
established expertise in cabinet and driveunit manufacturing skills. At first they

The bass is extended, full and
potent, if slightly detached and
'slow', which from experience
seems all but an invariable with
coupled cavities. Iam tempted

number of parallel internal

to describe this speaker as
more of areggae 1than a
classic 1, but that would be to

pulp cone unit and a25mm
dome tweeter mounted on

overstate the case.
Suffice it to say that if you

the baffle, with two 200mm
bass drivers mounted
internally in abandpass

find mainstream speakers thin

arrangement,
communicating to the

you, especially as it seems to

and gutless, this is the one for

outside world through the

like being thrashed hard. The
mid and treble are generally

two front panel vents, an

well behaved. There is acertain

supplied components for the hobbyist, and
later complete loudspeakers for local
markets and then as an OEM producer for
Western European manufacturers. Oh yes,
if you're wondering, ' Tonsil' is ashortened

arrangement popularised by
KEF, also used by Jamo and

thinness about the midband,
which amounts to rawness

others.
The system has plenty of power
handling capacity — 200 watts on the

when pushed hard, which is
undoubtedly the Classic Is

form of two Polish words which mean
music and motor.

maker's figures — and the lowish 87dB/watt

upmarket price, though at £ 1000 it is
considerably less costly than most similarly

sensitivity is offset by the 6ohm impedance.
The cabinet is well braced and heavy, and
gives every appearance of good quality, with
afine black piano gloss finish on all visible
surfaces, though aseam can be seen around

constructed brand-name loudspeakers.

the flush mounted back panel, and the ports

Measuring asubstantial 1000 x 260 x
393mm (hwd), and tipping the scales at 26

are simple plastic tubes without any

The Tonsil One is something of a
flagship product, which bears asuitably

kilos per loudspeaker, this has abaffle

chamfering to reduce turbulence.
This is abig loudspeaker in sound too.

weakest area, but the treble is clean
and incisive. Impressive stuff anyway, and
avery promising debut at an attractive
price. If you don't want piano black, the
same speaker is available in light oak ( as
shown here) for £800.
Alvin Gold
• TLC, Unit .5.A, 22 Lanterns Court, 22
Millharbour, London E14 9TU. Tel: 0171
538 4430

See no evil
AUDIOVECTOR of Denmark's M-Series
speakers were introduced to this country last
year, and while acknowledged as capable
boxes, especially the Signature variants, they
are priced in the £ 1000-plus bracket where
respect from audiophiles' ears is hardearned. So it was with some expectations
that Igreeted the new and less expensive CSeries. The HiFi Show '98 saw the launch of
the two new speakers, the C2 floorstander
and this standmounter, the Audiovector Cl,
where crowds were drawn by some gutsy
performances.
The Cl is roughly the same size as the MI
two-way, in this case 325x190x250mm
(hwd), and is available in four different
finishes, with our sample taking the American
Cherry option. This is asynthetic wrap, but
you would be pushed to tell this until close up,
such is the standard being set now. The
design is classic two-way, rear- ported
'bookshelf', being set apart from the norm by
afew stylistic touches that underline the
Scandinavian touch. There is the precise
sharpness about the corners and edging,
topped by an alloy plate attached above the
tweeter, and the way the unusually considered
grille sits forward of the baffle - these
speakers have been made with an eye for
smartness.
Two drivers overlap physically, the 180mm
mid/bass unit with its doped paper cone,
impregnated with carbon- fibre, and the
26mm soft-dome low-compression tweeter. A
1941 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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bi-wire option is provided by alarge panel on
the bottom half of the rear baffle, with the
55mm diameter flared port sited immediately
behind the HF driver. At 8kg apiece they are
neither strangely massive nor underweight.
The given sensitivity of 87dB (8ohms) is not
out of place either, allowing disrespectful
volumes with moderate amplifiers.
Up to the asking price of £400 one should
expect aloudspeaker to be of certain
refinement, capable of decent power
handling, low coloration and better than
acceptable neutrality, and hopefully to have
more than apassing strike at the elusive goal
of musicality. If we consider speaker
manufacture to be ajuggling act that includes
these sound attributes, then it becomes easier
to see in which basket Audiovector has been
putting eggs. The Cls have agood handle on
bass, and particularly bass timing. Some
might even say that everything after this is ¡ ust
icing, in which case just as well, because the
Cl sare not perfect, even at the price They
exhibit mild coloration through the earsensitive midband, and the top end isn't the
smoothest around. But lest impression is given
of adog, the over-riding musicality, paid in
port by the good bass control, should be
recalled.
For areflex- ported design, the bass is
taught - and quite up to filling rooms given
half the chance. I
tried them on Linn Kan
stands ( not such agood choice here) and
Target's incomparable R2, an almost- perfect

match dimensionally, and spot-on sonically.
The Cis have amarginally forward balance,
with good projection from the box, and this
combined with the firm lower register leads to
aspeaker that does bop along quite nicely.
The foot is so taken with the underlying tunes
that the head can forget the deviancies from a
tond purity.
Overall, perhaps more of arocker's
speaker - this model is capable of high SPLs
before sounding distressed, able to keep the
pace, and subtleties, of the music even right
down at low levels.
Andrew Harrison
• Glaive Ltd, 01622 664070
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technology

It's now
cheap and
easy to copy
CDs using
a PC. But
Joes this
'copyright
theft' really
hurt the
record
companies,
as tey so
ofter claim?

*Some of these tides
were reviewed last
month ['Headroom',
page 63] by Ken
Kessler, who got the
discs direct from DTS
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omputer stores are now selling
CD burners for £200. They
come packaged with software
that lets the PC copy audio CDs, and
ignore SCMS. So the PC can make a
compilation onto CD-RW and then
copy it to CD-R for playback on any
CD. Blank disc prices are tumbling.
New software prints colour labels
which mimic the real thing. So far, the
capacity of blank discs has been
limited to 650 MB, or 74 minutes,
because it is difficult to apply the heatsensitive dye coating at the extreme
edge of the disc. Pressed CDs often
run longer, so acopy completely fills
one blank disc and wastefully uses only
afew minutes of another. This has
been a useful deterrent to home
copying.
Now
Memorex
feels
confident in selling 700 MB, 80
minute discs. The starting price is
£1.59, twice the price of 74 minute
blanks, but expected to fall. The other
disc makers are sure to follow with 80
minute blanks. Philips is selling the
CDR-765 home deck which dubs at
double speed and copies by analogue
straight wire when SCMS blocks
digital copying.
Meanwhile Dixons, Comet and
Currys are pushing MiniDisc so hard
it is now difficult to buy astack system
without MD.
From
the
record
industry's
complaints, you would think discrecording is putting them out of
business. But the flashy, glitzy Brit
Awards coincided with the release of
figures from the BPI which show sales
are up by 11%, with albums up 10%.
This
bears
out
the Japanese
experience, where home copying has
always been away of life. Copying
stimulates interest in music: people
buy and copy.
So what would.happen if someone
could stop all these recorders working?
British company C-Dilla now claims
to have found a way of preventing
people from making copies of CDs on
to blank discs. The music copies but
sounds awful. C-Dilla has agood track
record, having developed encryption
systems that protect digital data on
CD-ROMs. So the company's claim
MAY Ing

must be taken seriously. So far there's
been no demonstration, but I am
promised one.
The final version of the DVD-Audio
specification is now ready. Meridian
Lossless Packing is mandatory for
players and an option for discs, to fit
74 minutes of uncompressed, fullbandwidth multi-channel audio on a
single side. Dolby will licence the
system, which was invented by the late
Michael Gerzon and bought by
Meridian. The Ver 1.0 standard also
leaves producers more freedom to use
Dolby Digital AC-3, instead of linear
PCM, with video clips on the audio
disc [see ' News].
The legal threats from DTS, to
make DTS mandatory, cut no ice with
the DVD Forum. The Californian
company continues to behave in its
own strange way, tangling talk of the
cinema system with the consumer
systems which use different compression technology and data rates.
Says a spokesman, ` DTS is an
option for both DVD-A and DVD-V
which does allow some compatibility
across platforms. To get the full
benefit of DVD-A, you need to buy
another player incorporating MLP'.
As it has always been accepted that
DVD-A would need new players, I
honestly have no idea what this means.
Manufacturers are building the
DTS option into DVD Video players
and AV decoders. And the people who
buy them keep waiting for DTS movie
discs to play on them.
Only when asked, DTS tells me
that Universal has released Watenvorld,
Liar, Liar, Dante's Peak and Daylight
in versions which will play on Region
1 (USA) and Region 2 (Europe and
Japan) players*. This wasn't pressreleased: it was posted on the Internet
for the benefit of anyone who can
afford the luxury of checking every
Web-site of possible interest to them.
For me this would be hundreds of
sites aday and take all day every day.
I suspect there is another good
reason why DTS prefers to rely on
Internet word of mouth. The
Hollywood studios have fought tooth
and nail to block the sale of North
American Region 1DVD movies in
Region 2 Europe. Universal's R1/R2
coding of DTS titles flies in the face
of this policy. It is acriminal offence
in the UK (under the Video
Recordings Act) to sell uncertificated
movie recordings of any type.
When asked, DTS says: 'In Europe,
distribution of these products will be
decided by the content providers and
you should ask them what they intend
to do. We are not contravening any
Act ourselves because we are not
importing the discs'.
Those who do have time to surf the
Internet may have read that a
company called Nu-Tech plans to

release at least four DVD
with DTS soundtracks.
wondering how such
benefit from whatever
audio advantage DTS
Dolby AC- 3.

` adult' titles
Ican't help
movies will
six channel
claims over

WARNER'S DVD PATENTS
As news reports will tell, the rival highresolution audio camps chose the
Bristol
show
in
February
to
demonstrate
their
incompatible
systems, DVD-Audio (the official
DVD Forum standard) and Super
Audio CD from Philips and Sony.
Record company Warner is promoting
DVD-Audio. A string of patents from
WEA Manufacturing Inc in Olyphant,
Pennsylvania tells why. Warner stands
to earn royalties from all the other
manufacturers if the format takes off.
These patents describe how aDVD
audio disc will store at least six
channels of sound, with fixed data
rates depending on channel function
and importance. The two front
channels have the highest quality, and
are recorded at 96 or 192 kHz, ideally
with 20 or 24-bit coding. The rear
channels, which are less important, are
recorded at 48kHz, using 16-bit
words. The remaining channels, used
for deep bass, need only 12kHz.
By using simple multiples of the
sampling frequency for the different
channels it is easier to keep them
running in exact synchronization, so
that there are no phase shifts between
the sound signals coming from the
various loudspeakers. Synchronization
pulses are added to help the player
lock all the signals tightly together.
The disc must also deliver stereo,
and simply summing the six signals
can produce effects which the
producer never intended. So the disc
also contains a stream of control
signals which tell the DVD player how
to balance the six signals when mixing
them together into stereo. The player
can also have an over-ride control
which lets the listener alter the stereo
mix to personal taste.
It's still unclear whether SACD will
launch as astereo or surround system,
and thus whether there is need for
'smart' mixdown as patented by
Warner.
Neither camp will launch on to the
consumer market until the DVD
Forum's Copy Protection Technical
Working Group has agreed an anticopy policy. The Working Group
hopes to be finished before the end of
the year.
So we could see the incompatible
formats on offer for Christmas. Add
the audio-only discs already available
to play on ordinary DVD-Video
players, and the DTS option, and the
brave new world of improved audio
looks increasingly like a suicide
mission.
Barry Fox
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KEF's new, no- holds- barred flagship
speaker aims to show the world just what the famous
Kent- based company can achieve
by MARTIN COLLOMS

n late 1995 an idea began to
take shape at KEF Audio. The
company had already produced
some fair sized ` reference' models,
culminating in the well- regarded
Reference Four. But even this
powerful and accomplished design
lacked the necessary weight and
presence to make amajor impact at
the highest quality level of world
loudspeaker sales. So research
began, to define the key elements of
what was intended to be a much
larger speaker system, a definitive
engineering expression of the
company's knowledge which has
been accumulated over many years.
Within acknowledged engineering boundaries, the aim was for
this model to have an essentially
unlimited dynamic range, as well as
the capability for truly high sound
levels, fully capable of driving large
listening rooms. It goes almost
without saying that such referencegrade loudness also had to be
accompanied
by
very
low
distortion,
a wide
uniform
frequency range and ample reserve
in the critical low bass frequencies.
Using
sufficiently
powerful
amplification, the intention was to
recreate realistic, full loudness
replay of a large symphony
orchestra or for that matter, a
stadium rock concert. Likewise, if
incorporated in a home theatre
system, the aim was to deliver the
kind of powerful punch produced
at atop-class movie venue.
In identifying the performance
targets, the engineers decided new
drive units were essential, as well as
a radical re-examination of best
design practice, relative to this
project. In my view, this has
involved abandoning several
engineering principles which have
almost become aKEF signature.
The design team, headed by Ric
Ciccone ( team leader and bass
driver designer) and Andrew ` Doc'
Watson ( system designer) will
argue the point, but nevertheless I
feel that the R109 Maidstone
represents anew departure for KEF
in several respects. Some might
view it as a return from certain
'high-tech' approaches to more
traditional engineering values.
Without labouring the point too
much, we've come to expect certain
things from KEF's more expensive
designs: polymer cones, band-pass
bass systems with concealed
drivers,
unitary
enclosure
construction, decoupled driver
mountings, fixed factory-defined
response alignments, and a
minimum of show or ostentation.
In addition, the electrical loading
which the speaker applies to a
matching amplifier has generally
MAY 191111
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LOUDSPEAKERS
been compensated to some
uniformly low value, typically 4
ohms. So imagine my surprise,
when these loudspeakers were
installed, to find that almost all
these features had been abandoned
in the Maidstone.
To begin with, the R109 is avery
large speaker, with astrong physical
presence. The build and design are
clearly dominated by the vertical
driver line-up, and the rosewoodveneered cabinets, together with
bright gold-plated finish for the feet
and mechanical coupling elements
give a feeling of luxury. There's
even more gold round the back,
acres of it in fact. The large
connector plate is all polished gold
plate — likewise the impressive
array of large, solid-metal binding
posts, which number no less than
20 per system, areal eye dazzler!
But enough of that. Just what do
you get for your £ 12,000?
Checking the spec, the R109 stands
1.19m ( 3ft 1lin) high, 0.6m (2ft)
wide by 0.67m ( 2ft 2in) deep. The
weight is approximately 2001b per
speaker. A five-year transferable
warranty is given for UK and the
USA, with broadly similar terms on
offer for other countries too.
Built as three stacking enclosures
per channel, this is a big, broad,
curve- fronted system, floorstanding, and a two-man lift even
when disassembled. Starting from
the bottom, the bass bin, set lowest,
begins with two huge bass reflex
ports followed closely by a 380mm
(15 inch) bass-driver with a resinbonded fibre-pulp cone. Similar
cone material is used in the 250mm
(10 inch) lower- mid unit, which
occupies the next section above.
This in turn is assembled as apair
with top cabinet, and the resultant
upper section of the enclosure is
partially decoupled from the bass
bin by a three-point (yes, you've
guessed it, gold-plated) cone-andcup array.
The whole is topped out by what
seems at first glance to be a
superfluous metal plate ( gold
again). But this is in fact the site for
retrofitting a supertweeter, to
extend the range to well beyond
audibility, perhaps 40 to 50kHz, to
cater for growing tastes for wider
bandwidth in Japan, perhaps driven
by the incipient availability of
wider-bandwidth programme.
Internally, all connectors are
soldered, and the drivers are firmly
bolted down to high- strength
cabinet
sections.
Japanese
requirements are also responsible
for another seemingly strange
feature, namely the presence of a
pair of leather straps on each rear
panel! In fact, these have been
11141 PEWS & IIECORD RESEW
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fitted to secure the otherwise free
mounted upper enclosures in the
event of earthquake.
Correction of the electrical
load/impedance is the minimum
considered necessary for good
amplifier drive, while a ' tone
control' is also provided for the
treble, to account for variations in
room damping at high frequencies.
In this four-way (potentially fiveway) system, the mid and treble is
handled by atop of the line UniQ
driver, the one with the almost
hidden dome tweeter located
central to the mid cone. A high
91dB/W ( 8 ohm) sensitivity is
quoted for the system, though with
a4 ohm rated impedance. In truth,
this defines an 88dB ' real watt'
sensitivity, in other words, about
average. Whether you get that extra
3dB from the paper specification
will depend on the current reserve
of your amplifier. A genuinely high
maximum sound pressure level of
118dB is specified, together with a
big 400W power capacity (as usual,
peak programme, speech and music
drive). Manufacturer's tolerance for
frequency response is 35Hz to
20kHz ± 3dB, while the bass has
been designed for atailored, ' slow'
rolloff to lower frequencies, for
example, - 6dB down at 30Hz.
Good in-room bass levels down to
27Hz can be expected if these
performance claims are verified.
As regards placement, these
speakers are designed for free-space
use, well away from boundaries
(typically lm from the nearest side
walls and 1-2m from the end wall).
The enclosures should be 2-4m
apart and the best listener position
is claimed as 3-5m away, down the
centre line.
There are several ways to connect
the Maidstones. With the jumper
bars in place they may be single
wired, which is what Imainly did,
using Transparent XL cable. With
the jumpers out, the speaker splits
between the two lower and two
upper drivers, allowing for biamping or passive bi-wiring if
desired. With access to four
Meridian 605 monoblocks, Ifound
by experiment that the bi-amping
route provided significant gains in
clarity over straight stereo
throughout the range; but do chose
sufficiently good and powerful
amplification.
Furthermore, it is possible to
arrange the entire terminal array on
the input panel to lift the drivers
respectively away from their
internal crossover networks. In this
mode, an auxiliary multi-way active
crossover may be installed. To
reconfigure, small threaded studs
present in the terminal panels are

The ' 109 is
a very large
speaker,
with a strong
physical
presence.
The build and
design are
clearly
dominated by
the vertical
driver line-up,
and the
rosewood veneered
cabinets,
together with
bright goldplated finish
for the
feet and
mechanical
coupling
elements
give afeeling
of luxury

unscrewed and reversed so altering
the internal connections. This is
operative for the bass driver, while
the upper- bass, mid and treble
sections can be directly accessed via
their umbilical connection systems
normally accessible on the back of
the speaker.
Use of an active crossover
presupposes that a stereo four-way
amplification system is available
and that crossover frequencies,
slopes and equalisation may be
configured to match or improve
upon the original passive networks.
In this situation, the R109 becomes
a set of raw, cabinet-fitted drivers
on which an experienced enthusiast
may impose his version of tonal
balance and bandwidth and
presentation.

THE TECHNICAL STORY
Beginning with the foundation —
the sub- structure on which the
system rises both sonically and
physically — here the designers
have to take decisions which might
or might not compromise the low
frequency power handling, bass
extension or linearity.
Seeking substantially lower than
usual distortion levels, the
generous, 380mm flared pulp-cone
bass driver has a rare combination
of an oversize 100mm diameter
voice-coil with a short winding of
lOmm length, which is thus
immersed in a long and costly
magnetic gap, estimated at 36mm
deep. This is the drive- unit
designer's ideal situation, providing
as it does both high-level stability
and low distortion. Mechanical
stability is promoted by a double
rear suspension complementing the
low- loss synthetic rubber front
suspension.
A strong diecast metal chassis has
been crafted for this driver, with
eight-point fixing, four of these
visible via the counter- layer
damped cast decor trim. The ferrite
magnet is 220mm in diameter,
working on a precision, milled,
tapered, magnetically focused top
plate. The assembly really does feel
as if it weighs aton when you try to
pick it up!
This driver is mounted in a fullsize 145 litre enclosure, and is bassreflex loaded by two 100mm
diameter, 42cm long gas- flowed,
ducted ports. While the front panel
is of contoured 50mm MDF the
remainder is 25mm, augmented by
some circumferential bracing. No
acoustic lagging is present; in
theory, it is not required for the
below-100Hz lumped parameter
design principle.
Operating from a nominal 25Hz
to 100Hz, the low-pass response of
29
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LOUDSPEAKERS
this section is established by a
second-order network compensated
by ashunt compensator for the incabinet impedance peak of the bass
driver. Components here are high
power Wicon iron-dust inductors
and electrolytic capacitors.
A
second- order
electrical
transition is provided for the upperbass unit, to which is allocated the
two- octave range from 100Hz to
400Hz. Here the response is again
compensated for the in-box sealed
chamber resonance peak. Similar
components are used to those in
the bass section, and both are built
on a sub- assembly printed circuit
board. This upper bass unit is a
250mm diameter ( 10 inch) resinbonded, flared, pulp-cone driver,
this time with a smaller 50mm
voice-coil, but again with a shortcoil, long-gap configuration. A new
diecast frame supports this high
power, linear unit, again equipped
with a rubber outer suspension.
The box volume is 14 litres, and
the construction is simply braced
25mm MDF with veneer on the
front face. Eight-point fixing bolts
are used for the driver.
The metal diecasting detail has
been continued down to the
remaining coaxial driver, the UniQ, from the trim ring to the driver
chassis itself. However, it was
surprising and disappointing to find
twin-thread wood screws attaching
this driver to the enclosure with
only just satisfactory torque ( any
more would probably strip the
wood). This driver sits in its own
topmost enclosure, which is bolted
(rather than decoupled via gold
spacers) to the upper-bass section.
In an ideal world, Ifeel it might
have been preferable to have bolted
the bass sections together and used
the tripod point contact for the
mid/treble section, as the last
separated cabinet.
The upper box volume is just 6.5
litres in volume despite its
considerable width. The answer lies
in the shallow internal dimensions,
with just 10cm of clearance
between the inner faces. A
combination of absorptive foam
and bonded polyester fibre aims to
load this chamber; the panels are
fitted with front to back bracing, to
help control unwanted energy
which may otherwise be radiated
form the enclosure.
The main magnet pole for the
UniI-Q driver is 33mm diameter,
working the 160mm-diameter
(6inch) midrange driver over a
defined 400Hz to 2.8kHz frequency
range. It uses a well established
flared polypropylene cone, hand
treated with a glossy damping
'varnish' which also helps the
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The KEE Maidstone is seen here with
ils optional grille in place. A circular
gold top plate pnnides the mounting
point for a future

precision calibration for matched
moving mass.
This is part of the selection and
matching process, which is
rigorously applied to the drivers in
this design. Accurate matching for
left and right can pay dividends in
terms of stereo focus and image
perspective.
The time- delay- aligned soft
fabric dome tweeter is set in the
centre of this Uni -. Q driver. It is
25mm ( 1 inch) in diameter and is
neodymium-energised using aKEF
patented magnet configuration.
While the placement at the apex of
the midrange cone can give rise to
some relatively minor response
irregularities above 8kHz, the
concentric array exhibits almost
textbook constant directivity across
the mid/treble transition, something
spaced driver arrays find hard to
do. Consequently, the in- room
sound of aUniQ is subtly different
to that of most conventional
speakers, and may need some time
for the listener to come to terms
with the less familiar reverberant

The selection
and matching
process... is
rigorously
applied to the
drivers in this
design.
Accurate
matching for
left and right
can pay
dividends in
terms of
stereo focus
and image
perspective

$ 11PertWeeter

option

signature. UniQ can sound ' duller'
and ` richer' for an equivalently
accurate axial frequency response.
Of course, the midrange cone
inevitably provides the function of a
short flared directive horn, this
forming the main acoustic loading
for the central tweeter element.
Save
for one
electrolytic
component, the complex mid and
treble crossover board is built
entirely of polypropylene film
capacitors, with mainly air- core
inductors. All cable harnesses
inside and out are vinyl insulated
flat twin, oxygen- free- copper,
stranded wire by Van Damme.
Fourth-order is used for the high
pass filter to the tweeter, with the
variable level, steps of - 1, 0 and
+1dB set by a choice of shunt
networks across the output
terminals. Altogether there are 13
elements in this section alone.
Compensated for its primary
resonance, the midrange bandpass
filter is a resistively- damped
second- order, for both roll- off
slopes, employing a total of 15
31
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LOUDSPEAKERS
electrical components, some in
parallel combinations.
The gold-plated feet are cone
type, not sharp enough for good
carpet/underlay penetration, so the
dedicated enthusiast may prefer to
abandon them in preference for any
good quality, M8 threaded spike.
For hardwood or tiled floors, KEF
provides gold-plated cups to set
under the cones.
Finally, the grille deserves a
mention. Only one was supplied
with the review pair: could this
have been an intentional omission,
implying I could look but not
listen? But perhaps it was just as
well, since when tried, the single
grille produced a seriously adverse
effect [see Lab Report]. However, it
would keep the dust off and it
could be used for decoration or
'background' listening.
Physically and visually, the grille
links all three enclosures with a
high, poorly-clamped inertial mass.
It did dynamic transients no
favours at all, never mind the lack
of acoustic transparency caused by
the perforated sheet plastic backing
for the grille cloth.
Regarding finish, most of the
enclosure is satin black paint
leaving only the visible front faces
in amart-finished real wood veneer,
the latter of fine quality and
perfectly matched between the
enclosures.
As to the styling, a matter of
personal taste of course, Iremained
undecided.
The finish
and
colouring actually went quite well
with my heavily bookcased listening
r00111.

THE LISTENING SYSTEM
Initial trials with medium-sized
valve
amplification
were
unrewarding due to a lack of drive
current and control. Only the likes
of aConrad Johnson Premier 8a or
a big Audio Research with 4 ohm
taps can begin to cope. Like the
B&W 801 [reviewed Nov ' 98] the
Maidstone fell fractionally below 3
ohms in the bass (and also below 4
ohms in the treble), and so it isn't
an easy load. Due consideration
needs to be given to the cable run
length and cable impedance while
only the more muscular power
amplifiers will exploit all the bass
capability of this big speaker,
especially when driven towards its
peak capacity.
Given the price category, aKrell
FPB200 or equivalent formed a
suitable starting point while the
new Conrad-Johnson MF2500
solid-state (£3500) put in a strong
performance here. My own Krell
FPB 650Ms were on hand, so I
generally used these, plus van den
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This closeup shows the gold cup andcone supports between the bass and mid/treble sections
-Hui

Revelation and Transparent
XL cables, aConrad-Johnson ART
control unit plus Krell KPS25 and
Naim CDS II CD players. The
Linn LP12 Lingo/Naim Aro/Koetsu
Rosewood Signature II record
player provided analogue material
via XTC and Conrad-Johnson
Premier 15 phono equalisers.
I found the R109 to be
compatible with brighter sounding
cables, and so Ialso experimented
with Siltech silver designs with

some success. Purchaser should
consult their dealer on these issues.
Equipment support tables were
by Mana Acoustics, who are now
threatening to try and prove that
the monster Krells are worth
placing on platforms!

SOUND QUALITY
Working initially with a modest
amplifier and no special system
alignment, first impressions were a
little disconcerting. The Maidstone
sounded rather low-key and distant,
noticeably rich in tunal balance. I
persevered and experimented with
equipment combinations and
placements, ultimately finding that
Icouldn't short-change this speaker
and get away with it. All that
should be done, has to be done, to
help extract the highest percentage
of available performance. Thus the
Krell FPB650/Canrad-Johnson
ART/Krell
KPS25s
line-up
predominated — some £ 60,000plus worth of drive electronics!
These big speakers could
certainly deliver a big sound,
powerful in the bass, broad in tonal
balance, neither bright nor forward.
At anything up to generous
sound levels, this KEF sounded
smooth and big-hearted. Higher
levels were generated without
complaint from the drivers, though
the sound itself could become
increasingly
aggressive,
the
midrange
dominating
the

These big
speakers could
certainly
deliver a big
sound,
powerful
in the bass,
broad in tonal
balance,
neither bright
nor fonvarr

proceedings. Very high sound levels
were possible in my room, but they
were less than comfortable than
expected from the large scale and
execution of this design.
Taking key areas in order of
frequency, the bass was full, quite
extended but softer in the lowest
range and more forced, almost
'bumpy' in the mid- bass. As an
entity in itself, despite the sure
knowledge that much of the
character of the bass sound is
defined by the midrange, even low
treble, the ' 109's bass was not very
fast, tripping over fast drumming
lines, lacking percussive impact and
failing to deliver the kind of
thrilling slam shown by some of the
competition. In addition, the bass
tune- playing ability — in other
words the note-by-note evenness —
was only rated ` average plus.'
The wisdom of using this
particular bass driver combination
was clear, for example in the case of
the lower mid and its convincing
integration with the bass. But this
upper bass range also had adegree
of coloration, showing hints of a
`boxy' or ' papery' effect which
seemed to detract from the clarity,
punch and focus of vocal lines;
these had a thickened almost
plummy emphasis.
The sound was cleaner in the
upper midrange although some
hard-to-qualify emphasis was also
present making orchestral strings
sound more 'wiry' and ' steely' than
they should. A smooth, ' Uni Q'
transition was present through to
the treble and in no sense were you
aware that a separate tweeter was
working, anice touch that.
The
in- room
sound
was
noticeably dull through to the
upper treble, even more than my
past experience indicated with
previous designs using this
technology. Experiments with
added treble lift were not really
3

successful. In the upper reaches the

associated with this. The kind of

It is a sensitive

presentations, particularly when the

treble had akind of added 'texture',

'see through' quality which adds
dimension, air and ambience, as
well as far field depth with fine

speaker, if
fairly hard to
drive, will

music was played at realistically
high sound levels.
I realise this sound report is a

stereo reproduction was not in my

accommodate

critical one, and you may find it

view well presented by this KEF

substantial
power inputs

surprising when I conclude by

not quite grain or distortion but
sufficient in combination with the
duller sounding ambience to alter
the nature of treble sounds.
Stereo images were frankly
disappointing. I didn't find the
curved panel

geometry to be

successful in creating wide, focused
sound stages. In fact, in my
experience, the KEF Reference
Four was clearly superior in this
respect. Often the stereo was rather
localised at the speaker boxes, and
centre focus per se was quite weak.
Only much larger rooms and
listener distances will allow a far
field recovery of image focus.
Ihave no good reason for judging
why this design didn't resolve
image depth very well, but the
usual discussion of perspective
layering is inappropriate. The
noticeable failure to sound
substantially transparent is likely

was

and deliver

saying that say the Maidstone is not
a poor speaker — rather, in my

exceptional but the dynamic
expression rated just ` good',

high sound

view, it just doesn't match up well

levels over a
wide
bandwidth in

enough to the tough competition.

design.
The

dynamic

range

transients sounding somewhat
dulled and contained. It was
classed as downbeat on pace with
slowed rhythms and with bass lines
which didn't keep up convincingly
with the midrange.
Nevertheless, the overall integrity

larger spaces
at quite low
distortion

On fast rock material, the
Maidstone sounded heavy on its
feet, and it was clearly more at
home with classical tracks, its broad
balance helping it to achieve more
convincing large scale symphonic

Surveying the review results, the
Maidstone emerges as a speaker
with definite strengths but also a
number of self evident weaknesses.
Acoustically ' large', I didn't find
that the stereo image was properly

of the design still managed to lift
the rhythm and timing performance
to ' average plus'.

CONCLUSION

SUPPLIER
KEF Audio
(UK) Ltd,
Tovil,
Maidstone,
Kent
ME15 6QP.
Tel: 01622
672261

released from the grip of the
enclosures. The frequency response
has undoubtedly been crafted to a
high standard but the more subtle
level of inner tonal balance didn't
allow the speaker to sound
sufficiently open and articulate, at
least not in my listening room. A

KEF R109 MAIDSTONE

Fig I. KEF R109 Maidstone: axial frequency response,
1
m (dashed line, nearfield correction); see text

Fig 2. KEF R109 Maidstone: response family at 2m,
axial (solid trace), off-axis 30° lateral (dashed), 45°
lateral (long dash)

Fig 3. KEF R109 Maidstone: effect of adding grille
(compare with reference trace, Fig 1)

LAB REPORT
KEF designs have shown high standards of
technical accuracy for decades now, and the

sound energy delivered to the room, the off axis
response family and the room averaged trace are
more relevant.
With 91dB of sensitivity and assuming the use

shows impedance and phase.]
Working with areference calibration, two results
were obtained, one very good and one very bad!
The first was for pair matching and despite test site

of an amplifier which can drive the same output
level into 8and 4ohm loads, the R109 will deliver

difficulties the pair match was remarkable,

the 91dBIW sensitivity met the specification.
Likewise, this design comfortably met the +3dB
limits claimed, in fact over astill wider frequency

very high maximum sound levels of 113dBA in a
typical room and will produce genuinely loud replay

range of 33Hz to 21kHz [Fig 1]. Note that with
this large speaker, there were some measurement
limitations in the test room, so these results should

in larger spaces.
Low frequency extension was vely good, to

As for the bad, this concerned the optional grille,
which may have had the worst effect of any I've
yet encountered. Since KEF knows all about these

29Hz in room, if not as deep as the B&W

things, Ihave to assume that its main purpose is as

be taken as aguide; also these response

Nautilus 801 [reviewed Nov '98]. The measured

acosmetic cover [Fig 3]. The graph shows the

measurements were at 1m distance whereas KEF's
specification relates to 2m.

crossover responses (not shown) revealed good
agreement with the specification.

on — some ripple begins down at 500Hz and

Due to its size and height, measurement at the
standard 1m distance was distorted by proximity

at alow 20Hz confirming the near Bessel

effects and some room reflection; nevertheless the

alignment of the tapered low frequency range.

result was surprisingly good.
Looking at the response in detail, at 1m it

Despite the nominal 100Hz bandwidth of the bass
enclosure, the port showed secondary resonances at

suggested some bass lift, up to 1.5dB in the 60Hz
region with amoderate roll off to -3dB at 34Hz,
-6dB at 3IHz. The treble was mildly depressed
and less even than the rest of the range though still
meeting +2dB limits from 3kHz to 20kHz when

400Hz and 800Hz which were only 28dB down.
While only partially compensated the reactive
component of impedance was moderate, typically

Maidstone was no exception. For example, reading
from the axial reference response, you can see that

The impedance showed the bass enclosure tuning

less than 45°, and was nearly resistive al low

typically +0.3dB up to 12kHz, perhaps +0.7dB in
the final and subjectively less critical octave.

response changes/errors introduced when the grille is
beyond ¡ kHz all hell breaks loose. It's adverse
reflective properties produced suckouts of 2.5dB

and imposed ageneral variation in the treble 4
7dB peak to peak. In addition the treble pottier was
almost halved with aloss increasing to -3dB by
20kHz.
For the ETC, energy versus time response
weighted and BH weighted, the tidy, even result
indicated quite good decay rates with agood

frequencies. The average impedance was probably
7ohms midband but it fell to an almost steady 3
ohms at low frequencies, below 80Hz, and also at

measure of time alignment.

high frequencies, above 11kHz. This result was not
as severe as say a <3ohm reading in the high

especially in the treble [Fig 4] though there was a

on the UniQ axis but this axis is in fact
significantly above the normal head height for

power band, eg, the 200Hz region but it still rated

end of the midrange. Some mild subjective

listening to this model For abetter view of the

as adifficult, power hungry amplifier load. [Fig 5

harshness was observed for this part of the

moderately averaged over a0.12 octave
bandwidth. The variation in the upper frequency
range was axis dependent, seen to be poorer directly

34

Analysed for decay rate with frequency the fast'
analysis showed avery good initial decay rate
decay ridge at 4kHz which might be due to the tail
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brighter, livelier room could help,
though mine is by no means

as well as rhythm and pace. It was
more suited to traditionally

considered dull. Comments of a
heavy mid- bass, a thickening of

recorded classical material than
rock or dance based tracks.

upper-mid textures and a dulled
upper range, were correlated with

Looking back, Ifeel that the much
less expensive KEF Reference Four

the more subtle response shadings
evident on the measurements.

is a substantially greater success in
its price and class.
The purchaser also has to find

In addition there appeared to be
more enclosure energy and
resulting acoustic contribution than
usually encountered in this market

the right room and space for the
R109 and decide how well its

sector. This may well be associated
with the deficiency in transient

distinctive looks will fit an
established decor.
However, before signing off, it is

speed, dynamic expression and
transparency noted on audition.

versatility of this design — do

It is a sensitive speaker, if fairly
hard to drive, will accommodate
substantial power inputs and
deliver high sound levels over a
wide bandwidth in larger spaces at
quite low distortion.
Musically it didn't appear to be
very expressive compared with the
competition, sounding weaker on
micro dynamics and transparency

important to bear in mind the
consider the bi-wiring, the biamping and full active potential,
plus the imminent facility to extend
the upper frequency range to well
beyond the usual 20kHz limit.
Skilled use of these advanced
features may result in a more
convincing performance, adaptable
to some degree for personal taste
and local acoustic conditions.

Fig 4. KEF R109 Maidstone: MLSSA waterfall of

Fig 5. KEF R109 Maidstone: impedance versus

Fig 6 KEF 12109 Maidstone: room-averag. d response

enero, 5dBldiv decay (see text)

frequency, scale 2ohms/division (upper trace) and

(see text)

phase versus frequency (lower trace)

frequency range. For the longer decay waterfall
[not shown] some local test reflections intruded but

indeed the latest B&W. The presence of significant
enclosure `signature' may also have played apart

suspect port compression as the cause. At around

the data up to 2mS or so was useful and suggested
arather `mushy' complex decay field, multiple if

in the failure to reach afull transparency standard.

-26db or 5% of second and - 12dB of third, still
significantly detrimental to a20Hz bass lone.
However by 30Hz, amore realistic figure for this

milder secondary modes. From previous evidence

Finally, assessing the spatially averaged result
for sound energy, as delivered to the listening region

this may be associated with ashortfall in subjective
transparency.

of the room and including asignificant proportion
of reverberant energy, this KEF was seen to be very

Given the concentric mid treble construction a
good off axis integration of the frequency response is
expected and for 15° off axis little change occurred
up to 12kHz. Above this frequency asignificant

the Swan level, the 20Hz figure had improved to

smooth from 100Hz to 8kHz, +3dB [Fig 6].

design, that 50W gave avery satisfactory 3% for
second and third, and on SW improving to better
than 1% of distortion. In the mid-bass 1W of input

Conversely there were other trends which lbelieve
were heard on test. On spectral balance there was a

resulted in -56dB of second, 0.15%, and -40dB of
third. 1%. Similar results in the 0.6 to 0.2%

gentle 1.5dB prominence of several octaves centered

distortion range were found through the tow mid

+4dB of amplitude variation occurred even when
assessed by 'Aoctave weighting/smoothing.

on ¡ kHz, while it was usual for the treble to hold

There's also some overlapping variation of treble
power in the 8kHz range partly due to the residual
horn effect of the mid cone [see Fig 2]. At 45°, the

away. In this case the treble fell gently from as
early as 2.5kHz. Using treble lift on the crossover

and upper midrange. Fine results were obtained in
the treble, typically 0.1% of second and 0.04% of
third. Certainly the overall results indicated agood
performance for distortion.

n911 off above 12kHz was pretty rapid but the 30°
horizontal response was still pretty good. As regards
angling/positioning Idid not find the precise
listening axis too critical, and these responses
generally confirmed this good behaviour.
Conversely, they also showed that ultimately,
there's aprice to pay for using amidrange
diaphragm as the acoustic launch plane for the
treble. Acoustically, it can't have the same integrity
as acontoured MDF block.
Percussive tests on the enclosures indicated a
sturdy construction but not to the weight and

almost level to 8kHz or 10kHz before falling

panel adjustment helped alittle but could make the
initial sound bright while still leaving the
reverberant part dulled and lacking air. Perhaps

e

the bass
added to the dulled `ambience', as it
wasn't asmooth function but kicked up a
significant 5dB in the room average, centered on
50Hz, and increasing the perception that there was
less low bass than was really present at frequencies
below 40Hz.
KEF claim low distortion, short-coil, long-gap
technology for the range up to 400Hz so Idecided
to explore this area of performance. Iapplied a

stiffness or damping of comparable audiophile

substantial power of 50W (all 8ohm references) at
20Hz and here third harmonic was fully

speakers, including models from Thiel, Wilson or

dominant, only 3dB below the fundamental and I
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Test results

KEF R109 Maidstone

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
1188x600x671
Recommended amplifier power
per i-hannel
40-400W
Recommended placement
floorstanding, tree-space
Frequency response
-z3dil ( 2m)
Z3Hz-21kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
31Hz
Bass frequency extension
(type al in room)
29Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
91dB
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
113dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3 ohms/4 ohms/difficult
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair uric VAT
£12,000
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the format
F

or early adopters of DVD with
an ear for sound, the only
choice to date has been
Pioneer. This is primarily because,
unlike equally mass-produced
counterparts from other Japanese
multi-nationals, the Pioneer players
have not been crippled with a
paranoid down-grading of the audio
performance at the digital output.
Now, while machines like the DV505 have been seized upon by
audiophiles as transports, to connect
up with more refined DACs,
Pioneer has not been resting on its
laurels. The ' replacement' DV- 717
here offers more performance and
features for not a lot more money,
even though a closer equivalent to
the venerable ' 505 is actually
another new model, the DV- 515,
which sells for around £400.
The DV- 505 remains a point of
reference when talking about the
DV-717. At about £550, the ' 717 is
£100 more than the ' 505, but how
much more is being offered! The
sleek ' 717 has a heavier, sturdier
box, finished in a champagne gold
against the biscuit-tin ' 505's black.
As the drawer gently slides opens,
the step-up in quality quickly
becomes manifest, and a fondle of
the remote handset confirms the
luxury. The handset illuminates its
main function keys with a soft red
backlight as you pick it up. Holding
it in the hand, you realize that Jog
and Shuttle, features that filtered
down from the professional video
field into semi- pro VCR
decks, is now a useful
asset
on
an
affordable DVD
machine.
Onscreen menus look
smoother, with
more options for
user customising —
even down to mixing
your own palette of colour
for the menu background. The
front of the machine bears witness
to some of the extra feaures. There's
36

A third generation machine to
cross the divide between film and
music replay? The Pioneer DV- 717
is afeature- laden DVD player at
a high-street price

by ANDREW HARRISON
While machines
like the ' 505
have been
seized upon by
audiophiles as
transports, to
connect up
with more
refined DACs,
Pioneer has
not been
resting on its
laurels
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Pioneer
(GB) Ltd
Pioneer House,
Hollybush Hill,
Stoke Poges,
Slough, Berks
SL2 4PQ
Tel: 01753
"89789

`DTS digital out', referring to its
compatibility with DTS surround
encoded discs, although these will of
course need an external decoder to
actually be heard. ` TruSurround
SRS' is awell hidden gadget (you'll
find it tucked away under the mode
button, sequentially after ` DNR',
the picture quality adjuster, and
'Audio DRC', the dynamic range
compressor). The virtual surround
circuitry is courtesy of SRS Labs,
and works with stereo recordings to
give a spatial surround effect. Like
many aspects of these players, a
connected TV monitor becomes
indispensable to show the current
set-up through the on- screen
menus. Playing with the SRS
feature, I'm inclined to believe this
won't be the final feature to
sell this player to music
lovers, as the sound lost
much substance while

trying to widen out. It may impress
some though, looking for a
concession to ' surround' without the
extra rear loudspeakers and
amplification.
For video connection, there are
two SCART sockets, one of which
has the option to provide an RGB
output, pleasing the projected image
crowd. S-Video is available through
SCART as well as through aregular
S- Video connector, and two
composite RCA sockets complete
the video-out options. Two sets of
audio outputs are offered, along
with co- axial RCA and Toslink
optical digital sockets. The digital-to
analogue converter that fuels the
analogue outs is a little above the
ordinairy. It comprises apair of Burr
Brown PCM1716 chips, wired in
dual- differential mode ( a ' 1716
alone is sufficient to process L and
R audio — here one chip is used per
channel). And those chips, unlike
the 20-bit within a ' 505, are up to
full 24-bit/96kHz speed.
Chassis work, obviously stronger
and more rigid to the touch, is
touted as a dual- layer aluminium
sandwich, and this alone should
recommend this to people worried
about the flimsy casework on many
machines. As another point of
departure from the ' 505, the ' 707
uses adual pick-up laser. That is, it
incorporates two laser diodes
— one for densely- packed
DVD-style data retrieval,
another
optimised
for
traditional CDs. This allows
Pioneer to advertise the ' 707 as
able to play CD-Rs.

SOUND AND PICTURES
As
a video- playing DVD
machine, it is hard to fault the
DV-717. It has aclear, well-resolved
picture with no sign of obvious
distortions, it is easy to use, and has
a useful range of features. The jog
and shuttle gives excellent control of
picture frames (and also works well

MAY iI
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DVD PLAYERS
at fine adjustment when navigating
within a CD). Subtitles, different
languages, viewing angle, PAL or
NTSC disc playback — these are
among the features offered,
depending on disc.
What lifts the ' 717 are extra treats
like display dimming, frame- byframe advance, screen saver (stops
an image being burned into your
CRT television when astill image is
left paused) and DTS off (switches
off the hashy noise heard when a
DTS signal is sent to a non-DTS
capable decoder). But what does the
DV-717 sound like, especially with
24/96 discs?
It is without doubt, as a
standalone audio player, a step up
from the ' 505. With CD playback,
the sound is smoother, less
mechanical; now the soundstage
has widened a little to near- CD
player standards, if not as good as a
comparably-priced CD-only player.
High- resolution audio discs can
also be appreciated better, with the
onboard converter seeming to
pamper the sound to create a rich,
detailed and diffuse sound field.
From the point of view of
accuracy, the ' 717 loses some
points. While the sound is never
distressed or fatiguing, it is a little
more congested than it deserves to
be. There is some overlapping of
images, such that the sublime sense
of space and naturalness available
with high-resolution audio discs is a
little squandered. Its not aterminal
problem — the Pioneer ' 717 still
manages to wipe the floor with
most DVD players I've heard to
date — but, from the boxwork and
feature-list, my expectations were
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HACKABILITY...
,
IT'S no big secret that the Pioneer DV 505 was one of the best
machines hack, allowing workarounds to the •,arious
tdebilitating circuitry intent on hampering performance for the
'sake of co ayright protection.
At present, there are three way., that aDVD player's potential
can be rerrieo in. Firstly there is the digital audio ortput. An
agreement was reached that no DVD player shall output data
above 48kliz. because this might encourage piracy of
copyrightelmaterial...
Secondl,', and most pertinent tc most everyday DVD users, is
the Regionril Coding strategy. This attempt to restrict distribution
of discs from one country to the next is routinely side-stepped by
film enthus asts eager to see the latest iikns at home. To enable a
UK Region 2player to real on imported cis( (typically Region I
from the U:;), ;tmust be doctored, Jsuolly by hardware
modifications. This can be os simple as ablob of solder in the
right place. as with the ' 505, to an extra chip to fool the CPU
into mistaking the machire for oCode Free machine.
Athird aspect of copy protection that is less often discussed
Macrovision. This an embedded system which prevents video
images being copied to oVCR. Not all DVD videodiscs are
Macrovision-encoded, but those that are can be identified just
by trying to pass an S-Video or Composite signal from disc to o
video recorde ,.
This feature also hadeable by the dedicated
movie- buff, pirate. The ' 717 allegedly can be modhied,
although tbis takes arevision of the firmware and would best
be done by aspecialist in this work.

sorely raised for unparalleled audio
performance at this price.
It was as an audio disc transport
that Iwas most curious to teat the
'717's mettle. As it turned out,
using either an MSB Link DAC or
Musical Fidelity X- 24K, some of
the criticisms of sound quality

It was as an
midi° disc
transport
tha -.Iwas
most curious
to test the
'717's

remained. The sound was still very
rich and full, but now had a little
more control and definition.
Returning to a ' 505, there was
definitely more space and air here
between the speakers, and the
speakers themselves did abetter job
at ' disappearing' as instruments
imaged behind and beyond the
boundaries. The ' 505-plus-DAC
had abetter sense of timing, too —
keeping a more natural pace with
the rhythm of the music.
With the Placido Domingo
24/96-plus-motion picture concert,
the ' 717 sounded somewhat
hemmed in and constricted
compared to the easier-breathing
'505.
Red Rodney [ Classic
Records] likewise was a little less
palpable and immediate, with the
musicians seeming to be stepping
on each other's toes. It was agood,
wholesome sound Iheard from the
'717, yet paradoxically not as
convincing as the more down-atheel ' 505.

CONCLUSION
The ' 717 is a very fine machine. It
has that extra level of class that
raises it above its station. As aonebox solution it plays audio CDs and
DVDs commendably, and is ajoy to
use to boot. As a transport to use
with a dedicated digital-to-analogue
converter, it just fails to convince
sonically, despite the stronger
chassis and quieter transport
mechanism.

Rh bon soft

Michell Engineering has

C

gently revised the venerable
Gyrodec to create a most
worthy Special Edition
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sually, adding SE after a
product name is a good
excuse in upward price
revisionism, then followed with selflauded claims for superiority over
the standard version. The Gyro SE
is different. For one thing, the
manufacturer makes no particular
claims for improvement over the
previous model ( despite there
being... well, read on), and more
shockingly, the SE is cheaper.
The difference between the
standard and SE are as follows:
where the standard has afull-width
acrylic plinth, to support the motor
and form aclam with the matching
lid, the SE has no lid and very little
base plinth to speak of. The base
has been pared right down to form
a web that just supports the threepoint suspension turrets and
associate feet. Whereas the motor
was formerly attached to the
turntable's base, it is now freestanding, in a similar fashion to
the top-notch Orbe, while
still residing in the same
relative position. What
this all gives is an even
more modern looking
apparatus, not so very
distant in outlook
from recent record
players from Pink
Triangle and Wilson
Benesch. With a
price saving of £200,
from £ 975 to £ 775,
plus the ability to build
back up to standard spec at
any time, the
new SE is

creating a stir in
vinyl circles.
The beauty ( in
engineering terms) of
the original GyroDec design is
the cast aluminium subchassis,
designed to keep the centre of
gravity through the platter
spindle by matching an arm to a
balanced platform. The mass at
the rear right corner remains a
constant lkg, regardless of arm,
because the platforms are
tailored to suit any named arm.
A RB300 takes a heavier
platform than a SME V, for
example, and the necessary
base can be specified at time of
purchase. Getting the mechanics
balanced ensures that the platter's
centre of rotation and centre of
gravity coincide, avoiding any
asymmetric turning moment to
upset equilibrium, and making arm
lead dressing less crucial to subchassis stability and, ultimately,
sound quality. Tonearm leadout
cable still needs respecting, as there
HUINEWS&RECORDREVIEW
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is now no point to anchor it to on
the turntable. Providing it is not
under tension en- route to an
amplifier it shouldn't affect he
dynamics.
The platter, the most visually
arresting feature on the GyroDec, is
not all executive toy, either. Michell
was intent on keeping mass around
the circumference of the platter, but
without the ringing resonance that
is typical of metallic types, where
the mass runs continuously around
the outer edge. Instead we have the
GyroDec trademark, six solid brass
cylinders, heavily gold-plated,
suspended below the composite
platter. This platter is composed
predominantly of acrylic again, this
time alloyed with carbon and vinyl,
its composition ultimately providing
a very close match to that of the
vinyl record itself.
Drive of the platter comes from a
Papst AC synchronous motor,
securely
mounted
inside
a
cylindrical tower block. The Papst
is
a
German- made
unit,
characterised by its external rotor.
Unlike the ubiquitous Airpax type
seen on Linns and Regas, the Papst
has no discernible ` cogging' — that
is, no cyclic resistance to rotation
that can easily be felt on most
synchronous motors. End result:
little cogging vibration passed
through
the
motor to
the
record/stylus interface, giving a
much cleaner sound even with an
elementary power supply. This
motor's two-step pulley feeds a
round section belt around the
outside of the platter. Speed change
to 45 rpm is achieved ordinarily by
pulling the belt down to a larger
diameter section, and the turntable
is started and stopped with a little
green press switch on the motor
unit.

QUALITY, CONTROLLED
The motor takes 19V split phase
power from a basic supply unit,
rated at 40VA, and this serves well
in making the SE package aliterally
'going
concern'.
But
best
performance will not be realised

The plztte-,
the most
vi sually
arresting
feature on
the GyroDec,
is not ilI
execueve toy.
Michel wi s
intent on
keeping mass
around the
circumference
of the platter,
hut without
tie ringing
ricsonanice that
is typical of
metallic types
where : he
mass runs
continuously
around the
outer edge.
Instead we
have tte
GyroDec
trademark,
six solid brass
cylinders,
heavily
gold-plated,
suspended
below the
composite
platter
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until it meets with Michell's QC
power supply. Using a pair of
quartz crystals to fix 33 1/
3 and 45
rpm speeds, the QC delivers a
regenerated 50Hz or 67.5Hz
sinusoidal waveform, with precise
90° phase shifting for each speed.
This QC is built into a distinctive
case composed of flat cylindrical
toroid on one side and upright PCB
encased in translucent black acrylic
on the other, separated by afinned
heatsink to keep the driving
transistors this side of meltdown.
Or, pictured another way, think
Alecto power amp, downsized. To
flip between speeds, asmall button
on top is pushed, and selected
speed is flagged by a two-colour
LED inside the case, green for
33 1
/ ,red for 45 rpm. The QC
2
power supply, which also powers
the Orbe as standard, costs £399.
Assembling and setting- up the
Gyro SE is straightforward, the
turntable coming well packed with
all
mechanical
components
individually wrapped. Except for
the mechanically minded, this task
will be best left to adealer, at least
until such time as an exploded
diagram is enclosed. This review
was done with a Michell-badged
RB300 arm, available for £ 146,
even though the SE is a versatile
platform capable of supporting
much more sophisticated designs.
The (one of the) problems of the
Rega arm is absence of arm height
adjustment. This became aproblem
with the deeper-bodied Ortofons,
offset by the promise of a
forthcoming sleeve kit from Michell
Engineering that will make VTA
adjustment easy. In the meantime,
one has to fiddle with spacers.
Suspension is another area that
has been revised, the main springs
in tension now needing less manual
manipulation to centre within the
suspension turrets. But arguably the
biggest lift to performance can
come from the new external siting
of the motor unit, taking residual
motor frame vibration away from
the
platter.
When
setting
suspension bounce this will need to
39
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TURNTABLES
be shuffled inside the sub- chassis
cut-out to give best clearance all
around its diameter. Once in place
the ensemble works exactly as the
standard GyroDec.

Gyro SE sub-chassis, common to the
onginal GyroDec, floating above new
SE 'spider' base

SOUND AND
AROUND
The first disc on
the platter showed
some of the secrets
this skeletal piece of
engineering
held.
Sited on nothing more
than a piece of MDF, with
Rega arm supporting an
Ortofon MC25FL cartridge,
the SE had the understated
flow of a consummate pro.
From front to back the sound
field opened into believable
space; tonal balance showed
the characteristic of the
cartridge (in this case extended
and clear both ways with little
artifice). And this was with the
standard power supply.
Impatience getting the better of
me, I connected a QC power
supply by the little 3- pin Bulgin
plug that dangles from the motor
unit. The differences the better
motor supply showed were threefold. First, and noticeable even
before the tunes started, was adrop
in surface noise. Not a total
removal of, but a perceptual
reduction in, which was more
apparent when the music actually
started. This, Ifelt, was alongside a
refinement in pitch definition so
that attention was held by music to
the exclusion of background noise.
The piano in aMozart's Quintet in
E- flat, K452 [ Decca SXL 6252]
held anatural size with impeccable
pitch; 'Nil sên là' from Clannad in
Concert [
Shanachie 79030] showed
the clean and tuneful double-bass,
without smear or bloom, as acoustic
percussion
traced
around
instrumental breaks.
Surface noise generally was
fractionally higher when comparing

Michell QC

the same discs with LP12 playback;
so the Ortofon Rohmann usually
resident on the latter was moved
across
to
Gyro
to
make
comparisons easier.
Generally, the gains in detail,
space and neutrality over the
generic LP12 sound made the extra
insight available with the Gyro SE a
worthwhile trade.
It did however became obvious
that the RB300/Rohmann pairing
was not ideal, the Rohmann
deserving an arm with more control
than an off-the-shelf RB300. So the
next offering was a moving-magnet
cartridge, in the shape of a Reson
Reca.
This certainly proved the better
combination, the total sounding
even better than the sum of the
parts. Clannad in Concert now held
more of the atmosphere of a
live event, with
better feeling for
the interplay of
acoustic
bass,
percussion and
voice.
The
Mozart Quintet
captured the ebb
and flow of the
passages better,
despite
some
thickening of piano
timbre.
Compared to most time-

power supply

honoured suspended sub- chassis
designs, the various ARs, Aristons,
Thorens and of course the Linn
«REVS aRECORD REY»
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When setting
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will need to
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all around
its diameter.
Once in
place the
ensemble
works
exactly as
the standard
GyroDec

Sondek, the Michell Gyrodec has a
sound quite removed — clean, taut
and highly transparent, without
losing the pulse of music stirred by
its respected peers. It has
unmistakable naturalness and
'ease', allowing the music to flow
unencumbered, as it hypnotises you
with its ever-spinning carousel.
The traditional sprung decks
(invariably powered by the 25Orpm
Airpax/Philips motor) can have an
irresistible warmth, a euphonic
seduction caused in part by motor
cog,ging resonances around 100Hz,
and this has become ingrained for
many people as part of the analogue
allure. Recent times have seen
improved power supplies which
reduce motor frame noise to
vanishingly low levels — leasing
new life to the credo and allowing
the decks to compete with digital in
accuracy terms. And the Gyro SE
overcomes most of the remainder of
the subtle colorations, to produce a
highly informative and musical
turntable. Another classic reference,
especially at the price.

REFERENCE SYSTEM
Linn LP12/Lingo/Ittok LVII/Rohmann
(also Ortofon MC25FL and Reson Reca)
Kinshaw Perception phono stage
Linn Kairn
Chord CPA3200
Chord SPM1200C
Harbeth LS3/5A Jamo Concert 11
KEF RDM I

Amps for the

tu re

Technics' SU-C3000ISE-A3000 pre-Ipower

combination is designed to match the wide
dynamic range and extended bandwidth which
will be available from DVD-Audio
by MARTIN COLLOMS

C

urrently, Technics is best
known in the UK for middlemarket products, with a
couple of its inexpensive CD players
also enjoying conspicuous success.
But the company also offers highergrade equipment, as evidenced by
this pre-/power combination. The
SU -C3000 (£ 1499.95,
plus
£199.95 for its battery pack) and
SE- A3000 (£ 1299.95) are also
available separately.
The designer has clearly worked
hard to make the power amplifier
look good, in the classic Technics
manner. The front is dominated by
a pair of magnificent audio power
meters, illuminated, and located
behind a thick bronzed glass
window. The usable range spans
40dB, 0.01W to 100W, though the
scale is perhaps ambitiously set to
span 0.001W to 300W.
But Ishould point out that the
power amplifier is a healthy size,
typically 100W/ch for 8 ohm loads,
and 140W for 4 ohms. The preamplifier is fully featured and
includes a moving-magnet phono
input as well as details such as a
balance control and mono/stereo
switch. Serving a purist audiophile
approach, it also has a low-noise
rechargable battery power supply,
but there is no remote control
capability.
In the supporting literature
Technics stresses aparticular aspect
of technology, namely the directive
to massively improve signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) at medium or middlerange volume settings, which are
typical of average use. The design of
many control amplifiers, including
earlier one from Technics, provide
good noise figures at high volume
settings but these often degraded at
42

lower settings. The need for better
S/N is not specifically backed by
listening tests or identification of a
failure in existing equipment.
Rather, the imperative is the need to
improve the specification in the
light of emerging digital audio
programme with 24-bit resolution
of 96kHz and 192kHz sampling
rate, namely the DVD-Audio disc
standard. Simple calculation shows
that at 24 bits, the equivalent
baseline noise is 120 nanovolts (a
nanovolt is one thousandth
millionth of avolt). Current flowing
in a circuit via a defined resistance
is a source of noise. The above
nanovolt figure is equivalent to a
'noise resistance' of 69 ohms. As
Technics designer Kichino Watari
points out, typical effective circuit
resistors in D/A converters, volume
controls and amplifier interfaces,
aré around lk ohm or more, and so
the inherent resistance induced
noise, regardless of any other factor,
will actually be rather worse than
the 24-bit baseline.
Technics has chosen to try to
match that 24-bit potential, even
though available digital programme
does not approach this theoretical
limit. As far as an S/N specification
is concerned, for a two component
amplifier system the greatest noise
contribution often emanates from
the pre-amplifier and this is where
most attention has been directed.
As a feature the new circuit
employed is called ` VGCA' or
'variable gain control amplifier',
and for a mid position of the
volume control, say 11 o'clock,
Technics' measurement indicates
an improvement in S/N figure from
106dB to 120dB, lower than the
power amplifier itself working at
MAY 1999
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this equivalent power/gain setting.
Surveying the features and
specification for the SE-A3000, we
find facilities for two sets of
speakers, independently switched,
together with front panel muting to
'enable' the headphone socket
(1/4in jack). It is equipped for
normal single-ended (unbalanced)
working via gold plated phono
sockets, with fixed and variable gain
inputs are present, the latter to aid
speaker matching/balancing in biamplified arrangements. Also
working in unbalanced mode, the
pre- amplifier offers secondary
controls under a hinged flap,

leaving the main fascia largely
unobstructed, but distinguished by
two large controls for input select
and volume, together with a
centrally located battery- charge
meter. A selection may be made
from phono, line 1, line 2, CD, tape
1 and tape 2. The tape monitor
switch has a secondary function,
while the balance control may be
switched out of circuit.
About six hours' use is available
on a single battery charge, after
which it reverts to charging but still
operable condition. Many years of
life are anticipated for the batteries,
but when they do need replacement

The need for
better S/N is
not specifically
backed by
listening tests
or identification
of afailure in
existing
equipment...
rather, the
imperative is
the need to
improve the
specification
in the light of
emerging 24- bit
digital audio

perhaps after several years (when
the run time falls to three or four
hours), the cost is fairly high.

TECHNOLOGY
Using one case and a single mains
connection, the SE-A3000 power
amplifier is in fact built in double
mono form, described as using
separate high quality ' R' core
toroidal
mains transformers.
Technics designers take passive
components seriously and use
special `Take II' reservoir capacitors
with bamboo fibre for the electrode
separators. An eddy- currentcancelling spiral winding of pure
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SE -A3000

copper encloses the capacitor. The
technology is solid-state, DC
coupled at the input and output
with aversion of Technics Class AA
output topology. Effectively, there
are two output sections, the
secondary one executed with
MOSFET power devices, the main
output in bipolar transistors. The
former remains in linear Class A at
low power, feeding current via a
bridge circuit at the output stage to
avoid crossover distortion.
Main feature of the SU-C3000
pre- amplifier is the variable- gain
section, achieved by adjusting
negative feedback over a range of
20dB. Feedback gain control isn't
new, as even the Cambridge P40
had this 30 years ago, and for much
the same reasons. But interestingly,
the volume control follows the
variable gain amplifier; in theory
this position is also very good at
reducing the noise contribution of
the pre-amp, regardless of the gain
control circuit. Conversely, for good
S/N, a low source impedance is
needed to drive the power amp, so
the output potentiometer needs to
be low impedance and this can
make life a little more difficult for
the pre-amp section.
Employing a battery power
supply has the advantage of lifting
the pre- amp clear of the noise
contribution of the corrected mains
supply, including EMC and humrelated
interference.
In
addition, a battery supply is
inherently quieter than even
the
best
solid
state

THE LISTENING SYSTEM
THE Technics amplifiers were used in asystem which
variously included: Conrad- Johnson PFR or XTC SE preamplifiers; Naim NAP250, Meridian 605 and Cary
572SE power amplifiers; Exposure CD Player and Naim
CDS II CD player; plus aLinn Sondek LPI 2Lingo/Nairn
Aro/Grado Signature record player for LP disc replay
regulators, typically 35dB quieter
than ' IC chip' devices. Most agree
that the sound quality difference is
audible even if the battery only
improves the measured S/N figure
at the limit by 1or 2dB.
The final promoted technology
element concerns the volume
control itself, which has a new
construction. This is designed to
reduce the number of inter-metallic
contacts, on the basis that each
contact junction contributes asmall
loss in transparency. Accordingly,
the usual construction of a fixed
resistive track and moving contacts
is inverted; the contacts are now
fixed while the track disc is rotated.

SOUND QUALITY
In combination this Technics pre-/
power design produced a sound
with considerable clarity and a
viceless temperament. It didn't

A battery
supp yis
inherently
quieter
than even : he
best sad
state
regulators,
typically 35dB
quieter than
'IC chip'
devices.
Most agree
that the sound

quality

difference is
auditle even if
the battery
only improves
the measured
signal-to-naise
figure at the
limit by
1or 2dB

Immaculate internals of the
SUC.3000 pre-amplifier

sound very ' solid-state' in the
pejorative sense of the term; the mid
tonality was sweet and wellbalanced, while the treble was
natural, quite precise and free from
significant grain or distortion.
It was quite powerful and
extended in the bass, neutral to the
lowest audible frequencies.
Stereo focus rated above average,
and while the image depth wasn't
thought exceptional, it didn't falsify
perspectives. The image wasn't
presented forward of the speaker
location, though image depth was
rated just average. However, within
this pleasant, relaxed character was
another dimension which materially
influenced the sound quality
scoring.
In fact, in my view the
combination sounded relaxed to a
fault; dynamic transients were
softened, even to the point of
audible compression. This aspect
was identifiable over bass, mid and
treble frequencies. As a result, the
bass didn't have sufficient impact or
slam, the mid was withdrawn ad the
treble lacked expression. Rhythm
and
timing were
impaired,
subjective tempos were slowed and
listener involvement was felt to be
significantly below average. On my
usual scaling, a listening-test score
of 11 marks was given for the pair
operating together.
Putting the power amplifier aside
the pre- amp was tried on its own
with some alternative amplifiers,
such as the Cary 300B.
Here the sound quality
lifted significantly to an
'average-plus' 14 marks,
this when in ' charge' or
'AC powered' mode.
Clarity had improved,
stereo depth and focus
were better defined, while
dynamic contrasts showed
a substantial gain. Clearly
either the pre- amplifier is
superior to the power amplifier,
or the loading of the power
amplifier's input has an effect on
the pre-amp sound.
Via the disc input the naturally
balanced, informative sound
remained, in practice commendably
close to the sound of the line input
at 13.5 marks. The bass was judged
to be less firm via this input but in
the context of vinyl disc replay this
as not considered too significant.
While lab measurement showed
really small differences between
battery and mains operation, in the
listening
room
the
battery
advantage was unmistakable and
judged to be worth 2 extra points
on my scoring, lifting the preamplifier to 16 for the line and disc
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AMPLIFIERS
inputs. By comparison, on AC
power it was less refined, a tad
harsher and brighter, not quite so

quality. Perhaps at this price one
could have expected a moving-coil

spacious or atmospheric. Higher

input in addition to the movingmagnet; and while on this tack,

bass resolution was also evident on
battery power.

what about remote control?
However, this is certainly one of

CONCLUSION

the better luxury- build preamplifiers available. In combination

While the lab tests didn't show any
measurable pre-amplifier loss when
connected to the power amplifier,
the listening tests suggested
otherwise. Here the pre- amplifier
attained a promising standard used
as an individual audio component,
while the battery option gave a
further welcome lift in sound

with the power amp, the listening
results were not so rewarding. Here
the sound was felt to lack drama
and listener involvement, even
though it was most pleasant in
character and tonal balance.

Technics,
Parwsonic
(MP Ltd,
Paricsonic House',
Willoughby
Road,
Bracknell,
Berle
RG12 4PF
Tel: ) 1344
862444

figures on record. Build quality and
finish were also impeccable though I
did discover that those famed and
claimed '
R core' transformers had
been replaced by conventional EI
laminations in my review sample!
Experience tells us that while
good tests results do no harm they
can't in themselves fully describe
sound quality. There are simply too
many interactive variables in an
audio system. As a combination
and despite its impressive looks and
technology, it can only rate as worth
considering, and of the two, the
pre- amp is certainly the stronger
contender.

In general the laboratory test
results were impeccable with some
of the best noise and distortion

CHNICS SU-C3000/SE-A3000
LAB REPORT
Taking the SE-A3000 power amplifier first, power
delivery was very good into 8ohms, around 130W/ch,
rising to 195.4W into 4ohms. Due to electronic current
limiting, no further increase occurred into lower

i

impedances, so ftwo pairs of speaker are to be used
together they should be of agood 8ohm impedance - or
use only one pair of 4ohms rating. 'Difficult' 4ohm
loads are not recommended in view of the peak current
limit of approximately + 16A, typical for the output

Fig I. Technics SUC3000: distortion spectrum, IW

Fig 2. Technics SUC3000: intermodulation diswr-

at ¡kHz

ti

19kHz/20kHz

tones

power. Thanks to the double mono construction, the
power drop into the dual 4ohm loading was minimised
to 1.7dB compared with the single value for 8ohms„
better than average for the class.
On programme peaks, the undistorted output rose as
high as 160W18 ohms, 240W14 ohms, 268W12 ohms

2Vfor full output, 186mV for IW (too low for a

Test results

passive pre). Of some concern is the input impedance,
measuring an excessively low 1.94k ohms, paralleled by
0.2nF. A strong pre-amplifier will be needed to drive
this loading. Finally, DC offset was negligible.

Distortion (
dB)
20Hz lkHz
20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input >-100 >400 >- 100
InterrnodulatIon
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux >-100
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, m-m >-80
Noise (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd) -86
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd) - 102
Input overload (
dB)
Disc ( mm) input ( IHF)
26
26
26
Aux/CD input ( II-IF)
18
18
18
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux input
80
65
60
Volume/balance tracking OdB-20dB -80dB
Aux input (dB)
0.05
0.2
0,5
Input data ( aux)
Loading
47.05 ohms/100pF
RIAA accuracy
Disc ( m-m) input (dB) +0.08/-0.08
Output
Max level
7V
Impedance
47.05 ohms
Dimensions, (
whd)453x134x375mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£ 1499.95
(battery pack £ 199.95)

(this equivalent to asubstantial drop in output ?even.

Moving on to the SUC3000 pre-amplifier, its

Power bandwidth was excellent with no significant loss

frequency response was highly accurate, both for line

at 20Hz and 20kHz extremes. Likewise the amplifier

and analogue disc. Via line, the -0.5dB points were
<5Hz and extended to 58Hz. For -3dB àwas better

demonstrated alow output impedance of 0.1 ohm or
better over the whole audio frequency range. Thus a
high electrical damping factor was attained.

than ¡ Hz and reached 140kHz. Thus per and power
in combination will reproduce, if necessary, almost
100kHz audio bandwidths. Via disc them was no

The Class AA approach certainly paid off in this
design in terms of vanishingly low distortion, whose
numeric results are more representative of noise at the

ultrasonic rolloff nor infrasonic filter. Disc equalisation
met highly-toleranced + 0.08dB limits over the critical

measuring bandwidth and frequency than distortion per
se. For example, at full power mid band it bettered -

30Hz w 15kHz range, and was only 0.3'dB down at
10Hz. Concerning the power supply alternative, there

100dB, 0.001%. By 10 watts, the meter read

was no change in the CCIR (psychoacoustically
weighted) signal-to-noise, but in one example, for a
0.5V IHF input and output level, unweighted, I

0.00045%, while amatching spectrum analysis left us
with vestigial power supply harmonics at 50Hz

TechnicsSU-C3000

intervals at typically -117dB with identifiable

measured 106.5dB on AC (charge) and 109.2dB DC

Test results

harmonics at least - 120dB, essentially at the limit of
my test facility [Fig 1].
•

powered, so there was some small measurable effect

Rated Power 8 ohms

100W;20dBW.

4 ohms

140W;18.5dBW

Itried stressing it at peak 100W level for high
frequency intermodulation 19 and 20kHz mixed and
came up with astrong confirmation of this unit's
amazing linearity. The ¡kHz difference tone was
barely visible at - 115dB relative to peak level for the
composite tones [Fig V. If only good linearity was
sufficient to guarantee good sound quality...
There was no point in printing the frequency
response graph, since it was ruler-fiat mid-band, with
the just audible -0.5dB limits at below 2Hz and at
58.8kHz, -3dB at below ¡ Hz and then extending to a
high 186.4kHz. On squarewave drive there was some
mild overshoot on reactive load, but the overall stability
must be rated as very good. Channel separation was
very high thanks to the dual-mono construction. Signal
to noise ratios were very good, - 124dB for fill! level, a
fine 104dBA for 1W. There was very little hum

These were very good results in any case.
Ichecked whether the power amplifier could affect
the distortion of the pre-amplifier and fortunately it
didn't. Pre-amp distortion was very low, better than 100dB or 0.0001% and into the measurement noise
floor. High frequency intemodulation was also tow, 100dB or better via line and -80dB for disc. Disc input
noise was excellent at -91dBA IHF.
Input overload was fine via disc, 26 dB,
interestingly better than for the line input for which
18dB was an average figure at the -20dB volume
setting. With this variable gain amphfier, the overload
margin varies somewhat with volume setting. Channel
separation was fine, 65dB mid band, with 80dB at
20Hz and 604.8 at 20kHz. Channel balance was
predictably excellent as was the volume tracking, net
down to -80dB. The VGCA stage helped here.

present, with the unweighted IW SIN seen at -99.7dI3.

Maximum output was 7V RMS, the output impedance
alow 47 ohms, tolerant of loading. Both disc and line

Channel balance was excellent; input sensitivity was

input impedances were to standard at 47 kohms.
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Technics SE-A3000

Measured power (dBW) 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms lch
27.3 21.6
21.4
Continuous 4ohms both
19.7 19.9
19.6
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
22
4 ohms
20.8
2 ohms
18.3
Output impedance(ohms)0.064 0.072 0.103
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -97 - 103 -92
At OdBW 8 ohms >1.00 >1.02 >-85
Channel separation
infinite
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated >- 1090dBW >109
Peak current via 1. ohm, 2.2uF
2m sec pulse
+ 164 - 16A
Signal-to-noise (
full gain) tel OdBW rel full level
22Hz-22kHz
99.7dB
120dB
'A wtd
104dB
124dB
Channel balance
>0.01dB
Input impedance
1.94k ohm 0.2nF
Input sensitivity
186mV IHF, OdBW
2.1V for programme clip
DC offset, L/R
3.9mV/1.2mV
Frequency response
0.5d8 < 2Hz to 58.8kHz;
-3dB < 1Hz to 186.4kHz
Dimensions, (
whd)
453x186x441mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1299.95
*where OdBw =2.83V, or 1W/8ohms
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LE GRAND SPECTACLE DU SON

STANDING OVATION

"For me, this is rruly the ultimate desert island loudspeaker... "
Jack English. Stereophile. volume 19 no. 5.
"Iam comfortable in saying that, to this point,
these are the best speakers Ihave ever heard. Ilove them... "
Johnathan Scull. Stereophile. volume 21 on. 4.

Grande Utopia

Sound Image UK Ltd • 52 Milton Road • East sheen • London • SW14 8JR
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LOUDSPEAKERS

P&IN

NIUTILUS 805
There's no doubt about which B&W speaker
will put the 'N'-word into the most homes: it's
the baby of the family, the two-way ' 805
by KEN KESSLER

p

resuppose for just a second
that the cheapest model in a
range will always outsell the
model above it in logarithmic
proportion. Presuppose it all the
way up the range, to its flagship
edition, and you can only
imagine the ratio of sales, a
pyramid if you wish, between
a speaker selling for, say
£200 and a dearest sibling
selling for 20 times that. If
this is the case — and I
believe it to be so with
few exceptions — then
Johnny Walker Red
outsells Black, the Rolex
Air- King's unit sales
stomp those of platinum
Day- Dates and VW
shifts a lot more Polos
than Passats. If I'm right,
then we must pity B&W's
luscious Nautilus 805.
It's the ' N' word that
makes the ' 805's life so
hellish, so unfair. Forget
the ridiculous molluscshaped construct (however
successful it is) which
launched the range. It was
never areal-world product in
the
sense
that
sane
individuals would give it
house space. It always looked
like something you'd expect ta
find in an imaginary Euroflat,
probably in Berlin, serving as
MHI MPS 11. M co
REVIEW

the background for a naff Douwe
Egbert or Ferrero Rocher ad. But
then, the arrival of Nautilus 801
changed all that, for here was a
speaker benefiting from Nautilus
technology, but which didn't
scream ' Trendy! Pretentious!
Grotesque... at 118dB.
Nautilus 801 gave the line
so much credibility — rave
reviews, floor space at
Abbey Road, etc — that
B&W has managed to do
what most speaker
brands dream about
yet few achieve: the
company juggles
fl! models with true
high- end
worth
(and price tags)
with speakers firmly
in the budget sector.
While the ' 805 ain't
exactly cheap, it's very
much
attainable
by
'normal' people. The pity
is that it lives in the
shadow of a speaker
applicable
only to
a
minority. And it deserves so
much better.
Never having been known
as a B&W fan — Ithought
the Silver Signature was a
headache-inducer surpassing
the GBH of those earlier
champion teeth-gritters, the
original
Linn
Kan
and
47

Mission's 770 — Iwas ready to
write off the ' 805. It was hyped
with the intimidating image of a
company resting on laurels with
leaves that form the message: 'We
spent more developing the Nautilus
range than most companies turn
over in a year!' And, hey, they're
right, because just the cost of
tooling up for the tweeter module
on the top of the cabinet would
cause heart-failure in most British
speaker manufacturers. And that's
when you realise that a product
with the fit and finish of the ' 805
could only come from afirm that's
either turning over eight figures, or
which has afactory in Italy.
So forget that the ' 805 is to the
'801 what Callista Flockheart is to
Pamela Anderson. It is, despite
high-tech-ery
for
the
next
millennium, atwo-way loudspeaker
design for stand-mounting, and, as
such, it's part of the same tradition

which put British loudspeakers
(Quad aside...) on the map. But the
£1400-per-pair ' 805 is deceptive in
that it oozes details light-years away
from the simpler, BBC- derived
classics which created the format.
For starters, it looks like no other
speaker, in defiance of boxy
precedents. But other precedents
do apply, such as the Sonus Faber
Guarneri, which pioneered the
concept of loudspeakers tapering to
a point at the back. In the case of
the ' 805, the top view is actually
closer to that of an egg (rather than
a mandolin) which, in the
Brobdingnagian manner, has had
one
end
sliced
off.
The
magnetically shielded cabinet
contains the Matrix innards, which
B&W developed to free its
enclosures from resonance and

Forget that the
'805 is to
the ' 801 what
Callista
Flockheart is to
Pamela
Anderson. It is,
despite
high-tech-ery
for the next
millennium,
atwo-way
design for
stand- mounting,
and, as such,
it's part of the
same tradition
which put
British
loudspeakers
(Quad aside...)
on the map

ot just abox:
this cutaway
reveals complex
internals

unwanted flexing, a network of
`anechoic cells' made up of
numerous braces. Wrapped around
this is amany-layered casing which,
on close examination, also provides
one of the neatest visuals ever
proffered: the sculpted groove into
which is fitted the tweeter module
reveals the layering, and lets the
observer know that the cabinet
qualifies as ' fine furniture'. Even
Conran would love it.
Weighing 9kg, the ' 805 measures
415x238x344mm (hwd). Inset into
the baffle is a 165mm woven FST
Kevlar mid/bass driver crossing
over at 3kHz. Below it is the
company's patented Flowport,
notable for aseries of dimples on its
surface comparable to the surface
of a golf ball. This is said to
enhance the linearity of the port's
output, while eliminating any traces
of ` chuffing' noise often attributable
to an active orifice. At the very top
is the module looking like the
bonnet mascot off a 1950s Buick
but housing the Nautilus tweeter.
The driver is a lin metal dome
high-frequency unit protected by a
fine mesh grille and backed by its
own mini- enclosure, fitted with
vibration isolators and fixed to the
cabinet with additional segregation
in the form of aflexible mount.
Inset into the back are the multiway, CE -approved terminals,
recognisably WBT but tailored by
the German terminators to B&W's
needs. The ' 805 is bi-wirable, and
the terminals accept large spades
(including the wonderful Kimber/
WBT sandwich spades), bare wire
or banana plugs. Ye who live in fear
of the shitheads in Brussels, worry
not: they're spaced far enough apart
so as not to tempt kids in Denmark
to plug in 19mm-spaced AC cables.
Iused the ' 805s in bi-wired mode
with Harmonix cables, driven by a
full Musical Fidelity system: X-Ray
CD player, Nu-Vista pre-amp and
Nu- Vista 300 power amp. The
B&Ws also saw action with
Roksan's Caspian package and
some old Radford monoblocks.
One contradiction, not too
shocking to seasoned hi-fi devotees,
is
the
disparity
between
specification and real- world
requirements. Although the ' 805 is
stated as needing a 50-200W
amplifier, which will face an 8 ohm
load ( 4.6
ohm
minimum
impedance) with 88dB sensitivity, it
simply adored loads of power.
Make no mistake: it will ` work' with
50-100W integrateds, but it
positively sings with abeast like the
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 and
its seemingly limitless power [
Ken,
don't blow next month's exclusive
review! — Ed]: 300W into 8 ohms
MAT UN
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STAND ASIDE
or 600W into 4. The likelihood of a
£1400-per- pair speaker finding a
spiked, gunmetal base plate shaped like the
B&W supplied the review loudspeakers with a
home with a £3000-plus amplifier
speaker's cross section. On top of the shot- filled
pair of its own dedicated stands; these add
isn't so outlandish anymore, so I
pillar is aplate with the exact same dimensions
£400 to the ' 805's price tag.
didn't feel too foolish making the
as the speaker's footprint, fitted with upward The reason they're sold separately is that some
pairing. What would have been silly
pointing spikes, but you can opt for alterredive
users are expected to install ' 805, on
would be £ 10k's worth of Krell,
fittings, including screws to attach the speaker to
bookshelves — acrimiral waste of aspeaker
Levinson or ARC.
he stand in the presence of children. A clever
whicn images like asonofogur. So carefully
Anyway, the ' 805 proved to be
channel allow, the speaker cable to be fed
matched are the stands to the speakers that I
to my horror — instantly likeable.
down into the pillar, exiting at the back.
can't imagine anyone wishing to use them with
Whether or not this is uncommon
any other. This isn't ashot at speaker stand
isn't the point; over the years, we've
manufacturers, who do us agreat service. But it
all been cautioned that first
does confirm asuspicion that speakers available
impressions are dangerous. It's why
with dedicated stands — the 805s, the
hi-fi retailers are considered devious
Guarneris and so on — invariably work best
scum, because they know how to
with supports designed specifically for them.
exploit the five-minute demo. It's
Provided, that is, that performance, and not lust
only later, after you've lived with
aesthetics, played arole.
your purchase, that you find out it's
This 24in tall support is available with ablack
a great source for listener fatigue,
or natural metal pillar to complement the
and you'd been seduced by its 'hispeaker's black ash, cherry or red- stained
fi'-ness rather than by accuracy or
cherry real wood veneers It features asculpted,
naturalness or musicality. If
anything, the ' 805 erred on the side
of politeness, in sharp contrast to
floor-stander. Maybe the flagship
the spitty, edgy, nasty aggression
'801 is actually good value for
(Gee, who does that remind me
money. But, given rooms of the
of?) which Iwill forever attribute to
sub-6x4m variety, anything more
the Silver Signature.
than the ' 805 seems excessive_ Bass
What veteran metal-tweeter haters
and maximum SPLs aside (and the
will find so disconcerting is that the
'805s play as loud as Ican bear
'805 is smooth, sweet and velvety —
long before the onset of clipping),
almost acomplete denial of trad metal
the '805 charms primarily because
tweeter values. But Isuspect that part
of its midband. Iknow, Iknow: the
of the charm — maybe even an act of
Nautilus tweeter is the star of the
sleight of hand — is the speaker's
show. But what Ifind much more
room- filling dispersion. With no
impressive and worthy of note is the
head- clamped- in- a-vice hot- seat
integration between the tweeter and
effect, with its seamless, wall-to-wall
its Kevlar-coned support driver.
sonic stage, with atexture which can
On the richest, most lush
only be described as 'silky', the '805 is
recordings to hand — yup, Dino and
so warm and caressing that you don't
Frank and Nat and Peggy and Ella —
get the chance to focus on any upperthe '805 turns into averitable Billy
frequency nasties should they appear.
May. It becomes what all hi-fi should
Even using notoriously toppy
be: aconduit for the music. Not so
recordings, Icouldn't get the '805s to
spit or sizzle, and yet never did Ifeel
much an interpreter or arranger, but
a vehicle. It manages to provide the
that the top end was lacking.
detail and precision so important to
Allied to the speaker's ability to
spec-driven, tech-driven modernists,
sound big, coherent and nonyet it recalls the very standards which,
aggressive is the kind of bass you
only dream about from such asmall
Isuspect, inspired John Bowers over
three decades ago: voices so realistic,
speaker. In contrast to some equally
you want to reach out and touch 'em.
charming but even more diminutive
So, an apology is due to B&W:
minis — my adored but lamented
however ridiculous. I find that
LS3/5As for example — the ' 805
overblown snail, however much I
never sounds like it's struggling to
/32'W 'UK)
loathe the Silver Signature, the
convey mass, weight or extension.
Loucl_peakers,
B&W Nautilus 8005 more than
It's unlikely to satisfy someone
Marlipaeough
who's lived with a subwoofer for a makes up for earlier sins. Better
17.)ae
Churrhilf
still, it's a slap in the face of every
decade; conversely, it will prove
li•clustKai Estate,
audiophile who refuses to believe
revelatory to someone upgrading
Lanemg,
that a massive company can make
from small two-ways in the £400West Sarex
decent hi-fi, one who insists that
£700 bracket. Probably the only
AVIS 8712.
Tcl: 019(3
sound quality vanishes when
thing it's lacking is the kind of slam
750750
turnover
reaches
Yankee
you expect from, uh, the SLAMM.
proportions. Yup, the biggest, most
Not having spent time other than
commercially-aware weaker brand
at shows with the dearer Nautilus
in the UK has just joined the ranks
models, I'm fearful of suggesting
of the adored, admired and
that the ' 805 is the biggest bargain
applauded cottage industry.
in the range. Who knows? Maybe
Good God, what's next? A
the bass-hungry will find more to
decent Rover?
love about the ' 804, the smallest
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the
CAD-805C, the latest version of this breathtaking
50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the KR Enterprises
300B XLS. MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO
EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £ 1895 plus,
with the CAD 572 SE monoblocks, which provide
an impressive 20W, as do the highly acclaimed 300B
LX-20 designs, the integrated 300SEI and the 300SE
monoblocks.
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TRUE DIMENSIONAL SOUND
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Triple Units for
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including adesign for the Cary 5W 2A3
monoblock; will match amps of 2to 20W.
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CD PLAYER/AMPLIFIERS

J

ohn Shearne's first foray into
amplifier manufacturing some

nine years ago was spurred on by
his desire to create avalve-like sense
of naturalness through the midrange
and treble but with the kind of bass
control associated with the best
transistor amplifiers. Those original
designs, brought about initially in
conjunction with the flair of Tim de
Paravicini, have since been refined
and developed to culminate in the
current models. Importantly, design is
music rather than measurement lead,
so that better-sounding rather than
better measuring circuits
or
configurations are given preference.
The Phase 2Reference as included
here is akind of turbo-charged Phase
2, although the rated power output is
unchanged at 50W. The pre- amp
section uses a lower-noise, cleanersounding Burr Brown op-amp; power
transistors are hand-matched, there
are higher-grade Vishay polycarbonate
capacitors in the signal path; a250VA
toroidal mains transformer replaces
the 160VA one; bypass capacitors are
added to the main smoothing
capacitors; and so the list goes on. At
£799, the Reference costs an

earliest, can have it upgraded at the
factory. Other possible upgrades
include an m-m/m-c phono stage and
headphone amplifier.
Because we have already reviewed
the Phase 2Reference [October 1997]
we are not giving it afull test here, but
are instead reassessing it as apartner
for Shearne's Phase 7CD player, only
recently launched: indeed, this should
be its first review. The Phase 7is built
to the same high standards as the
amplifier, on athick aluminium subchassis. A Sanyo CD sled mechanism
is on the left, ablue back-lit LCD
display (chosen for its low radiation)
and push-button controls are to the
right. Behind the buttons is the

Design is
music rather
than
measurement
lead, so that
bettersounding
rather than
better
measuring
circuits or
configurations
are given
preference

Shearne Audio's new Phase 7
CD player complements the uprated
Phase 2 Reference amplifier. Can twin
20- bit DACs and HDCD compatibility
faze the competition?

additional £ 150 but owners of a
standard Reference 2, even the

by DAVID BERRIMAN

standard mechanism control and data
decoding board, utilising aSamsung
chip-set. A large, neat, double-sided
glass-fibre Shearne-designed circuit
board sits on top. This holds circuits
to re-clock and buffer the data from
the decoder chips, the Pacific
Microsonics PDM100 HDCD
decoder/filter ( in 8- times over sampling mode), two twin-channel
20-bit NPC DACs plus Trichordbased stabilised 16MHz crystal
oscillator and associated components.
Icounted no less than ten regulators
here. The top board is fed by its own
mains transformer, separate from the
control/decoding section.
The twin DACs are used in dualdifferential mode to cancel out any
non-linearities, while the stabilised
and buffered crystal circuit is for
reducing jitter. On the printed circuit
board,
close
to the Pacific
Microsonics chip, is asmall jumper
marked ' Dither On/Off. Dither is
provided by the Pacific Chip to help
linearise DACs which might benefit
from it. (The player was supplied with
dither switched off.) Following the
NPC DACs, current- to- voltage
conversion is handled by high-quality
op- amps feeding into a three-pole
passive filter which, say Sheame, have

TO STUN

Shearne Audio's
long-promised
Phase 7player, seen
here with the Phase 2

y

t
,/krt.

4,

,
ç-heeevann.e.

Reference integrated
amplifier and the

VOW! 1
,
1

Phase 3Reference
power amplifier,
which in this review
was added to the
system for bi-amping.
All models are
available in either
blue or black finish
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CD PLAYER/AMPLIFIERS
been designed to avoid the ` glassy'
sound often heard in CD players.
Analogue output and buffering are
handled by an unusual discrete
FET/bipolar IC hybrid circuit similar
to that found in Shearne's Phase 6
pre- amp, chosen for its smooth
transparency rather than low
measured distortion.
At the rear are of course the stereo
outputs. In addition there's anine-pin
D- type socket for connecting to a
proposed external power supply and a
BNC socket for the S/PDIF digital
output. There's also a BNC clock
output to provide the planned
Shearne DAC with jitter-free pulses,
rather than rely on the S/PDIF
derived clock. The front panel is the
gorgeous blue 'marble' finish familiar
from the Shearne amplifiers — this is
available as an option instead of the
standard piano-black painted finish
with chrome knobs. The Phase 7CD
player is priced at £ 1499.

SOUND QUALM
The Shearne amplifier is a gutsy
beast, dynamic, tuneful, pacy and
engaging, surprisingly powerful in
view of its rated output. In truth, the
amp is positively explosive in
presentation when the music
demands. Bass reproduction is fullbodied with just the right balance
between weight and control. One
could clearly hear bass rhythms being
played without the kind of tighterthan-tight sound which wows without
satisfying. At home with all types of
music, if the Shearne has an Achilles'
heel, it is its prodigious transparency
and its clear crisp treble, which make
it very sensitive to the sonic effects of
partnering equipment, interconnects
and speaker cables. While this is
largely a matter of ' garbage in,
garbage out', it does not make the
Phase 2Reference internals. Long
control rods keep signal
paths short!
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Shearne quick or easy to lash into any
system, as any hardness will be clearly
reproduced.
The Phase 7 CD player was
partnered with the Phase 2Reference
integrated amplifier (in addition to a

Phase 7internals. Sanyo
mechanism is seen at the
top. Shearne's large
custom PCB below

few others for overall evaluation) and
after arespectable warm-up and runin period turned in ahighly enjoyable
performance, with fine detailing,
stereo imaging and transparent but
smooth treble. Like the
amplifier, the CD is musically
highly competent.
It
handled all my difficult
`trick' CDs with ease,
without clutter or
muddle
and
with
excellent integrity. On
the Best of The Who, Iwas
surprised how well this amp/CD
combo reproduced the very different
qualities of the various tracks. 'We
Won't Get Fooled Again' was punchy
and energetic; earlier tracks, obviously
inferior originally, were not at all
painful to listen to. (Some otherwise
fine CD players struggle with these.)
Many, many CDs found their way
into the player's tray over the course
of several weeks, to build up avery
positive overall picture.
With the Shearne Ifound Iwas
listening to the music, rather than to
recording faults, which is how Ilike it.
Paradoxically, the Shearne CD
reproduced lots of detail, clearly
allowing one to hear what was going
on. It seems to dig deep, extracting all
sorts of subtleties which are generally
not obvious, while handling dense
complex mixes with ease and thus
giving the impression of avery wide
dynamic range. As with the amp,
the player's bass is powerful, well
differentiated and fluid.
The Phase 7 CD player,
while analytical musically,
avoids harshness and that
cold clinical sound which
unfortunately sometimes
goes hand-in-hand with
clarity
even
in
expensive
highperformance
players. I'm abit
of afan of the
Pacific
Microsonics
HDCD chip for
replaying ordinary CDs
as well as HDCD-encoded discs.
It does seem to deliver smoothness
with detail in amore analogue fashion

The Shearne
amplifier is a
gutsy beast,
dynamic
tuneful, pa
and engaging,
surprisingly
powerful for
its rated
output. In
truth, the
amp is
positively
explosive in
presmation
when the
music
demands

SUPPLIER
_
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:
fonL-hir.
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ref: 01438
740953
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than many and that is no doubt why it
has been adopted by many
manufacturers. Of the few HDCD
discs there are even fewer which I
enjoy listening too. Of these the
aforementioned Stravinsky Firebird
Suite, Song of the Nightingale and The
Rite of Spring CD [ Reference
Recordings RR-70CD] and the
Janacek Sinfonietta, Lachian Dances
and Taras Bulba disc [RR- 65CD] are
particularly well recorded. With the
Shearne Phase 7 and amp together
playing playing The Rite, for example,
the delicacy, detail and sheer
dynamics were all extraordinary.
Those pounding bass drums in
particular sounded incredible
Trying out the dither switch inside
the Phase 7 proved something of a
revelation. Dither increased the ' life'
and overall transparency quite
markedly and if anything the sound
was crisper, surprisingly louder and
more dynamic, both with ordinary
CDs and HDCD encoded recordings.
Depending on the audio system one
might think this subtle or dramatic.
To me it was a revelation of new
levels of realism, not merely different,
and Ifound it hard to go back to nondithered listening — the little switch
hoisting the player into an even higher
price/performance bracket. This
should not really be a surprise, as
dither, properly applied, should
53
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CD PLAYER/AMPLIFIERS
linearise and improve the resolution of
aDAC over its whole dynamic range,
not merely at low levels, as is
popularly assumed, with the penalty
of a theoretically slightly worsened
signal-to-noise ratio. In the Phase 7 I
found nothing to criticise and much
to praise. At £ 1500, while no means
inexpensive, it will easily out-perform,
in music reproduction, many players
at much higher prices and so for me is

LAB REPORT
Interestingly, in

well worth the money.
The Shearne amplifier surely

sound, the
Shearne Phase 7

matched up to John Sheame's ideal of
valve-like quality through the bass and

CD player's
distortion spectra
were generally of
even-order, very
low in level, and

midrange and its music-reproducing
qualities, dynamics and sheer ` balls',
are beyond reproach. Treble lacked

view of its clean

without pre-

change was

emphasis or dither.
More practically,

marginal, in the
replay level of the

with signal, the

-90dB and
-100dB tones, but
Idoubt that a

noise floor lurks at
around - 96dB to
-106dB,
depending on

I.2dB change at
-100dB is really
audible. (The

Fig I. Shearne Phase 7: distortion
spectrogram for ¡ kHz at - 10dB ref. full
output. The only significant harmonics are the
(subjectively euphonic) even ones, mainly 2nd

decreasing with

signal frequency
and level, the
varying figures no

also highly transparent, certainly not
smoothed or dulled at the top in what

frequency [Fig 1],
more like alowdistortion valve

doubt aresult of
digital filtering redistributing the

some may imagine to be a valve-like
fashion. It may take abit more time to
sonically match this into asystem but

pre-amplifier than
aCD player!
Attention to detail

quantisation error
noise. Whichever
way you view it,

the effort involved is well worth it, as
its musicality, dynamic drive and

in design seems to
have paid off At
OdB distortion was

these are fine
figures.
Down at -90dB

(-0.06dEi) and
just 0.75dB down

essentially 2nd
harmonic. Down
at - 70dB signal

at 1kHz [Fig 3]
there were no
distortion products

at 20kHz, with
channel balance
excellent at 0.1dB.

levels, any
harmonics which

visible above the

Separation was

19+20kHz at OdB shows difference tones

noise floor and it
was the same at

also fine, at least
-95dB at ¡ kHz

mainly at 18kHz, down -86dB (0.005%)

-100dB; although
about 5dB high,
the tone was
barely discernible

and - 70dB at
20kHz with a
slight imbalance at
frequencies,
probably due to

the disturbing graininess so often
heard in transistor amplifiers and is

fluidity are asheer delight.
For this review, John Shearne also
brought along a Phase 3 Reference
power amp (which of course has no
volume control). Connect the
integrated amp's spare pair of linelevel outputs to the Phase 3
Reference inputs, and loudspeaker
bi-amping becomes simplicity itself.

may have been
generated were
below the -95dB

sonic benefits of
adding dither in
the player were
however
dramatic!)
Amplitude
frequency response

noise floor,

were dramatic, with benefits to all

above noise

areas of performance.
The Shearne Phase 7 CD player is

than -25dB
(5.6%) distortion.
It may not sound

the perfect foil for the amplifier. The

much but this is a

without, right

Deemphasis was

Phase 7 is amodel of good analogue-

very good result;

channel). Some

highly accurate,

like sound from digital sources.
Perhaps it's the combination of

some players
generate

players have
picked this tone

within 0.01dB up

Pacific Microsonics and analogue

discernible

out better, but

mere 0.41dB Gm

filters, the Trichord-influenced stable
clock, the use of twinned balanced
NPC DACs, or specially designed IN

distortion products
above the noise

remember, this is
below the

floor.
Intermodulation
distortion products
for 19+20kHz

theoretical limit

at 16kHz — due
to the mild HF
roll-off Track

(below the LSB
quantising level)

access time was
fine and output a

for a 16-bit
system, regardless
of the number of
bits in the DAC.

mere 0.83dB high
compared to the
2V CD standard.

converters and output circuits and
filters. Of course, it must be all of
these things combined, shaken and

(5.5dB high with
dither, 4.3dB high

tones reflect the

achieved what it set out to and indeed
claims for this player.

(reffull output),

(It is only properly

set of test results

IMD was even

applied dither in

lower at -93dB
(0.002%) for the

the ADC which

in so far as
measurements

can capture it for

mean anything,

replay.) It was

much to offer anyone searching for

1kHz product,
with 17kHz and

with nothing to
criticise. Indeed,

extra-special sound quality and even
at £ 1500 is excellent value. The
Phase 2 Reference amp too, is

almost down into
noise at around

certainly not expensive at £ 799,
particularly when its dynamic deftness
and excellent build quality are taken
into account, and sounds like amore
expensive design.
If it's musical refreshment you're
after, you should sample a sip here,
but be warned, it can be aheady and
rather addictive brew.
ISE PEWS aRECORD MEW

MAT 1999

18kHz products

-102dB. Clearly
there's not much
here to offend the
ears!
Signal-to-noise
ratio, measured
with infinity-zero
signal, was
125dB, with or

hard to find any
difference in this
CD player's
performance
whether dither was
on or off There
were no
measurable
differences in
signal to noise
ratios or distortion

I0

Fig 2. Shearne Phase 7: IMD spectrogram for

and the ¡ kHz product at a mere - 92dB
(0.0025%)

-fa

-02

to 5kHz and a

single-tone results
[Fig 2]. At - 10dB

troughful. The Phase 7 clearly has

41112
10210111.

board layout.

difference. Whatever the reasons Ican
only conclude that Shearne Audio has

musical accomplishment by the

-20

mid and high

stirred which ultimately make the

Both amplifier and CD player gush

the odds being way down in noise

was virtually flat
down to 20Hz

Using the integrated for treble and
Phase 3for bass, sonic improvements

representing better

and 4th, with a little 6th, 8th,10th and 12th,

Overall, afine

the low, even order distortion is
unusual in aCD
player, surely at
least partly
accounting for the
Phase 7's `nondigital' sound,
which in itself

between the two

vindicates
Shearne's design

modes: the only

philosophy.

I•

Fig 3. Shearne Phase 7: right channel
spectrogram for 1kHz at - 90dB, with dither
switched off in player, shows a clean result
(replaying 2dB high, left and I.4dB high,
right). The tone played about 0.1dB higher
with dither on, an insignificant change

Test results

Shearne Phase 7

1kHz
20kHz
20Hz
Channel balance (dB)+0.09
+0.1
+0.1
-70"
Stereo separation (dB)-102
-95*
Distortion (
dB):
-87
THD at OdB
THD at -10dB
-80
-25
THD at -70dB
see text
THD at -90dB
-86
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB
-93
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB
Frequency response
O -0.75
Left (dB)
-0.05
O -0.75
Right ( dB)
-0.06
Signal-to-noise (
dB)
-125
Infinity zero, exc hum
see text
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
De-emphasIs
5kHz
16kHz
(error in dB) at lkHz
-0.01 -0.4
Left -0.01
-0.01 -0.41
Right -0.01
Output level (
ref 2V)
2.2V (+0.83dB)
Track access (
to track 99)
6 secs
Error at 90dB dither off, L/R
+2/+1.6
Dimensions (whd, mm)
434x75x315
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£1499

*worse

channel
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worked best at median levels but
fell apart when pushed ( and it
wasn't a case of amplifier clipping;
trust me). With mid- level solidstate integrateds — Myryad's T-40,
Roksan's Caspian — softer was
better. But there are no hard and
fast rules, so don't assume that
every 50W/ch British integrated will
elicit the same behaviour.
All of which points to one thing:
the Karis must be auditioned with
the amp you'll be using at home.
Better still, it should be auditioned
at home, or in aroom similar in size
to your hi-fi salon. Once you settle
on an amplifier — Iopted for the
Myryad T-40 and T10 CD player
for small room mode and the NuVista as above — you'll find that
the Karis does everything that
LS3/5A haters want from amodern
mini: they go loud enough and deep
enough to reinforce disdain of the
Beeb's baby. What makes the Karis
a viable alternative, though, is its
retention of one of the traits no
LS3/5A lover would sacrifice: a
fetching midband.
Are Diapason's designers opera
lovers? Dunno, but this baby adores
vocals, and it proved its worth in
spades when Ifed it 'With A Little
Help From My Friends' by Big
Daddy. The sound spread is wide
enough to provide space for the
backing vocalists, while the lead
Italian '3I5A? Could this little
vocal came through clear, detailed
and untrammelled. Extremely
mini- monitor fill the bill?
LS3/5A-like were the vocal
textures, precisely what made the
by KEN KESSLER
'3/5A such an ideal monitor in
radio stations.
As is par for the mini- monitor
the bass unit is ` direct-driven'. At
the back of the enclosure are alarge
course, the Diapason delivers great
port and a single pair of multi-way
'3-D', provided they're standbinding posts. Crucial to this
mounted (24in will do) and sited at
report, though, are the dimensions:
least 1ft from the side and back
walls. Whatever a rear-firing port
190x260x285mm (wdh). Perhaps
more telling is aweight of 4.8kg per
seems to dictate in terms of speaker
positioning, the Karis needs less
speaker — hefty little buggers.
As you'd expect, these are not
breathing space at the back than I
quite what the SET brigade would
expected. What they will not like is
covet, given a 6 ohm nominal 57
shelf mounting if they're closed in
impedance ( 3.3 ohm minimum),
at the sides. (Diapason makes wallmounting brackets which only give
and a sensitivity of 87dB/1W/lm.
As it turns out, the Karis shares one
them a few inches' clearance. I
other detail with the LS3/5A
can't imagine what this does to
beyond minuscule dimensions: it's
either the bass or the imaging.)
quirky as hell. One minute, it's
At this price point — an elevated
impressing you with bass which no
one, Imust say, when there are so
LS3/5A could ever approach; the
many sublime minis below £ 1k —
the Diapason Karis has it's work
next it's sounding abit lumpy, onenote or reticent. What emerged is a cut out for it, and not just because
of a now-deceased rival. What lifts
tendency to find an optimum level,
it above the pack, the wonderful
which in turn influences the lower
register behaviour.., and it differs
aesthetics aside, are an ability never
from amplifier to amplifier.
to sound like a small speaker; the
F'rinstances? With the Nu-Vista
size-related compromises are only
300, the Karis had to be played
evident if you choose the wrong
amplifier. Which, Isuppose, makes
loud — louder than I find
comfortable for more than a few
this an absolute treat for mildlyminutes. With vintage Radfords, it
masochistic purists.

there's been no
announcement to the
e
effect, nor a banner
across the upper corner to indicate
it, I'd like to tell you that this is part
of a series of reviews. The theme?
To find a replacement for the late,
lamented LS3/5A.
The requirements are simple: the
speaker must be small and of high
quality (thus eliminating the sub£99- per- pair
dross).
Am
I
expecting ever to find a genuine
substitute for one of the 10 greatest
speakers of all time? No. But Ido
hope to find enough quality minimonitors to ensure that those
suffering a dearth of space need
never feel cheated.
While the Karis is very much a
speaker with high- end pretensions
— it sells for a not-inconsiderable,

Diapason

An
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un-LS3/5A-like £ 1250/pair — it is,
primarily, intended for use as rear
speakers in a 5.1 system. But
Diapason does also market the Karis
as astand-alone mini-monitor...
As we've come to expect of
Italian speakers, the Karis is
gorgeous, its solid Canaletto walnut
enclosure accounting for part of the
cost. But one cynical colleague
argued that it looks like an in-car
speaker had been fitted to the front
of the box. His response is
understandable, for Diapason has
produced agrille which could easily
do time on arear parcel shelf.
Underneath the mesh, which is
damped by arubber ring positioned
between it and the baffle, are a
110mm ' polymetilpentene' bass
unit and a20mm silk dome tweeter.
The crossover point is 4.5kHz, but
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roduced, Iwould think, with
the professional user in mind
as much as the critical
domestic listener, AVI's new £ 599
speaker is ` bigga' really only in
relation to its family relatives, the
Positron and tiny NuNeutron
[HFNIRR Nov '97 and Jan '99; Aug
'98]. With real cherry wood or black
ash veneer and simple black cloth
grille over a bevelled detachable
frame, the Bigga-Tron could hardly
offend the eye: stand quality will be
the
limiting
factor. ( AVI
recommends aheight up to 21in; I'd
suggest trying something around
16th.) This 370x195x 290mm (hwd)
'sealed box' design is constructed of
18mm MDF veneered on both
planes, with bitumastic pads
internally and acoustic wadding
contributing to the solid, 'dead' feel
of the enclosure. Each speaker
weighs around 12 kilos.
The drive units are a 28mm
Scanspeak soft dome tweeter and
165mm mid/bass Vifa driver
comprising acurvilinear paper cone
with 25mm voice coil; and the 13element crossover has ferrite-cored
inductors and multiple low- value
polystyrene capacitors. The two
screw terminals — biwiring is not
part of designer Martin Grindrod's
credo — accept 4mm banana plugs.

SL6. Each channel may be brought
to the correct replay level for the
subject- matter, like focusing a
camera lens by small increments, so
that not just the main signal but
decay and hall ambience combine to
give asatisfying whole. There's not a
great deal in it, but Ipreferred the
grilles off: they tend to mask the
openness and attack very slightly.
(However, with one or two
overbright CDs, the perfect
compromise for me was to drape a

SOUND QUALITY
As with other AVI designs, its
imaging properties are the BiggaTrons' most striking attribute: deep
soundstages full of ambient clues, a
reminder of the classic Celestion
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Tel: 01453
752656 Fax:
H1.45? 7Ç2-77

half- thickness of kitchen paper
loosely over the tweeter; possibly
these will mellow with time.) I
achieved optimum results with the
speakers 500mm clear of the rear
wall, angled slightly inwards.
Last month Jonathan Kettle
described hearing on DSD Mitsuko
Uchida's Vienna Musikverein
recording of Schubert's Sonata D845
['SuperAudio CD', page 62]. In the
same series, her conventional Philips
CD of the A-major, D959 [456 5792] was one of an ever-increasing
range of recordings Ilistened to with
growing excitement: from Britten's
War Requiem and Rossini string
sonatas, to Kind Of Blue, Clannad's
Magical Ring, the Juilliard Quartet's
Bartok, all analogue, and then very
recent CDs. The Bigga-Trons made
the clear distinction between the
good (Elgar's Falstaff on Naxos) and
the outstanding (the Chandos BBC
Philharmonic/Tortelier Chausson
Symphony). They expose every
soundstage detail, reflect every
musical nuance — with the Schubert
sonata's slow movement Uchida's
subtle gradations of p-pp, her
profoundly inward realisation of the
composer's reluctant line then
passionate
ff outburst,
are
extraordinarily involving.
These speakers are tuneful; they
are accurate. Iespecially liked them
on quiet, intimate music, but how
thrilling the scale and scoring in the
Britten Sanctus! And, coming back to
my first point, they give you the
Kingsway Hall acoustic, Watford or
Henry Wood Hall as well. With a
quoted sensitivity of 88dB/W/m,
8ohm
nominal
impedance
(minimum 6 ohms) they were easily
driven by my DNM amplifiers.
Whenever peaks became unpleasant,
a tiny reduction in gain setting
proved more appropriate for the
recording as awhole — or else they
exposed a software flaw. For
example, outstanding though it is,
the recent EMI ' Great Recordings'
remastering of the Janet Baker/
Barbirolli Mahler Lieder has
momentary discoloration at the
climax of the last Rückert song,
where the analogue LP original
reproduced entirely cleanly.

CONCLUSION

AVI's new Bigga-Tron speakers take the
listener into the recording venue itself
by CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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After nearly 40 steadfast years with
pairs* of Quad ESLs ( there were
momentary dalliances with four
moving- coils) Icould hardly part
with them now. But Isense abiggamous relationship beckoning here:
these AVI speakers may not be so
forgiving but they tell me even more
about recorded sound.
*One only, to begin with. Z.
52 seemed a
very great deal of money at the time!
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Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-01 Gold

Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amp ¡ fier Tubes
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £6.95
NEW: NEW: NEW
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £6.95
GOLDEN DRAGON
12BH7A
£ 9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
PX25 £365.00 pr
6SN7GT/ECC33 £8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes

EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL 156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
KT90
KT9OLX
350B
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

Per Matched
Per Matched
Pair
Quad
2A3 4 Pin
£ 22.50 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
2A3 Octal
£22.50 £50.00 £ 100.00
211
£ 28.50 £60.00 £ 120.00
811A
£ 11.50 £25.00 £50.00
845
£ 36.50 £ 75.00 £ 150.00
805
£ 36.50 £75.00 £ 150.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes

Singles

Golden Dragon T300B Range
300B Super
£79.00
4.300B
£84.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

Matched
Matched
Pair
Quad
£25.00 £ 50.00
£25.00 £ 50.00
£12.50 £25.00
£75.00 £ 150.00
£25.00 £50.00
£25.95 £52.00
£65.00 £ 130.00
£57.95 £ 116.00
£67.95 £ 136.00
£65.00 £ 130.00
£75.00 £ 150.00
£29.95 £ 60.00
£19.95 £40.00
£42.95 £86.00
£64.95 £ 130.00
£84.95 £ 170.00
£25.00 £ 50.00

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50
Matched
Octet
£ 100.00
£ 100.00
£50.00
£300.00
£ 100.00
£ 104.00
£260.00
£232.00
£272.00
£260.00
£300.00
£ 120.00
£80.00
£ 172.00
£260.00
£ 340.00
£ 100.00

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT all7.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

Time for an
Up-Grade?

vement„,..

Latest equipment currently available for demonstration includes:

Shearne Audio, Phase 2 & 3amplifiers, Phase 5

Continuing the French theme,

Monoblocs, Phase 6 pre- amp and the stunning new

clever little IS integrated amplifier paints as pretty

Phase 7CD player.

apicture as any Monet.

Crimson

Laverdin's

amplification - excellent sonic perfor-

mance at areasonable price.

Latest additions to our quality speaker range

For alimited period only, the Sugden Audition CD.

include the Audiovector Cl, Ml, C2 & M2

Densen

B100 Beat - getting deservedly rave

and the Aliante Spazio.

All the French Helios CD players now in, including the

Also in stock: -Tag Mclaren

incredible Stargate, which has left our staff lost for words!

and Cyrus

reviews.

Visit us on the world wide web:
www.movement-audio.co.uk

Movement Audio

13AC1A

MTS. AUDIO PIALIOD POSOCIAT•31,1

the symbol of security

Agencies include: Acoustic Precision - Arcam - Audiovector
B&W - Castle -

Chord

Co. - Cyrus -

Denon -

Helios

Marantz Premier - Michell - Mission - Nordost - Pioneer
Pro-ject - REL - Rotel - Shearne Audio - Thorens - Yamaha.
Always a varied selection of quality used equipment.

588 Ashley Road, Poole, Dorset

01202 730865
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Back to why
we have to
pay more
in the UK:
and why,
whoever the
villains really
are, British
hi-fi retailers
aren't to
blame...

ewarding though it was to see
the response of readers to the
January ' Headroom' and the
topic of high prices in the UK, and
depressing as it is m know that
nothing will ever change, I can see
that it's not yet clear who the villains
are. Inland Revenue, Customs &
Excise, transit firms? Idon't have
the answer, but Ican assure you that
it is not, as G A Jolly assumes, the
retailer. To confuse matters further,
there is ample proof that American
retailers demand much higher
margins than their British counterparts, thus again begging the
question: how is it that US retailers
can offer lower retail prices than
those in the UK yet still enjoy
greater margins?
First, why retailers take the biggest
cut — whether we're looking at hifi, CDs, jewellery, clothing and
nearly every other commodity bar
computers, cameras and cars*. It's
all
down
to
risk.
While
a
manufacturer
makes
a huge
investment in research, development,
actual production and the bulk of
the promotion budgets, and while
importers (or distributors) absorb
another set of costs, cg, warehousing, shipping, etc, it is the
retailer who takes the biggest gamble.
Let me explain. Before you accuse
me of acting as an apologist for the
very culprits who have — along with
certain manufacturers and elements
of the hi-fi press — virtually
destroyed the hi-fi industry, this is
not so. Culpability for the loss of
hi-fi's market health is caused by
retailers for sloth and cherry-picking
(selling only on the strength of a
review and failing to support
products which deserve some effort);
attitude (
eg, '
No cassette deck ' til
you buy an LP12'); presentation and
service (compare almost UK hi-fi
shops with any shoe store), ad
museum. But the genuine risk for all
*ft is generally held that camera, car and
computer retailers make little on the
primary hardware and make up for it on
the accessories, add-ons and/or software,
repair coverage policies, insurance, etc.
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types of retailer is overwhelming,
especially independents who don't
enjoy the security or shelter afforded
by multiples.
After manufacturers sell their
wares to distributors, they collect the
money, and in reality need worry no
further about the goods beyond
warranty work and reputation: actual
sales are now the problem of the
distributor. After distributors sell the
goods to retailers, they collect the
money and in reality need worry no
further about the sales beyond local
warranty work: sales are now the
problem of the retailer. And there
the buck stops. He or she's the last
in the chain, so if the stock doesn't
sell, he/she swallows the inventory.
And if anyone tells you there's a
safety net called ' sale or return', ask
them around which star their planet
orbits.
But are margins justified only by
the possibility that the shop might
choke on, say, apair of speakers with
a £4000 trade price? No. So we
must look to other issues. A shop is
more likely to be ram-raided or

innovative Linaeum tweeter principle, Radio
ShacklTandy's Genexxa LX-5was a
bargain even at its original price. Then came
Tandy's nationwide stock-clearance sale...
vandalised
than,
say,
JVC's
warehouse.
A
manufacturer
commands economies of scale which
no individual retailer can enjoy. Or,
for anyone with no real grasp of
economics, 1% net profit on a
billion-pound turnover is a helluva
lot more than even aheady 15% net
profit on amillion-pound turnover.
Let's take it away from audio for
abit. Would you swap your phone
bill with that of your local garden
centre? Do you know how much a
small, independent jeweller pays for
insurance? Or the price of a vault
which will satisfy said insurer? You
think your electricity bill is high (or
your heating)? Ever compare
domestic property rates with business
rates? Why not ring up BT and ask
how much they charge for Red Care,
which monitors your alarm system's
phone line should a thief sever it?
Every form of retail has risks —
greengrocers fear spoilage, the rag
trade is a victim of fashion, hi-fi
stores are damaged by (
as much as

they exploit) magazine reviews —
and that's why a margin has to do
more than wages.
So don't begrudge a retailer a
sensible margin: he's not the main
villain. He is merely the drugrunner, not the Colombian cartel.
But this still doesn't explain why we
— and by that I mean British
consumers —
are
being
so
relentlessly shafted. As observed by
A Warwick, there are disparities
unique to our standard of living.
With all the recent talk of (mainly
tax) harmonisation, it doesn't take
much to explain that the fear from
our side of the Channel stems from
the realisation that it will result in
the following: German taxes, French
prices, but UK wages. If the French
pay more for CDs, so what? They
earn more than the British. If the
Germans pay more for CDs, so
what? They earn even more. Come
harmonisation, we in the UK will
suffer, while the Germans won't
notice any changes at all. Instead,
Oskar Lafontaine will get to indulge
in that favourite Teutonic pastime:
Schadenfreude.
But I digress. This isn't about
Europe. It's about something smelly
happening in the UK. It's about
something made in Coventry costing
more here than in Los Angeles,
where 80% of the price of petrol
goes to taxes which aren't spent on
transport matters, where there are
some of the highest burglary rates
on earth (which boost the price of
insurance), where the cost of
employing people in the UK, let
alone on the Continent, is two to
four times that of the USA.
It gets muddier the more you
investigate. They cite overheads,
rattling off the rent charged, say, for
premises owned by the most
avaricious landlords on earth: the
Church of England. But then you
point out how much retail premises
cost per square foot in Manhattan
or Beverly Hills and they have to eat
their words.
While the problem remains in part
'prices relative to disposable income',
the key to change remains within our
grasp: stop acting like sheep, who
complain only about the weather.
Boycott the firms which are screwing
us. Stop buying everything bar food
until the prices are equalised. And
thank the Internet for undermining
the protectionism which has saddled
us with retail larceny.
Aah, it's not all bad news. Tandy
had a massive stock-clearance sale
in February. Cannily, Ipicked up a
pair of LX-Pro 5s for £29.90. But
even that doesn't make up for
70p/litre petrol, Regional Coding,
the TV licence fee, £50 Levis, John
Prescott...
Ken Kessler
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Avantgarde Acoustic Agents:

Radlett Audio Tel: 01727 855577 alerts & Beds)
Walrus Systems Tel: 0171 724 7224 ( Central London)
Sounds of Music Tel: 01892 547003 (Kent & East Sussex)

UK DISTRIBUTOR:- G T AUDIO, "CHERRY HOLLOW", HIGHER DENHAM, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, UB9 5E,1
Tel: (+44) 01895 833099
Fax: 01895 832594
e-mail: glaudio@teseo.net
http://www.gtaudio.com
UK DISTRIBUTORS OF:- Avantgarde Acoustic • J.C. Verdier Turntables • THON Amplification • THON Did-Drive valve mains supply • Western Electric
The Tee Square Table Company equipment supports.

ue EYES IS BACK!

at must he one of the musical coups of the decade,
ileinsed audiophile specialists DCC have just announced an historic
agreement with Artang (the company started by the Sinatra family -to
handle the late crooner's musical catalogue) to issue previously unreleased archivematerial.The world-wide deal has given DCC access
to over 60 hours of tapes which will result in aseries of 180g vinyl
and- 24 carat gold CD releases, all to be remastmed by engineering
maestrn Stec Hoff man using DCC's renowned vintage vacuum
playback system, resulting in what we all
hope will be the best-sounding Sinatra
releases ever.The first tide is The
Summit, a 1962 "Flat Pack" recording featuring 01' Blue
Eyes and accomplices Sammy Davis Jnr and Dean Martin, this
will be followed by asolo Sinatra live recording, 57 Concert,
and many more releases will follow.

Available on Deluxe:

Double-Play 24rt Gold CD £23.95
Double 180gm Virgin Vinyl LP £31.95

.4111 On The Record
The UK's leading bi-monthly
audiophile news letter is free to
HiFi News readers, simply give
us acall and well be glad to forward our latest issue to you.

EUROPE'S PREMIER AUDIOPHILE MAIL ORDER COMPANY

blackbox

Audio s,gnal
transmission
continu ng
higher
viewpoints,
and into the
backgrcund
behind one
of the tests
in our
forthcorr ing
speaker
cable
reviews

References
1. B Duncan, Pure
Transfer', HFNIRK.
Nov '97
2. B Duncan,
'Hooray Heruy',.
HFNIRR, Aug '97
Errata
Some small cry's crept
into the Mazer_h 'Black
Box'; in column 1, 17
lines from the bottom,
the reference teas to
frequencies above
16kHz, not lb; and
the reference ffiNras
the ix: should bave
been superscripts.
"'Ultimate' has been so
misused in modern
advertising that it's
worth mentiorung that
its true sense is that of
'a limit or state that
can't be (or isn't)
exceeded' —from
Latin roots with sens..4
of 'come to azi end'
and 'last'. 1.1: ‘ffect, it
spells 'ermine death' in
anyone using it!
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ast month, the possibility of cable
directionality was discussed. A
keynote left over was that energy
(and thus power delivered) do have
direction, something that's measured
routinely in any net-connected AC
power plant, where power-factor
meters — traditionally with 360°
'wind vane' dials, actually show the
direction of 50/60Hz energy flow,
titled forward and reverse power.
Delivering music into speakers is
no different — there are just more
signal frequencies, and level variations.
When KK reminded everyone —
some issues back — that ' cables are
after all, components', he made a
profoundly banal statement. Having
read last month's ' Box', such
recognition may be expanded into a
higher awareness — that for all highend
electronics,
the
vital
interconnectivity within and amongst
components, and from sources and to
destinations, is even more central to
the existence of the elettionics — than
any of the explicit, cardinal electronic
parts, viz, resistors, caps, transistors,
etc. The simplest reproduction system,
is
after
all,
hypothetically
a
reproducing transducer connected by
wires alone, to aspeaker.
Explicitly, the components in such
a system — truly the ultimate*
minimum circuit' — are just two:
transducers (another story, another
day), and alength of two wires, the
send and return conductors — alias
an audio cable.

ThE TOWNSHEND OBSERVATION
Bill Woodman, Dave Hawkins, Dave
Martin: more than any other country,
Australia has brought lively and highly
productive, key characters into the
various dept's of audio in the UK. In
the high-end domestic section, Britain
has Max Townshend. But while he's
been best known here, over the past
20 years, for serious turntables and
equipment isolation, back home in
Australia in the early ' 70s, Max
worked with RF power at microwave
frequencies (> 1GHz). He is therefore
better placed than many to have a
working feel for subtler aspects of
MAY IWO

signal transmission. While accepting
that an ordinary length of speaker (nor
line) cable doesn't have a CCU at
audio frequencies, Max argues that
any attempt at matching is better than
none. Otherwise alarge portion of the
signal reflects up and down the line,
until dissipated. This is well known
in ' 12F-land' (even just above 96kHz
'audio'), but such `waveland' models
aren't mentioned in audio textbooks.
With RF connections, SWR meters
are available to detect mismatch. The
mismatching penalties with RF power
connections can be severe: arcing,
kaput £400 transistors and purple
anodes. But SWR meters for
operation below 1MHz, and for the
impedances required for audio speaker
lines, which are some way below 50
ohms CCI, are rare 'birds' indeed.
Although numeric readouts aren't
available, reflections in speaker cables
— when they're stimulated with an
edge — can be seen. When ascope
with enough bandwidth — where that
helps display resolution and trace
intensity — is used, the curved rising
and also settling periods of squarewave
edges will be seen to be acomposed
of a ` staircase' of small steps. Each
represents adiscrete wave reflection,
and a step towards to the new
amplitude value, and has a period
equal that required by ' c' (the speed
of all EM waves, including light) ' in'
the cable. This speed (strictly velocity)
is typically 70% of ` c' in air. Thus in
a6m speaker cable, for c=(0.7x3e8
metres/sec), t = 28ns, or 0.028tts.

BEST DAMPASE IN WAVELAND
Although that's avery small period in
audio terms, it becomes more
significant if there are numerous
reflections. Max T has counted up to
200 on a long yet almost plausible
length of awell known, wide-spaced
cable design. Even for shorter lengths,
Max T's waveland model means all
cables with prolonged risetimes — that
act most strongly as low pass filters
— are causing trains of reflective
perturbations. And since audio signals
can be 'transition rich', new reflection
wave trains are likely starting before
previous ones have fully died away,

to below - 120dB say. This suggests
that with the wrong cables, the finest
details of musical 'edge' information
will be perpetually 'blurred' with
multiple ` microechos' or `-reverb',
before the speaker and mom 'get their
oar in'.
The end result would seem likely
to add subtle and quite possibly
unnatural qualities of aphase jitter
kind, which should be refreshing when
made absent, by using aconduit with
'faster settling'. Max Townshend
stresses that furthermore,
any
significant rising and settling curves
arising when acable is driven with a
test wave of clean transition, and
suitably terminated, are the tell tale
signs of impedance mismatch.
Pragmatically, he points to the way
that the `impedance' of any cable can
be discovered and viewed by varying
the resistive loading in such a test
(interestingly, the source impedance
is not critical), and noting the
resistance value that best 'squares up'
the transition.
The optimum impedances for the
least reflections then ranges — across
the spectrum of speaker cables —
from 500 ohms (for awide spaced
type), down to 100 ohms for most,
then down to about 4ohms for amax
capacitance, minimum inductance
foil geometry: N/IJC = 4ohms. And
while speaker impedances do vary
widely, the latter is way closer than
most, to agrand average impedance.
Max makes another important
observation. Line reflections result in
polarity reversed, attenuated signals
appearing at the source end. If these
enter amplifier outputs and if global
negative feedback is in use, such
signals are potentially able to faze it
into amplifying the error. This is one
genuine and asignificant, likely firstorder problem with global negative
feedback, that not one of the higher
audio authorities have ever bothered
to mention. Fortunately, Pure Henry
(see reference 2 and the Accessories
Club) is one protective approach,
other than cable choice, that the
majority of listeners (who live with
global NFB) can consider.
Ben Duncan

'Overshoot waveform
from multiple return
reflections

Recieve at speaker
Load 6 ohms

Send from amplifier

I

"Rounded' wavefony
from multiple reflections,,,,,

10 uSidivision

5M, 20mm spaced 0 5mm dia copper pair
rhArrtpritir imnarlanrp 47f1 nhmq

©Townshend Audio
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Another opening in

Las Ile as
U

nsurprisingly — given
that everyone's nervous
about bringing out CD
or DVD players until the DVD
Audio standards are set — the
Las Vegas show was bursting
with new speakers. So, too,
were the accessory guys busier
than most, while the software
brigade made it clear that they
weren't going to suffer like the
hardware
manufacturers.
Without wishing to downplay
the investments made by
Classic, Chesky et al, it seemed
far less risky to deliver a batch
of new 96/24 DVD titles than
to release actual players. And
so, on to the speakers...
Acoustic Energy launched
two new Aegis Series products,
set for availability in the UK in
the spring. The Aegis Two
floorstander and Aegis Centre
Channel use the company's
high- efficiency 130mm metal
alloy mid/bass cone and 25mm
silk dome tweeter, and are
aimed at the entry-level sector
of both the hi- fl and home

Clockwise from top
left: the biggest
loudspeaker at the show:
TLG's Series Iwallfilling horn design;
Pipedream's scary line
source speaker with 134
drive units and
eight 18 inch woofers;
and the Mari Matcher
digital tube checker
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The Consumer Electronics Show, Part 2:
as always, the loudspeakers (US- built and
imported) outnumbered other components.
And this year's crop of software, cables,
tweaks and accessories defied belief

by KEN KESSLER
cinema markets. The Aegis
Two is packaged as an 840mmtall mass- loaded, fully-braced
MDF cabinet with a 25mmthick MDF front baffle; the
Aegis Centre offers similar
construction but with a pair of
mid-bass drivers for the obvious
above/below
a
monitor
positioning. UK prices are
expected to be around £250 for
the Aegis Two and under £ 150
for the Centre.
Acoustic Research is back
from the comatose-if-not-quite-

dead with aslew of new series,
the most radical being its onwall Phantom loudspeakers, in
ultra- thin cabinets only 2.5in
deep. All employ plasmatransferred, diamond- coated
lin titanium tweeters and
neodymium- magnet carbon
fibre shallow mount woofers
said to reach down to a 40Hz.
The series consists of the
Phantom 8.3 three-way on-wall
speaker, two two-way models
— the Phantoms 5.2 and 6.2 —
and the Phantom 252 centre-

channel speaker, voiced to
match all of the others for
surround sound installations.
An alternative to NXT?
Italian speaker brand Allante
lanched
the
Pininfarinadesigned Linea, a not- toosurprisingly radical and sleek
floorstander, upholding the
traditions established by this
brand's earlier models. This
baby uses an Italian- made
tweeter, afull-range unit and a
SEAS 8in woofer in a double
reflex ( two chambers, two
ports) cabinet. Black leather —
kinky! — is used to cover the
back box, while the baffle is
made from solid carbon fibre.
And just in case you want an
automotive link beyond the
designer's name, Igather that
the carbon fibre is fabricated by
the same firm which supplies
Ferrari and Minardi. Aliante
also showed its first hornloaded design, in a subsidiary
brand called Royal Device.
The stand- mounted horn
speaker Isaw has no crossover
to the woofer but 6dB/octave to
the tweeter, and the horn is
sculpted from wood.
Back to the US makers,
Alon's Tuscany is a floorstanding tower employing four
transducers in an unusual
three-and-a-half way array, with
technology first developed for
the Adriana mini-monitor. The
frontal array uses a time and
phase- aligned 5 1/4in cast
frame bass-mid driver and a lin
aluminium
dipole
dome
tweeter; the rear of the tweeter
radiates into a concentric wave
guide and out the rear of the
enclosure for true dipole
operation above 3kHz. A
second rear- firing 5 1/4in
mid/bass driver operates from
50-125Hz. A sealed infinite
baffle
12in
side- firing
transducer extends the response
from 50 down to 20 Hz, the
Tuscany incorporating an
internal 200W amplifier to
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drive it. Subwoofer level and
crossover
frequency
are
continuously variable, while
switches for phase and EQ are
also provided. Sensitivity is
87dB, impedance described as
8 ohms but with a 4 ohm
minimum. The enclosure is
damped and heavily reinforced
by MDF and steel braces.
Standard finishes include
natural or dark cherry wood;
other wood and polyester piano
finishes are also available.
Meanwhile, Alon's Rascal is a
new budget- priced minimonitor featuring a moulded
6.5in bass/mid driver and anew
lin silk soft-dome tweeter in a
16 litre front-ported enclosure.
Frequency response is said to
be 60-20kHz. Both drivers are
magnetically shielded and topgrade components ( air cored
inductors and polypropylene
film capacitors) are used in the
hard-wired crossover. Finished
in black and built of MDF, the
Rascal sells for only $495 per
pair. In the USA, that is...
ALR-Jordan launched a
new series consisting of three
models, called the Note range.
Common to all are real-wood
finishes, 150mm metal cone
mid/bass drivers with ceramic
coatings and 25mm Polyester
fabric dome tweeters. The latter
has a vented pole piece to
improve its lower frequency
performance and airflow.
Furthermore, the Notes sport a
new type of passive radiator of
'racetrack' shape to allow it to
be fitted to speakers of such a
narrow profile. Note 3is atwoway bookshelf system using one
of each of the above drivers;
impedance is 6 ohms and
sensitivity 90dB. Note 5 is a
two- and- a- half- way
floorstanding system with one of the
150mm units as a mid/bass
driver and one for bass alone,
two of the passive radiators and
one tweeter. Impedance is 6
ohms, sensitivity 92dB. Lastly,
the Note 7is athree-way floorstanding system with one
150mm unit for the midrange,
two for bass drive, three of the
passive radiators and one
tweeter.
Impedance
and
sensitivity are as per the Note 5.
Castle Acoustics' new
range — first seen as unnamed
prototypes at The HiFi Show
last September — were in preproduction form at CES. The
series is now called Inversion,
and handsome stuff it is, too.
The line-up consists of the
Inversion 15 stand-mountable
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Clockwise from left': Thai's MCSI speaker; the great audio pioneer Paul Klipsch with HFNIRR Editor Steve Hams;
Checkpoint set-up ka rill case and assembled); Nagra's new limited edition version of its famous `spy' tape recorder

two-way design with atentative
UK price of £425 per pair, the
Inversion 50 ficrorstanding twoway at circa £875 per pair and
the Inversion 100 floorstanding
two-way horn-loaded system at
£19'75. To complete the range,
the company has ensured
home-theatre friendliness with
the Inversion 45C ' serious
high- spec' centre channel
speaker ( price
to
be
announced), the Inversion 75C
centre channel with two 5in
woven carbon fibre mid/bass
drivers and 28mm dome
tweeter ( circa £ 500) and the
Inversion 80S ported, powered
subwoofer ( 150W on boardl)
with 12in driver, its price
possibly in the £ 600-£700
region. Accessories will include
dedicated
speaker
and
equipment stands.
Christian's Axis is a twoway design featuring woven
carbon fibre drivers in amirror
image line source. As with
earlier efforts from this brand,
the axis is tall and elegant,
finished in what seems a
throwback to the wonderful
Nextel grey of the late 1970s.
The speaker was heard with
Bass Cubes, dedicated lowfrequency ' reinforcement' for
both the Axis and earlier Studio
systems. It contains a 210mm
glass epoxy impregnated woven
carbon fibre driver, and works
best with the LA2C Active
Crossover, which was designed
for Christian by Birdland
Audio. It has a cut-off
frequency to suit the Axis and
Bass Cubes and includes a
Dolby Digital subwoofer input
to give optimum performance
with 5.1 channel systems.
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Conic Acoustics speakers
have a look that identifies this
brand immediately: standmounted speakers which mix
the virtues of cylindrical and
pyramidal designs. Imagine if
you took two squat cones and
placed their flat surfaces
together. Then, you cut off the
pointy bits, and shaved off one
vertical surface to create the
baffle. (Another way to picture
it would be to imagine a
cylindrical speaker enclosure
with the centre section bulging
outward.) To both the KC-215
and the KC- 225, Conic has
fitted a 3.6in ribbon tweeter.
The first carries one Sin kevlar
woofer, the second contains
two of them. Neat and pretty,
they're like a super-modernist
update of the JR149.
Edgarhorn, patron saint of
the
single- ended
triode
fraternity, launched the Titan,

so wired and you can't bear a
mix of metals. Each Titan
weighs 1301b and measures
56x22x2lin (hwd) to justify a
price of $ 19,000. Per pair, I
hope. And in case you feel the
need for more down below,
there's the Seismic Sub in a
'highly damped bass box',
containing a 251b 18in woofer
to deliver bass down to 20Hz;

finished in fire-engine red for
the show. This floorstander
sports a Tractrix midrange
horn with a 281b Alnicomagnet compression driver,
'complimented' by amid/bass
horn powered by a301b, 12m
driver to extend response to
50Hz; atime aligned supertweeter
horn
extends
response beyond 20kHz in
the other direction. Its
16ohm impedance and
107dB make this anatural
for most single- ended
tube amps, and a ' Silver
Titan' version with silver
wiring is also available
in case your amps are
Right: EM-PHI's Harpus
pyramid, with that distinctive
oval dome tweeter
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sensitivity is said to be 104dB,
weight aserious 1601b and the
dimensions awife-antagonising
28x52x32in (hwd). The price
will add $ 3500 to your Titans.
EM-PHI's Harpus ` acoustic
panel' is an elongated pyramid
design with the gold ovalshaped Audax piezo tweeter
housed in its own module
mounted on top. The ' acoustic
panel'
tag,
though,
is
misleading — aFrench attempt
at undermining the British
advances with true panel-type
speakers? — because its
enclosure has a 440x390mm
footprint. Panel? Uh, Idon't
think so. It houses a 12.2in
Cerwin-Vega woofer, a 6.7in
SEAS mid and an upper-mid
Fostex driver in its 1340mm tall
cabinet. Sensitivity is quoted at
93dB and impedance 4.5 ohms
nominal — definitely something
for les headbangeurs.
Fortress's AM- 1C ` Tri Amplified High-SPL Active
Monitor with CP-XTM Active
Crossover Design' is described
as an ' ideal monitor system...
the most obvious and audible
benefit of this design (being)
the amazing consistency of
sound from nearfield to far-field
and from on-axis to off-axis.' Its
Crawford- Phase Derived Xover uses new signal processing
techniques, so there is no
conventional filter circuit for
the HF driver crossover;
instead, it employs a ' phasederived " natural" filter with
characteristics similar to a
conventional
24dB/octave
Linkwitz-Russ Riley design'.
The drivers have long, linear
travel, and a high sensitivity
said to be up to 101dB/W, with
power handling up to 6000W
peaks. Enclosures are sealed

From top: Acousne
Reproduction Technology
ART-M speaker;
Coincident Speaker
Technology's Super
Conquest (left) and
Millennium; and the
Chrysalis ribbon hybrid
speaker from Moth
Audio, until now best
known for retro tubeware

Left: Klipsch was
celebrating 50 years of
continuous Klipschom
production with this new
Klipschorn jubilee model
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types for minimum phase-shift,
delay and resonance, while one
innovative feature of the design
is
the ' Floating- Baffle'
mounting which allows the
drivers to be decoupled from
the enclosures. Bass is covered
by
an
18in
unit
with
Kevlar/PuIp cone and Kapton
voice-coil former, driven by a
500W amp. Mid frequencies
are handled by a9m paper cone
driver and a 250W amp, while
treble is the responsibility of a
lin high efficiency dome,
driven by a 125W amplifier.
Frequency response is stated as
18Hz-21kHz (± 2.5dB). The
matched amplifiers are lowdistortion DC- coupled units
with minimum feedback, ample
heat- sinking, large capacitor
reserves
and
substantial
toroidial transformers to
provide maximum headroom.
Crossover points at 85Hz and
2.5kHz,
all
caps
are
polypropylene and the resistors
one- percent
metal
film.
Maximum SPLs? How does
121dB strike you?
Greybeard's KB/2/1 and
KB/2/2 are large standmounted systems with severely
sloped, narrow baffles to
provide time alignment. This in
itself makes them distinctive looking, but the added touch is
that the cabinet sides are
covered with slate or ceramic
tiles. One of a far nastier
disposition than I would
suggest that this imparts the
look of a bathroom fitting.
Whatever, the KB/2/lis a twoway bass-reflex design with —
given the lack of info about
drivers — what looks like a lin
dome tweeter and a 5in or 6in
bass unit in a 28.25x9.25x16in
(hwd) enclosure weighing 751b.
Sensitivity is quoted as 87dB
and the impedance 6ohms,
while the price Stateside is
$4480 per pair. The KB/2/2 is
also a two-way, measuring
43.5x9.254x17.75 ( hwd) and
weighing 110Ib each depending
on finish. (Tiles are heavy...)
Possibly ready for the neaxt
show will be the KB/3/3.
Hales previewed the new
Alexandra in prototype form. It
employs a ribbon tweeter, two
2in
aluminium
dome
mid/tweeters and two sandwich
Focal woofers. The handsome
enclosure is finished in
rosewood cabinet, it adheres to
the revival/movement of single
wiring and it offers an easy and
possibly single-ended-amplovin' 94dB/1W.

Induction Dynamics' ID- 1
is a four-way system featuring
'revolutionary'
patented
crossover
technology.
Inductively coupled coils create
a crossover slope exceeding
30dB/octave within one-half
octave of the crossover
frequency. Driver complement
consists of a 1.125in inverted
titanium dome tweeter, 3in soft
dome mid, 6.5in woofer and a
dual- cone 15in subwoofer.
Crossover points occur at 80,
700 and 3200Hz, sensitivity is
88dB and the frequency
response is said to be 2630kHz. Overall dimensions are
42.254x17x18.25 ( hwd) and
the weight athought-provoking
1431b each.
Klipsch showed a new
version of the Klipschorn —
hooray! — ensuring a nextmillennium presence of ' the
only loudspeaker in the world
that has been in continuous
production for over 50 years'.
(Go on — try to prove ' em
wrong.) The launch provided
one of the show's biggest treats:
the appearance of 94-year old
Paul Klipsch. And if you
wanted to see the press
humbled and in deep respect
overdrive, you should've seen
the reception line. It was as
close as I've seen to ' visiting
royalty' outside of a palace.
Oops — it actually took place in
apalace of sorts: Caesar's. The
new version is appropriately
named the IGipschom Jubilee.
It's a two-way, full- range
system, contrasting with the
original Klipschom's three-way
format. According to Klipsch,
'It is thanks to Tractrix
technology and advanced
compression driver design that
the Jubilee is now a two-way
design', the speaker featuring a
90° x 60° Tractrix horn. The
Jubilee mid/treble employs a
3in
titanium
diaphragm
compression driver with atwoinch throat. The low-frequency
horn — an ` entirely new
configuration' — uses two 12in
woofers working below 800Hz.
Overall frequency response is
stated as 38Hz-19kHz, ± 4dB,
sensitivity
an
awesome
105dB/W and impedance 8
ohms. Price will be between
$12,000 and $ 15,000 per pair,
depending on finish.
Loth- X, from Singapore,
showed
outrageous
horn
systems with what looked like
Lowther drive units, but which
Ihave been assured are their
own. The main range appears
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ocktuise from top left: Lodi X's
2.4m-tall protoype horn speaker, Audio
Analogue's Stargate Pegaso and Stargate
Mercurio, Aliante's new Royal Device
horn speaker, Wire World's new cable
comparator system, Aliante's forthcoming
and utterly gorgeous Pininfo;rina-designed
floor-stander, Dave and Sheryl Leg
Wilson with Dave's first (hi-fl) love —
an original Klipschorn!

to be the Azimuth series,
floorstanders with angular
cabinets and — most telling —
efficiency of 104 dB/W/m.
Dimensions are given as
1450x280x550mm (hwd) and
the company boldly offers a
warranty of 20 years. A choice
of exotic — and exoticallynamed — veneers, most of
which aren't in my dictionary,
include Sassafras Black Heart,
Elm Burl Swirl and Camphor
Laurel, while the ' ordinary'
selection
includes ( deep
breath... ) Anegre, Plain
Anegre, Crown Beech, Quater
Beech, Quater American
Cherry, Plain Mahogany, Rose
Mahogany, Figure Makore,
Plain Makore, Crown American
Maple, Quater American
Maple, Golden Oak, Crown
Red Oak, Crown White Oak,
Tasmanian Oak Figure, Knotty
Pine, Plain Pine. And you
thought Monitor Audio had it
covered. At the show, the star
was the Loth- X Bard, the
brand's top-of-the-line model
using a 4m folded horn, its
configured as a D'Appolito
design ` to achieve a very fast,
clean and transparent sound'.
Efficiency is quoted at no less
than 108dB/W at 1 metre,
while the dimensions of this
speaker are a room- worrying
2300x400x600mm (hwd).
Martin-Logan's Scenario is
anew hybrid electrostatic at the
lower end of the price scale,
HI-R NEWS & RECORD RI'VIEW

which — along with its petite
sizing — should enable more
people to get panelled. This
wee beauty stands only
1190mm tall and its footprint is
a dainty 254x381mm ( wd).
The electrostatic element
covers frequencies above
500Hz-, below, you get a
203mm high-excursion/high
rigidity woofer in its own
enclosure. Overall frequency
response
is
45-22kHz,
sensitivity is 89dB/2.83V, and
you can bet that US dealers are
rubbing their hands with glee at
the thought of selling four -of
these plus an M- L centrechannel speaker for surround
sound systems.
Pipedream is the cleverlynamed Mark Porzilli-designed
speaker
from
Nearfield
Acoustics of Nashville. While
I'm sure that there have been
speakers boasting more drive
units, Ican't recall one at the
moment that betters the
Pipedream's 134- driver linesource array. The breakdown is
84
dome
tweeters,
42
midranges and eight 18in
woofers, the latter housed in
cubes of their own. The most
telling spec is that the surfeit of
mid and treble drivers allows
the Pipedream to ' launch', at
any frequency, ' awave equal in
power to that of a 50in driver'.
Frequency response is a
believable 16Hz-22kHz, and
the price a figure consistent
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with the speaker's name: US
$80,000.
Revel, outboarding as usual
to further torment my arthritis,
showed a couple of exciting
new models, again mixing
conventional dimensions with
delightfully funky, way-out
styling. The Ultima Studio is a
smaller version of the Ultima
Salon, and it employs cabinetry
worthy of the more radical
Italians. Separate slabs in
aluminium or wood finishes
form the side panels, while the
speaker enclosures are coaled in
contrasting gloss primary
colours. The hallmark Revel
curved grille completes the
picture. Up top is a 28mm
aluminium alloy dome tweeter,
with a 19mm tweeter fitted at
the back. Mids are handled by a
133mm driver with 50mm
voice coil, and two 210mm
woofers deal with the bottom
octaves. Dimensions? A chunky
1152x324x492mm (hwd inc
spikes). Oh, and they weigh
74.4kg each in their cartons.
The F30 Performa uses similar
driver technology to the
Ultimas, this cute little
floorstander occupying a space
of 1168x305x375mm ( hwd,
including spikes). Tweeter and
mid are fixed to abaffle which
stands proud of the cabinet
front; the woofer is mounted
below in its own enclosure.
Forgive me if this seems like a
backhanded compliment, but

the F30 reminds me — stylewise that is — of certain 1970s
speakers from the UK. So the
'70s revival isn't restricted to
music and trousers.
Snell — headed by ex-KEF
designer and watch aficionado
Dave Smith, and at last with a
serious UK distributor —
showed five new high- end
models. The XA9Ops is the top
of the range, each active tower
containing two 6.5in lowermids flanking dual 2.5in mids
with a lin aluminium dome
tweeter in the centre. Below
them are two 10in woofers —
driven by onboard 300W amps
— housed in outrageous
horizontal cylinders which run
the depth of the enclosure. The
XA75ps is a slightly smaller
version, with only one 10in
woofer and one 6.5in lowermid driver, while mid/tweeter
complement is the same. The
XA55cr is the matching centre
channel speaker with lin dome
tweeter and two 6.5in woofers
in a horizontal package, the
SR3Omp is the company's side
speaker with dipole/hipole
characteristics optimised for up
to 7.1 channel installations, and
the XA1900c is a spaceefficient alternative to the
towers, containing the drivers
of the XA75ps/XA55cr, plus
two 8in woofers. UK prices are
to be announced.
Spendor, though almost
embarrassingly low-key here at
67
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BEAUTY and the BEST
Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, - lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
... the RIGHT cables
.in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
. .. in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)

"The transparency of this integrated
amplifier during rapid dynamic
variations will startle the listener.
This is the sign of atruly great amplifier."

CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
For further details please contad Path Premier

Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Pork, Desborough Pork Rood,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736
Email
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Atacama
Audiolab
B&W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
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X Dem. Sale...
rus

ag eat place for...

Epos
• Widest choice in the area
Harman-Kanion
•Independent advice
JBL
•Qualified staff
KEF
•Comfortable dem rooms
Kerhyood
Superb showrooms
Krell
•Main road location
Marantz
Major car parks nearby
Martin-Logan
Meridian
•Insurance estimates
Miohet
•Over 30yrs experience.
Mission
•Service Dept
Monitor Audio
•Delivery & installation
Musical-Fidekty
•Part Exchange
Pickering
•Open 1030430 6days
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Quad
REL
Up to 3yrs.
Rogers
Interest Free
SME
Sonurs-Faber
Credit
Spendor
deposit only 20% of
Tannoy
£503+ for 12 months
TDL
£15C0+ for 24 months
Thorens
£3000+ for 36 months
subtect to stafts
Yamaha
& lots more
PS if you're making aspecial tnp
es best to book, weekdays

Audiolab

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Krell

MonitorAudio

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659
High Fidelity Specialists est.1967
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Acoustic Energy AEI II r/w £995
AE2 II r/wood inc stands £2090
Audiolab 8000C £580
8000LX £470
8000CDM+DAC £2300
8000DAC £900
8000MX pair
£ 1800
B&W CDM2 r/wood £400
Copland CDA288 £ 1999
Cyrus Illi
f598
Commander remote £ 100
PSX-R
£328
Power
£498
SL integrated amp
£398
JBL Aquarius SI 19 LSs £ 1250
KEF LS3/5a piano bk. LE £ 1800
Krell 250 Pre+powez £5195
KAV300 cd
f3550
Marantz CD17 bk. £800
PM17 gold
£900
Meridian A500 r/wood £875
M60 r/wood £2500
566.20
£ 1095
500 CDT +566.20 DAC f2420
Michell Argo pre.+Hera £885
ISO phono stage £420
Mission
753f oak
£898
754f oak
£ 1498
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
r/wood piano laq. £5000
Studio 12 r/wood £ 1100
Pink Triangle Litaural CD £2099
Tarantella+RB+XLZ £ 1054
Pioneer CLD-D925 £800
A300 Precision £400
PDS505 Precision £460
Quad 77 Power amp £600
77 Pre-Amp
£700
77 Remote
£300
77 CD bus (all carbon) £700
REL Q100E bk.
£495
Yamaha DSP-A3090 £ 1500

Fox: 01494 440360

preilliituk

Now

Classic second -hand...

£745
£1400
£475
£395
£1725
£650
£1495
£320
£1599
£475
£50
£275
£395
£325
£625
£895
£4650
£3195
f650
£695
£650
£1875
£750
£1795
£595
£320
£750
£1125

Acoustic Energy AE1 riw
£495
Audiolab 8000C pre-amp £375
8000A integrated amp £350
Audio Innovations Series 1000
monoblox (were £ 1799) £750
2nd Audio (was £3000) £ 1000
Gale 401 chrome/black £250
HK Citation 11/12 pre/power
& 15 tuner the very first models,
in walnut cases £300
KEF 104/2 r/w (£2000) £850
Marantz CD63 11 KI-S £ 275
CD85 (built like atank) £250
Mission 776/777 batt pre amp &
2x 100w power amp £950
Argonaut bk., big, twin bass £325
Quad 22 pre & powers £600
ESL57 pair bk latest spec. £750
34 pre-amp
£ 150
44 pre (din)
£ 185
405 power amp £ 200
FM4 tuner (din) £ 150
Revox 036 1/2 track 10" £ 195
B77 reel-reel 1/4 track, 7.5ips
pro-rtabs, op cover £850
Rogers LS6 teak
£ 175

£2995
£825
£1675
£750
£595
£300
£350
£450
£525
£150
£595
£395
£1125

Ruark Sabre bk.
£250
SME original 3012
£ 175
3009 mkt original box £75
Tandberg TD20A
1'4 track 7.5ips 10"reel £650
Tammy Cheviot 10"
Dual Concentrics , walnut £350
609 marble effect inc. stands £ 195
Thorens TD124 mk2 + 3012 £ 150
TDI25 mk2 +3009 £200
TD 150+3012 in SME plinth £300
Vortexion Series 4 recorder

f100
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home, showed the Elegance
series, five models ranging from
a small two-way up to a
1100mm tall floorstander. The
range starts with the Model S3/5 (and we all know what an
oblique between a 3 and a 5
suggests... ), with a 19mm
fabric dome tweeter and a
130mm woofer. The Model S-1
is a slightly larger standmounter, with 25mm tweeter
and 160mm woofer, while the
Model FL- 6 takes the S- 1's
driver complement and puts
them in an 850mm tall ported
floorstanding enclosure. The
FL-8uses the same tweeter but
changes the woofer for a
200mm unit, the cabinet height
increasing to 900mm. Lastly,
there's the FL- 10, 1100mm tall
and bearing a25mm tweeter, a
160mm midrange and two
250mm woofers. Available
finishes include light cherry,
rosewood, burr walnut and
bird's eye maple.
Status Acoustics showed a
slightly off-beat range, off-beat
in that all of its speakers feature
fabric dome tweeters and
metal-cone mids and woofers,
rather
than
vice
versa.
Furthermore, this Utah-based
firm houses its drivers in a
multi-fibre composite which is
finished to resemble granite.
Smallest model is the Decimo,
with a 28mm tweeter and a
165mm woofer, while the
Mediette doubles up the
number of woofers — still small

Clockwise from above: Greybeard's K112.11 speaker; Siemel HY20 hybrid Pure
Class A trioderoutput-stage integrated amplifier; Castle's Inversion 80S powered
,ubwoofer with ,..arbonere baffle; Dave and Sheryl Lee Wilson char with Paul leipsch

enough for stand- mounting.
The Atlas is anarrow-footprint
floarstander with the same
driver complement as the
Mediette, plus one side-firing
300nun woofer. Top of the
range is the mi-wirable Titus,
with a 28mm tweeter, two
165mm mids and — get this —
six 250mm woofers. Lastly,
there's the Nemesis subwoofer,

with four 250mm woofers
housed in a 324x813x610mm
(whd) enclosure.
Tannoy launched five new
A/V loudspeakers in its Saturn
range. Like the Mercury range,
the Saturn cabinets use solid
wood elements and 'the money
has been spent where it
matters, on the drive units and
components'. Each speaker

uses classic Dual Concentric
drive unit technology, the
crossovers featuring top quality
components including selected
high-grade
polypropylene
capacitors. The new Saturn
range consists of five models —
three floorstanders and two
which can be used either as
centre or rear speakers. The S6
(£499/pair) employs a 6.5in
driver, the S8 (£ 699/pair) an
8in driver and the S10
(£899/pair) a 10in driver, all of
which are polypropylene-coned
and with lin Duralumin
tweeters. The S61cr (£ 199ea)
and S81cr (£ 249
each)
centre/rear speakers use,
respectively a 6.5in and 8in
driver. Tannoy's Prestige range,
the high- end models which
keep the Japanese panting, have
been updated to incorporate
HE (hard-edged) surounds, as
developed for the £ 25,000
Kingdom. Me? I still want
some Churchills.
MCS1 is athree-way
speaker designed for multichannel systems, magnetically
shielded for use as a dedicated
centre- channel speaker ' or
wherever shielding is required'.
It uses apair of newly designed,
low distortion, high output,
metal diaphragm woofers
placed above and below the
coaxially-mounted mid/tweeter
array. The dual-port cabinet is
built with a 3in thick front
baffle and lin thick walls and is
internally braced. The sculpted

SOFTWARE SOFTWARE SOFTWARE SOFTWARE SOFTWARE SOFTWARE
AS MENTIONED earlier, the software
producers suffered fewer wait-and- see
qualms than the hardware makers. Here, as
ever, is your photocopy'n'keep checklist of
new and forthcoming titles, nearly all of
which, incidentally, should be available in
the UK through Vivante:
Analogue Productions Originals Jimmy D.
Lane: Legacy [
APO 2005], blues; Jimmy Lee
Robinson: Remember Me [APO 2006],
blues.
Chesky Records Chuck Mangione: The
Feeling's Back [
JD 184], recorded in 96/24,
jazz; Chuck Mangione: The Feeling's Back
[CHDVD194/B] DVD version, PAL and
NTSC
Classic Records Cannonball Adderley:
Something Else [
DAD1022], 96kHz/24-bit
DVD, jazz; Buena Vista Social Club: Buena
Vista Social Club [
RTH79478], double LP,
Latin; Miles Davis: Sketches of Spain
[CS8271] LP, jazz; Dr John: The Brightest
Smile In Town [
DAD1017] 96kHz/24-bit
DVD, R&B; Kenny Drew: Undercurrent
[DAD1024] 96kHz/24-bit DVD, jazz; Terry
Evans: Blues For Thought [
DAD1014],
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96kHz/24-bit DVD, R&B, Jimi Hendrix: The
Classic Singles Collection [
RTH1007], ten
45rpm, 7in singles, rock; Billie Holiday: Lady
In Satin [
C58048], LP, jazz; John Lee
Hooker: Boom Boom [
DAD1011] 96kHz/24bit DVD, blues; Lorna Hunt: All In One Day
[RTH1015], live to two- track double LP,
vocals; Loma Hunt: All In One Day
[RTHCD1015] CD; Loma Hunt: All In One
Day [
DAD1015] 96kHz/24-bit DVD;
Original Soundtrack: Glory [
DAD1008]
96kHz/24-bit DVD; Loot Sims & Al Cohn:
Either Way [
DAD1006] 96kHz/24-bit DVD,
jazz; Bruce Springsteen: Born To Run
[PC33795], LP, rock._
DCC Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin &
Sammy Davis, Jr: The Summit - In Concert
[Gold CD ARZ-102-2. vinyl 2- LP Set ARZ [ 2]
102-1, vocals; Frank Sinatra: ' 57 In Concert
[Gold CD, ARZ-101-2, vinyl 2- LP Set, ARZ
[2]-101-1]; Joni Mitchell: Blue [
Gold CD
GZS-l132, vinyl LP LPZ-2069] Joni Mitchell:
Ladies Of The Canyon [
Gold CD GZS-1131,
vinyl LP LPZ-2068].
Groove Note Roy Gaines: I've Got The TBone Walker Blues [
Groove Note 1002].

M A Recordings Maria Ana Bobone:
Senhora Da Lapo [
M046A], single- point
mic/96kHz recording, vocal; Peter Epstein:
Solus [
M047A] single point mic/96kHz
recording, sax solos; Joao Paolo: 0 Exilio
[M01 5A], single point mic/96kHz recording,
jazz trio; Michael Cain: Ph few [
M030A],
single point mic/96kHz recording, jazz trio.
Mobile Fidelity John Coltrane & Johnny
Hartman: John Coltrane & Johnny Hartman
[Gold CD UDCD 740], jazz; John Hiatt: Slow
Turning [
Gold CD UDCD 741], rock;
Squeeze: East Side Squeeze Gold CD UDCD
739], rock.
Reference Recordings The Turtle Creek
Chorale: Psalms [
RR-86CD] 24- bit recording.
Stereophile Jerome Harris Quintet:
Rendezvous [
STPH013-2], 20- bit, jazz.
Telarc Erich Kunzel/Cincinnati Pops
Orchestra: A Salute to the Great Movie
Scores - From the Films of Steven Spielberg
[CD- 80495] 20-bit/surround sound,
orchestral; Various: A Telarc 5.1 DTS
Surround Sampler [
CD-84402DTS] DIS
encoded; Various: Surround Sounds 2 [ CD80496] 20-bit/surround sound, sampler.

(>9

baffle reduces diffraction
effects, improving transient and
spatial performance. Frequency
response is quoted as 5020kHz, sensitivity 90dB,
impedance a nominal 4 ohms.
The
cabinet
measures
10x12.25x28.5in (wdh) and
weight is 61 lb. Also shown was
the SCS3 Coherent Source
two-way,
bookshelf- sized
speaker, magnetically shielded
for use as a high dedicated
centre-channel speaker. It uses
a newly- designed,
metal
diaphragm woofer coaxially
mounted with anew lin highoutput metal dome tweeter as
used in the flagship CS7.2. The
dual port cabinet has a 2in
thick front baffle, lin thick
cabinet walls and internal
bracing. Frequency response is
48-20kHz, sensitivity is 87dB
and the cabinet measures only
7.5x10x19in (wdh); each SCS3
weighs 30 lb.
TLG Acoustical Design
specialises in one-off design
projects, which kinda explains
how they had the guts to
demonstrate the room- filling
Series- 1. Looking like a semiorganic prop from Alien, it was
all swoopy, compound curves
and bits of odd sculpting, its
main features being shapely allwood horns (a la Zingali and
others) and extremely high
sensitivity. For those who still

covet the JBL Paragon, the
TLG Series- 1 also employs
one-piece construction for a
stereo ' pair'. Ican only imagine
what it took to get it into a
room at the Alexis Park, the
sub- Bates Motel hovel where
they stick the high end
exhibitors at CES.
Viva, the Italian make best
known for valve amps with a
deep valley running front to
back,
showed
the
Trio
loudspeaker, an ' open baffle'
floor-stander. Finished in a
gorgeous glossy red with silver
back
section,
it
boasts
94dB/1W sensitivity. The open
baffle runs the height of the
speaker, while the back cabinet
is a two-part affair, sloped to
make the speaker look like an
item from an Egyptian tomb.
Very classy.
Wharfedale showed more
variants in the LoudPanel
range, announcing the PPS- 1
scheduled for 1999 release in
the USA with a $ 500 price tag.
More topical, though, is the
release of a new Diamond

Clockwise from top right: Revel's UltimaStudio;
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sighting of Pathos's forthcoming loudspeaker

range, the Diamond 7-Star
series consisting of nine
models. The Diamond 7.1* is a
compact two-way for stereo and
surround channels, the 7.1s a
shielded version of the former,
the 7.2* another compact twoway, the 7.3* atwo-way floorstander,
the
Diamond
Anniversary is alimited edition,
high
performance
2- way
loudspeaker with real wood
veneer cabinet, the Diamond
Centre a shielded centrechannel model, the SD- 10 a
powered subwoofer with 75W
onboard amplification and a
Wharfedale- designed
and
manufactured 10in woofer, the
SD- 12 a sub with 150W of
amplification and a 12in
woofer, and the Diamond
Active is a powered version of
the compact two-way with
shielding. The series is expected
to hit the shops this spring.

Grado, '
after years of relying on
other equipment to drive Grado
headphones', has issued the
Grado
RA- 1
Reference
Headphone Amp. Designed
specifically to play Grado cans,
the new RA- 1is machined from
a block of solid mahogany. It
measures only 5x5.5x1.5in
(wdh) and weighs but 12
ounces. The RA- 1features a
pair of gold-plated phono
sockets for source input, atiny
toggle switch for power on/off, a
rotary volume control, 'hin
headphone socket and atiny red
LED to indicate power on.
Power source is two 9V
batteries, which can drive the
amp for 40 to 50 hours. Price
Stateside is areasonable $350.
MIT has anew range of highend interconnects, though they
carry the revered MI-330 name.
The ' impedance- specific'
models are offered in three
versions dedicated to specific
TOYS'RINESI
types of components: low ( 10k
Fortress's
Headphone to 47k ohms) for ` super- fast'
Reference Amplifier ($798) is a solid-state amps, medium (47k
Class- A design with
no
to 100k ohms) for most solidcapacitors in the signal path, for state components and high
flat
from
DC->100kHz
(100k to 200k ohms) for most
(±0.05dB) response. Its circuit tube components and some
features precision l% metal film equipment with balanced inputs.
resistors, discrete output The models include the MI-330
devices, a professional output S2 and the MI-330 Plus S3 in
connector, aNoble attenuater,
medium and high impedances,
gold-plated input and loop- and MI-330 Shotgun in all three
through connectors, and an impedances. US prices per
external
DC
supply
for metre are, respectively, $ 299,
minimum EMI/RFI, induced
$499 and $849. MIT's updated
noise and interference. Hum speaker cables include MH-750
and Noise are - 113dBv at
Plus S3 and MH-750 Shotgun,
maximum gain, while THD at available in different versions for
Ildiz is 0.002% at 1W output.
solid-state, valve and bi-wire.
The HA- R's output power is
Opera, in addition to
said to be more than 1W RMS.
showing the final prouction
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LAS VEGAS SHOW REPORT
THINGS IWANTED TO STEAL FROM THE SHOW
NAGRA arrived not just with the longawaited cages for the tubes on top of the
VPA, but with asurprise for all: an
anniversary edition of the Nagra SN (Serie
Noire] miniature analogue reel-to-reel tape
iecorder.
Nagra is extending the life of this
legend by adding anew model to the SN
family, the SNST-R analog recorder,
specifically designed for music recording.
(Tough luck, Mr Bond'] The SNST-R has a
frequency response of 50-15kHz ± 2dB,
with wow and flutter of 0.05%. But let's be
perfectly honest here: even though this
sucker acts like abig pro machine only
shrunken down to pocket-size, you and I
want one because it's acool jewel. The
SNST-R is milled from asolid block
of metal, with top and bottom
covers drawn from alight metal
alloy. It uses 3.18mm ('/ in) tape on
special open reel spools, operating
at atape speed of 31
/ips
4
(9.5cm/s), with aduration of

version of its Aida amplifier,
unveiled its range of tables and
stands — all suitably Italian, of
course. The LS1 and WS1
speaker 700mm tall stands have
been seen here, but attention
should be called to the
handsome Opera Lux RTS3
equipment rack. This threeshelf, resonance-tuned model is
made from amix of materials —
metal uprights and glass shelves
— with three spikes below for
easy levelling. Dimensions are
640x490x810mm (wdh).
Stax, which came back like
gangbusters,
unveiled
its
promised flagship, not that the
of Omega needed an upgrade.
Even so, Stax felt compelled
to
issue
the
SR- 007
Electrostatic Earspeaker,
aka Omega II. This
refinement of the earlier
masterpiece features a
new ' electrode' with
fewer
holes,
thus
increasing
the
diaphragm area; the
electrode is visible
through the outer
case and notable for
gold plating on its
outer edge.
Coolest of all, the
SR- 007 comes in
what looks like a
carbon- fibre
briefcase. Naturally,
the company had to
issue asuitable new
energiser to match,
so the SR- 007 is
powered by the
SRM-007t Vacuum
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

approximately 40 minutes per reel of
tope. [he dimensions of the SNST-R are
147x100x26mrn ard it weighs 590g.
Each . sentirely handmade, thoroughly
tested at Nagra's Swiss Factories, with a
measurement protocol document
confirming its individual performance and
is mesented in aspecial case. That
creaking sound yak hear is my Levis
tightening...
Theta demonstrated ahot-rodded
version of the DaViD DVD player (which is
pictured below) throu9h aHughes-JVC
professional pro jector. The picture was so
good that we thought we were watching
genuine film. Alas, the projector is in the
$80,000 league and as big as aVW, and

Tube Driver Unit. It contains
four
6FQ7/6CG7
tubes
operating in parallel; the front
panel accepts one set of normal
Stax cans and two of the Pro
types. It also provides volume,
balance ( via ganged volume
rotaries) and source select
between two inputs.
Transparent Cable has been
focusing again on the mains,
with a bunch of AC cables I
can't wait to try in my new
listening room; one of its four
mains circuits is already wired
with Transparent mains cable.
The XL20 Powercord is an
earthed, high- current design
using solid core OFC
conductors.
Teflon
insulation and three
shields. It's terminated
in an IEC 20 amp
connector, but a
special 250A-to- 15A
LEC adaptor is also
available, as well
as achoice of US,
European 2- pin
or British mains
plugs.
The
three metre
version >
PL2OXL, is
fitted with RF
filter modules.
XL15 offers
14AWG high
current
capability and
is smaller and
more flexible
than
XL20.
PowerIsolator
XL
is
the
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the Theta mods are strictly of the prototype
sort. But wnat aglimpse of the Future .
Checkpoint took system set-up way beyond
the insane and into the near- medical for
sneer precision and anal retention. I
missed this last year, but apparently,it's the
tool- kit without which no serious installer in
the USA would be caught. The company's
Sound Alignment System uses lasers to help
you set up your speakers — toe- in, offset,
etc — pinpointing your listening spot,
'visually vectoiing in on your target'. rhe
system allows the first ever visualisation of
speaker housing and mount stability by
watching the laser dot's movement or a
target location with the system in operation
at varying power levels. But the good news
is that there's aconsumer versior for
$159.95. Interested? Then check out
the system on
www.checkpoint3d.com. And i;my
eyes weren't playing tricks, Ithink I
saw an option for setting up phono
cartridges...

company's external RF filter
network, asmall black box fitted
with a US, European 2-pin or
British socket and a lead
terminated as required. It
provides ' a complete shield
around the AC signal path'.
Lastly, there's the PowerBank
Ultra Extended, a mains filter
system with 12 outlets in the US
and Euro versions, and eight in
the UK edition — this is
because our mains plugs are
simply bigger, better and beefier
than everyone's else's, so they
take up more space.
In all versions, there are
selectable levels of filtering, and
a portion of the outlets
feature extra isolation
filtering for digital or video
components.
WBT, sharing space
with Kimber, showed a
typically
Germanic
solution to bridging apair
of bi-wirable terminals.
The WBT-0725 Power
Bridge is a hoop
resembling ajew's-harp
and sporting two spade
lugs, one above the
other. With correctlyspaced terminals, it
simply drops over them
and creates the most
secure link possible.
Given that there seems
to be something of an
anti-bi-wiring backlash
at the moment, these
releases could prove to
Left: Edgarhorni wild Titan
Right: Avalon's Sentinel

be
very
timely.
High
conductivity is assured, and two
types are available: pure silver or
pure
copper,
both
with
Maluolon insulation. If you're
interested in, note that the
Power Bridge was designed for
use with WBT-0744, -0745 and
-0765 terminals, spaced 30mm
apart left-to-right, and with the
binding posts' centres 60mm
apart vertically.
Wireworld ( in addition to
demonstrating an even more
thorough and complex version
of its wire comparator — which
is still the only inarguable
method of comparing wire)
launched its Luna III speaker
cables using the same
Symmetricoax design which
is
employed
in
the
company's
high- end
cables. According to
Wireworld's
blurb,
Symmetricoax ' focuses
the electromagnetic
energy of the music'
precisely in the gap
between two tubular
conductors.
Luna III is a is a
small, round, flexible
cable useful for wiring
in-wall speakers as its
easy to feed through
cavities. The company
states that '
a50ft run
will have nearly the
same benefits in
clarity and detail as a
one foot run'. The
suggested US retail
price for Luna Ill is
$1.50 per foot
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Musical
arrangements and
transcriptlions: an
update

The recordings
mentioned:
Virtuoso Organ
Music (MDG 320
0818-2)
The Symphonic
Organ (Meridian
CDE 84372)
Mahler 5(Priory
PRCD 649)
Bach for Bassoon
(Crystal CD 345)
Travelling by Tuba
2 (Polyphonic
QPRZ 022D)
Berlin Philharmonic
Brass Ens (DG
457864-2)
Shostakovich arr.
Barshai (Arabesque
Z 6711)
Schubert/Beethoven
arr. Mahler (Arts
47514-2)
Songs arr. Reimann
(Tudor 7063)
Schubert omit
Reger (MDG 321
0835-2)

S

ix months have passed since
my last survey of musical
adaptations, and to judge by
reader response this offbeat comer of
the classical discography is well worth
an occasional update. So here's a
further
run-down
of
recent
acquisitions.
There
was
a time
when
arrangements of orchestral music for
the pipe organ were very popular, and
my first three discs echo that
tradition. Virtuoso Organ Music
features Andrzej Chorosinki playing
an instrument at Wuppertal in
Germany, using his own transcriptions
of Vltava, Danse Macabre and The
Sorcerer's Apprentice, plus 0 G Blarr's
arrangement of Pictures at an
Exhibition. These are fine spacious
recordings with unrestricted dynamics,
where
an
impressively
long
reverberation
time
creates
no
problems of definition, with the
performances marred only by an
occasional uncertainty of tempo.
Next comes The Symphonic Organ,
with arrangements of Beethoven,
Ravel, Debussy, Mozart, Brahms,
Mahler and Johann Strauss II played
on aKimball instrument in Chicago.
The performers/transcribers are
Thomas Weisflog and Scott Kumer,
who play as aduo. Duplicating fingers
and feet can make abig difference in
complex scores normally reliant on
orchestral colour, by allowing the
music to speak more fully and freely.
The organ, too, is able to shine with
greater effect, giving highly impressive
results here. The acoustic setting is
smaller and less reverberant than on
the MDG disc, but in every other
respect Ifind this recording quite
superb, while to have two overtures,
whole
movements
from
four
symphonies, two pieces of tonepainting, and aViennese waltz played
with such finesse, puts this CD near
the apex of my adaptation ratings.
Mahler Symphony 1(i) on that CD
made me hopeful for the next disc,
which offers the complete Mahler 5
played by David Briggs on the organ
of Gloucester Cathedral. But Ifound
this disappointing, due to frequent
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use of unpleasantly raucous stops and
abalance which creates sonic confusion at sustained fortissimos. Things
are eased alittle when listening via
headphones, and away from noisy
climaxes the sound can be quite
pleasing,
with
the
building's
reverberation then free to make its
contribution without muddle. The
scherzo in particular enables Briggs
to provide areal tour-de-force, while
the Adagietto comes across well until
its finale. So, something of aCurate's
Egg, but one which devoted Mahlerians will probably wish to sample.
Very different music transcribed for
a rather smaller wind instrument
features Arthur Weisberg playing his
own arrangements of two Cello
Sonatas and Partitas for flute and
violin on Bach for Bassoon. This will
fascinate any lover of Bach's
instrumental music, with especial
delights to be found in the faster
movts, which suit the bassoon's
'chatty' manner to perfection.
IS Bach also crops up in Travelling
by Tuba 2 in the form of two movts
from Orchestral Suite 2, where Gavin
Woods propels his giant instrument
through the quick-fire Badinerie with
astonishing dexterity. Accompanied

TravellingAL
by Tuba-W
Gaws Woods • Tuba
Stewart Death • Piano

by pianist Stewart Death ( and
occasionally with support from
percussion and bass), Woods provides
asuperb tour through adozen tuba
pieces, including transcriptions from
music by Brahms, Gluck, Bach,
Mozart,
Liszt
and
Gershwin.
Amusement and amazement are
nicely blended here.
Staying with polished metal, the
Berlin Philharmonic Brass Ensemble
deliver eight works, of which four are
transcriptions. The most familiar will
be ' Arrival of the Queen of Sheba'
from Handel's Solomon and Bach's
Brandenburg 3, while for Purcell fans
there's a nine-part Suite from
Abdela ,er. This disc was rather sniffily
reviewed elsewhere without even a
mention of the Bach concerto, whose
presentation was for me its prime a
offering.
Next, CDs with transmutations of
string quartets by Shostakovich,
Beethoven and Schubert. The first

carries the so-called Chamber
Symphonies transcribed by Rudolph
Barshai from the Russian's String
Quartets 4 & 8, with the Israel
Sinfonietta under Uri Mayer, and the
second couples Schubert's D-minor
'Death and the Maiden' and
Beethoven's Op.95 Serioso' quartets,
with the Concertgebouw CO under
Marco Boni.
Barshai's Shostakovich 4 employs
strings sparingly aided by woodwind,
brass and percussion, while No.8 is
for strings alone. Each works very
well, with the woodwind adding
pointedly to the earlier quartet's sense
of desolate loneliness, while the later
work's dynamic impact is greatly
enhanced by the enlarged body of
strings. In particular, Irecommend
sampling the astonishingly dramatic
Allegro moho and its partnering
Allegretto (
ii)(iii) from No.8.
Regarding the Schubert/Beethoven
disc — which draws on Mahler's
string-orchestra arrangements — I
have to say that despite my rave
notice for the Brown/Norwegian CO
version of the Schubert [
HFNIRR
Sept ' 98, page 98], this perfomance
gripped me almost equally. Also,
although the string- tone here has a
slightly less rounded character, the
players are granted amore reverberant
setting and provide such a tensely
poised Serioso' that this coupling
immediately becomes an essential
recommendation.
Finally, two recordings of lieder in
which the singers are given nonpianistic backings. On the first we
hear re-castings by Aribert Reimann
of songs by Schubert, Schumann,
Brahms and Mendelssohn, with
Juliane Banse (sop) accompanied by
the Cherubini Quartet. My response
here was subdued, as apart from some
intriguing sounds accompanying the
Mendelssohn songs I didn't find
Reimann's use of astring quartet very
convincing, while things are not
helped by adimly balanced recording
which severely dampens the singer's
powers of articulation.
The other lieder collection is
confined to Schubert, comprising the
15 songs orchestrated by Max Reger,
sung by Ina Stachelhaus (sop) and
Dietrich Henschel (bar), with the
Stuttgart CO under Dennis Russell
Davies. This was much more
impressive, with Reger's subtly judged
accompaniments supporting some fine
singing presented in alively acoustic.
Reger's mix of popular and less wellknown songs makes an attractive
programme, and if his inclusion of
Schubert's lengthy setting of the
Litany for All Souls' Day is something
of a puzzle, note that the list is
headed by The Erlking, To Music and
Gretchen and the Spinning Wheel.
John Crabbe
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Betrothal in a Monastery
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CPC BACH
Symphonies W183
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Christmas Oratorio
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Symphony 6
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BERKELEY
Nocturne for harp
Perrett
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Tonhalle Orch/Zinman

88

HOWELLS
Prelude for harp
Perrett

84

HUMMEL
Piano Sonatas Opp.13, 20, 81
Chang

84

KUNLAU
Piano Concerto
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90

85

Gal»
Piano Concerto
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LISZT
Ekloge
Staatsphilharmonie Rheinland-Pfalz/
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LUTOSLAWSKI
Complete piano music, etc
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85
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MAHLER
Das Lied von der Erde
Ferrier/Svanholm/NYPO/Walter
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85

McEWEN
Hymn on the Morning of Christ's
Nativity
Watson/Brighton Fest Ch/LPO/Mitchell
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String Qts 1 & 2, Piano Trio,
Fantasy Quartet
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MOZART
Piano Concertos K467 & 491
Curzon/Bavarian RSO/Kubelik
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Clarinet Quintet, String Quartet K464
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The Nose, the Gamblers
soloists/Moscow Cham Opera Orch &
Ch/Leningrad PO & Ch/Rozhdestvensky

a

Siring irin, Op I. krenele, Opt
THE LEOPOLD TRIO
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Music Interview
Konstantin Scherbakov was born in
Siberia in 1963; he began study at
the Gnesin School Moscow at 15 then
went to the Tchaikovsky Conservatory.
I
le is now assistant to his former
teacher Lev Naumov at the Moscow
Conservatory, as well as pursuing his
concert and recording activities

audiophile
JOE COCKER
103 Mad Dogs & Englishmen
FAST FLOOR
103 The Eternal Dream
ROY GAINES
I've Got The 1- Bone Walker Blues

I

realized, when Ifirst heard him
'live', that Konstantin Scherbakov
was someone with unusual talent,
an impression reinforced when Ithen
attended sessions at Abbey Road
Studios where he was recording
virtuoso arrangements of Strauss for
the launch of EMI's ' Debut' series.
For Naxos he has recorded piano
works by Respighi, Medtner and
Beethoven, and the Marco Polo label
has three volumes of Godowsky
original pieces and transcriptions.
His father played French horn in
the Altai Philharmonic Orchestra and
both parents wanted him to play the
piano. He studied in Moscow,

DAVE GRUSIN
103 West Side Story
JIMI HENDRIX
103 The Classic Singles Colection
LORNA HUNT
103 All In One Day

103

ERICH KUNZEL/
CINCINNATI POPS
Perform ASalute To The Great
Movie Scores

LYLE LOVETT
103 Joshua Judges Ruth
CHUCK MANSIONS
103 The Feeling's Back
CLAIRE MARTIN
103 Take My Heart
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
103 litanit

Konstantin

JOAO PAULO/PETER
EPSTEIN/CARLOS BICA
103 0 Exilio
103

TOM PETTY
Full Moon Fever

103

JIMMIE LEE ROBINSON
Remember Me

103

FRANK SINATFtA, SAMMY
DAVIS Jr & DEAN MARTIN
The Sumnut - In Concert

103

SQUEEZE
East Side Story

Scherbakov

VAN HALEN
103 Van Halen

review ratings
Sound quality and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies ( as stated). An additional ' star'
denotes outstanding quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; la mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown k , with first UK publication date.

Sound quality :

photo: Fotoatelier Karl Scheunkg1Seka

103

Performance

Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H:H Historical

B:2 Good
C:3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

entered various international
competitions and ' after winning the
Moscow Rachmaninov Competition
in 1983, Iperformed all his solo
works at the Conservatoire two years
later, repeating the cycle in Kiev,
Riga, and still later at the Iserlin
Music Festival in Italy — quite a
famous place where Richter and
other big named artists appeared.
'The concertos Iplayed later, but
since then Ihave changed my
repertoire, constantly. The complete
Prokofiev Sonatas, and acycle of
three concerts devoted to French
piano music of the first third of the
20th-century, including Les Six. Iam
always looking for good, out of the
mainstream piano works that have
been neglected!'
You are creating quite areputation
for yourself. Listening to the Naxos
Respighi CD [
HFNIRR Sept ' 98] I
was especially impressed by the
colourings in aselection of Ancient
Airs and Dances.
'I have to imagine the colours, and
when Ihear different layers and
voices, it comes through. Iam an
idealist — when Ihear it, the listener
will, too — whether it is an
intonation or some feeling you try to
display, or pure imagination!
`If you are well-educated in piano
playing, and can bring out what you
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Moscow trained pianist
on a path of discovery
Interview by Bill Newman
imagine, your arms and hands go
straight to the hammers and strings,
and you save hours in what you are
hoping to find. Iam convinced that
if you require asound, you play it. If
not, the time spent won't help you.'
Did you have any main teacher?
`No, the only one Ihad, had the
opposite opinion — the sound had to
be worked on by sitting at the piano,
trying various possibilities. Idon't
believe you actually know what you
are looking for: it's not an
experimental instrument.'
How much is background reading
essential? ' Some. 1read abook about
Godowsky by Jeremy Nicholas —
essential to every fan of the pianist.
But Idon't believe it influenced my
own ideas of him as acomposer, his
music, or the way it should be
played.
`Actually, Godowsky has never
impressed me as apianist. I'd much
rather listen to Hofmann or
Rachmaninov, although they say that
when Godowsky played at home he

'When Ihear
it, the listener
will, too whether it is
an intonation
or some
feeling you
try to display,
or pure
imagination'
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EGGLESTON
WORKS
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SONUS FABER
SIGNUM
If you want to savour the spirit of SONUS FABER without
even hearing one, telephone Brian Rivas at Pinewood for
their new brochure. Awork of art in itself, it will make you
want to know more and hear everything.
From the Concertino up to the majestic Amati Homage,
these wonderful creations from Vicenza go straight to the
heart - visually and musically. Pinewood's favourite is the
lovely little SIGNUM. This just does something so
wonderful - and it's so tiny and so beautiful: alittle jewel
that'll open up your heart.

KRELL'S
THREE- IN- ONE
If you're looking for the big answer. KRELL have it with
their matchless FPB amplifiers now fitted with CAST
(telephone and I'll explain). If you're looking for the
smaller and more compact answer, Krell has that too with
the KAV range.
If you're looking to integrate your music system into
home theatre without endless chunks of metal, and
without compromising the sound, how about the KAV250A/3? This is the powerful 250P stereo amplifier with
an extra channel added, so now you can drive your stereo
speakers plus that all-important centre channel from a
single amp. Neat - and it won't break the bank.

THE ANDRA
'Stereophile' loudspeaker
of the year 1997

1
LI

An astonishing range of speakers,
models from 3-80K
crafted in Granite and wood.

Brian Rivas has been an
Sounds Ltd for almost 12
and he has the time and
make the right choice with
be beaten.

exclusive dealer for Absolute
years. He loves what he sells
dedication to make sure you
apersonal service that cannot
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01494 437892
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Distributors of fine music products
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Telephone: 01460 54322
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Music Interview
was amuch better pianist than you
heard elsewhere. On stage, you never
listened to what he was capable of. If
you have enough knowledge about
his time and period, you have the
idea of how the music should sound.'
Scherbakov has recorded the
complete Respighi, ' although there
was an A-major Sonata where I
couldn't locate the score. For me, it
was just the challenge of discovering
new repertoire, and Iwill perform
any music that is interesting.
Respighi is not agreat composer —
the F-minor Sonata is just terrible,
merely astudy in sonata-form.
`Even if is not great music, Ilike
to bring something out to make it
greater than it is, by playing it well.
Then it smiles, it looks at you, and
goes towards you. For the listener, it
becomes wonderful music.'
Communication! 'Yes, that is my
philosophy for discovering new
repertoire. My aim with audiences
after the concert, is for them to say:
"Do you know, I've never heard this
music, before!". Ilove this music,
and that is the best payment for
myself.'

A place for virtuosity
On the path of discovery, you try to
bring out musical values, as opposed
to just giving avirtuoso performance?
'It goes by itself, because Iam a
virtuoso pianist. In the final
movement of the Respighi Sonata,
you can perhaps feel it [
pianistic
virtuosity], but that is just part of it.
Skills, efficiency in technique are also
needed when you play softly and
slowly. Ican't say that a Chopin
Nocturne is more difficult than
Stravinsky's Petrushka Suite. The
mastery of slow motion with softness
of touch is more important than
playing extremely fast with precision.'
How much rubato can you
employ, without disrupting the
phrase?
`I used to be afan of outrageous
rubatos in my early years.
Afterwards, Irealized that it was
more beautiful and challenging to
give the music the quality it deserves,
instead making my performance
impressive. With more ntbati, it
should express more feeling than
otherwise. But you can achieve the
same aims by different methods. It is
the way you breathe... and the
smallest interruptions between the
notes can achieve more than agreat
rubato. Now, Imake the point of
playing strictly in time with
expression, which will appeal to
everyone.'
Do you favour Urtext editions
with original markings and tempo
indications?
'I believe we have to submit
ourselves to reading every expressive
marking in the score, but Ialso feel
that every pianist has his own
[method of] expression to fulfil the
markings by the composers. My forte
will be different from every other
11141 NEWS aRUM UMW
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pianist's, also my way of " speaking"
the phrase.'
Lord Menuhin said the performer
should be a ' stylist' to convey the
music's meaning.
'Sviatoslav Richter was never my
example, but was agood choice of
that kind of performer. He always
played very correctly, and always
remained the strongest personality
you could imagine...'

trust him completely with the right
to make decisions.'
What is your concept of
Beethoven's Diabelli Variations, and
how difficult was it to record?
`I made the recording in just one
day. But the musical ideas that it
carries are not always easy to display
to the listener. It never becomes a
popular piece, it is rather athing in
itself, an enigma perhaps.'
How fast do you play it, bearing in
The dangers for today
mind Beethoven's metronome
markings? ' Iperform it at a steady
Are we turning back to the ways of
pace — not too fast, Idon't consider
the Old School of Pianists?
it that kind of work. The 32
'I think that in the last 30 years,
Variations [
in C-minor] are more the
there has been some loss of elegance,
virtuoso show piece than this late
and the gracious attitudes toward the
opus.'
music and the piano. We play more
And the Liszt transcriptions of
correctly, with much better
Beethoven Symphonies which you
technique, but have lost what is
are recording?
more essential. It was not a science,
'Two days for numbers Two and
but ajoyful, natural creation. We
Five. The latter is very difficult for
have had to face quite afew
the piano.'
problems due to the development of
Do you still retain the orchestral
the modern Steinway. The sound,
concept in performance?
and the hall we play in, make it
'The symphonic development and
much more difficult to play well,
how it is constructed are important,
generally.'
but you have to find in the music
Nothing to do with interpretation?
what is essential that makes it apiece
'No. Compare the early Cziffra
of art. You cannot play with colours
recordings on the old model
Steinway: you feel the performances
or imitate the orchestra, because you
are playing the piano.
go very easily, and his fingers just
'After awhile, Ino longer
flew over the keyboard. His later
imagined them as symphonic, but
recordings on the piano of today are
reduced my thoughts to the
quite slowed down.
minimum, because no matter how
'You feel the way you perform by
much you long to make a symphonic
the instrument you play on. The
sound from the piano, you will fail.
Steinway is still the piano — it " goes
Certain essentials from the
after you", and helps you.
symphonic context, however, should
'But the other influence is the
remain.'
recording industry that does not
You have only ten fingers, and the
allow you to play one false note. It
finale of Symphony 2 is very fast.
cleaned out the whole idea of playing
freely, because you are [
listening to
`Minim equals152. But Idon't
think the pianist can bring out the
such recordings] always aware of
music's character at such afast
something that should not be there.'
So, do you want to make live
speed, and acombination of
orchestral players playing at these
recordings, for spontaneity?
speeds will actually slow the music
'No. Ido two or three extended
takes, then re-record for edits. But
down. With the pianist on his own, it
becomes acrazy rush. You just keep
there are some pianists, like Grigori
the marking at the back of your
Sokolov, with his sounds of breathing
or grunting, who like live recording. I mind.
'It's the same with certain
don't see why these should be on the
Schumann pieces, where his wife
record — when you listen to studio
Clara put in the markings. Idon't
recordings you become acclimatised
think they should be performed at
to perfect quality. Live recording
sometimes gives you the spirit of the
the indicated speeds, and if you try
to do so, you are not going to play
concert, but very seldom.'
well. It is more important to feel
The pressures of studio recording
confident in your achievement.'
are considerable — the location and
Iask if he is concerned about
the acoustics have to suit the tone of
dwindling audiences for recitals in
the instrument, and the producer
the big cities. Is it the same
and engineer have to achieve the
throughout the world?
right balance.
`Yes, sometimes it can be very
'I believe there is still much
interest in piano playing: maybe not
disturbing recording in an empty
in centres like London and Paris, but
venue, like a church with its hollow
elsewhere. This is afield of activity
sound, or asmall room with dead
you need to explore and give more
acoustics. You listen to the playback
attention to, but it is not up to you
and realise that the microphones are
not giving you the sound you want,
to make acareer, it should be the
management who represents you.
and this can distract. Imuch prefer
Some do not work hard enough for
the dryer sound of the studio, where
their artists. But there are ways! Iam
my producer — Andrew Walton —
quite happy.'
and Iset up the sound balance. I

The Diabelli
Variations are
coupled with
Beethoven's
variations on
'Rule Britannia'
and 'God Save
the King' Naxos
8.554372
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RECOMMENDATIONS
On Marco Polo:
Godowsky Vol.2 arrangements of
three Bach
sonatas for
unaccompanied
violin.
On EMI '
Debut':
Strauss transcribed
for pianoforte
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Classical Reviews
illusion? Still, these points don't
constitute the only reasons for the
expansion of dimension. A farreaching intellect is evident; and
that's hard to analyse. Peter Johnson
came close when recently he
described the 'fascination of a
performance of stature' as one that
`arises from the subtle interrelationship between the composer's
and the performer's voices, not as a
hegemony of one over the other, but
as adialogue, ameeting of minds. To
do justice to agreat composer's work,
the performer needs astrong
independent musical voice, able to
meet the interpretative challenges the
composer offers or which the
performer may discover in areading
HAYDN:
of the work'.
Symphonies 26, 35, 38, 39, 41-52,
'A strong independent musical
58, 59, 65
voice' is Brüggen's metier. And to
OAE/Brüggen
some, this independence may be a
Philips 462 117-2
(
5CDs, 388m 36s)
hegemony of interpreter over
Frans
composer, thus implying a
Brüggen's
This isn't going to be easy. To many, Briiggen's view of Haydn will conjure images of
contradiction in Johnson's theory. For
Haydn
the 19th-century, of fleeting pictures of Furtvvângler or Walter. But even those most
example, Brüggen does not always
Sturm und
dedicated to 18th-century style, as we believe we know it, may concede that
take Haydn's markings in the outer
Drang
Furtwângler's performance of Symphony 88 is ahighlight of recording history.
movements at face value. Tempo
Symphonies
indications such as Allegro assai,
sometimes goes awry. In the
So is Klemperer's. And each is
were
Allegro di molto and Presto do not, on
exposition of 4I(i) far instance, all
different because the individual
every occasion, have the expected
the violins are bunched in the middle recorded
responses were just that: individual,
whirlwind quality. Nervous drive is
with the
and the rest of the band occupy
not conditioned to match music to a
only selectively conveyed — as in
middle-to-right. Shifts of this nature
modish idea, fixed and repeatable.
OAE at
39(i) and (iv), 41(iv) and 49(iv).
also occur, at times momentarily, in
Which is where Brüggen comes in.
Blackheath
Elsewhere Brüggen seems to believe
other places.
Once, he was involved with the
Concert Hall
in distinguishing and differentiating
There is no continuo — another
gathering forces for ` authenticity', but
other aspects that cannot be
bone of contention. Yet, James
over the years he has ploughed his
expressed if clock time is used solely
Webster has maintained that Haydn
own furrow — that is to say Brüggen
'No
as ameasure of pace. Perception
'almost certainly' didn't use a
no longer follows the 'rules', those
musicologist
overrides obedience, as it does in
keyboard except in London. Others
formulae designed to give an accurate
should make
50(iv). Presto it is not. Buoyantly
believe in atheory by Franz Eibner,
rendering of the writing, the result a
serious
accented it is; and towards the end,
that for the post- 1761 symphonies
literal sound-facsimile of the notes.
claims for a
as the music modulates through two
(which these are) Haydn didn't want
No more. Otherwise it was deemed
"Haydn"
keys in five bars before screeching to
a
harpsichord,
perhaps
for
reasons
that the message of the music had
violin, viola,
apause on the home key, before the
that Charles Rosen once explained.
been 'interpreted' and therefore
final resolution, we hear how Brüggen
In essence: late- 18th-century music is etc - there is
'misrepresented'. Well, there is
makes his points. He slips once — in
not based on aharmonic sequence
`misrepresentation' in this set, from
no such
that needs to be outlined by a
first note to last.
thing. Haydn 26(i) where his usually fluent mobility
across bar lines deserts him and the
keyboard, it is based on the
Period instruments are used. But
intended his
movement chugs metrically, the string
articulation of periodic phrasing and
what sort of instruments? Not so long
quartets for
figurations in the exposition too loud
modulation; emphasising the
ago, Laszlo Somfai said: `No
instruments
for the winds to stand out.
harmonic rhythm is therefore not
musicologist should make serious
generally
Brüggen miscalculates the balance
only unnecessary but positively
claims for a " Haydn" violin, viola, etc
available
here. It is alapse that draws attention
distracting.
— there is no such thing. Haydn
in Europe
to his otherwise exceptional
Misguided zeal can distract too.
intended his quartets for instruments
understanding of instrumental
Pick 48, with its brilliantly striding
generally available in Europe during
during the
voicings, particularly strings, rooting
outer movements and near-martial
the latter half of the 18th-century, a
latter hc
them in adistinct bass-line. Look to
Menuet. But the authentic parts,
period of constant structural
of the 13thany of the slow movts for examples of
copied by Elssler, do not include
modification'. The caution probably
century, a
how he draws out the textures.
timpani. It is, however, difficult to
applies to all strings irrespective of
period cf
Brüggen doesn't beat notes; he seems
purpose, and may apply to the winds
conceive of this work without drums,
constant
to be beating into them, also giving
and
a
part
exists
anyway
in
the
as well. The provenance of the
inner parts their own motivic power.
Esterhazy archive. Pinnack [DG] has structural
instruments used by the OAE is,
modification'
Enchanting, too, is the effect he
the good sense to use it but he adds
however, not stated. The musicians
obtains in 47(ii) where between 6m
aharpsichord — distracting because
are unknown too, but their playing is,
36s and 6m 59s (marked pianissimo)
it disturbs the inner fabric of the
overall, very superior.
Brüggen persuades the strings to
music. Hogwood [Oiseau Lyre] omits
Not always do the violins
whisper their notes. The weave is
harpsichord but, absurdly, timpani as
(separated left and right) produce a
transparent but integrated.
well — distracting because he
whine that was once aregular feature.
What of the Menuets? There is
diminishes grandeur.
What occurs may be aby-product of
evidence (mostly based on the
Timpani without continuo (as
the recording which is variable. Fullmetronome markings of Czerny and
Brüggen chooses) underscore the
blooded refinement mingles with
Hummel) to suggest that one-in-a-bar
foundation. The umbrella of pealing
thinness or roughness. Sundry
rapidity was common. But Haydn
C-alto horns makes its expected
rostrum noises and the odd spotlit
himself is reported to have said that
effect. Haydn may have also wanted
instrument also obtrude. Timpani
he didn't want his Menuets taken too
unison trumpets, and Brüggen seems
aren't always well-defined. Orchestral
fast. Presumably he exempted those
to include them in certain turns. An
spread isn't consistent and imaging
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prayed for for ages - we've actually got them now and wow!!!
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
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NAIM AUDIO CDS MK 2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money - audition an
absolute must!
KRELL 250 CD PLAYER & 150 POWER AMPLIFIER - JUST OUT & HOT'
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PINAFARINNA LOOKS & PICTURE
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA POWER AMP - aperfect match for the preamp
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5 - still our reference speaker; ours sound even better now!!
SON US FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £1249
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Classical Reviews
Sturm und Drang
Symphonies

not indicated Allegro or Allegretto.
Whatever, Brüggen uses his
discretion, even towards the belief
that trios should be taken slower.
Some are, some are not; and some
are faster. For him it's the context
that matters, and his discretion is
acute. How acute can be sampled in
58 and 26. That of 58 is aMenuet
alla zoppa and Brüggen, at asnappy
tempo, also accentuates specific
second beats. The rickety effect that
Haydn wanted is ' sent up',
emphasised by arelaxed trio that
projects the contrast in F-minor. The
pièce de resistance, though, is 26(iii).
After atrio that is swifter and more
dramatic than the menuet, Brüggen
returns to the beginning for atempo
slower than it was the first time. The
notes lag, the phrases lament. By so
doing he offers an answer to why
Haydn chose this sort of movement
to end awork for Holy Week.
Brüggen elevates the repeat of the
menuet to asmall, wordless Stabat
Mater, an instrumental portrayal of
Mary's vigil at the foot of the Cross.
It is afitting finish to aPassiontide
symphony.
It is also aflitting finish to asurvey
of 19 events. That is what these
interpretations are. To be sure, there
are flaws. A recreative imagination is
never faultless. But Brüggen's
imagination is an affirmation that
unless every nuance, inflection and
item of emotional rhetoric that
cannot be notated, is discerned, felt
and reproduced, any musical text is a
dead letter. For that alone, he
deserves an accolade.
Na/en Anthoni
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CPE BACH:
Symphonies, W183:1-4
Berlin CO/Koch
Berlin Classics 0091472

(
44m 32s)

A held D on violins, mezzo-forte,
repeated, syncopated, is then assaulted
by lower strings in an attempt to
disrupt its progress. It moves to
higher ground, then higher still, only
to be subjected to repeated attacks.
No composer until Nielsen in the
1920s dared to conceive asymphony
in such an original, disruptive
manner, and when CPE Bach's Dmajor Symphony appeared in 1776 it
must have held its audience
spellbound. Helmut Koch brings out
the drama well in all four of these
symphonies and the orchestra
responds with fire and commitment.
This is modern-instrument playing,
made half adecade or so before the
authentic movement became
established. Stylish enough for its
time (and with an audible
harpsichord continuo) it nevertheless
shows the conductor's desire to
heighten the drama by imposing
inauthentic dynamics. Enjoyable
though the performances are, two
factors work against this CD's
viability: playing time and sound.
Made in 1971 (but not issued before
in the UK so far as Iknow), the
recording is restricted and fierce, the
violin tone too strong, and there is a
fuzzy aura surrounding woodwind.
Yoon K Lee and the Salzburg PO
[Naxos] offer these four works plus
WF Bach's F-major Symphony in
modern-instrument performances that
yet show strong ` authentic' influence,
in much better sound and at bargain
price. Sadly, Helmut Koch and the
Berlin CO, for all their vital artistry,
cannot really stand up to such
competition.
Robert Deeding

C:2 O

JS BACH:
Christmas Oratorio
Frimmer/Mera/Türk/Kooij/Bach
Collegium Japan/Suzuki
BIS CD-94V942

diction as well as afirm grasp of
Bach's style; and the period orchestra
is keen and very talented. Masaaki
Suzuki directs with insight into
individual details and achieves a fine
overall sweep. The chorales are well
paced, the dialogues (including the
echo-effects in the fourth cantata)
beautifully handled. The recording
strikes abalance between breadth and
intimacy, and the insert leaflet offers
detailed notes on the individual
movements and performers, as well as
the sung texts in German and
English. Warmly recommended.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 0

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 6 ' Pastoral'/MOZART:
Sinfonia concertante 11297b 1
NY City SO/'Philadelphia Orch/
Stokowski
Cala CACD 0523
(76m 22s) mono rec.1945/40
Not atrue Stokowski admirer, I
thought the prospect of hearing him
in Mozart mildly interesting, but in
the event discovered a largely
gripping Beethoven Pastoral: the
conductor's first complete 78rpm set
(the Philadelphia Fantasia soundtrack
version was much truncated) —
although few repeats are observed. It
has atruly lacerating ` Storm', and a
highly characterful scherzo; the snag
is the laboursome ' Scene by the
Brook' ( 16m, no less — for
comparison, live recordings on CD by
Klemperer and Furtwângler match at
13m 17s), where Stokowski stifles all
spontaneous expression, just as he
induces rigidity at the start of the
Mozart finale. The Sinfonia
concertante, the conductor's last
Philadelphia 78s, is otherwise worth
hearing for the legendary oboist
Marcel Tabuteau, and proves almost
as straightforward as, say, 136lun's
interpretation. Perfectly tolerable
sound. Lively notes by Edward
Johnson.
Christopher Breunig

H:1-3 D

(
2CDs, 144m 50s)

Unseasonal, perhaps, but agood
Christmas Oratorio is always welcome.
And this is avery good one. The
provenance is not the most obvious,
but anyone who has come across the
Bach cantata series that these forces
are steadily recording for BIS will
know that the Bach Collegium Japan
are athoroughly idiomatic, stylish .
ensemble who, under their music
director Masaaki Suzuki, deserve to
be taken quite as seriously as the
leading European groups. The
Christmas Oratorio being aseries of six
cantatas, there is less of achange for
the performers than this break from
their main undertaking might suggest.
The performances are unfailingly
fresh, joyous and well thoughtthrough. The soloists are avery good
team, individually and in ensemble;
the chorus is excellent, with fine

'Review

CHANDOS CHAN 9650
We apologize for the omission of
Andrew Achenbach's byline and his
A *: 1 • rating for the Chausson coupling
on Chandos, reviewed last month

Naxos 8.553879

(
56m 55s)

Iam still unsure what lies under the
veneer of efficiency which overlays the
BBC SO Falstaff under Andrew
Davis, whose Teldec recording
received high praise from NA and AA
(prompting me to buy acopy).
Certainly, David Lloyd-Jones's has
great immediacy and character: a
gigantic scherzo rather the
'Symphonic Study' seemingly
uppermost in Davis's mind. There's a
bolder pictorialism, but sensitivity to
mood too — as the Dream Interlude
shows (note how the conductor holds
the ending, where Davis cuts sharply
in with Falstaff's March). The ENP
brass, of whom the conductor spoke
warmly on Radio 3's CD Review
programme, are alittle too
prominent, and it's good to be able to
hear, when they are silent, just how
fine the wind and string playing is.
The recording is weighty, with amix

BEETHOVEN:
String Trio in E-flat, Op.3
Serenade in D, Op.8
String Trios in G, D and c,
Op.9:1-3
The Leopold Tho
Hyperion CDA 67253 & 67524
(73m/76m 30s)
These five works were all written
before 1800: the watershed year when
increasing deafness impaired
Beethoven's playing and his
reputation became that of agreat
composer rather than the great pianist
from Bonn — whom the Viennese
public preferred. He did not return to
the medium of string trio. Stephen
Daw makes some pertinent comments
on this in his notes for Hyperion,
although his conclusions differ from
those with the 1972 Philips set with
Grumiaux/Janzer/Czako.
Produced at Henry Wood Hill last
spring, these excellent recordings by
Marianne Thorsen, Sarah-Jane
Bradley and Kate Gould (ex-RAM
students, later coached by members
82

of direct and ambient sound rather
reminiscent of, say, Cheltenham's
Town Hall (the Naxos venue is Leeds
University's Great Hall).
Elgar's mime-ballet The Sanguine
Fan was written for acharity matinee
in 1917: there were two
performances, the cast for the
premiere including George du
Maurier and Fay Compton (of the
second, Lady Elgar noted in her diary
'E. rather depressed, such adull
house to hear that perfect work'), and
Elgar himself recorded some
fragments in 1920 [Pearl]. The
original inspiration was afan drawn
in red ferric oxide crayon, from which
Mrs Ina Lowther, amatinee
committee executive, developed a
complicated scenario involving
mythical figures Pan, Echo and Eros,
and mortals in Louis XV costume —
the full synopsis was included as an
insert with Boult's complete recording
for EMI in 1973, also coupled with
Falstaff '
Perfect work' or not, The
Sanguine Fan surely presents British
listeners with the problem that for
this soufflée of aballet Elgar uses all
the devices we associate with pageant,

of the Amadeus and Alban Berg
Quartets) are the first to challenge,
and in parts, surpass those by
Grumiaux et al: notably in the Op.3
Andante, (ii), areal high-spot in the
Leopold cycle. This was the work
following the pattern of — or perhaps
reacting against — Mozart's
Divertimento in the same key, K563
(again, superbly done by Grumiaux's
trio, in 1968). Beethoven's Serenade
runs to eight movts, the last areprise
of his opening March, the seventh a
charming set of variations. The Trio
in D is the finest work. It would be
too simple to suggest these early trios
merely widen our perspective on
Beethoven: they contain innovative
ideas (
eg, the inclusion of scherzo
elements in slow movts; at the
beginning of the C-minor a
downward figure more typical of the
late quartet style) or characteristic
features (brusque changes of mood;
off-beat sforzandi), and the music
genuinely sustains interest.
The Leopold Trio allow the
scoring to speak for itself, rather than
imposing upon it — as in the
extremely disappointing cycles led by
Mutter [DG] and Perlman [EMI]. As
with the EMI, the Hyperion
recording of the G-major incorporates
asecond trio (Hess catalogue 28).
The players are perhaps correct in
taking abold, fairly objective view of
the Adagio con espressione from Op.9:3
— in doing so, they follow the
precedent of the Italian String Trio,
whose very good DG set for the 1970
Beethoven Edition disappeared
thereafter. But here, the more mature
Grumiaux/Janzer/Czako find avein
poignancy that is even more apt.
Christopher Breunig

A:1-1*

'The original

Lowther

Kings of England, Empire, etc —
especially ideas that abound in
Falstaff The music bumbles along,
and is no less devotedly presented
here than Falstaff, but seems
desperately inappropriate to the
subject-matter.
What is so likeable about this disc
is the level of enthusiasm we sense
from the ENP playing, equally so in
the short Elegy for strings only.

developed a

Christopher Breunig

inspiration
was a fan
drawn in
red ferric
oxide
crayon,
from which
Mrs Ina
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complicated
scenario

figures Pan,

FIBICH:
String Quartets 1 in A _12 in G
Theme and Variations
Kocian Quartet

Echo and

Ode° C439 981 A

involving
mythical

Eros, and
mortals in
Louis XV
costume'

ago

(
63m 35s)

The First Quartet dates from 1874,
when Fibich was 24 years old, and
strikes me as immature. In particular
(i) has no easily discernible form.
Marked Allegro grazioso, it ambles
along at amoderate speed — one
brief tune follows another until it
stops. In (ii) Fibich writes anonflowing Andante which is serious but
not memorable. A rather jolly (iii)
follows in Polka rhythm sandwiching
an angular trio at the same tempo,
although not in Polka style. This
gives way to the start of (iv): earnestly
fugal but soon interrupted by afar
slower chorale-like theme which
peters out at its every appearance.
The far greater maturity of Quartet
2 (placed first on the CD) comes as
something of asurprise. It is an
interesting, tuneful mid-romantic
work. Mendelssohn seems to
influence the cheerful haste of (i)
with its urgent optimism. The
following Adagio is more classical in
style with hesitant, gentle detached
notes accompanying the theme in a
manner reminiscent of Schubert. It
seems as though (iii) would become a
Mendelssohn scherzo but for the
contrasting Czech dance which forms
the trio. A bagpipe drone begins (iv)
— again splendidly Czech — in
which the themes start as if by
Dvorák but dissolve into unexpected
broken rhythms.
It is difficult to understand why
No. 2 should be so much more
assured than its companion of amere
four years earlier. Certainly the
cogency of the music seems to inspire
the excellent Kocian Quartet to give a
convincing reading of adelightful
work. Iwas particularly impressed by
the strength of the cello playing, and
the resonant acoustic is very suitable
for the rich effects which Fibich
creates in his more detailed writing.
The set of Variations is based on a
lengthy and, sad to say, rather
shapeless theme. Most interest lies in
the decorative instrumentation,
including mixed arco and pizzicato
techniques in accompaniments,
Excellent recording and fine
playing, but Quartet 2 is the only real
discovery.
Antony Hodgson
MAY 1899

A:1
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111.0AR:
Falstaff J Elegy J The Sanguine
Fan
English Northern Philharmonia/
Lloyd-Jones

Classical Reviews
GODOWSKY:
Piano Music Vol.3 - Baroque
transciptions and settings
Konstantin Scherbakov (pno)

photo: Fotoatelier Karl ScheuringlSelect

Marco Polo 8.223795

(71m 59e)

The principal composer here is
Rameau (nine tracks), with pieces by
Corelli, Dandrieu, Loeillet, Lully,
Schobert and Domenico Scarlatti,
whose dance-forms became the
objects of loving care and means of
demonstrating Godowsky's pianistic
skill at recitals. Thankfully, their
musical content is free of unnecessary
virtuoso display, reflecting instead
Godowsky's seriousness as a
composer-pianist, whose tastes and
versatility became the envy of
colleagues; their individual charms
yield many subtle counterpoint
colourings that add poetry to the
originals. Ibelieve that Scherbakov
has plans to air them at recitals.
Certainly you will not hear this music
played more persuasively than here,
and it is interesting to compare
Scherbakov's style of performance
with the composer's [APR]. A lovely
disc, beautifully recorded.
Bill Newman

A.:1* 0

HAYDN:
Cello Concerto in C J Cello
Concerto in D U Sinfonia
Concertante
Hidemi Suzuki (y1c)/Ryo Teraokado
(yln)/Patrick Beaugiraud (ob)/Marc
Vallon (bsn)/La Petite Bande/Kuijken
DUN 05472 77506 2

(
66m 02s)

Ihave sometimes criticised recordings
of La Petite Bande for lack of weight
and impact, but recent presentations
have been much more realistic (fine
sound on Haydn Symphonies 103
and 104 for example). The new disc
has plenty of immediacy too,
although Ican never quite
understand how Harmonia Mundi
can make the harpsichord continuo
sound so amazingly quiet and distant.
The obvious comparison is the
identical coupling with Steven Isserlis
and the COE under Norrington
[RCA]. Those were modern
instruments; Kuijken uses period
instruments. The main difference,
however, is one of approach. Ifound
Issserlis and Norrington sensitively in
agreement over matters of
interpretation but Idid sense alack of
forward progress, especially in the Dmajor Cello Concerto — particularly
in (i), an overlong movement at the
best of times; and Ifound Norrington
uncomfortably measured. Kuijken's
tempi are alittle faster in every piece
and this makes all the difference. He
achieves asense of urgency lacking in
the COE versions, and Suzuki's light,
attractive tone has an elegant
character — helped by his not being
balanced too closely. He provides
unfussy, never overlong cadenzas and
generally brings asense of sparkling
good humour, especially in the
dashing C-major concerto.
1591 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Liveliness is also acharacteristic of
the Sinfonia Concertante. Clear
textures and excellent balance
combine with surging rhythms. There
is no lingering over the many solos,
and asymphonic sweep is successfully
achieved. This work is more
symphony than concerto and the
approach is ideal. This is surely the
period instrument version to go for,
although Fischer and Dormi are both
excellent with their modern
orchestras.
Antony Hodgson

A:1 *- 1

HAYDN:
Missa in tempore belli
(Paukenmesse) U Te Deum
Hob.XXIIIc:1 U Te Deum
Hob.XXII1c2 U Incidental music
from Alfred, Kiinig der
Angelsachsen
Nancy Argenta (sap)/Catherine Denley
(mez-sop)/Mark Padmore (ten)/Stephen
Varcoe (barj/Jacqueline Fax (spkr)/
Collegium MUSiCUM 90/Hickox
Chandos CHAN 0633

(
63m 38e)

Konstantin
Scherbakov:
Vol.3 in his
Marco Polo
Godowsky
series

orchestral interruptions. In particular,
Weil [Sony] is more exciting in his
thrusting treatment of the orchestra,
although his forceful moments betray
less security in the upper voices than
Hickox achieves. Hickox does not
employ Haydn's minor later additions
to the flute and clarinet parts — their
only noticeable moment is in aflareup of clarinets at the start of the
Gloria.
The early ( 1763) C-major Te Deum
is avivid, martial work incorporating
soloists; organ continuo is used very
imaginatively. The entirely choral
second Te Deum, also in the military
key of C, is amasterpiece.
Hamoncourt's recent broad recorded
performance was dramatic and
unusually expressive. Hickox is
swifter and less pointed — amore
'period' view — but there is atouch
of haste. Neither conductor achieves
the grandeur of the ancient but
stunning Fricsay version ( 1964) on
DG.
The excerpts from Alfred, King of
the Anglo Saxons (1796) are the only
two complete movements that survive
from the music written to accompany
aplay performed at Eszterháza by a
travelling theatre company for the
name-day of Princess Esterhazy. The
Guardian Spirit's aria is for soprano
and speaker. The following triumphal
chorus celebrates abloodthirsty
victory by the Danes over the AngloSaxons.
Distant organ in the first Te Deum
apart, this is acolourful recording
with notably realistic separation and
spread in the chorus. Occasionally
however, there is the illusion that the
voices are closer than the orchestra.
Antony Hodgson

HOFMANN:
Violin Concertos - Badley B- flat 1
J A2 J Concerto for violin and
cello, G1
Lorraine McAslan (yln)/Tim Hugh (y1c)/
Northern CO/Ward
Naxos 8.554233

This is probably the best so far in
Hickox's impressive series of Haydn's
choral music. The excellent chorus
sounds rich and powerful in forceful
passages but is also elegantly refined
at hushed moments. The mysterious
opening of the Benedictus is magical,
as is the umderlying threat of the
quiet trumpets and drums against
breathlessly hushed singing in the
Agnus Dei.
The soloists are beautifully
balanced against the chorus and are
ideally matched. Nancy Argenta is
able to accommodate her high-lying
parts effortlessly;. Catherine Denley is
absolutely secure; Mark Padmore is
suitably heroic; and Stephen Varcoe
is powerfully commanding. Hickox
tends to emphasise the choral lines,
although not quite so markedly as in
previous recordings of dis series.
This contrasts with -such conductors
as Pinnock and Weil who delight in
highlighting Haydn's many sudden

A- B:1

(
60m Ils)

Naxos is doing valuable work in
bringing unknown music to light at
an affordable price. Here, they follow
their disc of Hofmann Cello
Concertos [8.553853 — HFN/RR
Nov '98] with asecond attractive
programme from his large repertoire.
Leopold Hofmann ( 1738-93) was
another of those busy composers
whom the atmosphere of 18thcentury Vienna bred in abundance. I
know of over 70 concerti by him, and
by the time Dr Allan Badley has
finished exploring the archives who
knows what the final total will be?
Badley numbers, as quoted above, are
useful in sorting out Hofmann's
output for us; and his industry in
getting it published in the Artia series
is revealing much enjoyable music of
one of Haydn's contemporaries.
Indeed, early Haydn is suggested in
much of this music, particularly in
the driving finales.
83

Decca 455 352-2

(70m 18s)

Eloquent, cultured and dedicated
music-making, extremely well
engineered. If, in the wartime Second
Symphony, David Zinman's hardworking Zurich strings can't quite
match Karajan's fabulous Berliners
[DG] or Dutoit's civilized Bavarian
RSO section [Erato] in terms of
homogeneity and tonal lustre, they
respond with great fervour none the
less, and Zinman's characteristically
alert, beautifully proportioned
conception is arguably more
persuasive than any current DDD
rival (in other words, Karajan and
Serge Baudo on Supraphon still lead
the field in my estimation).
Iwas profoundly taken with the
taut, single-movement Monopartita,
Honegger's final orchestral work from
1951, whose top-quality invention,
noble integrity and expertly wrought
progress Zinman gauges most
perceptively. Ialso liked these
newcomers' Pastorale d'été, chaste and
transparent rather than especially
sultry or sensuous — an Alpine
landscape, clearly. Next to, say,
Bernstein's 1962 NYPO account on
Sony [
newly reissued, with Rugby and
Pacific 231: SMK 60695], Zinman's
Rugby is perhaps just atouch lacking
in exuberant swing, while Baudo and
the Czech PO on Supraphon bring
extra intensity to the Mouvement
symphonique 3 Honegger wrote for

Lorraine McAsian, Tim Hugh and
the orchestra prefer a 20th-century
approach to 18th-century music.
Concessions to period practice are
made in the use of harpsichord
continuo and lively phrasing, but not
in matters of vibrato or pitch. (I
wonder what Concerto Köln or Les
Musiciens du Louvre would make of
this music. It would be totally
different in effect I'm sure, but not
necessarily to everyone's taste.) What
we have are assured performances,
well paced and natural, of lateBaroque rather than early-Classical
works, and the bright, forward
recording is neatly-balanced. For the
modest sum asked, who could resist
exploring these world premiere
recordings?
Robert Dearling

A:1 A

HUAVAEL:
Piano Sonatas: in E-flat, Op 13
in f, Op 20 J in f-sharp, Op 81
Hae-won Chang (pno)
Naxos 8.553296

(76m 30s)

If you look first at the sound-quality
rating below, please do not be put off
too easily. Admittedly the piano tone
is disappointing, whether due to the
84

Op.13(iii) is too note-heavy and
insistent I'm inclined to blame
Hummel rather than Chang, for
Op.20(iii), while just as dense, seems
much clearer in its sly employment of
the 'Jupiter' theme. Op.81 is agrand
Sonata. It suggests that Hummel had
studied Beethoven with positive
results, not in order to copy but to
enable him to develop further his own
passionate language. The piano tone
here suits the music much better —
different mic setting for anew day's
sessions, perhaps.
This recording, after four years in
the tape library, is at last offered to
the public. One hopes that Vol.2 will
bring us Hummel's other three
sonatas in equally insightful
performances, without similar delay.
Robert Dearling

C:1-1* A

KUHLAU:
Piano Concerto, Op.7/GRIEG Piano
Concerto
Amalie Mailing (pno)/Danish Nat RSO/
Schanwandt
David
Furtwângler in 1933.
Pacific 231 (
the last item here) is as
good aplace as any to sample the
excellence of Decca's sonics: the
natural rasp of double-basses, bass
clarinet, contrabassoon and tuba as
the mighty locomotive gets into its
stride is wonderfully well captured
within the accommodating Tonhalle
acoustic. On reflection, ignore my
nit-pickings and add this very
desirable collection to your shoppinglist.
Andrew Achenbach

A*:1-1

instrument itself, aHamburg-built
Steinway, or Fisher Hall, Santa Rosa,
California, or the engineers. It is a
dry sound, ' studioy', and lacking in
natural resonance, as if too heavily
damped. The upper register in the
early works does not ring; it seems
constricted. Idon't believe there was
adeliberate attempt by the engineers
to imitate the 'leathery' tone of a
piano of Hummel's time; it is just
that the sound fails to come alive.
However, the music is the more
important feature here. Two of these
sonatas date from shortly after
Beethoven's Appassionata, and that in
F-sharp-minor from the time of the
Hammerklavier. But who could
compete with such examples? Taken
on its own, Hummel's piano music is
valuable. It contains melody,
unpredictability, drama and pathos,
all brought out admirably by Haewon Chang, acharacterful Korean
player. She distinguishes well between
Hummel's often very different
melodic ideas, perceiving each one's
contribution to overall structure, and
she maintains momentum without
rushing fences. She doesn't stint on
repeats. Her fluent passagework is
particularly attractive, and if

Chandos CHAN 9699

(
63m 56s)

Zinman's

As Beryl Chempin points out in her
excellent booklet note, the GermanTonhalle
born Danish composer Friedrich
Beethoven
Kuhlau owed agreat deal to
cycle (Arte
Beethoven's First Piano Concerto in
Nova)
his own — and only — Concerto of
1811. It gives the big orchestra plenty
continues
to do but naturally concentrates upon
with the
allowing the soloist many
'Eroice
opportunities to shine. Amalie
and Fourth
Malling does so, taking Kuhlau's
symphonies
virtuosic and forward-looking writing
- to be
with apparent ease. Furthermore, the
reviewed
elaborate orchestral part is shaped in
perfect accord with her bravura
approach. Kuhlau, himself apianist,
had gained enough experience with
the still-newish piano by 1811 to
produce ascintillating solo part, but
RECOMMENDATION his knowledge of the orchestra at
Honegger's Second least matched it. A satisfying work,
and Third
well-balanced, and with apensive
Symphonies:
Adagio leading into aplayful Rondo
Karajan and the
finale.
BP0 on DG
Originals' at
Idon't quite understand the
midprice
marketing policy that believes the
Grieg warhorse will ' sell' the Kuhlau.
Piano-lovers, Grieglovers and most
collectors of Romantic music will
surely possess adequate versions of
the Grieg; others seeking it will want
it paired with something else wellknown rather that risking an
Naxos 's
unknown rarity; and rarity-seekers
transfer level
will require another rarity — look at
on this Hummel
Hyperion's successful Romantic
disc is
Concertos series. Still, two works of
unusually low.
different styles, countries and
Iwondered if
generations may appeal to some.
part of the
They will need to know that this
performance of the Grieg, somewhat
(undoubted)
more thoughtful than most but
problem here
beautifully poised, presents the work
is that the
in an excellent light and the recording
dynamic range
is clear. There is some fierceness in
of Chang's
the orchestral tone at times which
playing is
befits the Kuhlau sound-world very
insufficently
well.
wide - Mus Ed
Robert Dear/jog
B:1
provocative
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HONEGGER:
Rugby J Symphony 2 '3 Mouvement
symphonique 3 :àMonopartita
Pastorale d'été Li Pacific 231
Zurich Tonhalle Orchestra/Zinman

Classical Reviews
LUTOSLAWSKI:
Complete Piano Music, Songs,
Dance Preludes, Epitaph
Ann Martin-Davis (pno)/Susan Legg
(pno/mez-sop), Duncan Prescott (c1t),
Melanie Rage (ob)
ASV CD DCA 1046

(
67m 21s)

Here is an all-important disc of
Lutoslawski miniatures. With the
exception of the well-known
Variations on a Theme of Paganini —
performed with charm and wit by
Martin-Davis and Legg (both pupils
of Phyllis Schick) — much of the
programme will be unfamiliar to
listeners, and deserves to be better
known.
Up to track 27 the pieces appear in
more or less chronological order
(1940-79), and conclude with the
Three Pieces for Young People for piano
(1953), the final march featuring toytrumpet fanfares, and the undated
Children's Songs for voice and piano,
'Little shell', ' Little feather'. The two
early Studies for solo piano ( 1940)
carry on from where Debussy left off
in his Douze Etudes, while the 5Folk
Melodies (1945) quite clearly emulate
Bartók's writing for the instrument.
Miniatura (1953) adds the second
piano, but unlike the earlier Paganini
Variations already hints at the more
mature Lutoslawski, the pianist's
hands moving in contrary motion to
produce aconundrum of varied
timbres. Bukoliki (
Bucolics, 1952)
reverts to the single keyboard; again,
this is somewhat akin to Bartok's
Mikrokosmos, but less pungent in
character and remarkably assured in
notation, while Dance Preludes for
clarinet and piano ( 1954) is totally
folk-like, Duncan Prescott performing
his part with no vibrati.
Epitaph '
in memory of Alan
Richardson' ( 1979) commissioned by
his widow, the oboist Janet Craxton,

is the familiar abstract Lutoslawski we
all know from his late output. The
group of Five Songs (1956/7: cf.
Stravinsky) plus two slightly earlier
numbers with Revolutionary
connotations are especially
interesting, the attention gravitating
towards the individually stylised 12tone accompaniments.
Although Ann Martin-Davis has
the lion's share of the playing (and
also produced the recording) Susan
Legg, in her main, mezzo-soprano
role has true mastery of the Polish
texts. A magnificent tribute to agreat
composer. Translations are included.
Bill Newman

As:1* 0

MAHLER:
Das Lied von der Erde
Kathleen Ferrier (con)/Set Svanholm
(ten)/NYPO/Walter
Naxos 8.110029
(59m 19s) mono rec.1948
Elena Nikolaidi (con)/Set Svanholm
(ten)/Philharmonic SO/Walter
Music & Arts CD-950
(57m 50s) mono rec.1953
Something of the qualities in Kathleen
Ferrier's voice that so captivated
Bruno Walter Ca strange radiance...
enchanting simplicity') can be
glimpsed, if only intermittently, in this
processing of apoor tapy copy made
from acetates preserving the broadcast
of her Carnegie Hall debut. Were it
not for the 'squeaky' nature of the
strings, the 1952 Decca recording
with Ferrier/Patzak.NPO/ Walter
would seem, in comparison, to be of
the highest fidelity. But that studio
version reflects amore matronly tone
to her singing, as opposed to the
eloquent mezzo-soprano [
sic] who
inspired Stokowski to put pen to
paper after hearing this performance.
But the truth is: what we have is a

'There's no horrible distortion of both singing and
doubt that playing, which makes it really hard
Nikolaidi in work to grasp the reality of the
concert. Not only does the voice
the later NY
'blast' in forte but it is almost always
concert
discoloured (presumably by the
performance
cutting or replay heads used for the
is more 78s). The orchestral sound is also
mature and disjointed, and this makes Walter's
authoritative, direction seem arbitrary and ill-atwhilst the ease.
The Greek contralto loses out to
playing, too,
Ferrier in the accelerated section
is more
(marked 'still jostled') of `Von der
assured'
Schiinheit', but there's no doubt that
Nikolaidi in the later NY concert
performance is more mature and
authoritative, whilst the playing, too,
is more assured — though it doesn't
build anything like the electrifying
charge of (v) in the 1948 Das Lied.
The presence of the Swedish tenor in
both makes this arelevant
comparison, although the M&A CD is
by no means anew issue.
(Svanholm's last heroic-role
recordings were as Siegmund in the
two Walküre Acts, cond.
Knappertsbusch/Solti, which were
essentially pilots for the Decca Ring.)
The packaging warns that the main
RECOMMENDATION source, ataped FM broadcast, has an
Kiemperer's EMI
ineradicable hum and ends with some
recording of Das
AM material — ablessing in disguise,
Lied von der Erde
this, for the last 3m+, where the
has been remastered music fades to pp-ppp under the
in the 'Great
repeated word Twig' (Eternal), loses
Recordings of the
the hum (largely inaudible under the
Century' series at
music, anyway). It's quite hard to
midprice
spot the changeover, even with
headphones. To my mind, this is the
strongest of these three Walter
performances, and has more faithful
orchestral sound than the Decca.
Svanholm may miss Julius Patzak's
charm and variety, but he masters all
the vocal demands of the score in his
plainer way on both CDs. No texts
with Naxos or M&A!

'Review

Christopher Breunig
Bruno Walter
partnering
Kathleen Ferrier
at an Edinburgh
Festival recital.
She First sang
in Das Lied
von der Erde
with Walter
at Salzburg in
1949
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McEWEN:
Hymn on the Morning of Christ's
Nativity
Janice Watson (sop)/Brighton Festival
Ch/LPO/Mitchell
Chandos CHAN 9669

(
59m 40s)

This is quite adiscovery. Purchasers
of Chandos's two previous McEwen
discs — also under the capable baton
of Alasdair Mitchell — will know that
the Scottish head of the RAM was
not merely adistinguished
administrator but agifted and original
orchestral composer. Here he is
revealed as the composer of a
monumental choral work of a
particularly passionate kind — and
one that till now has remained totally
unknown.
McEwen wrote his setting of
Milton's great ode in 1901-05, so it's
coeval with some of the major choral
output of Elgar, Delius, Parry and
Vaughan Williams: one would expect
it had been premiered at the great
85

RECOMMENDATION
Walter Legge 's
classic 1962 Cosi
recording with
Philharmonial

Schwarzkopf,
Ludwig et al, is on
three midpriced
EMI CDs

•

ef
(

MOZART:
Cosi fan tutte
Gens/Fink/Oddone/Giira/Boone/
Spagnoti/Cologne Chamber Ch/
Concerto !On/Jacobs
Harmonia Mundi HMC 951663.65
(3CDs, 183m 02s) with CD-Rom
This is aCosi plus, an opera
recording very much of the present,
but with its CD-Rom suggesting what
the future may regularly hold in the
way of background material and
visual as well as musical aids of all
kinds.
The performance first. As one has
grown to expect with René Jacobs,
here is areading of the opera
distinguished by its liveliness and
stylish assurance; its attention to
minute detail does not inhibit abroad
view of the drama. That said, Ido
find some of his Andantes distinctly
on the slow side, lovely as they are.
The fundament for the performance
is provided by the excellent Concerto
Köln, here 35-strong, and providing

86

miraculous birth. (Is it irrelevant that
he began the piece during the Boer
War?)
The virile, barbaric and highlycoloured orchestral music is clearly
influenced, as Bernard Benoliel's
notes point out, by the Russian
nationalist school: in fact Iwas most
often reminded of Glazunov, though
with ahigher emotional charge than
Glazunov himself could summon.
The combination of this with a
characteristically British choral sound
(McEwen had been achoirmaster in
Greenock) makes for a fascinating
stylistic fusion: amajor British choral
work like no other Ican think of.
This premiere recording does the
work proud: Mitchell shapes the
architecture beautifully; Janice
Watson makes the most of her rich
and creamy solo spots (some of them
evoking parallels with Sea Pictures);
and the recording copes well with the
sometimes shattering climaxes, which
McEwen paradoxically achieves with
quite modest forces for the period.
Altogether anotable achievement,
and awelcome enrichment of our
knowledge of the ' British Musical
Renaissance'.
Calum MacDonald

A:1-2 0

lithe, assured playing corporately, and
with lovely solo detail in Mozart's
marvellous wind writing. The
Cologne Chamber Choir has little to
do, and does it very well. The cast is
excellent, with not asuspicion of a
weak link; the arias go splendidly,
and the ensembles — the heart of this
work — go even better. Werner Güra
and Marcel Boone make an
endearing, beautifully sung pair of
officers, and Pietro Spagnoli is such a
stylish and attractive Alfonso that one
regrets Mozart's decision, which was
due to the age of the first performer
of the role, to deny him abig aria.
All three of the women are of
similar high class: Véronique Gens
equally assured in her two very
different, and difficult arias, Bernarda
Fink passionate and pure-voiced, and
Graciela Oddone highly personable as
Despina, with anice line in vocal
disguises. For just one example of
vocal glory, try the duet in which
Fiordiligi finally succumbs to the
blandishments of her 'Albanian' lover.
The fortepiano continuo is more
prominent than in most period
instrument performances, and
Nicolau de Figueiredo (on amodern
copy of aStein of 1788) has afieldday in the recitative accompaniments
— who is to say that Mozart would
not have approved? Jacobs inclines to
introduce more variety of pulse within
amovement (for instance in the
quintetto ' Sent°, o Dio') than many
Mozart specialists, but the effect is
never distracting. Ornaments are
generous, ambitious even, in the
arias, sometimes within ensembles.
Laughter sounds exaggerated once or

MOIRAN:
String Quartets 1 & 2 J Fantasy
Quartet for oboe, violin, viola &
cello _IPiano Trio in D
Vanburgh Quartet/Nicholas Darnel (ob)/
Joachim Piano Trio
ASV CD DCA 1045

(77m 15s)

My January 1998 review of the
Maggini Quartet playing Quartets 1
and 2 on Naxos commended their
`measure of the composer's bittersweet melancholy and the typically
English heritage'. Inow have to
admit that the Vanbrughs come much
closer than their rivals in revealing
the music's expressive qualities. Of
the two published Quartets, the
earlier 2 in E-flat (p.1956, composed

twice, but boosts the sense of a live
performance. That can work both
ways: Ididn't feel the mischief that
should come through in the Act II
dueno in which the sisters select their
new lovers. There would have been
plenty of space for the inclusion as an
appendix of Guglielmo's original big
first-act aria. The recording (made in
the main studio of Radio Cologne)
has excellent impact and considerable
atmosphere.
Protracted experiments with the
CD-Rom, on several different (some
of them very powerful) machines,
were tantalizing: there is clearly an
immense wealth of information here,
but it emerged sluggishly, with
disappointing lack of clarity in colour
and contrast, despite what seems to
be an elegant and attractive layout.
The old-fashioned libretto booklet is
more friendly, at least for this user.
There is no lack of recommendable
versions of Cosi on CD (roughly three
for each of the ten performances the
work enjoyed in Mozart's lifetime),
but this set inunediately takes its
place among the handful of
outstanding period performances, and
may be first choice in the longer run.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 *- 1

The CD-Rom included with this
Harmonia Mundi Coe, which allows
access to all kinds of graphic
material relating to the history of
the wort( and the associated artists
who made the recording, as well as
a dictionary of musical terms for
general reference. is Macintosh and
Windows 95 compatible
MAY 1919
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pre-Great War choral festivals. Yet
instead, it's lain unperformed for over
90 years until this pioneering
recording, for which the materials
were commissioned by the RVW
Trust and the score edited by
Mitchell. While not perhaps in the
first rank of British choral
masterpieces, it certainly belongs
among the second, and heartily
deserves occasional performances,
perhaps especially as a Christmas
piece as an alternative to some of the
repertoire staples.
But no orthodox Christmas piece.
The most remarkable aspect of
McEwen's work is how little he treats
the poem as an excuse for radiant
serenity and joy (quite unlike, say,
SW's festive treatment of it in Hodie).
Certainly it ends — in daringly
downbeat manner — with asimple
lyric vision of the sleeping Christchild; but the majority of its 11
sections (corresponding to the 11
verses of Milton's ' Hymn': McEwen
cut out the ode's four scene-setting
stanzas and made significant
omissions elsewhere) are dark and
dramatic, stressing the cosmic, violent
and warlike undertones of the
circumstances attending this

Classical Reviews
1918-20) is steeped in Irish folk-lore.
Born in Heston, Middlesex, died
Kenrnare, Co. Kerry, the composer
(his father was aDubliner) had an
East Anglian upbringing but
eventually he was to enjoy first-hand
experience of Irish country dancing,
and the quartet's rhapsodic charm —
amixture of serenity and innocence
— contrasts slow/fast episodes that
require stylised treatment. Unusually,
(ii) encompasses slow movement,
scherzo and finale; here the
Vanbrugh's violist Simon Aspell
proves amaster-craftsman in
demonstrating the upward-slides of
the Irish jig, his partners gleefully
taking up the challenge.
The cello dominates the opening
movement of Quartet 1in A-minor
A further live
(1921), amore mature, sonorous
utterance of Ravelian splendour,
account of
while the folk song-like (ii) suggests
K491, with the
the remoteness of the Norfolk
LMP under
landscape. In the Rondo Finale,
founder
swirling, brilliantly harmonised
conductor Harry
passagework, trills and pizzicati are
Blech (Festival
countered by off-beat Irish-dance
Hall 1968),
references. The 1946 Fantasy-Quartet
was on the
is aflash-back to the delights of a
Norfolk countryside, the diatonic,
BBC Music
plaintiveness of Nicholas Daniel's
covermount CD
wonderful playing matched by a
for VoL7 No.6.
wealth of colours from his string
But the wind
colleagues.
playing is
The Piano Trio ( 1920-5), at almost
utilitarian, and
27m duration, is Brahmsian in scope,
there's not the
aproduct of Moeran's teaching years
feeling of
with John Ireland. The Joachim Trio
(Rebecca Hirsch, Caroline Deanley
soloist and
and John Lenehan) do the honours.
orchestra
This new ASV CD is in aclass of its
operating at the
own with Chris Craker's atmospheric
same artistic
recording from St George's, Brandon
level as with
Hill, Bristol.
Curzon/Kubelik
Bill Newman
As:1* 0
MOZART
Piano Concertos in C, 1(467 _1
in c, 1(491
Clifford Curzon (pno)/Bavarian
RSO/Kubelik

photo: Philips Classics

Audite 95.453 dis:. Priory
(60m 31s) recorded live 1976/70
These recordings from the Bavarian
Radio archives reflect aclose alliance
of conductor and pianist, adding to
the comparatively slender Curzon
discography one Mozart concerto not
recorded by Decca (to my
knowledge): K467. The C-major
receives the more inspirational
performance, although both are
distinguished — lucid, unsentimental.
Curzon, for whom every note, every
nuance matter, exhibits here a
fantastic variety of touch/attack; his
decorations to the text are ultradiscreet, if not his background
vocalisations! Swept up in the
excitement of the Allegro vivace assai
finale he only narrowly escapes
coming to grief at two spots. The two
adapted Busoni outer-movt cadenzas
are very worthwhile indeed.
In the C-minor, the cadenza in (i)
is by the Amsterdam musicologist/
141-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Valery Gergiev:
Prokoliev's
Betrothal in
a Monastery
is on Philips

composer/critic Marius Flothuis —
very beautifully executed — and in
(iii) by George Sze11. One feels
sympathy for the wind player at his
unfortunate slip 5m 18s into (i);
there's amisplaced timpani beat 2m
54s into (iii) and amomentary tape
flaw at 3m 23s. But on the positive
side the first-movt exposition is
lovely, the artistry of the first bassoon
conspicuous throughout, and of
course, Kubelik favours divided
violins. (In the earlier recording
they're subject to occasional `whistly'
coloration. In both, the piano is well
to the fore.) The ' skipping' episode
with dotted notes from 3m 50s to 4m
35s in the finale of K491 is a
particularly delightful example of
Curzon in rapport with the Bavarian
Orchestra. The version with Blech —
see side note — really comes to life
here, too. There is a 1977 companion
disc of Beethoven 4 and 5 on Audite
95.459, which Ihope to review.
Christopher Breunig
A-B(C):1' A:1 D
MOZART:
String Quartet K 464 1] Clarinet
Quintet K 581
Janet Hilton (clt)/The Lindsays
ASV CD DCA1042

(74m 50s)

The acoustic of Holy Trinity
Wentworth is ideal for this music. It
enables the engineers to achieve a
very immediate, precisely detailed
focus on the instruments whilst still
allowing asense of considerable space
to surround the players. There is also
the advantage that instrumentalists
are able to give way subtly when
theirs is not the leading melody line.
The sonic advantages are
immediately evident in the quintet.
The approach to (i) is relaxed, and at
the beginning clarinet seems to have a
touch more ` presence' than the other
instruments. Within afew bars it
becomes clear that this approach was
deliberate, as Janet Hilton sinks into
the ensemble and other instruments
emerge to take the melodic interest
with the utmost subtlety. Isee this as
the essence of good chamber playing,
and the ability to achieve ahushed
tone leaves space for some magical

moments — notably at the start of
the slow movts of both works.
The Quintet is relaxed and is
especially calmly phrased in the
elegant outer movements. The minuet
is suitably strong although there are a
few moments when chords are a
hairsbreadth early, and the tiny
speed-up for the return to the minuet
after the first trio seems
uncharacteristic, particularly as the
dance-like second trio is kept so
rhythmically secure.
The approach to K464 is very
similar. The minuet is rather
complicated but this time there is
solid, unhurried purposefulness
throughout. Iam never sure how (iv)
should be approached — academic
fugues are always difficult to bring
off. Here the Lindsays choose
absolute consistency with the rest of
this cultured, untroubled
performance.
Not all chamber music responds to
arelaxed approach but it certainly
suits these two pieces and underlines
the similarity of mood in them both.
Antony Hodgson

As:1 0

PROKOFIEV:
Betrothal in a Monastery
Maslennikov/Redkin/Sergienko/
Borisova/Mishenkin/Shutova/Krutikov/
Bolshoi Theatre/Lazarev
BMG Melodiya 74321 60318 2
(2CDs, 154m ¡ Ss)
Gassiev/Akimov/Netrebko/Diadkova/
Tarassova/Gergalov/Alexashkin/
Kirov Opera/Gergiev
Philips 462 107-2

(
3CDs, 153m 27s)

SHOSTAKOVI CH:
The Nose J The Gamblers
Lomonosov/Sapegina/Akimov/Sasulova/
Ukolova/Moscow Cham Op Orch & Ch
Rybasenko/Tarkhov/Belykh/Kurpe/
Leningrad PO & Ch/Rozhdestvensky
BMG Melodiya 74321 60319 2
(2CDs, 149m 55s)
As tar as I'm aware, this is The Nose's
first appearance on CD: abizarre
state of affairs for this masterly piece
of grotesquerie, Shostakovich's most
outrageous score. Not only do we
have the authentic recording of the
Moscow Chamber Opera's durable
production — last seen at Brighton in
the early 1990s, still carrying its
peculiar brand of stylized craziness —
with Gennadi Rozhdestvensky, who
has claimed it as his favourite
Shostakovich work, to conduct it; but
BMG's Melodiya edition prefaces it
with the torso of Shostakovich's
second and tamer Gogol project of
1942, The Gamblers. Why, then, have
BMG Melodiya stinted on librettos?
For non-Russians The Gamblers is
senseless without it, bound as it is to
the Mussorgskyan principle of the
text as paramount. (Apparently the
reason for Shostakovich's abandoning
the piece was that it would run to
four hours or more if he carried on
setting every Gogol line as intended.)
87

Here the outlines of the sentimental
toasts to food and drink follosVed by
the sharpers' card game make sense,
but the story-within-the-story of the
cheat Uteshitelny, boringly sung by
Yarolsav Radivonikh, can only be
unenlightening. The Nose fares little
better, though with its repertoire of
grunts, shrieks and laughs, you can
probably get the gist if you follow
with the track-by-track synopsis.
Rozlidestvensky's love of extremes
prompts riotous stretches of musical
anarchy here, and the rough-edged,
megaphoned recording can be fun:
for instance, in the percussion-only
interlude followed by the noseless
college assessor's obscene morning
ablutions. But alittle more finesse
would help to make both the lack of
visual stimulus and Shostakovich's
pointed avoidance of melody less
apparent. Few of the singers observe
piano or espressivo in the score, least
of all the tenor Nose at prayer in
Kazan Cathedral. Iloved this
production on stage, but even with
the pleasures of searching out the
Wozzeck-style musical forms beneath
the surface Icouldn't help but be
disappointed in revisiting the
recording.
After that, the joyous melodymaking of Prokofiev's wartime
Betrothal in aMonastery should have
come as apleasure, which it only
partially did in Melodiya's Bolshoi
recording, waiting in the wings since
1990. This, too, has its roots in alive
production, but this time aheavyhanded one which pointed up the
extreme length of the operatic
adaptation (Sheridan's original 'ballad
opera' should take half the time on
stage). Lazarev's sporadic liveliness is
nicely abetted by stalwart Bolshoi
tenor Alexei Maslennikov and the oily
fish-merchant of Mikhail Krutikov,
but the young love interest is in
danger of sinking, pitch-wise, with the
dreary ballast of soprano Lyudmila
Sergenko and mezzo Marina Shutova.
That amajor Russian house can
carry off apiece which I've seen work
better in the hands of students from
London's Guildhall School of Music
(with Rostropovich at the helm) is
nimbly proved by Gergiev and his
ever more selective Kirov company.
Sinuous mezzo Marianna Tarassova
is especially welcome to the ensemble
as one of the two girls, though even
she can't save us from the feeling that
the loveliest music in the opera, as
Clara muses alone in anunnery,
belongs like so much else to the
orchestra, with the vocal line merely
plastered over it.
Still, the generosity of Prokofiev's
thematic inspiration becomes more
admirable the more you hear the
work, even if some of it comes from
discarded projects. (Quixotic Don
Carlo's courtly theme, for instance,
was actually written for astage
production of Eugene Onegin that bit
the dust in 1937.) Iwas especially
struck by the rather wistful love88

theme that crops up unexpectedly in
the middle of comic ostinatos for the
mustachoied Duenna (Larissa
Dyadkova, vocally distinctive as ever)
and her misled, moneygrubbing
suitor.
The live recording brings with it
some unwelcome sound effects, but
seems to have paid off in terms of the
comic timing — which is infinitely
preferable both to the Bolshoi
recording and the second-rank
Stanislaysky Theatre set [Chant du
Monde] which served as amakeshift
for so many years.

'The
generosity
of
Prokofiev's
thematic
inspiration
becomes
more
admirable
the more
you hear
the work'

David Nice
Prokofiev B:2

A:1(*)

Shostakovich B/C:1(•)/3 r)
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Chinese. Mature Rubbra, they pose a
challenge in pitch control and
intricate changes of metre. Both are
realised but with aloss of clarity in
places because of reverberant
acoustics. Also for solo harp,
Fukagawa, Pezzo Ostinato and
Transformations were recorded in the
drier acoustics of St Andrew's
Church, Toddington.
Improvisation (1964), introduces us
to the rich, powerful playing of cellist
Timothy Gill, while Discourse (1969)
pits cello and harp against each other
in virtuoso manner; both were
written for William Pleeth who,
together with Erich Gruenberg and
the composer formed a trio in the
1940s. It was adelightful idea to end
with harp pieces by Sir Lennox
Berkeley — Nocturne (1967), a
French style melody with brilliant
arpeggios and glissandi — and
Herbert Howells's 1915 Prelude No.1,
anoble, eloquent work.
Bill Newman

SCHUBIRT:
Piano Quintet in A 'Trout' J String
Trio (fragment) in B-flat D111a
String Trio in B-flat D581
Christian Zacharias (pno)/Leipzig Qt

»BUR&
Complete chamber music & songs
with harp/BERKELEY: Nocturne for
harp/HOWELLS: Prelude for harp
Tracey Chadwell (sop)/Timothy Gill
(vIc)/Danielle Perrett (
hp)
ASV CD DCA 1036

MIX LC 6768

(67m 21s)

Western Christianity and Eastern
thought became central to the
composer's life early on, and found
its expression in his instrumental and
vocal music from the 1920s onwards.
The lion's share here involves the
sensitive harp playing of
highlyDanielle Perrett, an artist of great
sensitivity with athorough mastery of
Rubbra's contemplative inner world.
'All the pieces are technically
gratifying to play (which is not the
same thing as easy!)' she states, and
this also applies to the duos for
soprano/cello requiring control of
intricate rhythms and counterpoint.
Sadly, Tracey Chadwell died from
leukaemia in January 1996, just nine
months after the sessions at Wadham
College Chapel in Oxford.
A Hymn to the Virgin (1925, also
set by Britten) and jesukin (1922) —
published together — are poignant
and celebratory in turn, singer and
harpist finding aperfect balance in
phrasing and dynamics, while
Orpheus with his Lute (1923) has the
harp imitating lute. Rosa mundi
(1921), Rubbra's 'point of departure
for my future development' depicts
Christ as the Rose of the World, and
the unaccompanied The Mystery
contains some of the most exquisite
singing Ihave listened to for some
while.
The Jade Mountain, five romantic
settings from 1962, come from the
T'ang Dynasty translated from the

A/B:1* 0
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RECOMMENDATION
Schubert's 'Trout'
Quintet:
Clifford Curzon
and members of
the Vienna Octet in Decca 's `Classic
Sound' midpriced
reissue series

(
65m 38s)

Excellent warm sound for the
stringed instruments, and in the
quintet apiano which does not
overpower. The ear is always aware of
the important double-bass harmonies,
although at dramatic moments such
as the delightfully violent solos in (iii)
atouch more resin might have been
suitable. The music unfolds calmly —
always piano with strings rather than
set against them. The group does
adopt one old tradition that Ihave
never found comfortable: an
unhurried opening to (i) followed by
alaunching of the full ensemble at a
slightly quicker speed as the music
gets going (it is similar but less
noticeable on the repeat).
Apart from amoment or two of
lingering in the 'Trout' variations,
this is an equable, skilful and
sensitive performance but it has a
startling eccentricity. This concerns
the overfast scherzo where the trio's
entry is both late and slow. All
rhythmic vitality is lost, except for
two wildly rushed phrases before the
scherzo returns with afurther
wrenching change of speed. There are
six major tempo-changes in this fourminute piece and it makes
uncomfortable listening.
Perhaps the group does not feel
sympathy for dance music because in
the lovely Trio D581 the tempi are
ideal and the playing excellent, yet
the minuet, although not plagued by
tempo changes, is performed in a
very free manner with little pointing
of rhythm.
A strange disc with 90% of the
music played with great skill — the
remainder is worrying.
Antony Hodgson
MAY 19118
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R STRAUSS:
Salome
Nielsen/Hale/Goldberg/Silja/yan der
Walt et al/Danish Nat RSO/Schonwandt
Chandos CHAN 9611

(
2CDs, 99m)

Since Karajan's transcendent if oddly
balanced EMI recording, with
Hildegard Behrens as the sensualcrazy princess incarnate, all other
Salomes on disc have achieved
relatively limited success. This is
easily the best of them, and Imay be
disposed to cheer it the more for its
bold lack of superstar input. Inga
Nielsen is by no means as familiar a
name as she should be, though
anyone who has witnessed her
supremely well-acted gamut of stage
roles, from Mozart's Constanze to the
petulant princess in Zemlinsky's
Birthday of the Infanta, will not be
surprised to learn that she comes
close to Strauss's silvery, slimsounding ideal (sometimes she sounds
like Studer, though with more
involvement in the text and much
more secure support). True, the voice
lacks the last degree of heady
opulence or infinite phrasing that
Behrens or Jessye Norman, in anicely
detailed performance for Ozawa
[Philips], can pull out of the bag in
Salome's extreme sex-worship of the

STRAVINSKY:
The Firebird' J The Rite of Spring'
J Persephone
Cosserat (spkr)/Neill (ten)/San
Francisco Girls Ch/Ragazzi/San
Francisco SO & Ch/Tilson Thomas

prophet, but hers is amore consistent
performance than Norman's and as
compelling in its own way as
Behrens's — compare the two in
Salome's last, exasperated ' Give me
the head!', where Nielsen boasts an
even more intense top B-flat, a
marginally less horrible snarl in chestvoice, than Behrens.
'No-one
Nielsen's is aSalome in which one
choosing
eagerly awaits further developments.
this as their
And sure enough, her ` transfiguration
library
through love' is superlative.
Salome
Schonwandt, another strong theatrical
will be
talent more or less ignored by
disappointed' recording companies, and his slender
but hard-working Danish orchestra
are set too much behind the overmiked singers in this Danish Radio
recording, but in this finale scene he
initiates the catharsis with the most
exciting onrush of adrenalin Ican
recall, and the pulsing towards the
crucially nostalgic cry of ' If only you
had looked at me, you would have
loved me' is electrifying.
This may not be the texturally
revealing world of Dohnanyi [Decca],
nor does the recording give it the
option, but it's ultimately far more
involving. Schonwandt paces the
work well, starting with ahaltingly
mysterious opening much assisted by
Deon van der Walt's scrupulous and

Pat Gavin's

artwork for
another MTT
Stravinsky

collection on
RCA (with the

RCA 09026 68898 2
LSO) - Agon,
(3CDs, 129m 21s) '
recorded live
Scènes de

Tilson Thomas's approach to
ballet, Circus
Stravinsky is often wonderfully
Polka, Scherzo
effective here; his natural instincts for àla russe etc:
order and clarity make for an
09026
openness of texture that reveals much
68865 2
of the inner beauty of the
interweaving lines without sacrificing
their overall shape and direction.
Certainly those who view The Rite of
Spring as an exercise in orchestral and
compositional wizardry are unlikely to
be disappointed by Tilson Thomas's
out-and-out virtuoso reading;
furthermore the highly impressive
IWO NEWS a RECORD REVIEW
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power and polish of the playing are
here allied to arecording of stunning
depth and clarity. Tempi are
generally on the fast side, and
although Tilson Thomas is in fact
less extreme than Benjamin Zander in
his ultra-fast reading [Carlton], the
crispness and directness of the
playing often serve to convince the
ear that his is the performance with
the greater momentum.
Where this performance perhaps
falls short of the highest achievement
is in those moments when Tilson
Thomas seems to strike an uneasy
balance between the desire to
elucidate the texture and the need to
maintain the natural flow of the
music. The spontaneity and magical,
improvisatory quality that should
characterize the opening is here
controlled to such an extent that it
sounds rather contrived; others, too,
find agreater emotional depth in this
music. That said, Tilson Thomas's
Rite constitutes apowerfully-argued
and memorable musical experience
on its own terms. Recorded live (but
with absolutely no audience noise) it
is aversion that no aficionado of this
work should miss.
For The Firebird — complete here,
not the more usually-heard Suite(s)
— outstanding technical control
becomes the means by which a
sumptuous array of subtly-changing
sonic worlds are conjured up, from
the delicacy of Kastchei's enchanted
garden to the orgiastic savagery of the
Infernal Dance. The characterisation
of the different scenes is extremely

sensitive Narraboth, and building up
a fine head of steam for Jokanaan's
curse and the big interlude (the
famously depraved contrabassoon solo
is artistically taken). Hale's prophet is
rich of timbre but not especially
imaginitive — you never believe that
this wild man of god's imprecations
could throw anyone off balance —
and one might have anticipated the
same of Goldberg's Herod. Yet this
blandest of Siegfrieds has aball with
the Tetrarch's catalogue of neuroses,
and has us share his fear and
trembling in the closing stages. Silja
points her words well as Herodias,
but vocally sounds much less poised
than her magnificent stage presence
in the Bondy production made one
believe (and perhaps this is right in
the present context).
Ifeared the noisy engineering of
the voices would spoil the climaxes,
but it's only in the bickering of the
religious factions that it really gets in
the way of afirst-rate, theatrical
performance. No-one choosing this as
their library Salome will be
disappointed. And there's another
excellent article on the opera by
Michael Kennedy, who still finds
plenty of new things to say about the
piece.
David Nice

B(A):1*

well-handled, and the Apparition of
the Monsters [track 11] is, for once,
genuinely arresting.
The inclusion of Persephone on the
third disc provides an opportunity to
view Stravinsky from the perspective
of his later style. Tilson Thomas's
version is particularly to be
welcomed, for apart from Stravinsky's,....
own 1966 recording [Sony] it is the
tt)
only one in the current catalogue.
[Nagano's LPO Rite/Persephone
coupling was reissued by Virgin •
Classics, but is now deleted - Mus Ed] >
This is far more than astop-gap,
though. The beautiful speaking voice
0
of Stephanie Cosserat unifies a
L.
performance in which Gide's complex olim
plot is the vehicle for avision of
delicate, constantly-changing colours,
guided throughout by Stravinsky's
syllabic, episodic treatment of the
text. Stuart Neill is also first-rate as
the priest Eumolpus, expressive and
flexible in his treatment of
Stravinsky's wide-ranging vocal line.
elm
Now that Stravinsky's own recording
li
is showing is age somewhat, this new
recording can be warmly
recommended to those who have yet
to make the acquaintance of this
subtle and idiosyncratic work, which
was inspired by the composer's wifeto-be.
RCA's recordings are of
demonstration quality, especially in
The Rite of Spring. Their range and
brilliance are commendable whilst
retaining the natural ambience of the
concert hall.

(I)

o
u
p

John Kersey
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S WAGNER:
Symphony in C ( plus 1927 slow
movt)/LISZT: Ekloge ( arr. S Wagner)
Staatsphilharmonie Rheinland-Pfalz/
Albert
CPO 999 531-2

(
59m 08s)

Apparently, even into the 1970s the
archivist at Wahnfried used to deny
access to Siegfried Wagner's
symphony, averring that if Richard
Wagner's own flesh and blood had
written such athing as asymphony it
could only have been as an exercise
and not for performance. While it's
no towering masterpiece, the score
proves considerably more than an
exercise, and was very definitely
intended by its composer for public
consumption. It's alate work,
initially completed in 1925 for
performance in Siegfried's own
orchestral concerts, and post-dates all
but one of his now-forgotten musicdramas. Only the first and last movts
were newly composed: his original
plan was to use the prelude to his
1913 opera Der Friedensengel as the
slow movt; and the scherzo had been
drafted but not orchestrated in 1924
as an independent symphonic poem,
Hans im Gluck. However difficulties
arose between the symphony's
prospective publishers and the firm
that had issued Der Friedensengel, so
in 1927 Wagner wrote awholly new
slow movt. Three years later he died
with the symphony still unpremiered;
it received afew performances in
Germany during the war, after which
the performing materials disappeared
in East Germany, and it was only
revived as recently as 1986.
For this, the work's first recording,
CPO gives the ' 1925' version with
the opera-prelude as slow movt,
including the 1927 slow movt on an
additional track. This seems to me
the wrong way round: the 1927
version, even if forced on the
composer by external circumstance,
represents his final thoughts on the
symphony — added to which the new
movement is finer and rather more
truly symphonic music. Though the
Friedensengel prelude is attractive in its
own right, its inclusion makes the
1925 version aslightly weaker
proposition.
As for the symphony's musical
language: well, it's pleasant to find
the Wagner family's esteem for
Bruckner spanned the generations.
Large-spanned but not overly long,
it's awork of innocent
monumentality, rather old-fashioned
for its date, the structures well
handled, expertly orchestrated, its
themes noble but with atendency to
sententious cadencing. The best
movement is undoubtedly the big,
vivid scherzo: one can see how it
would stand perfectly well as a
concert item on its own, yet it fits
smoothly and satisfyingly into the
overall scheme. Werner Andreas
Albert, achampion of neglected
repertoire, directs what seems a
90

Siegfried

thoroughly enthusiastic and
convincing performance. Young
Siegfried's 1890 orchestration of one
of his maternal grandfather's Années
de pélèrinage pieces makes an
interesting extra.

trained as an

or the radiance of the 'Jubilate Deo'
(Buxtehude again). Andreas Scholl
has awonderfully expressive, smooth
delivery throughout his range, and the
instrumental playing is of ahigh
order. The recording is close, well
balanced; and the insert (once one
has found one's way into the
packaging) is informative and finely
produced.

architect, he

Peter Branscombe

Wagner
(1869-1930)
was the only
son of Richard
Wagner and
Cosima von

Calum MacDonald
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Bülow. First
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later composed

performances

EUROPEAN LIGHT MUSIC
CLASSICS
Music by lessel, Lehár, Pierné, 1
Strauss II, Alfvén, Gounod,
Waldteufel, Padilla, Becucci,
Hellmesberger, Weinberger, Fetrás,
Halvorsen
New London Orch/Corp

at Bayreuth

Hyperion CDA 66998

thirteen operas,
a violin concerto
and symphonic
pieces. He
conducted
various Ring

between 1896
and 1928

ANDREAS SCHOLL: GERMAN
BAROQUE CANTATAS
Music by Albertini, 1C Bach,
Buxtehude, Erlebach, Legrenzi,
Beretta, Schütz and Tunder
Andreas Scholl (c-ten)/Concerto di
Viole/Basle Consort
Harmonia Mundl HMC 901651

George Antheil
climbs up to his
Paris apartment,
over the
Shakespeare &
Co bookstore,
in 1922

(71m 50s)

This is astriking assemblage of
German baroque cantatas, from
which the greatest name is absent —
no harm in that! There are eleven
works here, spread over some threequarters of acentury; Schütz, the
finest of these composers, very
reasonably is represented by three
pieces, and there are two by
Buxtehude. The JC Bach is the great
Bach's kinsman Johann Christoph,
not his son of 'London' fame. Of the
three Italians, Albertini (who was
murdered in Vienna in 1685) and
Legrenzi are the composers of the
two instrumental sonatas that form a
welcome contrast to the vocal pieces;
Rovetta's work
here is a ' Salve
regina' that
travelled the
long road from
Venice to
Lübeck, where
it was probably
revised by
Tunder.
The
performances
are elegant,
alert,
unfailingly
musicianly,
whether one is
drawn more to
the quiet
intensity of
Buxtehude's
lament for his
father, the
richness of
Erlebach's song

(74m 27s)

Apart from Gold & Silver, TratschTratsch-Polka, Funeral March of a
Marionette, The Skaters, and
Weinberger's Polka from Schwanda the
Bagpiper, it is aquestion of
'Recognize the tune, name the
composer!'. Outstanding discs like
this one should always be available in
the catalogue, to help fill the endless
requests for old favourites once handy
for families to play on fiddle and
piano in the comfort of their back
parlours. It sounds ' old hat', but even
with an endless stream of `Top of the
Pops' reigning supreme on TV, these
masterly melodies will always deserve
aplace in our affections.
Glow Worm Idyll recently had
members of Eastbourne Gramophone
Society 'dancing in the aisles' when I
played them this NLO/Corp version.
The same goes for the rest of the
fare, the song-like Serenade by
Heykens, El relicario by Padilla, or the
effusive Tesoro mio! by Becucci. Listen
to Jessel's Tin... and Pierné's Little
Lead Soldiers, respectively, with their
mock-military antics, or Norwegian
Halvorsen's Entry of the Boyars,
suggested by an anticipated trip to
Romania that never took place, and a
guide-book description of Russian
Boyars! And for pure atmospheric
nostalgia, Alfvén's Swedish Polka,
Hellmesberger's Ball Scene and
Fetrás' Moonlight on the Alstar, all
have the authentic touch — courtesy
of Tony Faulkner's sound, with
Oliver Rivers/Martin Compton
producing. A worthy successor to the
two British Light Music Classics CDs
by the same team.
Bill Newman

A':1*

NEW WORLD JAZZ
Music by Adams, Gershwin,
Bernstein, Milhaud, Stravinsky,
Hindemith, Antheil and Raksin
New World Symphony/Ti/son Thomas
(pno/dir)
RCA 09026 68798 2

(
67m 30s)

On this disc, Michael Tilson Thomas
brings together some of the bestknown jazz-influenced works of the
century and adds anumber of lesserMAY 11111
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known but just as intriguing rarities.
The entire venture may well call to
mind Simon Rattle's 1987 jazz
Album [
EMI], and indeed Tilson
Thomas duplicates the Gershwin,
Bernstein, Milhaud and Stravinsky
items from that release. His choice of
other works is intriguing, however,
and his inclusion of George Antheil's
A Jazz Symphony (1925) in particular
is to be welcomed; composed just a
year after Rhapsody in Blue, its
startlingly radical contours provide
plenty of evidence to suggest that
Antheil's anarchic talent is perhaps
due for reappraisal.
What marks this disc out is the
superb quality of the playing from the
New World Symphony, the orchestra
for recent conservatoire graduates
that Tilson Thomas founded in 1987.
They play as if from inside the jazz
idiom, rather than as classical
musicians confronted with unfamiliar
exotica, and their enthusiastic
virtuosity makes apowerful case for
each of their chosen works. Listen to
Bemstein's Prelude, Fugue and Riffs,
for example, in which the brass
section swings with afervour that
would surely have impressed even
Woody Herman, the work's
dedicatee. Istill retain apenchant for
Bemstein's own 1963 recording with
Benny Goodman [ Sony], but Tilson
Thomas reveals more of the detail of
the counterpoint without sacrificing
the momentum the work needs.
Rhapsody in Blue begins superbly
with agloriously indulgent clarinet
solo from Jerome Simas (also the
soloist in Stravinsky's Ebony
Concerto), but unfortunately turns out
to be the only real disappointment in
the programme. Idid not find Tilson
Thomas's rather mannered rubato in
his 1986 reading of the solo piano
part for Sony particularly convincing,
and here the problems are magnified
still further. There is little natural
flow to the phrasing, and overall the
performance is characterized by a
reluctance to allow the music to
speak for itself without undue
conscious ' interpretation'. Earl Wild
and the Paul Whiteman Orchestra
[Ivory] — with chorus! — or either of
Wayne Marshall's two recordings on
Virgin are preferable.
The rest of the programme brings
forth some unexpected delights,
including Hindemith's rumbustious,
Bach-parodying Ragtime (
proof that
he did have asense of humour!) and
John Adams' effulgent Lollopalooza.
The final work, David Raksin's theme
from The Bad and the Beautiful, struck
me as some of the most gorgeously
accomplished playing of Fifties film
music yet committed to disc; the
orchestra positively glows with
Hollywood ardour. It is to be hoped
that Tilson Thomas will record more
of this repertoire soon.
RCA's recording is excellent; bright
and clear with plenty of atmosphere
and acommendably wide range.
John Kersey
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sumi Jo

A new
midpriced
Music & Arts
CD has two
live versions
of Rhapsody
in Blue, with
Paul
Whiteman 's
orchestra:

LES BIJOUX
Arias by Gounod, Thomas,
Meyerbeer, Charpentier, Massenet,
Bizet, Offenbach
Sumi Jo (sop)/ECO/Carella

perles), alimitation of vocal colour
and size also comes into play. Mixed
quality, then, though at its best
outstanding.
A: 1-3 0

Erato 3984 23140 2

LA PROMESSA
Songs by Giordani, Sarti, Bellini,
Scarlatti, Verdi, Handel, Gluck,
Rosa, Tosti etc.
Sumi Jo (sop)/Vincenzo Scalera (pno)

(
56m 04s)

Given the brilliance of Sumi Jo's
technique as awhole its occasional
lapses seem all the more surprising.
That asinger who can deliver every
last frill and furbelow of Ophelia's
Mad Scene from Ambroise Thomas's
Hamlet or Philine's Polonaise from
the same
composer's Mignon
should have
difficulty
articulating atrill is
odd. There is no
gainsaying the
technical excellence
of 90% or more of
what is on offer
here in the showstopping
showpieces that
allowed awellequipped soprano
léger to sweep from
the 19th-century
French stage to tumultuous applause
— but occasionally one wants just
that bit more. In terms of diction, for
example, with consonants here
regularly disappearing in the interests
of line. Or indeed of character, since
each of these creations has aunique
experience and mind-set revealed in
the precise notes written for them.
On acouple of occasions Jo is close
to completeness in her portrayals:
Marguerite de Valois's double aria
from Meyerbeer's Les Huguenots has a
languid opening section hymning the
natural beauties of Touraine, then a
brilliant concluding section inspired
by thoughts of love; and she finds the
vocal mood for both. Massenet's
Manon too comes over as acredible
creation in the hedonistic Gavotte.
Other heroines remain resolutely
generic as coloratura sopranos in
display mode.
Where Jo steps outside her Fach,
as in the erotic lyricism of ` Depuis le
jour' (Charpentier's Louise) or the
delicate nostalgia of ' Comme
autrefois' (Bizet's Les Pécheurs de

Erato 3984 23300 2

(
68m 05s)

A mixed programme, beginning with
some of the arie antiche learned by
all singers and continuing on to songs
by Rossini, Bellini and Verdi before
touching on the superior salon
material of Tosti ('Non t'amo più')
and Donaudy (the lovely ' 0 del mio
amato ben'). The former, in fact,
proves ahighlight, with Jo integrating
the text and the notes in what really
has to be called agreat performance
of agreat song — and of not many of
Tosti's charming creations can that
be said. She's especially eloquent also
in Bellini's ' Per pietà, bell'idol mio',
bringing abreathless sense of
involvement to her tone, and a
simple, unaffected line goes down
well in Giordani's ' Caro mio ben'.
Also high on the list of successes is
Julius Benedict's delightfully
Mendelssohnian La Capinera, in
which she exhibits all her wonted
coloratura skills.
In fact the scale of this recital,
neatly and fluently accompanied by
Vincenzo Scalera, suits Sumi Jo down
to the proverbial ground. Her old
weaknesses nevertheless show
through. Words are aproblem, for
instance, in Sarti's ` Lungi dal caro
bene', with consonants persistently
sacrificed to line and naturally no
savouring of text either for meaning
or their musical value, while she lacks
the range of colour and dynamic to
flesh out the emotions of Verdi's Ad
una stella, which is really agrand aria
in miniature.
So afrustratingly uneven disc, yet
perhaps the best Sumi Jo has given
us, and often remarkable. The items
attributed to Mozart and Salvator
Rosa, incidentally, are no longer held
to be by those authors in the best
scholarly circles.
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George Hall

More family-approved recordings by
Sergiu Celibidache are to appear: this
time on DG. Already available are the
four Brahms symphonies, together with a
rehearsal sequence for 4(i) [459 635-2,
3CDs]. The orchestra is the Stuttgart
RSO; Celibidache was artistic director
from 1972-83. Planned for later release .
this year are 3CD packages of Debussy
and Ravel; Mussorgsky, Stravinsky,
Prokofiev and Rimsky-Korsakov; and a
2CD programme of Strauss and Respighi.
These sets include La Mer, Pines of
Rome, Scheherazade, Ein Heldenleben,
Prokofiev 5and aFirebird Suite.

CD 1042
91

508.24

Meridian Audio, the company who
created the first high end CD player
now brings you the 508 24bit
unmatched performance
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STUART

IVIERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934

Classical Reissues
Historic
Piano
Recordings

CHNABEL
FISCHER
MEDTNER
WHEN THE LP catalogue was
developing there was little presumed
interest in the past. True, you could
hear, for example, Ftaclunaninov's
Philadelphia recording of his Second
Concerto, but no Schnabel until the
late 1950s-early 1960s, and Edwin
Fischer was relegated to World
Record Club. Consequently Ionly
learned of Schnabel through Denis
Matthews's illuminating radio talks
(by the time Iowned arecord player
Iwas drawn to Wilhelm Kempff: then
regarded with some suspicion by
English critics).
If the erratic Artur Schnabel
remains without equal in a Beethoven
adagio — though prewar audiences
used to find his programmes too
demanding: he said his recitals were
'not only baring in the first half but
also the second!' — his affinity with
Mozart was less marked. Witness the
far-too-slow slow movt in K467, in
the recently reissued recording with
Sargent. A new APR collection, 'The
1946-47 HMV solo recordings'
[APR 5526 2 64m 16s], has the Aminor Ronde, the Sonata 1(332,
Weber's Invitation to the Dance,
Brahms's Intermezzi 116:2/117:1 and
Rhapsody Op.79:2, and Schumann's
Kinderszenen. It is this last which
surprises by its flexibility and
sensitivity to mood. In the Mozart
sonata the Adagio — ' ma non troppo'
warns York Bowen's edition — is full
of beauty (some valid decoration is
added to the last eight bars) yet one
feels the natural flow is held back,
whilst in the first movt Schnabel
scarcely allows the notes time to
register. The items duplicated on
HQM1142 (LP) show that EMI used
more filtering than APR here.
H:1 -2
In the ongoing Philips piano series,
Schnabel is represented [Vol.68, 456
961-2, 2ca, 155m 59s] by
Beethoven's Diabelli Variations, the
Waldstein' Sonata, Fourth Concerto
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'If the
erratic
Artur

Schnabel
remains
without
equal in a
Beethoven
adagio his
affinity
with
Mozart
was less
marked'

(with LPO/Sargent) rec.1937/33 —
good choices, all EMI — and the
1942 RCA recordings he made of the
late sonatas 30, 32 (Opp.109/111).
Not a ' first release' as claimed: we
had them on LP in 1976.
Remembering Pearl's ' straight' Cl)
transfer of the Variations as
intolerably noisy, Iam pleased with
Philips's finely judged alternative: this
is remarkably clean. Schnabel could
be breathtaking (opening phrase of
the concerto) or messy (scherzo of
Op.109). He rather obviously dnided
movements into blocks, each sharply
characterised, not always butting
smoothly — Op.109(i) here is rather
the exception to the rule. A bargain
sampling of his art, though all 32
sonatas. are essential. H:1* -1
Igor Kipnis was quoted recently as
finding much humour in Edwin
Fischer's playing: not acharacteristic
Irecognise. Humanity, certainly, and
aseeking for the ' soul' of the music
(which could make his Bach
dangerously indulgent). The second
APR volume of Mozart concertos
comprises the C-minor K491, and a
glorious account of the Gmajar
1(453 where the directs his own
Chamber Orchestra [
APR 5524, 75m

09s, rec.1933-47]. Except in K453(ii)
Edwin Fischer plays his own concerto
cadenzas. He had also intended to
direct the LPO in the C-minor,
where afull strings complement was
used. But perhaps wisely, given
Fischer's daring speeds set for (iii),
conducting was delegated to
Lawrence Collingwood, who had
prepared the work for recording. The
Fantasia K396 and A-minor Sonata
K331 make enjoyable supplements.
This is the sonata with an opening set
of variations on an Andante grazioso
theme — so are the grace-notes in
Varn.2 humorous, or just energetic?
H:1* -1 D
Thanks in part to the modern
recordings by Hamelin and Tozer,
the music of Nicola' Medtner,
Russian contemporary of Scriabin and
Rachmaninov, is at last gaining the
recognition he sorely needed when
resident in this country from 1935 to
1951. He was avictim, so far as
income from recordings goes, of the
advent of LP, when the 78s of his
music sponsored by the Maharaja of
Mysore under the terms of the
Medtner Society ( 1946) were deleted.
From 1942 the composer-pianist
suffered poor health, and this is
reflected in aBeethoven Appassionata
from 1947, paired with unpublished
78rpm transfers from 1930-31 of 14
Marchen [
APR 5546, 75m 42s]. None
of these Petty France Columbia
studio or Central Hall Westminster
records was published at the time;
several of the source pressings have
passed into MarcAndré Hamelin's
collection and were loaned to APR.
There three alternate versions of the
Fairy Tale Op.51:3, that from 1931
the finest — although the composer
claimed there was only one 'best way'
to play apiece. The F-sharp Marchen
and Canzona matinata are perhaps the
most Rachmaninovlike pieces here.
Medtner's only recording of
another composer's music was this
Appassionata, offered by Columbia for
essentially commercial reasons. What
acontrast with the free-spirited
playing of his own pieces! Ifound it a
grind to sit through: there's really
nothing of illumination; even so,
specialists may find it of value.
H:1
El
Christopher Breunig

V3

Eagerly awaited, Alfred Brendel's fourth
recorded cycle of the Beethoven Piano

BEETHOVEN
5 PIANO

CONO RIM;

PHILIPS

Concertos, this time with Sir Simon
Rattle and the Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra, is now available on Philips
1462 781-2, 3CDs]. For one month only,
the set will be available at around

Altred Brendel
Simon Ra 11 !('

£.29.95 ( thereafter full price]. A sampler
CD suggests this is asummation of
Brendel's Beethoven, whilst still
spontaneous in feeling. And he is
supported with playing of exceptional
energy and afreshnness largely denied
to other pianists who have recorded
these works with the VPO.
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western guitarism. Having absorbed
Webern, flamenco and the blues, he
is ready to complement Xiao-Fen
note-for-note in terms of attack,
timbre and ornament. The two
instruments tangle, swap places and
improvise instant cameos of
surpassing prettiness — an
impression encouraged by Ikue
Mori's artfully conceived (and
gilded) packaging. These duets
present a detailed and challenging
case for serious study of east/west
musical divides and fusions.
A:le 0

artwork:
Pyramid
Trio

PYRAMID TRIO
ANCESTRAL HOMELAND
No More No.7

(73m 27s)

Trumpeter Roy Campbell has been
leading the Pyramid Trio since
1984. Previous incarnations have
included bassist Wilber Morris and
drummer Susie Ibarra. This
reconstitutes the debut line-up, and
ifs powerful: drummer Zen
Matsuura's flickering beat turns
bassist William Parker's continuous
melody lines into an immense!y
detailed terrain for Campbell's
plaintive yet intimate trumpet (all
three were part of the Billy Bang
Sextet that played the gorgeous
exotica of Live At Carlos 1in 1986).
`Bean Dance' is an infectious ethnic
stomp, Campbell's Bubber-Mileystyle jungle growls to the fore. On
`Brother Lateef', he plays argol, the
Indian snake-charmer's pipe.
Exceptionally well recorded by
Andrei Strobert, this lacks the
bizarre tilt Ra and Bang bring to
their ethnic forgeries, but the playing
is conscientious and lyrical. A:1 0
SIMON H FELL AND MARTIN
ARCHER
PURE WATER CONSTRUCTION
Discus 11CD

(
72m 17s)

Describing the results as ' an
electroacoustic suite', Fell and
Archer sample and manipulate some
of Britain's foremost improvisors.
The results are sparse and
fragmentary, as if gestural continuity
and expression are eschewed as
vulgar. If you want to hear players
of the calibre of Rhodri Davies
(harp) and Robin Hayward (tuba),
this isn't the place. The best track is
'Part Five', where Stefan Jaworzyn
unleashes some magnificent guitar,
but even he's thinned out into a
backdrop for Gina Robair's
percussion. A modish blunder for all
concerned. A:2
DEREK BAILEY/MIN
X IA0 - FEN
vp
Av3nt AVAN056

(
54m 36s)

Min Xiao-Fen plays the pipa, a
traditional Chinese string
instrument; Derek Bailey plays
acoustic guitar. You might expect
oriental exotica backed by familiar
strums, but that understimates
Bailey's radical reconstruction of
94

the bizarre

ANTHONY BRAXTON/MARIO
PAVONE QUINTET
SEVEN STANDARDS ( 1995)

tilt Ra and

Knitting Factory Works KFW168

This lacks

Bang bring
to their
ethnic
forgeries,
but the
playing is
conscientious
and lyrical

(
65m 30s)

Curiosly subdued session from a
quintet of modernists intent on reexamining bop. Anthony Braxton's
piano is less remarkable than the
alto saxophone of the late Thomas
Chapin, who manages to sound like
Bird, Stitt, McLean and Cannonball
without falling into pastiche.
Chapin's contributions aside, playing
and sound lack punch. A-8:1 0

CCMC
ACCOMPLICES
(72m 14s)

Victo CD063

Wacky and fresh improvisations by
veteran know-it-alls who can play
the blues and free jazz, and also
unleash dada madness that's speedy,
amusing and reminiscent of Zappa's
Weasels Ripped My Flesh. Singer and
harp-player Paul Dutton contributes
sleevnotes: rhythmically-charged and
witty, his Joycean prose is preferable
to the usual overblown claims.
Plunderphonist John Oswald shows
he can screech on alto like Pat
Patrick, while Michael Snow holds
everything together with fleet jazz
piano. Patches of banality discourage
replays (aproper edit could have
made this agem). A:1-2 0
ELTON DEAN
HEADLESS QUARTET
Culture Press CP1006

(63m 27s)

Here's an idea. Jazz today is an
open music played by musicians
from different genres, sharing their
discoveries in exchanges at once
spirited and unselfconscious.

Tenor Sax Reissue Roundup
111 ohn Coltrane's debut as leader
was called Coltrane [
Original
Jazz Classics OJC20-020, 41m
47s], catalogue number Prestige
7105 (it was re-released after he
became better known as The First
Trane, Prestige 7609). As Ira Gitler
pointed out in the liner notes,
Coltrane had paid his dues: bigband work with Eddie Vinson, Earl
Bostic, Dizzy and Johnny Hodges,
plus much-praised tenures with
Miles and Monk. The earnestness of
his tenor sound brought anew
gravitas to jazz, though here ears are
continually drawn to the magisterial
bass of Paul Chambers, superbly
caught by engineer Rudy Van
Gelder's mies. A:1*
The pairing of Kenny Bun-ell &
John Coltrane [
OJC20-300, 37m 27s]
is cute rather than fecund, the
supremo of laidback bop guitar
providing somewhat static tempos
for Trane's investigative daemon.
However, recording (Van Gelder)
and band (Tommy Flanagan —
piano, Paul Chambers — bass,
Jimmy Cobb — drums) is
impeccable: tranespotters will find it
rewarding to check the 7 March
1958 stage of Coltrane's progressive
and irreversible transformation of
the tenor solo (on the cover, the
artist's name has been shrunk to
CD-format illegibility, so it's worth
noting that the striking monochrome
relief, whose razored edges suggest
erotic saxophone curves, was by
Stylianos Gianakos). A:1
Sonny Rollins's Saxophone Colossus

[OJCCD-291, 39m 52s] from 1956
is an acknowledged classic, the
distinctive rasp of his tenor caught
in tingling detail by Van Gelder.
However, on this listen, ' St Thomas'
and ' Mack The Knife' try too hard
for exotic metres, resulting in
distractingly corny drumming from
Max Roach (those preferring a
digipak and the teeny improvement
supplied by 20-bit remastering
should look for OJC20-291). A:1
Eddie Harris blows undemanding
but infectious grooves on Here Comes
The Judge [
CBS 492533, 29m 51s], a
session produced by Tom Wilson in
1961. Any album with tunes called
'Rice Pudding' and ` Ineffable' has to
be worthwhile. A:1 CI
Yusef Lateef is a thoughtful
musician. Rather than asax hero
attempting to make every gig and
session significant, he sees himself as
acomposer (athesis borne out by
his recent orchestral music). The
Three Faces Of Yusef Lateef [
Original
Jazz Classics/Riverside OJCCD759, 42m 22s] has him playing tenor,
flute and oboe in 1962 in
arrangements that split the difference
between hard bop and cool: Lex
Humphries (drums) and Herman
Wright (bass) play sturdy rhythms,
while Ron Carter's plucked cello
adds in a reflective layer. Al1
Texas-tenor Illinois Jacquet's
The King! [
Original Jazz Classic/
Prestige OJCD-849, 41m 17s] is a
consummate heart-stirrer from 1968.
Organist Milt Buckner plays mostly
piano, but finds rich gospel
NAY UN
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Although ' jazz' is often abrandname for conformist wannabes —
or a sarcophagus for the once active
— Headless Quartet fulfills the
agenda outlined above. Ex-Softs
legend Elton Dean plays saxello and
alto with expressionist cry and linear
grip; Roberto Bellatalla plays bass
full of delightful vocal twang; Tony
Bianco plays wideawake,
multifarious drums; but maybe the
key to the quartet's success is the
stunning piano of Alex Maguire.
His contribution to 'Web Of Wyrd'
is nothing short of monumental,
block chords shooting up through
the music's undergrowth as if some
vegetating sci-fi planet is being riven
with instant skyscrapers. Maguire
also comps sensitively, underlining
each fractal whirl of his colleagues'
post-Trane iridescence. His
combination of classicism and
spontaneity recalls both Tommy
Mars and Matthew Shipp.
Throughout, the foursome manage
a regular beat whilst remaining on
edge too. True, Bianco could do
with a touch more brutality on the
climaxes — but, gosh, this stuff is
alive! A:1 0

SHELLY MANNE 81 HIS MEN
PETER GUNN

WORKSHOP DE LYON
FONDUS

Contemporary 01CD 946

Rectangle REC-M LP

(
42m 27s)

When Hank Mancini scored the
Peter Gunn TV mystery series in
1958, he'd been composing
Hollywood soundtracks for a
decade. His unstoppable threechord-trick
sisso
STURM°
title-theme
SHELLY MANNE & HIS MEN heralded
the rock
explosion
of the
1960s.
Drummer
Shelly
Manne
brings
together
luminaries
of the West
Coast —
bassist
Monty Budwig and pianist Russ
Freeman — and plays it light and
elegant. Vibist Victor Feldman,
trumpeter Conte Candoli and altoist
Herb Geller deliver agile, intelligent
solos, Geller particularly Birdlike
and affecting. Neal Hefti's ` Batman'
owed its heady excitements to ' Peter
Gunn'; John Barry added guitar
twang to Mancini's 12-bar riffing
and launched James Bond on the
world. Manne's cool bop, in
contrast, harks back to an earlier,
less brash era. A:1

re PETER GUNN

ri

JOE

THE
HARRIOTT QUINTET
ABSTRACT
FREE FORM
Redial/PolyGram 538183 & 538184
(45m 52s/46m I3s)

chordings that glimmer and glow
alongside Billy Butler's gorgeous
guitar strums. Jo Jones is on drums
and Joe Newman on trumpet:
chunky, fulsome jazz that intoxicates
like musk. Jacquet's suggestive tenor
nudges the ear, and on an
outrageous ' Caravan' — the missing
link between Ravel's ' Bolero' and
Washington DC's Go-Go — he
fetches out bassoon. Formidable!
A:1
Curious experiment from Monk's
longstanding tenor Charles Rouse
with Two Is One [
Charly CDGR
250, 40m 16s] from 1974. It features
two electric guitarists; cellist Calo
Scott bows some tasty electric solos;
there are guest spots from
percussionist Airto Moreira and
bassist Stanley Clarke. Rouse's
intricate bop solos sound
uncomfortable in this funky, polyrhythmic context, and the canons of
'In His Presence Searching' don't
work. However, it has aquirky
charm: jazz rock before the genre
became a marketing cliché. A:1 O
HI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Two long-unavailable albums by the
legendary altoist who emigrated from
Jamaica to Britain in 1951. Harriott
was devoted to jazz and hung a
photo-portrait of Charlie Parker in
his spartan living-room. His music is
likewise uncluttered and pure.
Punchy ensemble arrangements allow
his sinuous, Carib-coy alto to leap
and dive. Monosyllablic track titles
— 'Modal', `Tempo', ' Compound'
— reinforce the air of stylish, pareddown modernity. Critics marvel that
these early- 1960s experiments
paralleled Ornette's moves towards
freedom, but Harriott isn't a
prodigious soloist, more acool
group-sound conceptualist. His
Quintet (Shake Keane - trumpet,
Pat Smythe - piano, Coleridge
Goode - bass, Phil Seamen - drums)
extrapolate from Mingus's multitempo innovations, anticipating Eric
Dolphy's Out To Lunch (
albeit
without quite that dizzying 360°
relativity). Musically equal, Abstract
is preferable because it doesn't suffer
from Free Form's touch of into-thered distortion. Harriott's limpid, tart
sound-world — spacious yet
superclean — is certainly unique in
music. A:1

(45m //s)

WDL are a singular jazz quartet.
They borrow from the teetering
sensitivity of English improv, but
favour structuring devices: stop-go
rhythms, harmonic tensions, planned
solos and duets. The results are
clattering and attractively spiky. JeanPaul Autin and Maurice Merle play
reeds, Jean Bolcato deliciously scuzzy
bowed bass and Christian Rollet
timbrally-inventive percussion. They
avoid the subclassical longueurs of
much French improv, but also the
bully and beef that surface when
Euros try too hard to swing. There's
astriking black-and-white cover
featuring abrutalist frottage (
awaffleiron griddle? afondumaker
chassis?), plus excellent sound:
another aesthetic manifesto from the
all-vinyl Rectangle label. A:1 O
WILLIAM PARKER
IN ORDER TO SURVIVE/THE PEACH
ORCHARD
AUM Fidelity AUMO 10/11
(2CDs, 136m 32s)
On this significant 2CD release,
bassist William Parker favours
mighty ostinati that reverberate the
floorboards. Sometimes you feel his
accompanists aren't quite up to his
weight. When the tone lightens, Rob
Brown plays some lovely Dolphyish
alto, and Susie Ibarra is fleet and
varied on drums. Pianist CooperMoore measures up to Parker's
aggro with sententious chordings that
recall the 'March to the scaffold'
from Berlioz's Symphonic fantastique.
Maybe Parker should pick on players
his own size. A:1 0
VARIOUS
THE REAL BIRTH OF FUSION TWO
Columbia 491680

(
67in 35s)

As McLaughlin and Santana blunder
through an arena-rock travesty of `A
Love Supreme', or Al DiMeola
arrays his baroque clichés, it's
questionable whether any of this
material stands up. Annotator Jon
Newey points out that DJs sample
this stuff — by that token, Led
Zeppelin, Abba and Pinky & Perky
are also the hippest thing since sliced
bread. Bruce Springsteen's pianist
performs his music-college exercises;
drummer Tony Williams abandons
polymetric wonderment for stodgy,
half-baked funk; Weather Report
provide an oasis of wine-bar cool in
atorrid onslaught of over-excited
cobblers. If you want to know what
plugging-in can do for jazz, seek out
Sun Ra, Muhal Abrams, Soft
Machine, Blood Ulmer, Pinski Zoo,
Last Exit, Tony Oxley. ' Fusion' was
the brandname for established jazzers
(Miles, Cobham, Hancock etc)
losing all dignity and roots in the
rush for sales. Depressing. A:2 D
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All digital recording media sound the same, right? Not with
TDK's new MD-RXG PRO MiniDisc they don't. Better definition,
more precise control, an even more real sound. All thanks to
TDK's leading edge digital technology. But don't take our word
for it. Believe the audio experts from across Europe who
raved that the MD-RXG PRO was the most realistic MiniDisc
they'd ever heard. So, if you really care what you listen to,
there is only one MiniDisc. TDK's amazing MD-RXG PRO.
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Rock/pop Reviews
from an early Space Invaders
computer game, the main drawback
is Mann's voice, which is wearing
when suffered over distance. An
album too far then, though Ian
Hunter will appreciate any royalties
accruing from Mann's misuse of
Mott's ' Honoloochie Boogie'.

Album
in Focus

Fred Dellar
BLONDIE
NO EXIT
Beyond/RCA 74321 64114 2

WILCO
SUMMER TEETH
Reprise 93624 72822

(
56m 23s)

Summer came early this year. XTC
suggested it was just around the corner with
Apple Venus, and Wilco confirm that the
sun, for the most pcirt, was out and shining
in Austin and Chicago, where this album
was recorded. Their earlier country- rock
sounds are now locked up in avault along
with the remains of Uncle Tupelo. These
days, Jeff Tweedy and his mates fashion a
high line in quality, tune- filled rock which
should ensure that support spots are athing
of apast. All they need is asingle to set
them on their way and maybe the title
track, which would look and sound good on
any quality jukebox, could do the trick.
Even if that fails to happen, the album will
find friends everywhere - the kind of friends
who enjoy lyrics that pose questions,
ballads that touch on beauty and pain, plus
aplethora of candy-floss harmonies.
Incidentally, Jay Bennett, owner of the teeth
mentioned in the album's title, provides an
engaging line in keyboards throughout,
though someone should ask questions about
the use of that damned moog !
Fred Dellar

A:1 •

However difficult Ifind it to forgive Wilco
for working with Billy Bragg, Imust also
remember that mainman Tweedy is in
Golden Smog - one of my fave bands in
current employment. And Wilco's latest
owes more to whatever passes for current
US indie guitar rock than it does to Bragg's

BABYLON ZOO
KING KONG GROOVER
EMI 7243 497280

(
48m 22s)

Hello and goodbye we waved when
Jas Mann's debut album failed to
capitalise on the success of his
Spaceman single. But then this
album's opening track, 'All The
Money's Gone', arrived to prove
there was life after Levi's. If
Spaceman was Bowie and Bolan
superglued for the consumption of
those to whom the early 1970s are
ancient history, Money's Gone was
Oasis with sound effects, aimed at
those believing Brit-Pop to be still
capable of walking among us. King
Kong Groover offers much of the
same, Mann scavenging scraps from
the Pop Museum dustbin and
slotting them together in what
sounds like an expensive manner.
Apart from all the sonic sounds,
which would appear to be garnered
NEVK a RECORD REVIEW
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A:2-1 •

leftist drivel. This is - there's no other word
for it: abeautiful set, melodic and folksy
and even humble, yet at the same time
majestic. Think Tom Petty, Cocker with
Delaney & Bonnie, NRBQ or even pre pretence REM. This almost makes up for the
existence of East 17.
Ken Kessler

Will the real Debbie Harry stand
up? Sometimes, on this comeback
caper, it seems she's forgotten who
she is. Comes from playing too
many Hollywood roles, Iguess.
Understandable. But when Debs is
good, she's very, very good. Like
when she's being a pure pop
princess and aiming accurately at the
charts via Jimmy Destri songs such

A: I*

For once, it seems, we're all agreed. Wilco
have made what is far and away the most
appealing and interesting album around at
the moment. Given that their last album was
adouble, and that this runs to almost an
hour ( not to mentior his work with Golden
Smog ana Billy Bragg), Jeff Tweedy is
proving to be awriter who can deliver
consistently high quality while being
astonishingly prolific. At the same time, his
companion in crime Jay Bennett is coming
increasing.), to the fore with beautifully
confident izeyboard textures and countermelodies that beautifully complement
Tweedy's original compositions. If you're
given achance to get ataste of what's in
store, check out ' Shot In the Arm', a
continually evolving and emotionally
powerful condemnation of the destructive
long-term effects of neroin, but you could
sample almost any track and come up
trumps.
Johnny Black

(
58m 38s)

A:1*

as ' Maria' and ' Nothing Is Real But
The Girl'. She's also pretty
convincing as Emmylou Harry on
the country waltz ' The Dream's
Lost On Me', or as Wall Of Sound
Woman on ' Out In The Streets', the
only borrowed item (from Ellie
Greenwich and Jeff Barry) that
bedecks the album. But the
proclamatory ska-punkette that
appears on the opening ' Screaming
Skin' or the metal-rap renegade who
lines up alongside Coolio on the title
track is an entirely different product
of the school of characteracting:
one that accredited Blondie believers
will want to avoid. Still, there's
enough around to please those who
have sat through the big picture
since X-Offender. And that's an
achievement almost worthy of an
Oscar.
Fred De/lar

A: 1-2 •

STEVE EARLE AND THE
DEL McCOURY BAND
THE MOUNTAIN
Grapevine GRACD 252

(45m 45s)

Predictably for the unpredictable
Earle, his tribute to bluegrass
mainman Bill Monroe contains no
material actually penned by Monroe.
Instead, Virginia's evererrant son
has opted to provide a number of
originals, performed in a style of
which Bill most certainly would have
approved, support being lent by the
Del McCoury Band, one of the
finest bluegrass outfits currently
97

hangin' out within range of the
Opry. The result is afine record, a
kind of Nashville Byline, on which
Earle gets to sing his dream duet
with Iris Dement, hustles in
humourous mode on the almost
vaudevillian ' Outlaw's Honeymoon'
and illustrates how the blue got into
bluegrass via ' Graveyard Shift'.
'Pilgrim', asong written on the
morning of bass-player Roy Huskey
Jr's funeral, employs avocal
supergroup — Emmylou Harris,
Kathy Chiavolo, Gillian Welch, John
Hartford, Peter Rowan, Jack
Clement — and others deemed
worthy of appearing on a record that
breaks no new ground but does
pretty well kicking up dirt on old
territory.
Fred Dellar

A:1 •

(46m 55s)

The Wilson brothers, Danny and
Julian, sound as if they must have
left the planet sometime around
1973, and developed their strain of
singer-songwriterly country rock with
no awareness of punk, disco, rap,
grunge, hip-hop, house, Britpop or
any of the myriad distractions that
might have pointed them towards
the future. As it happens, their
single-minded devotion to alongdead style actually places them
alongside such American
counterparts as The Jayhawks And
Wilco as champions of sturdy
rockin' country unpolluted by
Nashville blandness. With songs as
strong and anthemic (in a low-key
sort of way) as ' On A Good Day',
'Undone' and ` 5th Letter' they
should have no problem finding a
couple of million people to sing
along with them.
Johnny Black

she loves,

Johnny Black

'It's as if
Phair has
decided to
take

forget the

GRAND DRIVE
ROAD MUSIC
Loose Records YJCI) 108

everything

of grunge in the delicate, and mostly
acoustic, tunes that adorn his second
album. Instead he tells stories and
paints cameos with his words,
accompanying himself on fingerpicked acoustic guitar, with beautiful
arrangements fleshed out by
producer Ken Stringfellow of The
Posies, with tasty guitar/piano/
mellotron/concertina touches. There
are also exotic little flashes of vibes
and marimba from Blake Wescott,
plus some gorgeously fluid bass by
Joe Skyward, not to mention a
discreetly and intelligently employed
string trio. The Grammy-nominated
Shawn Mullins may be notching up
the most sales in America's neotroubadour revival market, but it's
Jurado who's writing the best songs.

categories,

BOBBY MACK
HIGHWAY MAN

abandon

Provogue PRD 71162

commercial
logic and
throw it all
into the mix'

(48m 32s)

While comparing Mack to Stevie
Ray is unavoidable, there are clear
differences; alas, they won't endear
him to those who still believe whites
can't play the blues. Mack will never
be mistaken for, say Freddie King,
but neither is he a lightweight nor
an irritating purist, so Highway Man
resolutely — as Holly would say in
Red Dyed' — kicks bottom. This is
both afeast for bass junkies and
those who prefer guitar of the more
slithery variety, all the while Mack
never letting you forget that he's a
Texan. Oh, to have this guy playing
in one's local.
Ken Kessler

A:1 - 2 •
LIZ PHAIR
WHITECHOCOLATESPACEEGG
Matador 7243 853554 2

Damien
Jurado: urban
folk singer

Bobby Mack:
never lets you
forget he's
a Texan
DAMIEN JURADO
REHEARSALS FOR DEPARTURE

OMAR & THE HOWLERS
SWINGLAND

Rykodisc RCD 100382

Provogue PRO 71152

If the simple delights of a good song
well sung are still enough to send a
shiver up your spine, this is the man
for you. Jurado describes himself as
an urban folk singer and, despite
hailing from Seattle, there's no trace
98

A:1-1'

Ken Kessler

A:1 •

A:1 •

(
36m 46s)

as anight-club-bound arriviste.
Omar has moved back from the
swamp to the city, with an urbane
set featuring the likes of David
'Fathead' Newman and material by
Percy Mayfield, Nat Adderley, Oscar
Brown, Mercy Dee and others who
knew how to flex the blues. Let's
just hope that Omar isn't written off
as abandwagon-jumper, because
this set deserves to rise to the top of
the swing revival heap.

(46m 06s)

If anyone was likely to temper his
boogie with some circa- 1999 swing,
it had to be Omar — one of the few
bluesmen with a logo. Then again,
this is the way he started back in
1980, so please don't think of him

(
51m I9s)

Right from the opening track,
wherein Phair manages to transform
the familiar and over-used Wild
Thing rhythm into something
bizarre and futuristic, it's obvious
that this is going to be an intriguing
journey. It's as if Phair has decided
to take everything she loves, forget
the categories, abandon commercial
logic and throw it all into the mix.
'Big Tall Man', for example,
starts off like The Velvet
Underground then drifts into
Laurie Anderson territory before
hitting a big and fairly irresistible
singalong chorus. ' Perfect World',
in dramatic contrast, is a folksy
Suzanne Vega-ish tumble of
words, while 'Johnny Feelgood' is
a mid-paced rock ramble. What
holds it all together is Phair's
voice and the strength of
personality revealed in her lyrics.
Devotees of REM might take note
that Buck, Mills and Berry show
up on one slightly jazz-inflected
track, ` Fantasise', but it remains
Phair's honest vision that shines
through. Wacky and superb.
Johnny Black
MAY 1999

Aed '1
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PRETTY THINGS
RAGE BEFORE BEAUTY
Snapper SSMACD 814

(
64m 34s)

As promised, areturn to the studio
for the legendary British R&B
pioneers — and following with
remarkable speed after arecent live
set/broadcast of SF Sorrow. If this
offering was designed to show
nothing more than that these
fiftysomethings can still rock with
the best, then it succeeded. But it
should be pointed out that some of
the material goes back as far as
1981, that the material ranges from
hard-rocking originals to subForeigner near-gospel to wacky
covers Care Of Destruction'?
`Mony, Mony'?!). And yet it's
refreshing and life-affirming in the
manner of Cher having last year's
best-selling single. Ijust wish they'd
ditch the cod-Tarantino suits.
Ken Kessler
A:1-2 •
ANNA RYDER
POCKETS ON FIRE
Woodworm WRCD 030

The Pretty
Things: should
(52m 05s)

Despite asticker warning that this
CD features Fairport Convention
and that she's aguest on their
current tour, Ryder's latest seems to
owe more to the American singersongwriter school than to British
chewy-crunchies. Indeed, if it
featured some off-the-wall touches
like infantile lyrics and fingernailacross-chalkboard vocals you could
mistake it for anew Roches album.
As it stands, it's aslick, polished set
almost in denial of the Britfolk
tradition. LA meets Cropredy?
Could be alot worse. Anyway, this
is one for Joni Mitchell fans who
lost interest when she embraced
Mingus, or Sheryl Crow fans who
prefer her pre-superstardom.
Ken Kessler
A:1 •
URBAN SPECIES
BLANKET
Talkin' Loud 558776-2

(60m 28s)

Finding intelligent, involving, rap
these days is abit like looking for
rational thought in aSun editorial.
That said, Mintos, the brains behind
Urban Species, is one very sharp
dude who not only delivers incisive,
worthwhile lyrics without ever
mentioning Uzis or hoes, but also
knows the value of awell-arranged
melodic accompaniment to his raps.
Take, for example, ` IWonder', with
its tasty r'n'b rhythm guitar, gospel
backing vocals and, best of all,
totally unexpected whistling solo.
The involvement of superb vocalists
like Terry Callier and Imogen Heap
ensures that Mintos's imaginative
arrangements are beautifully
complemented by artists of the
highest calibre. While the hopelessly
over-rated Jay-Z resorts to attentiongrabbing gimmicks to make his bogstandard raps sound interesting,
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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ditch those
cod- Tarantino

Mintos pulls the listener in with a
genuine understanding of many
musical styles, from MOR to rock to
blues, which he blends effortlessly.
Johnny Black
As:1 •

suits
MR WILSON
IT HAPPENED LIKE THIS
ZANE RECORDS INGO 1014

(46m 35s)

Welcome the first album-length
offering from an Alabama-based
country-rock combo whose leader,
Jay Wilson, writes the kind of songs
you feel you've known forever when,
actually, you've never heard them
before. Take, for example, the
aching ballad 'All This Time', a
beautifully-crafted tale of lovers who
were meant for each other from the

day they were born. After one listen
it feels comfortingly familiar. After
two you're singing along. After
three, you can't remember atime
when you didn't know it. The
somewhat pacier ` Let Me Take You
Home' delivers the same sense of
déjà vu, while the good-natured
stomp of `Ain't No Turning Back'
benefits from the laid-back
Hammond B-3 changes of
legendary Memphis organist
Spooner Oldham. Springsteen could
live to regret that he never got
round to writing 'Town That
Knows Everything', and the closing
Agatha May is as heart-breaking a
word-portrait as you'll hear before
the millennium.
Johnny Black

A:1 •

Live Peleases
AAH, SOME VARIETY beyond the usual
suspects. Imean, live soul albums grow
increasingly rare, so it's nice to have
something even as slick as Glcdys Knight
& The Pips - Live At The Roxy [
Columbia
491 392-2], a mid- price set from 1980.
OK, so it's like a dinner club gig rather
than an Apollo sweatfest, but you do get
all the hits. A- B:1-2 •
Not surprisingly, part of the King Biscuit
Flower Hour series, Rick Derrirger &
Friends [
KBFHCD 021] From 1981 and
Blackfoot [
KBFHCD 023] from 1983 are
just what you'd expect of live gigs in the
USA during those years. The former is
pure rock'n'roll hootchie koo, hit- and
guest- laden ( Edgar Winter, Dr John, Ian
Hunter) A- B:1-1*, while the latter is solid
southern boogie. A- B:1-2 •
Prog-rockers, meanwhile, can wallow in
two discs' worth of John Wetton Live In
Tokyo 1997 [
Blueprint BP 289 CD]

A:2 lb, while the more cerebral can enjoy
the great Robyn Hitchcock Live At The
Canbridge Folk Festival [
Strange Fruit
CAF ECD 004]. A:1 •
Ken Kessler
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high-tech for music

You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9d8 1 to 8 33 7,113 1 74 "

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AO
Personal Callers by appointment only.
Closed Wednesdays

5minutes from exit no 11. on M.1.

Motorway

NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK

Rock/pop Reissues
LONG JOHN BALDRY
THE PYE ANTHOLOGY
Sequel NEECD298 (
2CDs, 135m 25s)
Not British R&B as expected,
but late- 1960s attempts at
making him aballadeer of the
Engelbert school. Great
material, though, and avoice
worthy of widespread
recognition render it palatable.
A-B:1-2 0

DORIS DAY
WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD
KNOW/SENTI ME NTAL JOURNEY
Columbia 493050-2

(
78m 26s)

DD's seventh two-on-one, this
pair dating from 1960 and
1965. The usual run of
beautifully-performed
standards, including the title
tracks, a lovely ' At Last' and a
brace of bonus tracks.
A*:1 n

THE BELMONTS
THE LAURIE, SABINE AND
UNITED ARTISTS SIDES VOL 2

FAIRPORT CONVENTION
FIDDLESTIX

Ace OCHE) 685

Raven RVCD 47

(
72m Ois)

Completing the post-Dion
coverage of a great white doowop outfit, 26 tracks including
rarities, alternate takes and the
like. Early 60s Italo-American
harmonising, as per the Four
Seasons. A- B: 1 -2 0
MIKE BLOOMFIELD
LIVE AT THE OLD WALDORF
Columbia Legacy

(
47m I7s)

Nine tracks from Bloomfield's
run of gigs at a San Francisco
night-club in 1976-7.
Exceptional guitar work — a
decade after his fiery work with
Butterfield — from his most
prolific period. A- B:1-1' 0
CHICAGO
THE HEART OF CHICAGO
1967-1997
Reprise 9362 46554 2

(67m)

Eleven digitally remastered
'classics' and two new tracks
comprise the one disc to buy if
you hanker for some but not
all of Chicago's brand of horny ballad-rock. Most of the
mushier hits, with asecond
volume to follow. A:1-3 0

(75m 06s)

Aussie sourcing for one of the
best-ever Fairports
retrospectives: 19 tracks from
1972-84, including five
previously unreleased-on-CD
versions and agreat booklet.
One for both the hard-core and
the newbies. A- B:1-2 0

(
40m 35s)

Before he charted with his ode
to a Malteser substitute, South
Park's Chef was a soul deity;
this LP — aretort to Barry
White's schmaltz — launched
his own label, post-Stax. This
is in similar vein — or should
that be artery — to White but
easier to digest. A: 1-2 [
7
IAN & SYLVIA
BEST OF THE VANGUARD
YEARS
Vanguard VCD 79516-2

LOGGINS & MESSINA
ON STAGE
Columbia Legacy 489997-2
(2CDs, 82m 44s)
Warm and cuddly 2CD live set
from the country-rock-ish duo
known for ' House At Pooh
Corner', and less nauseating
than that title implies. UltraAmerican singer-songwriter
sessions circa ' 74. A:1-2 0
ELVIS PRESLEY
SUNRISE

(
75m 22s)

60s US folk music from a duo
which ranks alongside Baez,
Collins, et al. Twenty-five
remastered tracks, two
previously unreleased, and fine

RCA 07863 67675 2
(2CDs, 92m 54s)
STEREO 57 ( ESSENTIAL ELVIS
VOL 2)

--,1111r11111--

(
59m 59s)

Two from RCA's 'Artist of the
Century' campaign, EP in his
earliest form. Sunrise is a 2CD
set containing all we're gonna
get of Sun sessions — 38
tracks, alternate takes, live
stuff, Guralnick's liner notes —
before the Colonel ruined
everything. Stereo 57 is the
'mid-pricing' of a 20-tracker,
and it ranks alongside the
DCC sets for sonic brilliance
— despite the ping-pong
stereo. A- B:1• 0 Ae:1
RORY GALLAGHER
RORY GALLAGHER
Capo CAP0101

(55m 15s)

LIVE IN EUROPE
Capo CAP0103

(59m 28s)

Capo CAP0107

(49m 22s)

HI-F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

(46m 48s)

DEFENDER

Not jazzy enough for current
purists, too clearly a vintage sounding big band effort to
entice the loungecore
brigade, but the timing is
right for this to seduce all
who wish this century would
never end — nor made it past
1950. Ninety-nine tracks
from 1938-47 on four discs
and a fact- packed 32- page
booklet make up this
surprisingly un-drummery set
(hardly any tedious solos,
loads of vocal tracks) from
the first- ever superstar skins basher. H:1-2 •
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See For Miles SEECD 682

(
62m 10s)

A circa- 1969 double LP
originally on Monument from
the soul legend, but slightly
confusing because of the
crossover element to cause
concern. As ever, Simon's
voice wins out, but 'Little
Green Apples' and 'Wichita
Lineman'? A:1-2 0

See For Miles SEED 681

(
79m 36s)

More from the bottomless pit
of progressive rock albums, this
two-on-one abit more
R&B-jazz-tinged than the
norm. From 1969-70, and fit
to sit alongside your Jethro
Tull collection. A-B:2 0
VARIOUS
HONKIN'N'HOLLERIN
WestSide WM 828

(
69m 3&)

THE GROOVE STORY
Westede MESA 831

(
70m 22s)

Subtitled Vols 1and 2 of
`R&B From the Radio
Corporation', these plunder
RCA's vaults for some obscure
but righteous R&B treasures.
55 (the Arthur Crudup track
on Vol 2 is missing...) early
'Fifties delights by the the
Dappers, King Curtis, Larry
Dale, Louis Jordan and others.
A- B:1-2 0

Capo CAN)113

(55m 45s)

Phase 2 in the restoration of
the complete Rory Gallagher,
all five CDs mid-priced and
containing bonus tracks. These
date from 1971, 1972, 1975,
1979 and 1987, starting with
his eponymous solo debut.
Two-fisted, blues-based rock.
A- B:1*- 1* B:1* A:1
A:1-2 A:1 III
TODD RUNDGREN
GO AHEAD. IGNORE ME
Castle ESDCD 650

VARIOUS
TEENAGE CRUSH
Ace CDCHD 701

Capo CAP0110

Proper PROPERBOX 1
(4CDs, 302m 39s)

JOE SIMON
THE CHOKIN' KIND/
BETTER THAN EVER

AGAINST THE GRAIN

TOP PRIORITY
GENE KRUPA
THE GENE KRUPA STORY

through TR's Bearsville albums
(all 18 about to be reissued by
Castle). Stunning. A: 1 - I* 0

SKIN ALLEY
SKIN ALLEY/TO PAGHAM AND
BEYOND

RCA 74321 64091 2

ISAAC HAYES
CHOCOLATE CHIP
Max SCD8601-2

liner notes: a must-own title if
you crave hootenanny fare like
'Early Morning Rain', ' Four
Strong Winds' and ` You Were
On My Mind'. A 6:1 - 1 '

(
2CDs, 154m 23s)

Superlative anthology which
betters the Rhino offerings.
Forty-one tracks, slip-case,
poster: a helluva guided tour

(71m 37s)

A whopping 28 original
1950s- 1960s smoochers,
looking like the jukebox listing
at Arnold's Diner. 'Venus',
'You're Sixteen', ' Dream
Lover' — all by the original
artists and sequenced for heavy
petting. A-B- C:1-1'
LARRY WILLIAMS
BAD BOY OF ROCK'N'ROLL
Ace CDCHD 709

( 53m 50s)

Long-overdue 24-track set
covering a main rival of Little
Richard's. Primal rock, genuine
classics like ' Bony Maronie',
'Slow Down', ' Dizzy Miss
Lizzie' and ' Bad Boy'... at least
three of which were good
enough for the Beatles to
cover. B-C: 1 • 0
Ken Kessler
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 R
G- olden Dragon_ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias

(
typical operating conditions)

Heater voltage
6.3V
Heater current
1.3A
Anode voltage (DC)
450V
Screen Voltage (DC)
425V
Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current
65mA
Anode dissipation
22W
Screen dissipation
3.5W
*Anode+ screen dissipation
26W(max)
*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA11 8HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

Audiophile Reviews
JOE COCKER
MAD DOGS & ENGLISHMEN

DAVE GRUSIN
WEST SIDE STORY

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 736
(76m 24s) UltraDisc II Gold CD

DIS 71021-51013-2-3
(54m 33s) DTS 5.1 ch surround

Released just as Cocker's A&M
catalogue goes mid-priced, but
this gilded version is superior
on all counts — booklet
included. Live during his peak,
at the Fillmore East in 1970,
backed by no less than Leon
Russell, Carl Radle and other
super-sessioneers: forget the
later, syrupy stuff. A:1

OK, so it's an unwelcome
throwback to the sins of the
late 1970s — Lee Ritenour
guests, for example — but,
what a sound! If you can deal
with a crossover jazz
interpretation of the stage/
screen classic by the Patron
Saint of Audiophiles, this will
stun you. A•:1-2 •

FAST FLOOR
THE ETERNAL DREAM

MAI HENDRIX
THE CLASSIC SINGLES
COLLECTION

Mana MANACD001
(70m 093) purist recording

Classic

Ten 7in vinyl singles

One look in the booklet tells
you what to expect: Nagra D
recorder, ATC SCM50A
speakers and the like. Yup, this
is the kind of recording which
eludes the majors, and yet the
material is contemporary
ambient good enough for
Virgin, et al. And Iwas
expecting heavy metal.
A•:1 •

A pointless venture smacking
of collector exploitation: 20
Hendrix tracks, simply some of
the finest guitar playing ever,
divided among 10 seven-inch
singles, but the package does
shame the majors. Depending
on your cynicism, it's either a
must or arip-off. B:1• •

ROY GAINES
I'VE GOT THE T-BONE WALKER
BLUES

Classic RTHCD 1015
(58m 43s) Live to 2-track

Groove Note GRV2002-2
(53m 14s)
Purist recording Gold CD
Gaines' superb T-Bone Walker
tribute reinterprets the man's
style rather than creating
slavish copies; for added cred,
Gaines did actually play with
the Master. It swings, it
seduces and it shows how
utterly sexy the blues can be.
Another excellent Joe Harley
production. A-A*:1-1• •

LORNA HUNT
ALL IN ONE DAY

Classic DAD 1015
(65m 39s) 96kHz/24-bit DVD
Vocally very much in the
modern vein — Paula Cole,
Alanis, etc — but Hunt harks
back to an earlier singersongwriter tradition.
Amusingly, the high points are
cover versions — an aching
'Piece of My Heart', an eerie
'Whipping Post' — but she
could do for Classic what Lori
Lieberman did for Pope.
A':1 •

IfFN/RR 'CD Service' prices: £ 22.00 except where shown •

ERICH KUNZEL/
CINCINNATI POPS
PERFORM A SALUTE TO THE
GREAT MOVIE SCORES
Telarc CD-80495
(78m 30s) 20-bit surround sound
Impressive in a demo-disc way,
but some prefer originals to rerecordings ; Still, these do
sound better than most of the
film versions. It's sub-titled
'From The Films of Steven
Spielberg', so you get almost
everything from Sugarland
Express to Saving Private Ryan.
A•:2 •
LYLE LOVETT
JOSHUA JUDGES RUTH
DIS 71021-54430-2
(57m 32s) DTS 5.1 ch surround
His exquisite 1992 release,
possessing more surroundsound worth than you'd
expect. This left-field country
masterwork marries brilliant
music to demo-grade sound:
bass to die for, rich vocals.
And wait ' 61 you hear those
claps behind you on ' Church'.
A*: 1 • •
CHUCK MANGIONE
THE FEELING'S BACK
(57m) 96/24 recording
Chesky's bid for the big time
depends on the marketability of
Mangione; given that he had a
role in King Of The Hill,
flugelhom player Chuck must
still have serious clout. Other
than that, it's easy-on-the-ears
crossover material which
wouldn't frighten a Kenny G
fan. A-A•:1 •
CLAIRE MARTIN
TAKE MY HEART

Martin's sixth for Linn is more
of the same — cool, jazzy
vocals in a 1950s vein — but
collectors will scarf it up
because Oasis' Noel Gallagher
guests on one track. Which
shouldn't obscure Martin's
performance, nor her most
adventurous choice of material
yet. A 5:1 •

Artanis/DCC ARI-1-2-2
(78m 43s) Gold CD
Previously unreleased Sinatra:
What a coup for DCC! This
set from the singing element
of the Rat Pack dates from 30
November 1962, amounting
to an evening's worth of
cabaret. It oozes with what
are now considered to be
politically incorrect jokes
(bravo!), Sammy's awesome
impressions, Dino acting the
lush and plenty of the cool

RPM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

which explains why the ' Pack
is hip again. But the scary
revelations are that: 01' Blue
Eyes was the least talented of
the three; and Frank did treat
Sammy like a menial! [ Note: a d
The 2LP version, not available'lffll
at the time of writing, runs
for 22m longer.] A:1 •
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M•A Recordings M045A
(69m I4s) purist recording
At last, an M•A release
accessible even to Philistine
ears. This piano-led trio's is
easy-to-digest, amix of jazz,
classical and world music
flourishes possessing some of
the cleanest, most naturalsounding sax ever. One for the
demo pile. A•:1 / 15 •
TOM PETTY
FULL MOON FEVER
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 735
(40m 09s) UltraDisc II Gold CD
Petty's best album, the 1989
release containing ' Free Fallin',
'I Won't Back Down',
`Runnin' Down A Dream' and
his breathtaking cover of Gene
Clark's ` Feel A Whole Lot
Better'. 100% American,
guitar-driven rock, jangling in
the spirit of McGuinn.
A-A:1
JIMMIE LEE ROBINSON
REMEMBER ME
Analogue Productions AP02006
(52m) live to two-track

Chesky J0184

Linn ARD093
(4 7m 02s) Linn mastered HDCD

FRANK SINATRA,
SJU'AMY DAVIS JR &
DEAN MARTIN
THE SUMMIT - IN CONCERT

JOAO PAULO/PETER
EPSTEIN/CARLOS BICA
0 EXILIO

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
TITANIC
DTS 71021-51026-2-7
(72m 31s) DTS 5.1 ch surround
James Homer's soundtrack to
the all-time No 1weepie, and
as appropriate to the film as it
gets. Majestic stuff, allenveloping in DTS...but can
you stomach being surrounded
by Celine Dion? A":1-1 5 •

Sublimely recorded, unplugged
blues. Robinson possesses one
of those lived-in, throaty voices
which perfectly complements
unaccompanied acoustic guitar.
But taking writer's credit for
Broonzy's ' Key to The
Highway'? Very naughty.
A 5:1 •
SQUEEZE
EAST SIDE STORY
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 739
(49m 16s) UltraDisc II Gold CD
Their best-ever album? Jools
Holland fans would argue
otherwise, but this set from ' 81
shows why Squeeze is judged
by some to be the best postBeatles/Kinks Britpoppers ever:
'Tempted', ' Labelled With
Love' and 12 other gems.
A:1 •
VAN HALEN
VAN HALEN
DCC GIS1129

(
36m 07s) Gold CD

It's easy to forget how truly
superior to the run of heavy
metal acts Van Halen were and
are. Their 1978 debut is an
ear-opening showcase for
Eddie's dazzling guitar work,
and you can almost forgive
David Lee Roth's later excesses
just for the cooking take of the
Kinks' You Really Got Me'.
A:1•
Ken Kessler
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Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR reviewers use in their own
systems and what do they recommend as their best hi-fi buys?

This regular
HFN/RR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations
from HFN/RR
reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal
listening systems
(on this page)
will be of great
interest to all
who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here
does not
necessarily
constitute a
general
recommendation.
Turn the page
for the reviewers'
recommendations proper. For
this feature we have asked each
reviewer to list components that
they could personally
recommend to consumers on the
basis of all-round performance
and value. ( In the case of
speakers, where separately
purchased stands may be
needed, the price of these is not
taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.
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DAVE BERRIMAN
CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS I
OSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rego R8300

CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Bryston 3BNR8
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KP5201/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM:
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research L522
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER:
AVI .52000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM:
Linn Ittok
CARTRIDGE:
Goldring Excel

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-505
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CD12/DA12, Krell KAV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TD124, Garrard 401, Linn LP12
ARM:
Decca International, Orto fan 12in, Decca
International, Linn Ekos
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold, Linn Arkiv

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Graaf WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3, Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL (original), Quad ESL63, Rogers
LS3/5A, Wilson WAIT 5.1
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recommendations, with a maximum of three products in each price
bracket of each category. Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

Here are our reviewers'

PETER J COMEAU

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
Sequence 30
ProAc Tablette 3
Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
Quad ESL-63, PosseIt Albatross

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000

NAD 514
Marantz CD63SE
Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, OreIle CD- 100
TEAC VRDS-7, OreIle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al, Alchemist Maxim
Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
Exposure EXP XV
Densen DM- 10
Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS 10i, KEF Coda 7
Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
Epos ESII, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short Perfaanance 860
Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM X1 , Wilson WITT

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

no recommendations
Marantz CD63
Marantz CD63SE, °retie CD1OOSE
OreIle DA188
Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000

OVER £ 2000

No recommendations
Ratel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
OreIle SA- 100, Naim Nail III
Exposure XX, Audiolab 8000S
Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV 10-AL,
Audio Research I.57
Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150,
Naim NAC82/NAP 180

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000

KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LSI
Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS20/11, Sequence 400
B&W DM603, Epos ES11, Tannoy 636,

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1 000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

ATC SCM20T, Epos E522

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500

NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i, Denon PMA-2505E
Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon HK620
Maranfz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R Precision,
Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

no recommendations

£200-£350

Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,

£350-£500

Marantz CD63-SE, OreIle CD480

Technics SL-PS770A
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1

Tandy Generaca LX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
Ruark Epilogue
Opera Duetto
Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L, Rogers LS3/5A, ATC 7
Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers L53/SA plus
AB1 subwoofer, Kelly KT3
Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63, Wilson Audio SLAMM XI

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

Musical Fidelity X-ACT D/A converter
Musical Fidelity X-DAC D/A converter
Kenwood DP7090, Entech 205.2
Musical Fidelity X-RAY, Roksan Caspian, Theta Chroma HDCD DAC
Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD17
Krell KAV 300cd, Theta Pro Gen Va DAC, Theta DaViD (transport)

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200

Mordaunt Short MS10i Pearl, Celestion 15i Tannoy M2
Mission 750LE, Rogers LS33
Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/I
Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruark Equinox Excalibur,
Martin Logan CLSIlz

UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha*CD, Kenwood DP-4090, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD- 5505 Precision,
Sony CDP-X3000ES
£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, OreIle CD100e, Roksan Caspian
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CDZ Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28

ATC SCM10, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7

OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE

Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity E10
Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
Sheame Phase 2, AVI 52000MI, Myryad MI- 120
Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
AVI S2000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAPI80

NVA Personal (integrated), Musical Fidelity X-Pre
Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA960
Audio Analogue Puccini, Audio Analogue Bellini (pre-amp)
Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti (power amp),
Unison Research Simply Two
Audio Research VT60 (power amp), Copland CTA401,
GRAAF Venticinque
Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600GRAAF GM200/W1313.5,
Krell KAV300i

'Or.?
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: ' Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer £70.00 D
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber 0 /steel El mounting £ 10.50 D
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465rrun wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345nun, h/d)
£65.00 D
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 D
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£89.00 El
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d) £99.00 D
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs £ 12.00 D
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £ 12.00 El
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 0
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £ 10.00 El
per 100 £ 19.00 0 per 500 £90.00 0
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£13.00 ID
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 15.00 0

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.00 El Ready built £370.00
Ringmat: 3mm XLR 'Universal' £47.50
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.000 per 100 £38.00 Ell
per 500 £ 180.00 El
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00
per 100 £9.00 El per 500 £40.00 El
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version £ 13.000
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£99.00 El
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £47.00 0 (chrome) £85.00 El
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer £85.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£ 130.00 O
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads £40.00 0
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00 0

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £6.50
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £. 50 0
slim double
pack of 5 £6.50 10 Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 O
RATA 'Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet DOM
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 5.00
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 0
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£ 3.00 El
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00
Ringmat Statmat Mkt': improved CD
overlay for better sound £20.00 El
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £120.00
108

X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 130.00 El

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00 E EL34WXT £8.000
5881/KT66 £7.00
6550/KT88 £ 15.50
• ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £3.50
▪ EL84M £7.000 EF86
GZ34 (China) £ 12.50 0 PCC88 £6.00 O
EL509/519 £ 8.50 0
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £8.00 0
pre-amp tubes £6.00
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

VARIOUS

Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.00 El
large(three) £ 10.00 El
Iso-Bearings elastomer spheres, set of
three £55.00 D
Iso-Bearings 3.3 (larger version), set of
three £85.00 O
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00 0
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00 D
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £ 12.00 D
large ( 12mm) pair £ 14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£ 9.00 El
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£ 180.000
Kontak: contact cleaner £ 15.00 D
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can £ 14.00 D
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£ 14.00 El
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable £ 0.00
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 El Ready built unit £95.00

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00 CI
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00 El
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 El
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00 0
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 El
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00 0
(h-bk), signed £45.00 El
Home Theatre For Evelyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per setn each £ 17.00 0
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs, Audio Amateur (s-bk)£20.00 D
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 D
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sanders £25.00

High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 (h-bk) £50.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50 D
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 El
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 8.00 O
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £ 0.00
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £99.00 D
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£ 10.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 0
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £ 15.00 0
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 ID
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 O
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.000

CATALOGUES

Accessories Club full review catalogue D
Book, technical CD and software catalogue
O Audiophile LPs/CDs D

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Ftadex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00 E
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre l0
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 E
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 E
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls
£ 8.00 LI
Batteries and charger unit
£70.00 El
Case and chassis £60.00 El
Assembled unit, complete
£295.0010
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 0 per two-pair £ 110.0010
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics
£250.00 o
Casework and chassis
£ 0.00 LI
Assembled unit, complete
£399.00 LI
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Suitable for in-line (dedicated spur) or
switched output use.
Standard 230V Euro/UK
£400.00. LI
110V:110V; 230V:110V; 110V:230V
50/60Hz £450.00. El
230V 5%-20%
output, volts adjustable
£480.00 0

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR
• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Box:
A special mains Consumer Unit £198.00 E
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur Box £250.00 O
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)
El

***

THIS MONTH'S ***
FEATURED ITEM

Smooth Cooler fan controller: kit, PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes) £50.00 E ; or built and mounted in
generic white plastic enclosure, with fly
leads for DIY connection, with DIY
instructional article and notes £75.00 El
MAY 1999
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END FAN NOISE MISERY!
'Smooth Cooler': DIY electronics
designed by Ben Duncan to reduce
cooling fan noise and protect
sensitive ears.
Most readers will have experienced
the annoying noise of equipment
cooling fans. They infect any space
where computers are switched on.
They directly affect listening spaces if
you have to use acomputer for
listening purposes. While blessedly
appearing rarely, even in the most
heat-generative domestic gear, they
are the norm in most professional
sound gear, where noise is
considered unimportant, and large
open heatsinks would not be
appreciated. Even if there are NO
fans in the gear in your listening
room, 'fanoise' increasingly infects
work spaces. After 'n' hours of it, the
outcome can be akind of 'fan
tinnitus', where the ears continue to
make/hear fan noise. None of this is
good for the ears, or relaxed
listening! One day, the EU's distant
legislators will wake up to the need to
set specially low 'fanoise' limits, for a
world increasingly populated by hot
electronics.
Meanwhile, ' Smooth Cooler' is a
12V fan servo-controller project,
that's universal, and that can be built,
set-up and fitted in an afternoon, by
those with basic DIY electronic skills.
Fitted to acomputer or any other
offensive equipment using 12V- 15V
DC Fans, Smooth Cooler (which can
drive up to ten mini fans, and
intercepts existing fan supply wires —
or an outboard supply unit is
available) slows the fan(s) after turn -

on for lowest noise, then monitors the
temperature and only increases the
fan speed slowly and proportionately,
as temperature rises towards sensible
limits that the builder sets. The heat
sensor is watertight and is simply
calibrated before mounting using hot
water, athermometer — and
temporary, safe power from a 12V
battery. As computer fans operate at
higher speed than they need, being
set for worst- case temperatures, the
outcome of fitting Smooth Cooler is
that the computer is quieter, the fan
lasts longer, and the chip temperature
is only slightly increased. Since most
computers are abandoned long
before the chips remotely approach
their wear-out phase, this is of no
practical concern.

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 ( 011234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE :
(See below for this month's listings)

Lower
prices for
1999!

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Haydn Symphonies £47.95;
Prokofiev Betrothal (
BMG) £ 11.99;
Stravinsky ( RCA) one month only £23.98
Jazz — Derek Bailey £ 13.75;
William Parker £ 18.00
RI1B1312.û
no ouvulummant me«
Rock/pop — Babylon Zoo, Liz Phair
stroteonnn nun
£9.99;
Live Releases — KBFH CDs, Robyn
Hitchcock £9.99
Rock reissues — Elvis Presley (
Sunrise)
£14.50;
Chicago £ 12.75; Long John Baldrey
£9.99
Audiophile CDs — Jimi Hendrix £48.00; Dave Grusin,
Lyle Lovett, Titanic Soundtrack £25.00; Frank Sinatra
et al, Fast Floor, Boy Gains £20.00; Loma Hunt, Chuck
Mangione, Joao Paulo £ 15.00; Claire Martin £ 12.75
,

Ben Duncan 's `Smooth Cooler' originally
appeared as a kit project in Car Stereo magazine
(which also kindly loaned pictures!). It's now
available in kit form (supplied with DIY
instructional article and builder's notes) or ready
built. For more details call 01234 741152 or see
the HFN/RR Accessories Club website

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE
Name

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Address

Postcode

COSertske

Catalogue number &

title

CD/LP/MC

£

price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
1Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number '
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
Fax completed order Form (tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; Fax: +44 (
0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: +44 (0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area (tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: (tax Free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.
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CHESHIRE

DEVON & CORNWALL

(SOunds.
Per ection

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Warrington, WA1 3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

GREATER MANCHESTER
'SIMPLY THE

EIRE

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

Hearing is Believing

Arse.
BaNW

Clan

14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Epos
Titablibt:S
Sony

Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

Nairn

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

NORTHERN IRELAND

MIDDLESEX

Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precise». Audio Alchemy • Sude Apologue
•Audiomma • Audio Synthesis • kt Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmester
• ((Masse • Conrod-lohnson • Croft • EPA • E.A.R. • Electrocompaniet • Easel
•Fullers Audio • Gamma leoustin • Golden Tube • Graaf • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Voice • Lowther Voigt • Magnum • Meows • AlusPol Fidelity • OUP • Oracle
• Orelle • Ortofon • Papworth • Pass Lobs • Purist • Pined • Pentochord
•Pink Triangle • OED • Sequence • Stan • Tea • Triangle • Trichoul Research • Totem
•Unison Research • Yamamoto Churchill. YBA and others
bov

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

SOUTH COAST

Choose from the
finest

HI-FI SPECIALIST

or just looking for unbiased advice

on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

Component9 from

KENT

•HOME CINEMA
•MULTI- ROOM

efetes
EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS
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UNILET

Sound & Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

*Three demonstration rooms
*All leading brands
*Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
*Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

Superb range of quality
High End Hi Fi and
Home Cinema on show
38 St. Augustin's Gate
Hedon, Hull, HU12 8EX
Telephone:
01482 896 166

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

£120.00 -£72.000
Tel / Fax 0181 707 4849
mobile 0973 471 426
email ; audiovenue@vosenet.co.uk

}

HULL

you are buying, selling, exchanging

sale.Rather,we want you as a long

',Labile%

25775

term repeat customer-5o whether

ested in making the quick,one time

e, in

ENI
1 ENING CALLS
4
OME
WELCOME

THE
AUDIO
ROOM

•HI-FI
•TV & VIDEO

11,(e11111.0I1 •

Call for list of part exchange bargains
arcerea Sole 15 errs lea117
WO amature ken iehrocélgsten
5mins from 127 of Me M6

ID

We at Audio Venue are not inter-

AUDIO COUNSEL

OkI>H<V5 AVD10

AA 4"i OVe\‘.1 -6
gesmokeAkioio VsrtÀ1 COINSLATAIITS

Once is not enough

I

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

Dermoacni

KRONOS 111FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON Bib 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demen.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.KronosHi-Fi.demen.co.uk

tars

AUDIO COUNSEL

Roza

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

you

12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

Har-antz

30 years of Excellence

io

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc...etc...etc

Coatto
Classe

Ai '
arm re IIm

TDL • Mission • Copland •

Audéolab
MertOioun

_ ..ease Op, le

TURNTABLES - Moth, Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan, Rockport.
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Metacus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Ratel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland. Krell, BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research. Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee. OLN, Triangle, Jamo.
Syt.tem Audio. JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonso Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy. Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
&Mire ( Bob Carver). JBL, Triangle, Ruark. Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Partington, Base, Understands,

BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI

•Nairn Audio • Audiolab •

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copelond, Pink A, Audio Research, Mecida., Audion, H, O,
88W Speakers including Nautilus 8E0, CO Developments, Wilson Audio,
Mortin Logan, Saws Faber, lorno, Epos, Roark, dpa, myryckl, Akhernist, Creek,
•
S.M.E, on Products, N.V.A, REl, Ratel, Denon, Celeoion, Rose, Micromego,
Ortolan • much more.
CMANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Audio Research 159 Pre Inc Ramose . .
lEx Deml. £ 1,949 £ 1,559
Denon LA200A lacer player o2Free discs ( Ex Dorn) £580 £399
o rMk1 tun...able solid rnohogony
R8250 orm
1Ex Dem) £705 . £495
Roland Modell pwr Amp Solid Seale
IS/HI... £3,000 .£ 1,500
meridian Sol pre Arnp
lEn Den) £695 .
Castle Avon Speakers only months old
boxed/mint
( S/H1 £750 £495
meridian 606/602 DAC and transport mint ( S/Hl .. £2,700 . £899
Pink • Numeral CD
( Ex Don) .£ 1,050 £750
Pink • ordinol DAC 8filters
£475
Unison Simple 4int Amp
IS/H)
£795
Nairn co3
IS/H)
£575
Celeslion A3 spkrs
( Ex Darn) £2,700 £ 1,799
em. MEAD» ihrrn ere us maw. unmarked and boxed and indwle the full rnonulaaures
pummel Wring aminiurn of 2years and up esyew, &pencil, upon A. product.
•
* * * * * *
Moil Order Avoiloble ,
r' ,., r,,..,'

Friendb, service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-I8A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG2 2 OLH
Telephone ( 01 777) 870372 Facsimile ( 017771 870437
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LONDON

'"I'A' dee O'Brien Iii-Fi

D
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• ARCAM • ANTHEM • AUDIOGRAM • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
•CHORD • CREEK • DENON • DENSER • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD • NAIM
•OPERA • PRECIOUS METALS • OED • REGA • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME
•SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

411111111111111111

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

«B.>.

0% Instant Finance Available

St 11111 VSS1111.11

Written details on request
New Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5wins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mies Waterloo • 5wins from A3 ( Raynes Park B2132 exiti • 25 mins M25 June 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SIN20 011N
Est

Tel. ( 0181) 946 1528

1966

Fax. ( 0181) 946 0331

SOUTH EAST LONDON

GREATER LONDON

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

27 BOND STREET, EAUNG WS
mr 0181-567 8703

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-

AUDIOLAB, BAO, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO.. DENON, EPOS, HARMON ICARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,

Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS

ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.

GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

Our fifth flamboyant year

Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olufsen Centre

ARCAM, ATACAMA. AVI,
BANG & OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
OE D, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL, TEAC.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD MAIM AUDIO
MAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

& TV

HARPENDEN LTD

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

ORANGES
& LEMONS

82 The High Street

studio

82

,

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

SURREY

SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Analog Audio

BADA BONDED DEALER

(HiFi Specialists)
Itt

849 High Road, London Nid
Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW64DY

TEL:0171 624 /
11455

AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

0181-688 6565

studio

nl

INSTANT 0%
i
o.0'. FINANCE

t

FAX:0171624 5315

IF \ DIM, TOCKISTS OF
[MILL) \ I \ FI ,
\AND MARANIZ
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

Steddsts of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

ni
deli
tY
indecently good hi-fi

Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10arn - 6pm

NORFOLK

00 tl
r'11
N
À 0
think audio think...
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The Old School
4l

School Road, Bracon Ash

44 Near Norwich, Norfolk

ig‘S

Tel: (01508) 570829

g

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others

le\

UNILET

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound &Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8 O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY

Tel: 0181 942 9567

Fax: 0181 336 0820
II
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»FOLK
atc

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

audio physic
chord company

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

densen

THE EAST COAST!

harbeth
For friendly ads ice or to arrange your demonstration of some of
tIre World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
rro LEEDS ( 0113) 152 8850 tei cuing calls ssetcomei. Generous
pan exchange allou ance aim ii .
ss available. Agencies include ATC
• .AVI • Huston. • Castle • Chord • Harbeth • HNE • !Umber
Kahle • Nlarardz • Primare SNstems • Spender • Sumo • Tear
•The Professional ‘ Ionitor • %% adia

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

et

TEL: 01482 587397

etb

11COUSTIC ENG.MEERS

I,
7
10

SI enais
for grown-ups

ova
royd

1 73 622866
fax o14 7 3 6 3 15 8 8

sugden

totem
trichord

email
. enct@signols.uk.com
w w w .signals.uk.com

and more

mantle

ham heath ipswich IP5 3UA

CAltE

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850 9)

WEST SUSSEX

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10am-lipm Tue-Frl, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

nordost

Q"—ctl°R404)

Wea

Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren, Electrocompaniet, Prok, Roark, Castle, TEAC, Unison
Research. T & A, Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio, Harbeth, Alchemist. Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios. Blueprint, Audio Analogue, Exposure, Living Voice, Denser',
Celestion (ASenes only), Opera, Audio Physic, Tnchord Research, Nordost, Stands Unique.
Stax Electrostatics. Ortofon. Goldring, Yamaha AV Proceed Digdal Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations. Home Trial. Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee. Access, Visa, Finance available.

miche))

a

sum iko

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS

lyre

W ould

BADA & CEDIA

you lii<e to hear more)

•f4e power/4/e

PROJ ECTS

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Clas:,
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad, D.P.A

MF/16.1.101...

Orelle, Trichord. Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
OTC & many Others.

0

1 1 3

L.A.111é. , IEE OS

2

3

0

4

LS.

5

IIDe

6

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

5

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotai, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

PREMIER AUDIO
Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978
WEST MIDLANDS

N

Maciaren...
152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwieh, Walsall.

Teac...Mission...Stands Unique..

CANNOCK

and much, much more-.

01922 493499

''QUA LITY

gm am
71=1-

Hi-fi for the_ midlands
„

3Hi - fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre

0121 321 2445

Service Department Mail order available
Interest Free Credit cetailobl

and NOW AT 111 The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

Ion Selected hemo, sublect to 20% default. Wrdten &lads al recfueilt

NI

r
H

I -

S

C.

NI AT

ra s
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e THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

r

H

141

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.

1•••••11••

Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON GOLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 892 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 510

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH TEL: 0181 686 2599 EXT 318
112
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Clearaudio reference turntable, Souther arm,
int, boxed £2,975; Luxman 5T50 laboratory

FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Appogee Stage speakers, mahogany sides £800
tel: 01604 645590

(H1907)

Arcam Delta 250 Transport and black box 50,

tuner mint, £495; Ortofon SPU cartridge £275;
Koetsu black, mint, £300; WANTED: Nakamichi
Dragon tel/fax:01747 853372 (Dorset) (H1903)

Monitor Audio 703PMC loudspeakers ( light
oak) £400ono; Rotel 965 BX CD £60ono;
Audiolab 8000A amplifier £250ono tel: Richard,
01582 414915
(H1858)
Musical

Fidelity A1001

amplifier, superb

EAR 859 (£2,500) £950; Croft Series 5 power

dynamics, bass, clarity £ 1,495 (£2,500 new) tel:

amp plus matching pree amp £450; Odysseus
intergrated valve amp, £450; Pink Triangle

01925 754563

now

£195ono all boxed and mint condition tel: 01202
381413
(H1891)

turntable £250; Mini Disc or Arcam Tuner taken
in P/X tel: 01386 442274 (H1900)

AB superb £2,250; Thorens TD160 £40; Sumiko

ARS Acoustica Loudspeakers, Satellite and subwoofer with altogether 12 plates, £8,500 sterling
or 25,000DM tel: 0049 5192 4426 (Germany)
(HI 851)

Electrocompaniet En-iAudiophile integrated

ATC SCA2 preamp with phono stage, remote
control £ 1,850 (£3,100 new) tel: 01132 886605
(HI866)

both tel: 0121 445 5057 eves

cost £ 1,300 now £650ono; Monitor Audio PMC
705 6 months old, cost £ 1,540 now £995ono;
Musical

Fidelity

X-DAC

cost £300

ATC SCM 50SL active speakers, rosewood
£3,600; Chord CPA £3,200; Enhanced preamplifier, silver £2,100; both items 4months old,

amplifier £ 1,450 (£2,450) plus Electrocompaniet
special edition cube speakers (£675 (£ 1250);
Unrivalled sound, all new, boxed, mint £ 1,995
( HI752)

Epos ES11 speakers complete with sound organisation, spiked stands, black, 100 watts handling
bi-wireable, absolute mint condition, cost £550
will accept £250ono tel: 01708 554273 ( Essex)
(H 1918)

as new, boxed etc. tel: 01355 264586 (H1911)

HiFi News Sept ' 78 - Dec ' 98 approximately 15

Audio Research LS7 silver, boxed, good, as
new £790ono; Tel: 0151 526 5344 or 07801

early issues missing, Ono £30 buyer collects, tel:
01256 816801 ( Basingstoke) (H1906)

764225 (Voicemail 2908)

(H1884)

Krell FPB200 power amp £3,800; Krell KRC-3

Audio Research SP14 legendary preamp, brilliant phono section, £995; Teac VRDS 10 CD
player £299; Sennheiser HD580 Jubilee Special
Edition headphones £ 135; All immaculate, all

preamp £ 1,800, both only one year old, mint con-

must

go,

so

details/offers

01264

eves/weekends

790675

(H 1809)

Audio Research SPIS black, Rev A £2,350ono;
Mark Levinson ML3 300W dual mono black,
£2,450ono; Graham Tone arm spare wand, mint,
SMEV beater boxed £ 1,250; PS Audio IV pre
mm/mc £295; Audio Innovations Passive Pre
£150 tel: 01723 366851-582424 (H1823)

dition with original boxes and manuals, also
EAD Encore DTS processor £ 1,800 tel: 0161
941 4573 ( Manchester) (H1881)
Krell KAV300 CD player, 1month old, £3,000
(£3,599); Pro-Ac Response 1SC plus Target R1
stands £850 tel: 01245 242321 day 01245
358387 eves

( H1855)

Krell KAV300 CD £2,700; Krell 300i amp
£1,500; Martin Logan Aeriusi £ 1,500; SKTech
SQB8063 £300 tel: 0181 983 0041 eves (London
E3)

(H1820)

Audio Synthesis DAX Decade DAC/preamp,
balanced version, mint, boxed £ 1,950ono

Krell KSL line level preamp £895 (£2,300);
Linn KPI2 Basik plus arm K9 black £450; Trio

(£3,600) Audio Synthesis DAX1 balanced
£950ono (£2,700) must sell one! Contact Salman
Day, 0131 535 4307 eves 0131 556 7545 e-mail:

KT9XL Tuner £30 boxes, manuals tel: Maz,
0161 873 5020 or 0161 330 7912 evenings
(H1778)

s.hussaineed.sac .ac .uk

(H1873)

Lowther PM6s in need of re-foaming in sapele

Audio Synthesis Passion 8m passive remote

custom-built Accousta-patternc abinets £300;
SME 3012 pick up arm £ 150; Garrard 301 in

control preamp 6 line level inputs adn 1direct
also balanced input/output (£ 1,695 new)

plinth £ 175 tel: 0115 950 6790

(H1865)

(H 1785)

Musical Fidelity F19 75W class A, 300W Class
DPS little used, £ 100; Shure ED75 and unused
Musonic Stylus £20; Goldring Elan unused £20
tel: 0161 633 6130
(H1901)
Musical Fidelity Nu-vista £ 1,000; X-A200's
£600; X-ray £500; Yamaha NS 100m £600;
Garrard 401 £ 150; Michell Transcription £500;
Kimber power cords Van den Hul "The Wind"
cable and racks interconnects all as new, tel:
0181 520 6981

( H1908)

Musical Fidelity X-ray CD player 24 bit, boxed
and absolutely new, list price £800 for quick sale
£675 onvo see Ken Kessler in Sept HFN&RR
tel: 0181 224 3919
(H1904)
Naim 02 tuner few months use only, plus free
aerial £850; Exposure 20 integrated amplifier 1
year old, light use as new, £500 may deliver tel:
01423 780687

(HI912)

Naim 180 power amplifier, latest spec, boxed
with manuals and cables, perfect condition, little
used, £500 tel: 01489 603129 (eves) 01705
443132 days ( Southampton) (H1822)
Naim ARO inc armboard £600; Naim Prefix
£150; Naim Hi-Cap £400; Naim Armageddon
£400; Lyra Clanis DC new £500; Linn LPI2
black 1986 Cirkus £300 tel: 01625 877628
(H1762)
Naim CD2 mint, boxed, £ 1,300ono; Quad 34
mint, boxed £200; Quad 606 mint £350; Quad
306 mint, boxed £200; Linn Index excellent condition, inc. Kustone stands, £250 tel: 0181 741
5262 ( home) 0956 136421 ( mobile) (HI893)
Naim CD3 mint, serviced, including silver
din/phono int. £495; Mann 2 Tier amp stand
£245; Soundstage £ 145; Target HJ24 speaker
stand £65 tel: 01307 840248 ( H 1885)

£1,100ovno, mint condition tel: 0467 247258

Mana Phase 4support £500; Mana amp stand 6

Naim

mobile or 0121 355 3329 eves, ask for Jon (West
Midlands)
(H1913)

level with REF Top and sound stage £700 will
split, all as new, but dusty-boxes if required tel:

Audiolab 8000Q mint condition, boxed for last

Jonathan, 01453 885032

NAP180 £595; Meridian 508 20 Bit £ 1,195;
Epos E525 walnut £995; Nakamichi DR3 £ 189
(never used) all 2-3years old in unmarked condi-

ten months, £550; Van den Hul the second £85;

Marantz Model 7 valve preamp, rare collectors
item, sensible offers considered, Van Den Hul 2

tel: 0191 417 1669 after 6pm

(H1887)

Avalon Eclipse loudspeaker high gloss light

( H1825)

myrtle finish £6000; Tara Labs decade balance

pairs the second 1.5m £ 150 (£320) each tel: 0171
701 8606 eves after 8pm
(H1917)

XLR interconnection cable 4m length £ 1,000 tel:
0117 956 5361 ( Bristol) (H1860)

Mark Levinson 380S pre-amp 333 power-amp,
new cost £ 15,000, now £7,500; AE-2 signature

NAC82 £ 1,350;

Supercap £ 1,350;

tion, hardly used, boxed, superb system, 50 hi-fi
mags ' 95-'98 offers? tel: 01535 605692 ( Yorks)
(H1922)
Naim system, mint, boxed: NAC102 preamp,
PSC control unit, NAP 140 power amp, Hi-Cap
power supply, NACA5 speaker cable ( 5m pair),
Leads, (£2,800) private sale £ 1,800ono tel: 0171

B&W Model 70 teak finish, new bass drivers,

loudspeaker, piano rosewood finish with original

will demonstrate, offers please 01424 813011
(Hastings) Also SME3009 and Garrard 301

stands £2,000 mint condition tel: 0117 956 5361

706 8838

(Bristol)

(H1859)

Oracle Premier 3 new suspension, belt and

(Strobe) on baseboard with Decca and Concorde
pickups £ 120
(H1874)

Meridian 602/606 DAC7 CD, excellent condition, boxed £950; Transparent super speaker

power supply Oracle/SME345 arm, perfect and
rare, £2,150 (£3,800); Koetsu 80th Anniversary,

B&W Nautilus 803 2 months old, in cherrywood £3,500 new except £3,300ono moving

cable 15ft pair £500 tel: 01753 882985 ( H 1898)

low hours £ 1,550 (£3,500) tel: 01488 668545
after 8pm
(H1919)

Bose Lifestyle 3 music system (£ 1,200 when

Michill ISO phono Hera £450; Meridian
200/203 Trans/DAC £425; Garrard 401 in
Loricraft Plinth PS Mk3 with or without 309

new) £600; Pioneer Cassette deck GTS 450S
(£180 when new) £90 both boxed, in perfect

mint, unused offers invited tel: 01483 284997
(H1916)

condition tel: 018772 273564 Truro ( H1878)

Mission Cyrus DAD7 Audiolab 8000C,
Audiolab 8000P, KEF ( 1) reference speakers

home tel: 01903 533699 ( West Sussex) (H1902)

Cello 8.1 DAC, PSU £2,000 (£6,000); Krell
MD- 10R transport £2,750 (£8,000) together
With cables £4250; Audio Note M-7 silver

rosetta burr casings Van den Hul first and second
AQ crystal cables, reasonable offers considered,

sounds phono stage £4,000 (£ 13,000) tel/fax:

owner immigrating tel: 01642 791704 or 01642

01488 668545 after 7pm

875715 (Teeside)
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(H1783)

(HI832)

Pass Adelph 3 £ 1,800ono; Audio Ana-logue
Bellini preamp £400ono; both mint condition,
financial reason forces reluctant sale tel: 0116
267
5113
eves/weekends
email:
pandaeorangenet.co.uk (H 1920)
Pass LAB Aleph 1.2 200W single ended p/amp
£8,250 (£ 12,000); Aleph P preamp £2,500
(£3,900); Arion Tycho 50w valve int/amp £925
(£2,000) all in mint condition tel: 01908 618016
(H1771)
113

specialist guide
Sugden A2OL class A amplifier, 1 year old,
boxed £520 (£800 new) Nordost blue heaven

Woodside/Rapford SC26/STA35 combo £895;

Battery PSu ( 2,500) £950ono; Also

Roksan Attessa Att-DP2/DA2/DS5 ( 2,5oo)

interconnects 0.6metre £65 (£ 130) 1.0 metre £75

£900ono; can split, all mint tel/fax: 00 353 21
841 576 ( Ireland)
(H1894)

(£150) tel: 01234 824682 ( Bedford) ( H1875)
Sugden A2la Integrated Class A amp with

(rosewood) Rega RB300 mint £320; Musical
Fidleity MVX pre with power supply £600; Ps70

Pink Triangle little pink thing turnable £250;
Arm and Garth can be included if required,
owner moving so call mobile 07957 361676

phono stages £450ono; Tanoy Cheviot 12" duel
concentric loudspeakers mint, £400ono; Tanoy

power £450; Large (Swedish) Subwoofer ( 20"
Cube!) "Audio- Pro" Ace-bass £2.50 (offers)
Revox A77 only £ 145! tel/fax: 01452 750242

Berreley 15" duel concentric speakers £350ono
tel: 01642 479814

(H1910)

(London)

Pink Triangle Anniversary (black) latest spec
with

( H1905)

Pink Triangle LPT immaculate condition, recent
service, complete with moth arm ( RB250)
superb sound from this brilliant turntable £280
tel: 01942 716138
( 1-11890)
Proac Response 2.5 .loudspeaker mahog. dark
six weeks old, £2,000 (£2,700) not yet run in,
reason for sale, wrong room posiiton tel: 01246
411793
( H1886)
Quad 34/405-2 amp £400; Quad FM4 Tuner
£200; boxed instruct mint Arcam Alpha CD
boxed, mint £250; Mission 750LE speakers mint
£150 tel: 01904 488266
( H1889)
Quad 44 preamp, Avondale Audio modified with
outboard power supple £300; Quad 405-2 power
amp Avondale Audio modified, recent service,
perfect condition £250 tel: 01224 817574 (o) or
evenings 01330 850613
(H1833)
Quad 50E mono block power amps, solid state
£370ono; The pair Linn Pretek preamp £ 180;
Heybrook HB one speakers £ 160 will demonstrate tel: 01495 350667 or 0797 7712717
(HI921)
Quad 77 amp £475; Quad 77 CD £475; Quad 77
remote £ 175; Audiolab 80001 tuner £500; Rega
Kyte speakers £ 125; Royd Mintrstal speakers
£150; Linn Can Mark Il with Can Stands £275;
Castal Avon speakers in rosewood £450 tel:
01606 862175
Quality CD player for sale (£350): Marantz
CD63 special edition, immaculate, boxed and
complete, purchase date 12'96 £ 175ono tel:
Scott, 0181 550 4218
(H1897)
Reovx B77 MKII reel to reel recorder
mono/stereo 71/2/15 IPS, fully serviced, excellent condition £595ono tel: 01454 316819
Revox B150 amplifier 2x120w £275; Revox
B160 tuner £275 both immaculate, instructions
tel: 0181 769 4218

( H1882)

Rogers LS3/5A stands £250; Roksan, Xerxes

( HI915)

Super Spur Surplus: Very high performance 3
core mains cable for interior use, unique double
screening, offers outstanding immunity from RFI
and EMI, superior to armoured cable, Flexible,
so also used as equipment mains cable with
superb results, 40m available, any length
£5/metre tel: 0181 883 5618 ( H1834)
Technics SPIO, TRIO, STD, Thoren 160,
Audionote

Transformer,

Goodman

WANTED
Quad 67 CD wanted, please call 01983 566356
or 0370 571330 daytime (H1896)

80,

Audionote M2 per amp, Creek 4240, Quad Pre
405, Roger, Vortexion, Harmon Kardon, Verdik,
Pilot,

Meridian

M/Block,

TR 10

FOR SALE - TRADE

K917,

Troughline, TIM DP Decoder, Teac, Quad, FM3
Roger, Heathkit, ONXIS, Pioneer, Yamaha,
Sony, 1/amp, Tascam 34B, Teac, Studer B62,

Audio Research SP9 MKII boxed, superb condition, £900, all valves 100%; Audio REsearch

Tanberg, Marantz, Nagra, JR SP, Tannoy Golds,

Classic 60 power amp, boxed, manual, as new

Sony KEF, EPOS, Radian 12, lots more tel: 0181
443 0557 01992 620905
(H1806)

£1,200; DPA Rennaissance CD, black, mint,

Townsend Seismic Sink stand, as new, 4 level
model, only £500 tel: 01453 885032 ( H1824)
Transparent balanced ultra I .5m £900 (£ 1,550);

CD player, ex-dem, boxed as new £450; Denon

4ft XL0 Signature speaker cable £500 (£ 1,200);
Tesserac Tala MM/MC phone stage £450
(£1,495) tel: Marc, 01708 471727 mobile, 0973
687536
( H I754)
Unison Research simply four single ended valve
amp, 25wpc, 15 months old, mint, boxed £875

guaranteed £500ono; Marston Audio Silhoutte
TU425
RD
Tuner,
boxed
etc. £ 100;
Electrocompanient EC-4 and AWP100 prepower £ 1,800, boxed, as new; Quad 33/303/FM3
£200ono; Brand new musical fidelity F25
unopened box (£ 1,500) £600; Marston Audio
Silhouette DAC and PSU, boxed, new never
used, (£900) £700ono tel: Jules 01792 280061
AVI latest spec ex-dem pre-amp and remote

tel: 01536 516591 or daytime, 01604 880100 ext
234
(H1879)
VPI TNT MK3+ reference platter, stand, bright-

£595 ring now on Max Music 01858 545416

star isolation, flywheel, wheatton triplanar MK5i
toneami, immaculate, Sterephile analogue source

CD/LD transport, rare items, 24ct gold and highend, boxed, manuals, leads, accessories, cost
£13,800 OIRO £7,800 tel: Audio Visual Concept,
01628 440873
(HI769)

of the year, bargain £4,995 tel: 01730 815171
leave message
(HI817)
Wadia 21 CD player, remote control, four digital outputs, S/E balanced analog outputs, digital
volume control, reference performance, mint,
boxed £2,495 (£5,500 new) possible p/x highend poweramp tel: 01449 676335 ( H1782)

(H 1876)
EA!) Theatermaster Digital preamp, T8000

Ex-Demonstration High end audio, Audio Note
Kegon next model up from Ongalcu, cello system, Mark Levinson, fully guaranteed, we may
part exchange for similar equipment tel/fax:
Silvernote Audio, 01992 620905 (H 1807)

Revox B251 amp, remote £450; Revox B77
MK2 2 track 3 3/4 71/2 with 11 reels new tape,
NAB spools £550 both almost unused tel: 0191
257 4648 (Tyneside)

u

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.

large quantity new and pre-re,c tapes, editing

PLEASE

equipment, spare leads, etc. £2,000 tel: 01606
47854 (Cheshire)

II

For two months £ 14.00: three months £ 17.00. Additional words

Revox B77 tape recorder, fully recond (Brian
Reeves) incl. new heads, etc. excellent condition,

VIEW

( H1914)

PRINT IN

BLOCK CAPITALS

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg Pioneer A400 = two words)

Revox PR99 MK Ill, as new, £ 1,000; Also,
PR99 MK I £500 please tel: Dublin, 353
4977643 eves

( H1838)

Rogers Studio 9 £550; E40 valve amp £ 1,000;
Studio 3 £200; EPOS 22 £800; Rogers AB1
£250; Musical Fidelity A100 £ 150; Rogers C625
£28; LS66 £ 175; Studio 7 £350; tel: 01344
872568 or 0181 648 0743 days

(H1877)

Shure V15 XMR latest version, factory fresh
and unused £ 170 (£295) also Van-den-Hul 102
Mark III interconnect, five metre pair, new and
unused £ 125 (£240) tel: 0181 325 2585 ( H1892)

Please publish the abate advenisensent for
FOR SALE

CI WANTED

Box number rewired

Eyes

insertions'

rh,

Name _
Address

CI no.

Chequelpostal order enclosed for£

Sony MDMZ R50 40MDs £ 190; Cardas 0.5m
Stereo XLR nextlink £80; Van den Hul 2nd
Stereo 0.8m XLR £85 tel: 0181

670 6411
(H 1909)

114

•

(pounds tuning) wade payable la Link House Magazine, plc

OR Plane charge my Accost Vita I
Donal lAnsce Card Number
Dawn« tdephone nwtber

Expires (date)
111 'Please Meese wluch

Signature
No rambursemenn salt be due tor oencellanon of subsequent mentor's

MAY 1999

Cot out your advertisement (or photocopy) and
tend to: Classified Advertising, Hi-Fi NMI CY
Record Revino, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
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CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA

"Some of the
finest cables we
have ever seen"

>on design your own loudspeakers or amplifiers. or would like to
hot are put off by the high cost of test equipment' Then we hase
lust ilie thing for you
010 Lire is based on the Chi El.:fro-Acoustic
Measurement System h> Audiomatica Soave
of the full Laboratory version's functions
have been omitted, but what's left is still a
stunning suite of PC based virtual test
instrtunents at aknock-down price.
Cho Lite uses MLS. Sine and pink noise and
measures frequency response, ino. 1/3 octave.
voltage/dB level. impedance, Sed and 3rd harmonic
distortion and Thiele/Small parameters. There's even
a 2.channel oscillouope and an
inductance/capacitance meter' It includes amie.
preamp and phantom powering in the price and can he
upgraded to full Clio later

HOME ENTERTAINMENT ( FEB ' 99)

Just £ 186 no. VAT and carriage in the UK With one Cho Lite microphone the
cartage.
rip on Cho late plus ademon disc and details of iither loudspeaker design so

CLIO

speaker kits) contact

PBS Audio, P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds. Suffolk 1P28 6RD
Phone 01284 811891 Fax 01284 811791 E-Mail DBSaudio(«PAOL.0
',abaft& at w

and in

REFERENCE CABLE
EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative,
patented range of dedicated Monocrystal (tm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UL/CSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.

For further details contact John SCarrick.
The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

cartridges
dnm
goldring

cables,

lyre
ortof on
sunk°
cables
audioquest
cable talk
chord company
dnm
heybrook
ices
kontak
If d
nordost
qed
trichord
V011 den hul

Award Winner 1998
Ecosse Reference M̀aster Conduit' Asymmetrical
Interconnect f'65m "... abeautifully constructed cable
with exceptionally high quality phono plugs"

HiFi News & Review ( Sept '98)
"... an outstanding one (performance) from the Monocrystar' type,
especially the purity and clarity available with the solid core"
Peter JCorneau
What HiFi
"... the CS 2.2 certainly oozes quality..." " A great value cable form aneo
name in cables"
Home Entertainment ( Feb '99)
'Ecosse Reference' MD2(digital)/MV2(video)/MA2(analogue) Audio &
Visual Cables £71.55 single £ 155 pair "some of the finest cables we have
ever seen as analogue or digital interconnects"

accessories 8c
audio hardware
available
Please copy or clip coupon

ortof on
sonic link

HiFi World

by post

Please send me acopy of your complete range of British hand made

xlo

headphones
beyer
grado
sennheiser
stax
stands
alphason
frameworks
sound org'n
something solid

(post
haste)

HiFi and AN Analogue, Digital, 5.1 Ready, S-VHS Component
and Composite Scart Interconnects and Speaker Cables - including
your unique patented MONOCRYSTALrm pure grain free copper
and silver cables and your FREE brochure.
Name:

phone, fax or write for

Address:

soundstyle
stands unique
target

latest price list / newsletter

hardware

L

CItC

e- mail:

oudiomeca
audio physic
densen
harbeth
michell
IWO

stetil

Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.
48 Bridgehousehill Road, Kilmarnock, KA I4QD
Telephone and Fax: +44(0) 1563 524320

royd
sugden

e-mail: jcarrickebtconnect.com

teac
trichord

CUSTOM LENGTHS AVAILABLE TO ORDER

hi-fi for grown-ups

ipswi ch ( 0 14 73 )

6 2 2866

fax ( 01473
631588 email : eng@signals.uk.com
signals
ma tlesham
heath
ipswich
suffolk
ip5 3ua
corn
w w w
s ignals.demon.uk

THE WORLD'S

CABLES

THE FINEST SELECTION OF PREVIOUSLY OWNED
HI-FI IN THE COUNTRY - AND ALL GUARANTEED!
TURNTABLES/ARMS
AR Legend No arm
£148
Audio Synthesis APS + ADE
MC Phono Stage + PSU
£795 £498
Goldmund Studio / AirTangent £6500 £3998
I,inn LP12 + Grace + AT ( MM)
£425
Linn LPI2 ( Ex-dem)
£ 1750 £993
Linn LPI2 ( Blk) Ekos/Lingo/Clear Audio Aurum £2398
Luxman PD300 + SME III (Vacuum platter) £468
Luxman PD555 Vacuum platter
Belt drive - Accepts 2arms - 33/45/78 £ 1498
Lyra Parnasus
£878
Manticore Mantra/Moth/AR P77
£ 195
Michell Focus One/Hadcock 228/Dynavector 20a £220
MicroSeiki DDXI000 + SME3009/Ortofon MC20
Direct Drive/PSU/2 arm mounts
£550
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
with Mentor arm
£2300 £ 1498
Oracle Delphi 11/Linn look LVII
£ 1395
Oracle Alexandra MK I11 (Cut for SME)
£748
Ortofon T-303 Transformer £900 £495
Pink Triangle PT2 Teak (SME cut)
£348
Revolver / Helios Scorpion / P77
£249
Roksan Xerxes + Artemiz + AT 005 £ 1700 £758
SME Varia ( Ex-dem - Mint) £ 1467 £P0A

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
A&R A60 ( Late model,Black/CD input)
Adcom GTP500Mk2 + GFA545M1c2 Pre/Pwr
Albarry MI008 Series II Monoblocks
Arcam Zeta I ( Ex-dem)
£999
Arcam Alpha 9Power
£400
Arcam Delta 110 Pre
£700
Audiogram MB I ( Integrated) Ex-dem £493
Audiogram MB2 ( Integrated) Ex-dem £599
Audiolab 8000A
£500
Audiolab 8000C Pre (Old Style) £550
Audiolab 8000LX
£470
Audiolab 8000LX ( Ex-dem) £470
Audiolab 8000S
£700
Audiolab 8000M ( Mono's) £ 1800
Audiolab 8000Q
£ 1249
Aura VAS() Integrated £299
AVI S2000 Integrated £999
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr
£ 1000
Chord 1200B Power ( Ex-dem) £3790
Chord 1200C Power (Ex-dem) £4710
Chord CPA 2200 Pm (Ex-dem) £2530
Classe 30 Pm-amp Balanced/Remote £695
Classe DR6L Line Pm
£35130
Conrad Johnson MF2300 Power £2900
Copland CrA301 Pre ( Ex-dem) £ 1249
Copland CTA401 Integrated ( Ex-dem) £ 1698
Copland CTA501 Power (Ex-dem) £ 1420
Copland CTA504 Power (Ex-dem) £ 1999
Counterpoint Solid IPwr
£ 1495
Cyrus One
Cyrus Two
Cyrus Straight Line ( Integrated) £398
Denon 4400 Mono's
£595
DPA DSP200 Line Pre (Ex Dem)
£499
DPA Renaissance ( Ex Dem)
£595
Dynaco ST120 (Classic circa ' 76)
Exposure VIII (Mono's)
£ 1300
Exposure X ( Int)
Exposure XXI RC (Pm)
£999
FM Acoustics A800 ( 2,500 watt) £ 12,000
Goldmund 6B ( Ex-dem)
£3124
Harmon Kardon AVPla Processor £2000
Harmon Kardon HK620 Remote £250
John Shearne Pre/Pwr
£2300
Krell KRS- I + KRSP (4box pm)
Leak Delta 30
Leak Delta 70
Leeson AC I/API (The best we've seen!)
I,FD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £38013
I,FD LS2/PA I ( Pm./Pwr) £2600
LFD Phono Stage 2
I,inn Kaim Phono Pm
Linn Kaim Line ( Ex-dem)
£ 1400
Linn Kaim Phono ( Ex-dem) £ 1700
Linn LEI Pre
Linn Majik 1Phono
£800
Maranta PM66SE (Current) £400
Marantz SC22 (Pre) + 4MA22 ( Mono's) £2800
Meridian 201 Pre
£760
Meridian 501 Pre (Ex-dem) £740
Meridian 502 Pre
£ 1395
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC
£ 1750
Meridian 561 AC3/DTS/MLP ( Ex-dem) £2850

£120
£695
£698
£597
£295
£195
£359
£429
£365
£245
£378
£397
£495
£1100
£895
£175
£693
£495
£P0A
£P0A
£P0A
£450
£1695
£1895
£849
£1069
£999
£1389
£675
£150
£185
£298
Call
£397
£447
£278
£898
£195
£625
£4298
£1799
£495
£165
£1295
£2245
£75
£95
£275
£1498
£1198
£598
£1198
£1095
£1493
£250
£593
£288
£1795
£395
£597
£895
£794
£P0A

Meridian 562 Pre ( Ex-dem)
Meridian 557 Power ( Ex-dem)
Meridian 605 Monoblocks
Michell Argo + Hera
Musical Fidelity A I ( Integrated)
Musical Fidelity Elektra E100 ( Int)
Musical Fidelity PI72 Pre
Musical Fidelity 2300 Power
Musical Fidelity 3a Pre
Musical Fidelity 2a Pre
Myryad MP100 Power (Ex-dem)
NAD 2700 THX Power 140WPC
Naim NACI2
Naim NAC32.5
Naim NAC42.5
Naim NAC62
Naim NAC12S
Naim NAC22
Naim NAC42
Naim NAC72
Naim NAC82 (Ex-dem)
Naim NAC92
Naim NAP90 ( New Style)
Nairn NAP110
Naim NAPI40 (Old Style)
Naim NAP250 (Old Style)
Naim NAP250 (Ex-dem)
Naim NAP135 Mono's (Ex-dem)
Naim NAIT 2
Naim Hi-Cap (Old Style)
Naim Hi-Cap (Ex-dem)
Nakamichi IA-3 ( Int)
Nakamichi 420 Pwr
Nakamichi 603 Pwr
NVA AP50 ( Integrated)
NVA P50 ( Passive Pre)
NVA A70 ( Mono's)

£995 £797
£1525 £ 1193
£2000 £ 1345
£900 £595
£359 £225
£750
f.47 5
£395
£2895 £ 1895
£379 £248
£299 £ 178
£599 £443
£449 £295
£165
£195
£150
£150
£95
£145
£195
£498
£2225 £P0A
£P0A
£460 £370
£200
£750 £450
£1705 £828
£1705 £P0A
£3410 £P0A
£298
£720 £378
£720 £P0A
£150
£220
£290
£650 £395
£250 £ 150
£448

NVA

£369 £269

Audio Innovations Second Audio Mono's £3299 £ 1995
Audio Innovations Series 800
10th Anniversary Edition

£898

Audio Note P3 (MOB Power)

£ 1298

Audio Note Meishu

£2750 £ 1895

Audio Research V70 Pwr (Ex Dem)

£4480 £2487

Audio Research D70 Pwr (Ex Dem)

£2800 £ 1395

Audio Research VI40 (Mono-blocks) £9000 £3998
Audio Research SP14 Pre (silver) £3300 £ 1295
Audio Research D200 Power (Ex-dem) £3248 £ 1997
Audio Research 0240 Power
£ 1848
Audio Research D250 Power

£2498

AUDIO VALVE Baldur
(200+200 watt mono-blocks) RRP £ 10,000
AN UNWANTED PRIZE
Make us asensible offer!
Audion Sterling Integrated

£595

Avantic SPA II Vintage valves

£398
£ 168

Beard P505 (Pre) + P100 ( Pwr)

£995

Cary SLA-70 Mkll (Pwr)

£998

Croft Series 5 ( Power)

£495

Conrad Johnson PV II

£2000 £ 1398

Copland CTA501 Power amp

£ 1800 £998

Counterpoint SAI2 Valve/Hybrid Pre-amp

£750

Grant GIOOAS (Pwr) + G1OOPB ( Pre) £2000 £650
Jadis DA30 DeLuxe Int ( Black) Ex-dem £3490 £2699
.ladis DA60 Int (Black) Ex-dem £4483 £3759
Jadis LIP2COVT Pre Ex-dem

£4778 £3759

Luxman LX33 (Integrated)

£698

Muse Model 300 ( Mono powers)

£4400 £2898

Papworth Audio MI00 monoblocks £3600 £2600
Papworth Audio M200 monoblocks £5200 £3998

£6400 £3200

Probably the most beautiful solid state
amplifiers we have ever seen!
lbh Second State Stereo Pwr £3
11800
TSS Second State Pre-amp
£ 1000
£500
TIS Integrated State Int-amp £ 1500 £800
EMOTIVE STATEMENT
integrated CD player
£2120 £ 1100
EX-FACTORY STOCK DUE TO DOWNTURN IN FAR-EAST
EXPORT MARKETS • SO STRICTLY LIMITED AVAILABILITY.
Pink Triangle PIP Pre (3box)
Pioneer C-90 Pm
PS Audio PS IV (Pre)
PS Audio 6.1 Pre ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio 6.2 Pre (
Ex-dem)
PS Audio 4.6 Pre (Ex-dem)
PS Audio 5.6 Pre (Ex-dem)
PS Audio Delta Power (Ex-dem)
QED A270 Integrated
QED Systemline Kit + Mods (Ex D)
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
Quad 405 Power-amp
Quad 33 Pre
Quad 34 Pre (Grey & Beige)
Quad 44 Pre ( Beige)
Quad 77 Pm
Rappaport Pre 1 (Pre)
Rappaport Amp I (Pwr)
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
Rotel Michi Pm
Rotel RC972 Pm
Rotel RB97 IPower
Rotel RB981 Power
Sonographe SCI Pre
Sugden Optima 140 (2X7Ow Intgd)
Thorens TTP2000 Mk1 Pre (Ex Dem)
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem)
Thule PR200 ( Pre) + 2X PA200 (pwr)

£ 1895 £ 1095

Audio Innovations LI (Pre)

Luxman CL32 ( Pre) + 3600 ( Pwr) 50+50watts £ 1498

EX- FACTORY SPECIAL PURCHASE
TUS Definitive State Mono
Power amps
Pair

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE
Arion Tycho (Power) + Passive Pre

£2400 £ 1398
£295
£298
£799 £499
£899 £599
£998 £649
£998 £649
£1499 £999
£225
£3000 £ 1897
£P0A
£195
£65
£220
£265
£450
£275
£550
£1100 £758
£795 £643
£225 £ 173
£225 £ 173
£325 £273
£1250 £450
£770 £448
£499 £397
£599 £497
£2700 £ 1598

URGENTLY REQUIRED
ALL TYPES OF QUALITY HI-FI
WE BUY OR PART-EXCHANGE

Sonic Frontiers Assemblage LI Pre
Built and reviewed by HiFi World with
extensive upgrades

£798

Tube Technology Prophet/Genesis £4800 £2398

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION
So that you get the Best Price
without any of the hassle!
TAPE AND TUNERS
A&R Cambridge Alpha Tuner

£75

Arcam Alpha Tuner

£75

Arcam Alpha 5Tuner

£230

£168

Avantic BM6 11 Valve Tuner Circa 1960 (no dec)

£148

Denon TU660 Tuner

£145

Harmon Kardon TU950

£158

Leak Delta FM Tuner

£65

Leak Delta AM/FM Tuner

£75

Kenwood KX-4520 3Head HX-Pro
Magnum Dynalab

£135

FTI I

£550

£328

£400

£195

Marantz SD55 3hd / 2mtr
Myryad T/40 (Ex-dem)

£399

£294
£ 1130 £P0A
£615 £P0A

Naim NATO2 (Ex-dem)
Naim NATO3 (Ex-dem)
Nakamichi ZX7 ( Mint/Boxed)

£648

Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp
Pioneer RTUI I114 &

112track

£500

10" R to R

Pioneer F9I Tuner
Quad FM3

£395
Choice from

Revox A77 1/2 track

Theta Lynx Tuner
Yamaha 800 AM/FM Tuner

£95
£P0A

Revox B77 Mk's I & 2 (Call for details)
Sony TCK 61IS

£295
£598

£P0A

£330

£218

£500

£324
£175

£5995

£3998

Alchemist Nexus APD32A CD Player

£600

£425

Arcam Alpha 8CD

£450

£350

Accuphase DP75 CD Player

Arcam Delta Black Box ( DAC)

£148

Arcam Delta Black Box 5 ( DAC)

£248
£198

Arcam Delta 170 (Trans)
Audiolab 8000CD ( Ex-dem)

£1000

£749

Audiolab 8000DAC

£1000

£450

Audio Alchemy Vac-In-The- Box

£249

£175

Audio Alchemy Drive 3

£695

£498

Audio Alchemy DACMAN ( Ex dem)

£149

£117

Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX ( Ex dem)

£229

£177
£238

Audio Alchemy VI DAC

Audio Research DAC I20 bit ( Ex-dem) £3740 £2199
Audio Research DAC3 Mk2 (As new!) £3999 £3269
Audio Research DAC5 ( Ex-dem) £2335 £1999
AVI 2(X)0MC Reference CD
£ 1300
£898
AVI S2000 DAC

£225

California Audiolabs Delta DAC (Ex-dem)£1100

£859

California Audiolabs Sigma 2DAC (Ex-d) £995

£789

Pioneer PD91 CD Player
Pink mangle Da Capo
PS Audio Digital Link 2DAC ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio DC 3DAC (Ex-dem)
PS Audio SL 3DAC (Ex-dem)
PS Audio Reference Link PRE/DAC
Balanced ( Ex-dem)
PS Audio Lambada CD Trans ( Ex-dem)
QED Digit Reference
Rega Brio ( Ex-dem)
Rega EXS (Ex-dem)
Roksan DAC 1
Roksan Attessa (Trans)
Rotel RCD971 CD
Rotel RCD930AX CD
Sugden SDA-1
Teac VRDS1OSE CD Player
Theta TLC
Theta Cobalt 307 DAC ( New!)
Theta ProPrime DAC (Ex-dem)
Theta Data Basic 11 CD Trans (Ex-dem)
Trichord Pulsar I(DAC) (Ex-dem)

£ 1200 £P0A
£148
£250

DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)

£295
Denon DCDI650 (CD Player) £600
Jadis 1D2 CD Trans ( Ex-dem) £4490 £3299
Kinergedcs KCD30 CD Player ( Ex-dem) £ 1900 £1059
£195

Kinshaw Overture DAC

Krell KPS201/1 CD/Pre ( Breathtaking!) £ 11,000 £5995
£230
Marantz CD80
Mark I.evinson No.39

£5000 £3998
£818

£425

£560

£195

£995

£495

£650

£395

Meridian 500 Transport (Old style) £ 1025

£793

Meridian 200
Meridian 203 DAC
Meridian 206
Meridian 263 DAC

Meridian 508 20 Bit (Ex-dem)
Meridian 508 24 Bit (Ex-dem)
Meridian 563 DAC

£ 1650 £1293
£2150 £P0A

£865

Meridian 606 DAC

£468

£865

£693

£ 1500

£795

Meridian 563 DAC ( Ex-dem)
MicroMega Stage 5 ( Ex-dem)

£750

£597

£747
MicroMega Stage 6 ( Ex-dem) £950
MicroSeiki CD-M2
£2800 £1445
Mission PCM Il CD

£150

Monarch DIP Jitter Buster
£245
Monarch DIP Jitter Buster ( Ex-dem) £245

£188
£197
£98

Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
Musical Fidelity A2 CD (Ex-dem)

£499

£397

Musical Fidelity E61 CD ( Ex-dem)

£299

£247

£399

£294

Myryad T-I0CD (Ex-dem)

£599

£494

Naim CD!

£2000

£1178

Naim CD3

£ 1050

£750

Myryad T-20CD (Ex-dem)

CALL THE ' FI' FINDERS
Can't find what you want?
Rare, Classic, Special...even New!
Whatever you want, we'll find it
for you...and at the best price!

£495
£975
£399
£499
£899

£4500 £2899
£2250 £ 1439
£450 £284
£229 £ 174
£599 £444
£250
£2300 £575
£400 £293
£200 £ 143
£800 £528
£850 £598
£230 £ 178
£699 £539
£1449 £ 1249
£2397 £1689
£1195
£658

LOUDSPEAKERS

California Audiolabs Alpha CD Trans £ 1800 £1359
California Audiolabs Aria 3CD Player xo £2489 £1599
£899
California Audiolabs Icon 2CD Player xis £ 1197
Copland CDA266 ( Ex-dem)

£900
£1500
£599
£777
£1449

AFEAST OF APOGEE
Apogee
Apogee
Apogee
Apogee
Apogee
Apogee

Centaur Minor
Centaur ( Ex-dens)
Column ( As New)
Mini Grand ( Mint)
On Wall ( Mint)
Slant 6 ( Mint)

£ 1345
£2300
£ 1900
£7598
£3000
£7598

£847
£1399
£1199
£4499
£1999
£4499

*******
Apogee Full Range ( Ex-dem)

£ 17,000

£8999

QUITE LITERALLY A ' WALL' OF SOUND
Audio Note ANJ/SPX (Efficient!)
Audiostatics ES100
B&W 2000IFS Centre
B&W P5 ( Rose) Ex-dem
B&W Silver Signatures Fabulous!
Cambridge Audio R50 (Trans Line)
Castle Avon ( Ex-dem/Yew)
Castle Chester ( Yew)
Castle Durham ( Inc stands - R/wood)
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew)
Castle Howard ( Rosewood)
Castle Pembroke ( Black Ash)
Diesis Solitaire
DCM Time Windows
Duntech PCL500
Epos ESII Rosewood
Epos ES12 Walnut + stands
Epos ES 14 Ex-dem
Epos ESI4 Black + stands
Gale 301 ( Black)
IMF Professional Monitor MK1V (Teak)
KEF 103/4 (Mahogany)
KEF 104/2 (Teak)
KEF 107 + Cube (Walnut)
KEF Reference 3 (Black)
Leak Sandwich (Classics in good cond)
Leak Mini-Sandwich
Leak 2060
I,inaeum LFX
Linn lsobarik
Linn Index
Linn Nexus
Linn Kan ( Black Teak)
Linn Kaber ( Active) Ex-dem
Linn Kaber ( Black)

BUSINESS HOURS: TUESDAY - SATURDAY 9.30am - 5.30pm

CLOSED MONDAYS

£1098
£2400 £1698
£220 £ 108
£875 £593
£6000 £2498
£495
£849 £647
£770
£495
£245
£995 £879
£1399 £878
£200
£150
£245
£5250 £2699
£368
£500 £375
£675
fA74
£428
£250 £ 159
£798
£1299 £748
£795
£1395
£1995 £ 1498
£135
£125
£125
£649 £445
£750
£225 £ 138
£275
£295
£3000 £2393
£2200 £ 1098

MAIL ORDER
All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed
£450
M&K VX7 Mk11 Sub (Ex-dem)
Magna Planar SMGA (Blk & Chrome)
Magna Planar SMGA (Wood/Brown)
Magna Planar SMGA (Ex-dem)
Magna Planar MG2.5 (New)
£ 1998
Martin Logan Quest (Walnut) £5700
Meridian A500 ( Rosewood) £875
Meridian M30 Active ( Black) £900
Meridian M2500 Sub (Ex-dem) £ 1695
Mission 707 (Walnut)
Mission 727 (Teak)
Mission 733 ( Black)
Mission 770 ( Mahogany + stands)
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak)
£395
Monitor Audio Studio 60SE New/B1k/Rose£5000
Musical Fidelity MC2
Nail's Intro ( Ex-dem)
£680
Naim SBL - Cherry ( Latest) £2030
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem) £2750
Prole Tablette 50 Signature (Ex dem) £899
ProAc Response 3.5 (Ex dem)
£4250
ProAc Response 3.5 (Cherry) £4250
ProAc Studio Towers ( Black) £2595
ProAc Studio 150 (Cherry) £ 1399
Quad ESL57
Quad ESL63
£3449
Quad ESL63 ( Ex-dem)
£3440
Rogers LS33/AB33 ( Black Ash)
Rogers LS3/5a (Cherry/Bi-wire)
Rogers Studio la (Teak)
£600
Royd Minstrel (Walnut/Black) £240
Royd Sintra
£330
Ruait Equinox Light Oak ( Up-dated)
Snell K II
Sonus faber Electa ( Black) Ex-dem £ 1790
Spendor SP2/3
£ 1195
Tangent RS2 + Stands
£400
Tangent Monitor 2 ( Rosewood) £200
Tangent 607 Mk11
Tanney 638 Plus ( Rosewood) £750
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units
Wilson Witt Mk I ( Ex dem)
Wilson Witt Mkt
Yamaha NS 1000M

£344
£450
£450
£PCIA
£1199
£3395
£595
£525
£1297
£100
£158
£155
£225
£248
£2995
£150
£574
£1378
£1497
£P0A
£2997
£2800
£1395
£P0A
£395
£1698
£1997
£1428
£395
£348
£168
£238
£P0A
£288
£1299
£775
£225
£141
£185
£498

£3400 £2398
£8888 £6497
£8888 £5998
£975

MISCELLANEOUS
Audio Alchemy Clearstream digital Lead

£200 £ 128

DBX228

£98

Essex Digital correction for Celestion SL700

£750 £375

Harmonix TU8I2 LP Record Clamp

£220 £ 170

Helios Orion arm

£548
£98

Micro-Seild MA707 arm
Siltech 560 Balanced cables lints-pr

£16«) £600

Stax SR Lambada SIG+SRM IMk2
lAectrostatic Headphones)

£1695 £995

XL0 Signature 2.1 Balanced Interconnects
I .0m pair: (£675) f448

05m pair: £485

Rotel RN560 Dolby Noise Reduction System
I
arget IIStands

£398
£75
£228

VISITORS WELCOME AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI 1LZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141
ALL MAJOR CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

recid cni4ftetii

ESTABLISHED 1974

es when new; prices customers paid for their equipment ( receipted) at the time of purchase; or the estimated price of comparable equipment/models at today's val

CD PLAYERS - DACS

Note: All ' previous prices as Shown are either the former manufacturers' list pr

After twentyfive years, and with three specialist stores, we know
that thousands of satisfied customers prefer to shop this way!

for sale trade
ALWAYS...

YOUR

MAjeem,

aLarge Selection of
Budget HiFi Bargains!

COULD BE YOUR

HERE ARE JUST AFEW EXAMPLES
AMPLIFIERS
‘&R ( ambridge A60

MAI tedee.
vd

£75

A&R Cambridge C200/SAI50 Pre/Pwr

£250

Audiolab 8000A ( DIN) Fully upgraded to current
Aura VA8OSE-X

spec

Beard P100 100wpc Pwr amp
Cyrus 1and 2amps

£295
£195
£695

Several from

Kenwood KA54OR

£320

NAD 3020A Integrated
NAD 1000 Pre

Call now for the Russ Andrews
essential guide
to upgrading your mains.

£145
£175
£85
£145

NAD 3240 Power Envelope Integrated
Nairn Nail 1

£145

Nytech CPA602/CP122 Pre/Pwr

£300

PS Audio Elite
Rotel BX935

£170

Yamaha DSPE200 Processor

£149

£135
£450

CD PLAYERS - DACS
Aream Delta Alpha CD

',

Tel: +44 (0)1539 823247 www.russandrew.corn

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving

£250

%ream Delta Black Box

£125
£175

Kenwood DP7060 CD
Marantz CD36

L.
..Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Kendal, Cumbria, Uk8

£360

£175
£110

Marantz CD52

£120

Marantz CD56

£70

Marantz CD65

£85

Mission daD 7000

£199

Mission PCM II

£140

Philips CD I210

£95

Philips CD850 Mk2 (Trichord clock upgrade)

£195

Rotel RCD865

£120

£300

Rotel RCD965BX

£165

Yamaha CD3050

£175

coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!
ICAN ALSO SUPPLY: TURNTABLES, TONEARMS, CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS. DAT, MINIDISC, CDR, LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE. AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES 8
DISCS. TEST CD'S, TEST RECORDS. TEST CASSETTES, CABLES,
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS
All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey imports. Delivery is free
Sorry, no general catalogue. Please phone or write tor specific details.

IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GQ.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

no

0181 349 1311
0181 346 8362

TUNERS
A&R Cambridge 121

£75

Kenwood KT6040

£300 £ 160

NAD 4225

£135

Rotel RTC850L (Tuner/Pre-amp)

£300 £ 135

Yamaha T80

£175

Yamaha CT800

£175

Kenwood KX9050S

3 head

£250 £ 150
Dolby B/C/S

Amp/Preamps & Speakers: ARMSTRONG, AUDIO NOTE. AUDIO
TEKNE, CONRAD JOHNSON, EAR, JADIS. LOWTHER. LEAK, PYE.
QUAD. RADFORD, TANNOY ETC.
Audio valves: Brimar. GEC. Marœni, Mallard.
EX-DEMO FOR SALE

CASSETTE / TAPE
Denon DRM700 ( 3head)

Best Prices Paid Por Ilintage arid
Modern 111-FI-Bought•Sold•exchanged

£450 £ 185

Marantz SD55

£185

NAD 6220

AUDIO NOTE SHINRI Silver 300B
NOTTINGHAM MENTOR REF. Turntable
SME 309 Tone arm with Audio Note Silver cable
AUDIO NOTE ANE-SPX Loudspeakers
SONUS FABER. MIMIMA. ELECTA, CONCERTINO. GUARMERI

£95

Rotel RD865

£300 £ 120

HEADPHONES
Grado SR 125

£115

Beyer Dynamic DT-91 I

£180

Absolute Tune-ups

£95

>ound,, goal' lied engineer-, :. 111 now tel ,,In
:noddy or re-align any Ingh-end equipowni.
s
, ii
undertake rebuilds with •olocted authophile grado
,onironents and can also oiler a sal\ o

SPEAKERS
B&W 2000 IFS Center speaker
Mission Argonauts

£240

Musical Fidelity MC2

£195

Gale 301

£125

MOST ITEMS CARRY 3MONTHS WARRANTY
HI-FI WANTED FOR CASH OR PART-EXCHANGE
* HIGH QUALITY REPAIR SERVICE *

re,

matching son ! Aped only the
Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962

HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES
AVAILABLE
PRICE
ACCUPHASE DP7OV Cd player MINT
£1995
AUDIONOTE Ongaku MINT
£34995
MARK LEVINSON 30.5/31.5 Cd Transport & Dac
£12995
GOLDMUND Reference T/tablefT3F arm
£8995
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac EX OEM
£5795
AUDIONOTE Neiro amp MINT/BOXED (new £15400)
£5495
VPI TNT 1/table/Grasshopper cart/SPJ arm
£4995
QUAD 77 Int Amp with remote (New)
£595
AERIAL ACOUSTICS Speakers ( Piano black finish)
£3995
AUDIONOTE ANE/S-E Uspeakers ( Rosewood) F. veneer
£3995
NAKAMICHI 10002XL Gold Ltd Edition! MINT/BOXEMANUALS.. 13995
MIRAGE M-1si Speakers (Plano black) MINT/BOXED £3995
ALTIS CDT Ill Cd Transport EX OEM
£3500
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 Speakers (Rosewood) MINT
£3495
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks MINT
£3395
JADIS Dual mono JA80 Monoblocks
£3295
ACCUPHASE80/81L Cd player
£ 995
QUAD 77 Cd player (New)
£595
MARTIN LOGAII CLS Ilz BOXED/MANUALS £2805
AUDIONOTE 10 Limited Cartridge & Psu
£2750
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp
£2495
VOTO T/tableJSME V & Clearaudio Delta Car!
£2495
MARK LEVINSON ML3 Power amp
£2450
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 revision A (Black)
£2350
KRELL KSA-50s Power amp
£2295
KINERGET1C Subwoofers with Xover BOXED/MANUALS £ 195
KRELL CD-DSP Mk2 Cd Player
£2000
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
£1995
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp
£1995
ARAGON Palladium Monoblocks BOXED/MANUALS (0000 new) . 11895
VPI19 Mk3 (dark oak)/Air Tangent/Koetsu Black
£1800
REVOX PR99 Mk2 Tape Deck (Trolley mounted)
£1750
JADIS JPL Pre-amp
£1495
VOTO Standard turntable MINT
£
14%
KFIELL Studio Dac
£1495
CROWN Power amp
£1395
LUXMAN M03600 KT88 Stereo power amp
£1295
GRAHAM Model 1Tonearm (spare wand)
£1250
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
KOETSU Gold line Black Cartridge (New)
£995
ARAGON Aurium Pre-amp BOXED/MANUALS
£895
VAC Dac 22.1 (HDCD)
£895
AUDIONOTE P2SE Power amp MINT
£895
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp (with remote) NEW
£890
CONRAD JOHNSON Motif MP11 Phono stage
£850
EXPOSURE 25 Integrated (with remote) NEW
£850
FORSELL Cartridge MINT
£795
MILLER & KREISAL MX100 Subwoofer EX CON
£795
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amp NEW
£720
JVC 7050 Power amp
£695
NARA Nat 32.5 pre/Nap 140 pwr & Snaps pou
£
495
FINESTRA Pre-amp (with psu)
£595
SOLSTICE AAD Speakers with stands
£495
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp MINT
£495
KEF 104 Loudspeakers
£450
LUXMAN 5T-10 Tuner
£450
MADRIGAL CZ Gel 1mtr (Balanced)
£420
RUARK Talisman II Speakers (Mahogany) 4yrs old
£395
NEAT Mystique Speakers (walnut)
£350
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands
£250
MIT Mi5 2mtr interconnect
£200
MERIDIAN 230 Dac
£
195
B&VI DM2AS (Teak)
£150
TECHNICS SU-V85A Stereo integrated amp
£95
THIEL 7.2 (Birds Eye Maple) EX OEM
£10995
TEAC A3340S 4track tape recorder
£595
ROXSAN XERXES T/table/Artemiz arm
£495
KLH RESEARCH speakers
£250

'Lockwood Audio

WE NOW OFFER 0° FINANCE • TELEPHONE FOR OETAILS
'/SuU/ecI to statusl
MAIN DEALERS FOR:
THIEL SPEAKERS, MARK LEVINSON,
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS PRODUCTS
8, MUCH MORE.
FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
VISA
htlp://minthifi-stereo.corn

THE
AUTHORISED TANyuy SPECIALIST

TRADING
STATION

22a LINCOLN ROAD PETERBOROUGH

Tel: (01733) 343469

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
(.
allers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Hens WD6 IWE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 31:}
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND
BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BNI4 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660301.
FAX 01903 872234
e-maiLhealherdale@hifi-stereo.com

MAY

1999

HI-FI NEWS S. RECORD REVIEW

classified
Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EOLIPMENT AND SPECIAL «FERS
Arum Delta I
10 PreAmplifier ( new) £299.95
Arum Seri 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp.
(ex den.) £699.00
Arum Illxk Hm 500 DAC
(new) £ 199.95
Arcam Delta 290 AmplIfier ... ( ued)
1300.00
Arcarn Deir.) 290/290P Amplifie«
( und) £350.00
Arum Alpha 5Amplifier ..
( und) ..£ 150110
£2019.1)0
Arum Delta 170 Traespon ...( xed) £300.00
Audio Akhemy DDE.V1 DAC
(en dem)
1269.95
Audio Alchemy DTI V12. P.S.4 DAC.
..(ex door) . 1399.95
Audiolab range on entai &fer
Ring for prices
Audiostatie DG ILotespeaken ..(er dem) £ 1700110
Cas& Avon 1o./speakers.
Xneva .£549110
Creek CAS4140/2 Amplifier
Crus Hark Rack..
•
•
- Lund/ .......£250.00
Cyrus Straight LineflIPA Amps... ...( ined) . 1495110
Jumo Coxal Centre Speaker ..

Lx.) .£299 IS

Laon Rober Lounpeakers
Lundey PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
Marne CD63SE CD Mayer
...1.441 _mea)
Matant. CD52SE CD Player
( und) ....£ 140.00
Mendian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
..(ex dom)
UME«
Meridian 563 DAC Convertor
Merldlan 541 Pro Lope Pre-Ampfifser ( used) .£595.00
Mende,' 2.00/263 Transport/DAC Cl) Player
Mission DAD 5fDAC5 CD Player

( und) -UMM
.
(ned) .£290.00

Naim NAC 42 Pre.Amplifier ( utd) . 1150130
Nom NAP 90 Power Amplifier
( und) ....£340.00
Nains NAC72 Pre.Amplifier. ( ised) .£495.00
Pioneer P1)9700 CD Player .. ...( used) .£250.00
hnle Triangle T/TableiReg R11300..
( ued) .£395.00
Oued 306 Amplifies
Lund) .£240.00
Reel RCD965BX CD Player
...( used) .£ 160.00
Tex V6030S Cxsene Deck
- Lx.) .£349.95
TechnIcs 5U900/2 Amplifier.
( und)... .£240.00
Tamale DSP A2070 Dolby Amplifier

( ned)

1450.00

STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN. AUDIOLAB, CYRUS, KRELL,
MARK, OPERA, RCARK, MARANTZ, MICHELLE, CASTLE,
TEAC, KEF ETC. ETC.

A UDIO M ATTERS
New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
SALE
PO A
p0 A

Alchemist Forsetti pre + power
3398
£
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk Il
£
579
Alchemist - The Stereo Poweramp
200 watt (ex/d)
£3995 ...£2195.
Anthem CD ployer (
5star What Hi-R) (ex/d) £1699 ....£ 1250
Apogees ribbon monitors (
new & ex/d)
£999
£599
Audiomeca Mephisto CD transport
£2400 ....£1250
AJdon Block Shadows 845 valve morobiocks £4C00
Raft.
Audion Silvernight 300B monoblocks
£2250
PO A
Chan° Academy 1sold walnut (
ex/d)
£ 1299
MO
Champ Academy 2solid walnut (
ex/d)
£ 1649 ....£1100
Chario Academy 3J (ex/d) floor standing.
solid walnut speakers
£5999
Genesis Gen 500 spics in Built Active Bass
(ex/d) SUPERS
£ 110013
Krell Kay 3001
f2495
PO A
Meridian 208 CD & pre & remote
£1165
£500
Micromega TDrive & TDac & XLO cable ....£2150
0999
Musical Fidelity ne pwr. amp x2
53C0
Nokamichi 1.5 cCr4
£200
£350
Nakamichi LX5 COU.
ReStek 6ch pwr. amp
£9012
£595
Revox HI caos
£1150
£650
Revox H6 RDS Tuner
£95
Triangle Antiah spks (ex/d)
£739
£499
Genesis AMRI Spk (ex/d)
£9C00
£3999
Genesis Subwooter r/c (ex/d)
£1900
5999
Proceed AVP AC3 DTA
£100O3
Proceed AMP5 5ch. pwr. amp f

vote

A NEW RANGE OF AMNON AMPS ON DEM THE BLACK
SHADOWS1145 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - VATH CADENCE ES ME IIS USTEN & BE PERSUADED.
On Dem - AlcnemistAnthern. Audromeca, Auden Volve Amos.
Codence Spks..Cnario.D.PA.. Monxrc hy. Ortolan. Pnk Triangle.
%foot 1.1, Sonic Fronrlorr Irrioglo Spin, Trilogy Valve Amos. Von der Hul
—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

Visit dur web site at hltp://www.linlone.co.uk
e-mail on, Lintone.audirKe irgin.net
7-11 Park 1
one, ( ialehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3.1W.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

a
atv
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

•Service & Repairs
-Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

MADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
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GT AUDIO
THE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST
GUARANTEED TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING UNDERTAKEN ON ALL
VALVE AND TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT, SYM?ATHET1C UPGRADING. VINTAGE
RESTORATION AND VALVE TUNER ALIGNMENT ARE OUR SPECIALITY.
Dur nenni. naine. Mid. Analogue, Avantxrde Areetic. Croit Mafflur, GATE,
GRA F.
Tinvehlix linnors. Ortofun. Platine Verdier Tuentahles SME. MON.
EIT ope..1 noon Research and Inmenura rhurchin.
Tel/fax: 1+441 01895 833099
e-mail gLaudiodttesco.nel
hillp://wwe.glaudio.com

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y.

NEWFOAMr.SPEAKER

FOAM

ROT

REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG ft:, WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD

($29.96

& DELUXE KITS. STANDARD

INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SUR-

ROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE

($ 34.96 INCLUDES S +

H) ALL OF

THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST

ACOUSTIC PANELS

CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
SLEDGEHAMMER

VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK,
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW
JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE
FEBRUARY 1997
THE

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL.

NEWFOAM
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: ( 716) 424-3680
Fax: ( 716) 427-9339

SEND $5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH VISA OR M ASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

e-mail:
VISA

MC

AMEX

DISC

+800 4639-3626
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8808 UNIVERSITY GREEN

hifi@NEWFOAM.com
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800 2329-3626
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NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
UST
Krell MDI 0CD Turntable.
. £2495 SM
E/Veu
Monden 602 Transport 606 DAC
f995 S'il
£3150
£6800
Convergen) Aude Technology Signature 2Pre amp
£3500 SM
Audio Note M7 Silver Phonostage MM made to go
with one and only Ongaku
£4995 Shl £ 13000+
Proac 35 Speakers, Lt Oak
£2295 WH £4700
Mondor Autrui Stude 50 Speakers. Chenywood £2500 SM £5000
Arcam 170 3CD Transport
£325 SM £750
Arcam Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150 SIN £450
Cyrus DAD30 CD Player and PSXR supply. 3months old £895 S/H £ 1229
Cyrus ACA7 Pre amp and PSXR suppl y. 3morelle old
£795 S/N £ 1129
Cyrus Power Amp, balanced Wh PSXR
3complete unes avadable, 3months old
£600 SIN £830
Cyrus Hark 8Tier stand and base. 3months
£300 SM £466
Mesen 754 Freedom speakers. Pnmavera. 3months £995 SM £ 1498
May do acornpelte deal on Mission Cyrus system above Retad peu 1s £6835
complele and e3months old
DYNAMICS NEW

YEAR REDUCTIONS

Cello 8120 Bit DAC & Power Supply
ri £6000
Genesis Digitul Len, new. unused
•• ' ou £ 1700
Genesis VSpeakers, Watts & Puppies on Steroids and
comes merl FliC amp for Servo Bass new, unused and finished
in Sapos Rosewood. 1pair only, be quick
£7995 New £15000
Audio Research VT 50 Valve Arnp. 1year old
£ 1595 SM
f2950
Lumley Megavok M150 Signature Valve Mono Mops £ 1895 Sill
£3950
£4000
Muse 18 Subwoofer Rosewood
Brilliant.. £ 1995 SM
Avante Garde Tno Horn Speakers. Ceramic Whom £7500 SM £17995
Cello Audio Surie Pre Amer, premium °inputs. plenum CD.
premium aux. premium WC and premium MW
plus 0200 inputs 'The Beni'
£7995 SIN £28.000
Cello Audio Palette, latest spec
Superb f7995 SIN £22.000
Cello Duel 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bncigeable
BnIlent.. £4995 SIN £10.200
Cello Master Speakers. Piano black
Stunning. £ 12995 SIN £32.000
Krell KRC-2 Pre Amp. balanced A/C
£1995 SIN
£4,190
Musical F0089 Electra E100 Integrated Amp R/C
£650
£2500
Monitor Aude 20SE Speakers. Piano black
£
£
£39
1
1
695 S
4955
S
SMel
AI £3300
Proac Response, 3Speakers. Light Oak
Forsell air reference CD Transport + DAC
1week old, probably the best in the world
£13995 ErD £15.995
Avalon Accent Il Speakers Light Oak. stunning
f8995 SM £17,000
Goldrnund Studio Turntable T3F Ann. last version
£3995 SM £10,600
Wade 16 CD Player digital vol. excellent
£3800 SIN
f7395
Nakarnichi Dragon Cassette Dec, lest chance
£1350 SM
£2350
Nakamehi 700 2XE Cassette Deck. classe
£695 SM
£1600
Stax Ouattro Il CD Player. excellent
£1095 SM
£3000
Gryphon Ltd Edition Pre Amp
£2995 S/11
£8000
Teac PI D1 CD Transport • DAC
£4800
£1795 SM
Cadence ES Electrostabc Hybnd. stunning
£1495 S/FI
£4500
Krell KPS 30i CD Player. 3months old
£5490
£2795 SM
Aude Physics Vigo Speakers, Cherrywood
£2200 SM
£3800
Airtangent futy automatic Linear Tracking arm
£1895 SM £4000+
Krell Studio 2DAC AT&T balanced etc
£1295 SM
£3198
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chips« black
£895 SM
£1803
Cary 300SE Tnode 3008 Integrated Valve Amp .....
£1995 SM
£6000
Krell KSABOB Power Amp, Balanced . ..... . £1695 SM
£3897
Mark Levinson No))) Stereo Power Amp. 1week old,
only used for Hi Fi Show so full 5year warranly and there
2awlable -Mono Bridge«. be quick
f5600 EA)
f8495
Sonos Faber Electas áStands. Walnut
f995 SIN £2065
Mark Levinson No39 CD player
Superb f3995 E/D £4995
Marantz CD Limeed anion Bal
Superb £ 1495 SIT-1 £3000
Breuer 8Ann Rocking Horse S-T
Rare.. £ 1500 SIN £2700
Lumley ST70 Stereo Valve Amp Triode Switchable
£995 El) £2225
Aude Note Ongaku. The one and only
£ 15.995 SIN £57.003
Krell KBLXPE Line Pre Amp nPhono Stage
£ 1995 SIN
f5326
Jadis JA500 4Chasse Mono Valve Power Amps
£6995 S/11 £20990
Jadis Dely 7Mk3 Valve Power Amp
£2995 SM £4790
Transteguration Supreme Cadridge Laies!
£795 SIN £ 1795
Krell KSA 250 Power Amp
£2995 SM £6600
Krell KSL Line Pre Amp Mk2
£ 1295 S/N £2298
Revoie Hl Cassette Deck
£695 SM £ 1150
Ensemble PA1 Reference Speakers, Bi/wire Piano Black £ 1995 SM £5000
Menden 200/203 Trans/DAC Tncord. ...
Reduced . £695 SM £ 1660
Menden 208 CD/Pre Arno Phono MRS Remote... Reduced . £695 SM £ 1665
Cary 2A3 Power Amp Tnodc . . Reduced . £795 Sill
C1495
Cary CAD 550. CD Processor Pre Amp .
£595 SIN
f1200
Gryphon XT Pre Arne Glass Lid .
Reduced £ 1995 SIN £5500
Aude Research 570 Power Amp
Reduced £ 1795 SIN £4400
Audio Research LS7 Pre Mop. Lates).
Reduced £ 1095 SM £ 1698
Alon 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced £ 1295 S/11 £3850
Burmerster 850 Mono Power Amps Rare
(2 pair av)
Reduced £ 1795 S11-1 £5350
Burmeister 838/846 Phono/Line Pre Amp Gold . Reduced £ 1295 SM £3500
Biumeeter 838/846 Phono/Line Pm Amp Chrome Reduced £995 S/11 £3250
Goldmund Minime 3Power Amp
Stunning £ 1995 Sre
£
5150
Sihrerado Speakers • Stands Piano (Watt Beater)
£ 1395 S/11 £2350
Snell AS 4Box Loudspeakers ( Ask PO)
£2995 SM £8995
Mero Se/hi Air Beanng Vacuum Platter Heavy Tumtable
Runs 4Tonearms, weighs about 70150
Sturining £2995 SM £7000+
Rein» B261 Tuner
£750 SIN £ 1145
Renos H6 RDS Tuner
£550 £ 1000
Threshold Fe) 10E Pre Amp Phono/Une
Reduced £ 1595 SM £4990
Threshold Fe 10 Pre Amp Phono/Line ESupplies Reduced £ 1295 SM £4250
YBA 2Power Amp Latest
£895 SM £2150
Equation 2Speakers Black 90DB
Excellent £ 1295 Sill £3500
Oracle Alexandra Tumtable Prelude Ann
£495 811 £ 1390
Audio Synthesis modoe Sony CDX 303E0 AT•T *ire
DOM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Brt
£995 S/N £2515
£895 SM
Loads
Inn LOI TTuner (Classic) (*querra Betteri?
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available £495 SIN £995
Micromega 21CD Transport ( Excellent)
Reduced £ 1295 SAI £2500
Mehel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp + Supply
£450 SM £885
Cabasse 135 Speakers VDM wired oAcme Equaliser £ 1795 SM £4600
£995 SIN £2299
Theta DS Pro Basc 2DAC
Sole Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1395 SIN £4400
Cambndge CD1 CD Player
£395 SIN £ 150)
Cal Tempest 2CD Player
£ 1000 SM £3900
Aman, Delta 120 Power Amp
£200 SIN £520
Arcam Dette 1100 Pre Amp/DAC Elladr Box 50
£250 SIN £750
Arum Black Box 5DAC
.
£200 SM £450
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
£295 SM £600
Acoustat Il Electrostatrc Panel Speakers. Black
£350 SM £ 1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils

TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608431-3771
e-mail: medleoundeitis.com

Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns

Web Page: http:/vrawitIs.com/madlsound
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

MAY 1999

Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979

01438 714038

10.900m - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
119

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
C) Pro

Clearance

Amplifiers

Itms
Choice
Price

Audio Research D240 mk II
Exposure VActive xover
EAD 7000 Transport
Tesserac Tala pre-amp
Magnum P200 pre-amp
Sonus Faber Gravis Sub woofer
+X-over + power amp
Kenwood 9010 CD Transport
Alon Adriana
Alon PW1 Subwoofer (Passive)
Gale 401
Kinshaw Overture Phono

Original
Retail Price

1395.00
295.00
895.00
695.00
895.00

£ 3500.00
£ 995.00
£ 2495.00
01495.00
£ 1895.00

1250.00
195.00
3500.00
295.00
250.00
195.00

£ 3200.00
£ 500.00
£ 10000. 00
£ 750.00
£

395.00

Jeff Rowland Consumate + Phono
Audiolab 8000S
Michell Argo 8Hera PSU
Krell KRC2 + KPE Phono Stage
Conrad Johnson PV12 (mm/mc)
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS5 mk II
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Angstrom 200 ( Home cinema controller)
Audio Research LS7
Audio Research LS15
Audio Note M2

Nw in

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Naim 52
CAT SL1 mk III
Conrad Johnson PV10AL
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Meridian 501.2 (brand new)
SPEAKERS
Quad ESL 63 Black
Sonus Faber Guarneri

£14995.00
£ 2250.00
£ 4995.00
£ 1150.00
£ P.O.A.
£ 1295.00
£ 995.00
£ 495.00
£ 810.00

£22000.00
£ 5550.00
£ 12000.00
0 1800.00
P.O.A.
£ 1800.00
£ 1295.00
£ 700.00
£ 950.00

£ 2200.00
£ 4750.00
£ 795.00
£10995.00
£ 630.00

£ 3100.00
£ 6500.00
£ 1195.00
£ 17000.00
£ 740.00

£ 1895.00 £ 3200.00
£ 4750.00 £ 6500.00

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Naim CDS
Naim CD2
Krell KPS 25s
Krell KAV 300 CD
Matantz CD17 KI Sig (Black)
Quad 77 CD Player (Quadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Meridian 506 20 bit (brand new)

£ 2250.00
3600.00
£ 1695.00 £ 2200.00
£13995.00 £ 19995.00
£ 2500.00 £ 3500.00
£ 795.00 £ 1195.00
£ 495.00 £ 700.00
£ 1095.00 £ 1900.00
£ 1015.00 £ 1195.00
TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Naim Nat 02
£ 750.00 £ 1200.00
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegeddon/Prefex/
Hi Cap/17 DII
£ 2500.00 £ 4000.00
LFD MC1 Phono mm/mc
£ 550.00 £ 900.00
Michell Gyro Orbe Platter/Bearing+QC pou £ 995.00 £ 1500.00
SME Varm
£ 850.000 1500.00
Lyra Parnasus (NEV)
£ 1200.00 £ 2000.00
Clear Audio Master Reference/Clear £ 8995.00 £ 16000.00
Audio Insider Reference (Wood)
Basis Debut Gold/Graham Model 2.0 £ P.O.A. £
P.O.A.

Pawor
Amplifiers
Copeland GSA 14 Integrated (Silver)
Restek Extract Monoblocks (180 watt)
Mark Levinson 331
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Michell Alecto Stereo
Exposure XV
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PA1/LS1
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
VTL Monoblocks
Micromega amp
Audio Research CASO Integrated
Audio Research VT50
Micromega Tempo P
Air Tight AT1

ÇffhOiCe
\flijr - IF II

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

8000.00
700.00
900.00
4300.00
2590.00
595.00
1900.00
5700.00
1095.00
3495.00
1620.00
3200.00
950.00

Choice

Quality

This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS
FM acoustics 611X Resolution Power
Krell KSA 2008
Audio Research M300
Naim NAP 250
Lamm M1 Monoblocks ( 100W)
Michell Alecto Monoblocks
Copland GSA 28
Quad 77 Integrated (Quadlink)
Meridian 556 (brand new)

£ 3995.00
£ 450.00
£ 495.00
£ 2500.00
£ 1995.00
£ 350.00
£ 1095.00
£ 2695.00
£ 695.00
£ 1800.00
£ 1095.00
£ 2400.00
£ 650.00

£ 795.00
£ 2495.00
£ 2750.00
£ 9000.00
£ 995.00
£ 450.00
£ 7995.00
£ 2650.00
£ 3795.00
£ 895.00
£ 500.00
£ 4995.00
£ 2200.00
£ 1200.00
£ 3250.00
£ 595.00
£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£ 8500.00
£ 1795.00
£ 750.00
£ 2495.00
£ 2095.00
£ 750.00
£ 2600.00

£ 1195.00
£ 3500.00
£ 5000.00
£ 18000.00
£ 1500.00
£ 795.00
£ 21000.00
£ 3400.00
£ 5000.00
£ 1998.00
£ 950.00
£ 10000.00
£ 4000.00
£ 2250.00
£ 4790.00
£ 900.00
£ 12900.00
£ 6700.00
£ 14500.00
0 4000.00
1295.00
£ 3400.00
£ 2895.00
1250.00
£ 4200.00

Speakers
Rogers LS3/5A Black
Kef Reference Model 4 (Rosetta Burr)
Impulse Taus
Acoustic Energy AE1
Ensemble PA1
Alon Vmk II Blk
Wilson 3/2 (Black)
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Wilson 5.1 (Piano White)
Thiel CS1.5
Mini Grand
Martin Logan SL3
B & W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Sonus Faber Electa Amator
Kef Reference 4

C/I. CCI) Players
Krell MD- 10 CD Turntable
Krell Studio Dac
Theta Data Basic 2
Theta Pro Basic III (Balanced)
Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No36 Dac + 37 Transport
Audiolab 8000 CD
Mark Levinson No 39
Wadia 6
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
P.S. Audio Ultralink
McCormack DAC-1
Acuphase DP90/91
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Mendias 566 DAC (20 Bit)
DPA PDM 1mk Ill
Marantz CD94/94A
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Alchemy DDS Il Transport

£ 3495.00
£ 1995.00
£ 1295.00
£ 1695.00
£ 150.00
£ 3995.00
£ 650.00
£ 4250.00
£ 1995.00
£ 150.00
£ 795.00
£ 450.00
£ 9950.00
£ 4995.00
£ 2995.00
£11500.00
£ 1500.00
£ 895.00
£ 550.00
£ 595.00
£ 2495.00
£ 395.00

17990.00
£ 4450.00
£ 2400.00
£ 2990.00
£
8000.00
£ 1000.00
£ 5000.00
£ 4300.00
£ 300.00
£ 2390.00
£ 995.00
£ 20000.00
£ 8000.00
£ 5800.00
£ 24000.00
£ 3995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1000.00
£ 1600.00
£ 3500.00
£ 900.00

Analo

Voyd Reference/Reference Power supply/
Helios Cyalene/Audio Note 10 limited + P/S £ 11500.00
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU
650.00
Musical Fidelity T1 FM Tuner £ 150.00
Ortofon MC30
£ 450.00
Linn LP12/Lingo/Cirkus £ 750.00
Linn LP12, Lingo Cirkus, Ittok Ill,
Troika Trampolin £ 1795.00
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
£ 1500.00
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther mk Ill £ 1800.00
Forsell Air Force One
£ 11995.00
Quad FM3 Tuner
£ 195.00
Clear Audio Sigma
£ 450.00
Linn Klyde
£ 450.00
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
£ 850.00
Transparent Musiclink Referenceiscx-acty £ 1000.00
Transparent Musicwave Ultra BiWire 3.6mtr £ 1600.00
Lyra Parnasus (VdH tip)
£ 950.00

4

Rockport,

Alon,

SME,

ATC,

Soundstyle,

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Bryston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

Totem,

Chord,

Trichord,

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hul,

Graham,

VP!,

Helios,

XLO,

Lavardin,
Michell,

Oracle analogue
and digital,

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,
and many more.

ID In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment
ID Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
()Generous part exchange
10 Show room/dem room
NE)

Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

ID All credit cards inc. Amex
ID

Mail order

1E) Export service
-8E) Finance arranged subject to status
10 Widest range available

Turntables
&

Acoustic Energy,

Musical Fidelity,

DACS

el 0181
fax 0181 392

£ 550.001 699.00
£ 3300.001 4000.00
£ 1800.00 £ 3100.00
£ 550.00 £ 795.00
£ 995.00 £ 2000.00
£ 2500.00 £ 5000.00
£ 5995.00 115000.00
£ 2500.00
£ 4250.00 £ 7000.00
£11500.00 £ 19000.00
£ 1595.00 £ 2700.00
£ 2995.00 £ 7600.00
£ 2795.00 £ 3499.00
£ 1895.00 £ 4000.00
£ 995.00 £ 3000.00
1495.00 £ 2992.00
£ 2200.00 £ 3600.00

STOCKIST OF!

ue
£ 22000.00
£ 1200.00
£ 300.00
£ 650.00
£ 1400.00
£ 3200.00
£ 4500.00
£ 4500.00
£ 25000.00
£
£ 600.00
£ 600.00
£
£ 2200.00
£ 3300.00
£ 1895.00

10 Unbiased advice
illE) Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice_hifiemsn.com

open

rom

• am

392 1963
p

y

pipoIntmen

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guarant

a fresh
musical perspective
We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.
For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.

KEVIN
GALLOWAY

AUDIO
TELEPHONE
01563 574185
FACSIMILE
01563 573207

e4 ,
AUDIO
BASI
HYSI
NAGRA
PINK TRIANGLE ELECTROCOMPANIE,
SUGD
ARA
JM
CAD
ELEMENTAL AUDI
ORACLE'
VO
BORDER PATROL
SIRIUS

Demonstration By Appointment

Your Hi -Fi will only soundas good
1
as its weakest component
°
e.*1

Enhance your listening please

,
with an upgrade from 41JEMOGIO,

e.-

;
74Na ée #-

L

THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
A dealer was cynically dubbed as someone who knows the price
of everything and the value of nothing. Certainty we live in an
age of hype where market prices are inflated but an experienced
and enthusiastic HiFi Consultant is always working to optimise a
budget and recommend value-added engineering.
The new entry-level product from Audio Note redefines budget
as does the new entry level from Mark Levinson - but in a totally
different way. And what about the WAZOO amplifier from Bold
Technologies (a high-end pre-amp and power amp in a stunning
chassis, all for £ 1,849? And ZIngall hand-carved loudspeakers
using horn technology and life-like compression mid-range driver
for less than £2k?
The entry level Audio Note product range consists of the M-0 line
level pre-amp at £299, P-0 power amplifier monoblocks (pair
£599); the CD transport costs £399 and the DAC-0 £369. All
available in silver or black finish. Consult us regarding suitable
loudspeakersi
The new entry level amplifier from Mark Levinson, the 334 at 125
watts per channel, costs £5,495 but is sonically without
compromise. The higher powered models would only be
required for very large rooms, or inefficient speakers. At this price
ANALOGUE
Audio Note AN-S2 MC-transformer, x/d slightly scratched
but sonica14/ stunning
£199
Helius Cyalene Mk3, supplied and checked by Guy Adams.
Ideal synergy with Voyd/I0 cartridges, was £ 1,795
£795
TAPE
Nakamichi, Dragon (unused, rare) the audiophile's transcriber
of any pre/recorded cassettes (en box, book, mint, priced
to sell)
£ 1,250
Nakamichi CR7 (unused, rare)
£1,250
DIGITAL
Audio Note CD- 2 + Signature 1195, x/d
Micro- Mega Stage 3CD Player, was £900, s/h bargain
Monarchy Audio 33B DAC, stunning build and sound, mint
Sony MDS-303 MiniDisc recorder/player, was £299

£595
£425
£495
£135

AMPLIFIERS
Audio Innovations 1000-Silver Edition, 50wpc Monoblocks,
new (cancelled order, stunning resolution and bass grip) £1,350
Full Set of Groov-Tubes for above
£295
Audio Innovations Second Monoblocks, 15wpc triodes
Was £ 2,990 per pair, boxed; each
£359
Audio Note Meishu phono, Integrated SE ( list £3,250; x/d)
Affordable but classy 300B amp; unrivalled value
£2,250
Gryphon LE Monoblock pre-amp, mint, marvellous (s/h) £2,995
Gryphon Elecktra/Orestes (x/d, List: £8,965)
£4,995
Gryphon Antileon amp (x/d, List: £ 10,600)
£5,995
Gryphon is the thinking man's Krell; from Denmark

it is a bargain, not only in terms of its build quality and
component count, but as the performance is comparable to
reference level super amps from its rivals. The perfect source is
the No 39 CD player with its inbuilt pre-amp section and variable
volume control in the analogue domain. Please note that this is
a far superior solution than a passive ( no pre-amp). Although
expensive, this combination is value for money, lifetime, and
state-of-the art. When you've tried the rest, it's time for the best!
Our second-hand list is very healthy due to a very busy start to
the year, so prices have been marked down very low. We have
some super analogue bargains this month. The Helius Cyalene
tonearm will soon be replaced with an Audio Note equivalent, so
buy it now before it doubles in price, especially if you have a
Voyd turntable (we'll consider your existing Orion). We cannot
stress too highly the importance of a good line pre-amp which is
far better than a passive one because very few CD players are
designed to run into power amps direct. The result is
compression and degraded sound, not just quieter volume.
Check out the Pass Labs, Sonic Frontiers and Sugden pre-amps
among others. And finally, the last great analogue tape unit is
the classic Nakamichi Dragon. We have a rare sample of an
unused item.
LFD LS- 2Pre-amp with PA-2power amp 80 wpc, stunning
high-end sound from a company highly acclaimed
(half-price)
£1,649
Mark Levinson 10A pre-amp, stunning phono stage,
slimline, mint, boxed (s/h)
£1,499
Mark Levinson No 331, bare run-in, 5-year warranty
£3,000
The ultimate marque; priced to sell fast; boxed perfect
Musical Fidelity F-22 Pre-amp; MF's stunning high-end
preamp with remote control, stunning looks and build quality £449
Pass Labs AlephPfully-balanced pre-amp w/remote,
s/h (9months, mint, boxed, transparent)
£2,995
Pass Labs X-2 Pre-amp, x/d (we now have the 'P')
list price, £2,550, new guaranteed
£ 1,650
Sonus Faber QUID Integrated Amp, stunning style and
sound, was £ 1,200 s/h, perfect
£495
Sonic Frontiers Line One pre-amp (s/h)
£1,195
Sugden Symmetra monoblocks, as new, super bargain,
current list £ 1,595
£750
Sugden Signature line pre-amp, £699
£300
SPEAKERS
Impulse H-2, affordable, musical, floor-standing modern
horn- loaded, amazing value and sensitivity, flawless
£900
JBL 12011 speakers and stands, amazing (s/h)
£950
psb Stratos Mini with free pedestal stands worth £ 175
piano lacquer (x/d) List £ 1,299
£699
psb Century 800i, floorstanders, black ash super value
£400
Thiel CS 1.2, piano lacquer, corner dented, hence
£450
Zingali Overture . 3slight cosmetic transit dent
£2,695

Main Franchises: Audio Note, Bow Technologies, LFD,

Our Warranty: second-hand products carry 6- month

Living Voice, Mark Levinson, Michell, MIT, PT, Pass Labs,

parts and labour guarantee including 2-way UK carriage.

psb, ProAc, Zingali

Export and home dems by arrangement.

All products fully guaranteed for six months; UK demonstration, delivery and installation by arrangement. Export and Credit Card sales welcome.

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL: ( 0)141

357 5700

FAX

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE:

041051 9555

Approximate Original

THE
EMPORIUM

cost Eprice

CDS & DACS
.180
5500

ALTIS cd transport & dac. High end yankee stuff valve amps

M1CROMEGA ¡- DRIVE transport & T-DAC red AES-EBU lead.1150

MICROMEGA DUO 3.1 transport and duo

2100

MERIDIAN 207.....

1000

AUDIO NOTE dac 1signature
LINN KAR1K cd player
MERIDIAN 506 18 bn .....................
TEAC XI big sneer battledup
SUGDEN SDAI du

1500
_ 2300
650

200
1750
500
950
500
30
900
200
400
800
600
710
400
1000
111

VALVE AMPS
CROFT MICRO tweaked
TRILOGY pre/power 901/948 phono.
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE 300b line
tech fitannun golden dragon valves

. . .. . .....
beautiful black and chrome
3000
level Integrated amp
and VAIC valves
4000

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 mtegnted with phono
CONCORDANT EXHILIRANT line pre with wooden sleeve ........................ 1000
GAMMA AEON m000blocks ong venon - 1001 spent.................................5000+
MORE Flown 0008 single ended stereo power
EAR 859 line Integrated ..............................

1999

SOUND AUDIO APIA line valve pre..
TRILOGY 901 pre with phono
COUNTERPOINT SA11 enormous line level valve pre has 17 rakes'.9000
CONRAD JOHNSON P91001. another one!..... . 1100

.
750
1100
1500
1000
SOU
.400
SOO
300
2250
900
600
850
800
200
SOU
MOO
600

SOLID STATE AMPS
HITACHI AMA 7800 mosfet power an ..............

.2100
ELECTROCOMPANIET ELECTRO 25 watt daos Apower amp....................

AUDIO ECLAT pis for NAIN
MAIM 61 pre/I 40 power, old style oath mm or no boards..................................
PIONEER SPEC I /SPEC 4pre / power 150 warn per channel early 80
rack mount monsters
.
. 1000
PS AUDIO PLUS Cpower amps pan bndgable
for 150 watts per channel
QUAD 00/1810/000 .
EXPOSURE XV Integrated .
800
SUGDEN OPTIMA 140 remote line integrated
580
ARUM Dl LIA 60 amp
300

.. 150
300
125
125
1100
400
450
025
200
550
... 400
400
PAIR 500
250
400
350
160

SIM LAMBDA signature and SRM T1 valve energuer
REL. 1.100E subwooler. 3months old
RUARK EQUINOX
EPOS ES 11 blmre
DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE S....

28 ST N1CHOIAS ST. MSS. NORFOLK. 11'22 31.10
Tel/Fax +4410 1379 650744
email: emporium @ dircvvn.'ss.uk

QUAD 44
...............
CORVA STRAIGHT LINE
.400
2200

LINN INTER

. 0110
219
100
1800
SOO
..450
.. 650
.. 200
.. 200

TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES
KISEII BLUE sdver spot rehuni
. 350
YOYD THE MOTO black wuh audio note arm..3000
1100
ORACLE DELPHI MK11 mth well tempered ann 6ovin pou ............................. 000
850
LINN LPIO %nth avondale psu
. ISO
AUDIO NOTE T1 I
black boxed/RB300, GOLDRING 1006NEW.............................698
ITS
AR1STON ROI IS/SYRINX PU2
. 280
SME 312 special can den hull silver reseed,
GARRARD 001 mini in black granite plinth
one 3009 11 improved lolly rebuilt and remred by SME
CLEARAUDIO mth parallel arm and BETA cartridge
EAR THE HEAD
SLATE AUDIO pinch for Garrard 301
SLATE AUDIO plinti Ion Thoreri ¡ 0114

ROTE) MERLIN.
TRIANGLE COMETE.

AYA P50 pre with mc input and two pis. old style
... 250
AYA 50 wan stereo power amp, old style.
. 200
NIA A80 MONO8LOCKS 3years old, boxed . ...
800
MUSICAL FIDELITY pre 3a/maS0 monoblocks - ... 13S0
600
BUAMESTER 838 phonostage
.250
McINTOSH C28/MC2105 pre power. enormous with hghtup blue fronts
900
lirINTOSH 11050 stereo solid state power amp
ROKSAN CASPIAN remoce integrated amp. 3months old.700
490
ROKSAN CASPIAN power amp, 3months old
.500
150
IAVERDIN IT
3200
MOO
2SSO
2000
MARC LEVINSON 38 pre .
S000
2500
SUGDEN Alla paver amp
.
/ 50
900
LINN EARN remote pre
1000+
500

CHORD SPM 80013 power amp
EXPOSURE XVIII power amp .. .

700
1400
400
000
300

5011115 11859 MINIMA FM)
SONUS FABER CONCERTO grand piano

.300
510
1200
600
ISO
/80
200
000
.400
. ISO
.700
.GOO
450
I
SOO

CASSETTE DECKS/TUNERS/REEL TO REEL
DYNACO FMI valve stereo
LEAK TROUGHLINE STEREO.
LEAK STEREO TROUGHLINE with STUDIO 12 DECODER
McINTOSH MAC 1700 rare hybrid tuner amp with valve
MERIDIAN 104 FM tuner ......
QUAD FM 2stereo valve tuner
NAKAMICHI 4802 cassette deck ......
NAD 7130 tuneramp
REYOX 87601 black and warmer

. 100
..
100
120-140
111,1 1011d

...

NAKAMICH1130300E ...
MISSION CYRUS Tuner macches one and Inns ampo........................
REM 871 high speed one owner from new with senate Navy.
90101 G36 coo track high speed convernon ...................................................
SUGDE II RS IFm finer

.... 500
..
120
.. 100
... 200
. 100
SSO
300
100
.600
.. 2S0
.. 100

VINTAGE
LEAK IL 12 Imonoblorks with original GEL K166 .....
LEAK II 12.1
NEED ATTENTION NO VALVES._
LEAK 11.12+ ' Ingle, available .
LEAK STEREO 20 very nice example
ROGERS CADET III integrated valve amp START HERE!
QUAD 1monoblocks nice early pair
POE NM pan mint rebuilt
'ANNOY I MONITOR REDS
TANNOY I SILVERS...
VOIGT DOMESTIC CORNER HORNS nasty non matching pair.
QUAD II mutoblocks.......
GARRARD 101 resprayed beautdul
THORENS ID 124 mk1
RADFORD STA25..
POE MO/ART HIS 20 pre/power

Kasn

r
r

Lowther PM4A with new Silver Voice cods
StIE 3009 11 Improved boxed

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOWTHER tren acoustas with 40 pm6c
MOTO MINSTREL
SCADENCE ES electrostatic top/rmd...
SONOS FABER other models available
LINN KAN MKI
!ANNOY LITTLE GOLD manor

SOO
1500

......... ....... 1200
.... . pair 800
. . 100 to 150
..... 150
.... 100
.......... ...... POA
.. 1000
.. Iran 600
.. pair 750
.GOO
.400 - SOO
TOO
600
400
. pair 800
80

WANTED

3500

250
170
1500
.. 260
.. 700

EAR 834P
QUAD 14. 44, 1114. 306. 405
EARLY QUAD 34
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOLAB 8000 woes any
MAIM any

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

SELECT AUDIO
****************** ( LOnD0n) ******************
PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE
£2,900
WADIA 22 TRANSPORT 26 DAC
£2,000
TEAC P30 TRANSPORT EX DEM
£ 1,750
MISSION DISCMASTER, DACMASTER
2 x PSX SUPPLYS BALANCED
£ 1,250
AUDIO SYNTTSIS DAX FULL HOUSE
£ 1,900
RESTEK PROLOG PHONO STAGE, BALANCED
£500
THRESHOLD FET 10E PHONO, BALANCED
£950
EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
£450
ELITE ROCK, ZETA ORTOFON MC5000
£ 1,000
SME IV, TROUGH, 5 LEAD
£600
MARK LEVISON ML28 AND PHONO STAGE
£ 1,400
JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE AND PHONO
£1,400
AUDIOLAB 8000C PRE AMP
£250
AUDIOLAB 8000P POWER AMP
£400
HARMAN KARDON AP 2500 PRE AMP
£250
JEFF ROWLAND BPI BATTERY FOR ML2
£ 1,250
MIRAGE M3 Si SPEAKERS
£ 1,500
PROAC STUDIO 200 SPEAKERS
£850
NEAT PATIT AND GRAVIS SUB
£950
NEAT MYSTICE SPEAKERS
£350
APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND DAC CROSSOVER
MUSE MODAL FOUR ACTIVE SUBWOOFER

£3,000
£ 1,500

£5,000
£5,000
£2,500
£2,550
£3,800
£850
£2,550
£850
£2,500
£ 1,200
£3,450
£3,450
£450
£800
£500
£2,500
£3,300
£ 1,850
£2,000
£650
£ 10,000
£4,000

M. WALTHER
\l
IZOMCS
HIGH GRADE AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS
APPLIED AND TESTED PERFORMANCE

ALPS Alf DAN FOCAL WIMA SCR REECAP BIICAEROVOX LENA RUBICON EVOX-RIFA NIPPONCHEMI('ON SICOREL SANYO PANASONIC ICEL
SIEMENS SVEFLANA BURR BROWN ( OPA ICS)
HARRIS IR ( FAST RECT.-MOSEL:AS) TOSHIBA BC
(HIGH BETA) DALE VITROHM ROEDERSTEIN BI
TOROIDAL transformers wound to our spec using top grade big
cores and copper wire, CE approved, give fast & dynamic sound:
Power ( VA): 50-100-200-300-400-500-630-800-1000-1500-2000.
Prices in EURO: 15-20-31-41-65-68-76-118-154-164-224.
ELNA STARGET electrolytics imicrofarad/Volt): 2200/16- 1000/16470/16-470/35-100/35-47/35-22/35-10/35-100/50-22/50-10/50-4,7/50.

1110 mg s me 7..... era _ F
si HomE
CINEMA

28 OUEENSVVAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587.

E-MAIL hi-fiOpaynter.demon.co.uk, WEB SITE; www.paynter.demon.co.uk
• SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS

• REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS

•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
•GRAAF • BLACK DIAMOND RACING
•TARGET • SENNHEISER
•PATH PREMIER PRODUCTS
•PROCEED AMPLIFICATION
HEYBROCK FEYLETTE SPEAKERS(2701X0 £ 150
FEYEIRECK FEYLO LOUDSPEAKERS 1439) XD
£ 295
VAC 80/80 VALVE POWER AMP
Horn £ 1.495 to £995
VAC 35/35 VALVE PEM/ER ANN
Han £ 1.495 to £995
SyRON OAC (CRYSTAL 0/S1 15031M
f250
SONY VPLYV400 OM LCCI PROJECI13315503) XI) £3995
£3995
SCNY VPLS500 SVGA PRCUECTOR15503) XI)
3LECO 503 HT CRT PROECTOR Km) MD
£5995
VAGI) 2cco TURNIABLE/R8300 ARM ( 1995) X0 £ 1495
50-1A111)5 AC300 AC) PROCESSOR )0)
£ 195
EFTELL I(PS 20/L CD PLAYER 1190301 SH
£5 995
ACCUPHASE CP-70.1 CD PLAYER 15.0331SH
f2.495
D(AN) P35 STEFEO VALVE AMP 1995191
f495

•B&W • HEYBOOK
•MICHELL • TEAC
• INISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•MARK LEVINSON
•NAGRA PL-P PREAMPLIFIER
•SONY. FICF. SELECO PROJECTORS
' TCAL FIDEUTY F22 PREAmr,0 333) 9-1 £695

,no DUETTO LOWSPENENS13951)(D
f345
.•.', 1300 PRE-AMP SH
f125
' • ,EEPLANAR MGO 6 cost SPAKET1S ( 15701 XI)
f995
• ;ISIS DIGITAL LENS118C13 )0.
. ,.1)) 77 INTEGRATED 15951)(D
f395
' •. 5K LEVENSON Et 28 PRE-AMP (40:0)31 £ 1895
' ELEPLANAR MG2 7OREE SPEAKERS (2995) £ 1995
11 EP93ES AC) PROCESSOR IBM XD
£395
• , 112X TINIE VALVE PFEANP (9951 XD
£495
• ,,f)( MODE VALVE/E1 FOVEA AMP 113C01 XD f795
,0 ANALOSUE PUCCIN SE INTEGRA1ED (6351 XI) £495
[10 ANALOGUE EIELLINI/OCINEETTI 11093 X0 . £895

NEW REVEL STUDIOS ANTI N.1615 NOW ON DEMONSTRATION WITH PROCEED AND LEVINSON
AMPLIFICATION DEMONSTRATIONS re APPOINTMENT OPEN MON SAT 10AM TO 7PM

Prices in EURO: 6,3-4,4-2,5-4,4-1,9-1,3-0,8-0,7-2,1-1,1-0,7-0,7
ALPS special order conductive plastic pots, close tolerance 1,5%
gang error, 46Vac, 100mw ( blue) and 150mw ( black), specified to
avoid overload from digital sources with 30,000 cycles rotational
life and specially positioned brushes to our spec again. BLUE
VELVET logs: 10K- 50K- 100K for 21,2 EURO. 10K motorized for
36,4 EURO. BLACK VELVET logs: 10K- 50K- 100K for 36,4 EURO.
GOLD plated TEFLON insulated female chassis mount RCAs are 2
EURO each. GOLD plated serious RCA males are 4,3 EURO each.
SILVER plated isophase ribbon double speaker wire is 3,6 EURO
per 1 metre. You won't believe its sound at the price.
SVETLANA 6550C latest model valves are 36 EURO each, 33 for 5
pieces+, 31 for 10 pieces+. - The above are just a sample of
our complete list of thoroughly auditioned and logically priced
components. All prices include 18% taxes. Cheques payable to
"M.WALTHER", MASTERCARD and VISA are accepted. For orders,
complete price list and info about upgradeing standard
equipment or building new audio projects please contact us at:
M. WALTHER AUDIO ELECTRONICS, 98 KOLOKOTRONI STREET,
18535, PIRAEUS, GREECE. TEL: + 30-1-4134234, + 30-1-4133905,
FAX: + 30-1-4129642, ( prefer) E-MAIL: walther@otenet.gr

SAUDIO SELF-BUILD LOUDSPEAKERS
Looking for superior sound from your hi-fi and not all-did of abit of
woodwork?
If the answer's yes, you could save U..ü* and enjoy your music
more by making apair of our self-build loudspeakers (as featured in
HiFi News and Record Review and designed by David Berriman).
DBS7 and DBS8 and DBS8-S. are designed to the highest
standards with novel technologies, high-quality drive units,
crossover components and cables of the type found in the most
expensive and competent commercial models.
why wait? Just ring, fax or E- Mail us ( including your postal
address) for further information. Overseas customers welcome,
VISA/ACCESS accepted.

So

STOP PRESS
Hear these remarkable loudspeakers (by prior
arrangement) at our new Bury Hi Fi Listening Room.
DBS Audio, P.O. Box 91. Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 1P28 6RD
Phone 01284 811891

CLIO

Fax 01284 811791

E- Mail DBSaudio@AOL.COM

.6269 DISS7 compares well with speaker-, al 61,60U and thi, would he around their
normal retail price rats° available hand-buill 10 order at VAN per pairk

DON'T LET THE PRICE FOOL YOU.
Petros cables are sold in quantities direct to the end- user to
avoid the oncosts of marketing, packaging and image
building. Costs which you pay! Also avoiding dealer margins,
these interconnects are clearly superior to the top names —
not our opinion, but the testimony of users, satisfied and
amazed, over three years.
Now we are proud to offer Stratos stereo interconnect and
Stratos Digital. These cables do not challenge the
competition, they reach for the skies! And the price is right!
Using the same principles of construction we have finalised a
new Petros Digital to replace the item still shown in our
photograph! It uses the same triple earth shielding drained to
source ( semi- balanced, but utilising the same RCA phono
plugs). The secret" is in the 3T's — soldering time,
temperature and technique. Also the quality of the plugs —
they use machined parts because folded metal destroys the
crystal structure. The single piece internal part is made of
bronze, not brass. All leads are treated with KONTAK, the all-

British contact cleaner and enhancer (acult in USA at $49, here
it costs only £ 14.95 and enhances the sound of any Hi Fi).
As an introductory offer to the Stratos product, we will offer
our customers two thirds money back on Petros cables.
There is still no price increase on Petros cables since June
1998. We are working on
speaker cables offering superior
transparency but still cannot
equal or exceed some
excellent examples, notably
Audio Note AN- D which
costs only £9 per mono metre
(£18 biwired) but as they say,
don't let the price fool you!
Our price includes VAT but
please add £2 for First Class
post or £4 for overnight
delivery.

STEREO INTERCONNECTS per metre
Petros Blue
Petros Blue+
Petros Blue+ Silver
Stratos Transparent

£48 (
for '/2metre,
£58 ( for V2 metre,
£65 (for 12 metre,
£120 (for '/2metre,

£ 40)
£52)
£58)
£99)

DIGITAL
Petros Blue+
Stratos Transparent

£35 (for '/2metre, £26)
£59 ( for 1 metre, £ 39)

Phone 0141-357 5700. Fax 0141-339 9762.
E-mail jack@audiosource.co.uk

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
Probably

KEF REFERENCE

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

Official UK Distributor for VISATON loudspeaker kits & drive units
All-offering excellent performance & unbeatakle value

TC4.01cLaren

Design Services to help with your own ideas:

audio

* Crossover Design - Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Cabinet Design - Optimum drive unit volumes 8: port dimensions
* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - Iwil m. Phase. Impedance
* Vintage loudspeaker up grades aspeciality

FREE speaker kit information pack & price list.
Telephone: 01703 -703221 / Fax Line: 01703 -778221

Please can for your

or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

58, Wilton Rd., Southampton, Hampshire SO15 5S7.

NAIM

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

•

SILMIC® (
Silk

Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)

The SILMIC are Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications•that
require the finest performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely low ( third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0.1A, - 120db or less). All lead out wires
are Oxygen- Free Copper.

•

-

Ó.

-

,

•
•

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

Valve Enthusiasts!!

High voltage Elna Cerafine LOA series
electrolytc capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF.
RELAudioCap"' film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC.

Solid

State and Loudspeaker

Builders! DACT C71

Attenuators, Sanyo OS-CON, Nichicom MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
serres, REL MultiCapTM, 99.99% Long-Grain pore Silver wire,
Vampire OFC connectors. Air core inductors would With OxygenFree Copper wire, also COROBAR® OFC Copper iron dust core
inductors. Caddock high power resistors.

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

For further details on the SILMIC series, and information on th.2 many other audio
components we supply, send tot our free 1998 audiophile catalogue ( Overseas £. 50)

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040

AudioCom ( UK), Units 4/6 %die Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY.
Tel 01834 842803 Tel/Fax. 01834 842804 E-mail audiocom@connectscotnet.co.uk

FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.mail: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND 8
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (" One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

44

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News RIA. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, HiFi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Marlin Colloms, HiFi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers: highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY .U amma Malcolm Stewart
Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS "
The Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, HiFi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar." Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree " Noel Keywood, HI-FI World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat, Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HiFi News RIA. "
I
have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard. the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, HI-FI World.
OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. "
The results I
get are
really unbelievable and i
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Rolcsan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art." Mr Tellinger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design" R. Newham. "
When I
first put up the Slate Audio 3011
must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautifule Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh.

/elec.
«, cLice,4, edee a, deaffle«ce

THE GLASSMAT ®
The finest platter mat in the world.

44

The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE ()( IR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
SAQQARA It i

i\11) ç77

1
RT PERRY 7r) RE-BUILD

7HE CLASSICBEAM ECHO DL 7-35 MONOBLOCS ( 7956). WE ARE STUNNED!

QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR ELECIROSTA77C SPECIALIST TO BRING YOUR QUADS BACK TO LIFE.
STORMFORCE II Y11,77MATE STATEMENT ON THE CLASSIC TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS. HOUSED IN SOLID MARBLE THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER / IEVA7E YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH
BRAZEN

PERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
N.4/JE YO( 7? V151 11 0.7771 OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.

SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS @ 11.S0 FOR EMT ANDTHORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM & THE TONEARM SUPER OUR SPECIAL VERSIONS OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB 300. NOT BATMAN AND ROBIN BUT STILL ADYNAMIC DUO,
SME 3009S211998 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

"THERE ARE NO PROBLEMS, ONLY SOLUTIONS"
SHURE STYLJS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD1 24 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA
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SUPERCLOCK....a new concept in digital master clock design
Simply the Ultimate CD upgrade

Specialist Upgrade Service

The latest in CD master clock development, using acompletely new unique design
Pro essiona modifications using leading edge components
resulting in a much greater accuracy in data retrieval' and conversion processes.
Modifications are carried out by engineer with 30 years experience in
Features comprehensive circuit toporogy using push-pull techniques and series mode
the field of analogue and digital electronics. Upgrades available to all
oscillation, and the sine-square converter utilises avery high speed IC to provide a types of audio equipment.
precision square wave clock signal.

• CD

•Pre & Power amplifiers,
Power suppliers, signal de-coupling, volume control

The SUPERCLOCK is available exclusively from AudioCom ( UK) and can be fitted to any
CD players/tramsports using the following frequencies 11.2896MHz, 16.934MHz &
22.5792MHz. Modifications.are carried out.at AudioCom ((JfK).

Players/Transports & D-A convertors

Analogue stage, digital stage, master clock, power supplie ,

Greatly improved resolution and detail.
.4> Extended accurate bass with real weight, control and presence.
High frequencies have less glare and hardness at all listening levels.
.4> Greater dynamics, and detail at all frequencies.
Spacious 3-D presentation of vocals and instrumenes
.4>

For further information on SUPERCLOCK and other products
request a copy of our FREE catalogue. (Overseas: £3.50)
Tel 01834 842803 Tel/Fax: 01834 842804 E- Mail: audiecom@scotnet.co.uk

VISA

A kit is also available with irvirei

lions for the technically competent.

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
conrad-johnson PV10AL valve fine preamplifier
conrad-johnson PV10A valve line/phono preamplifier
conrad-johnson CAV50 valve integrated amplifier (2x5OW)
conrad-johnson MV55 valve stem° power amplifier (2x50 W)
conrad-johnson Premier 11A power amplifier (2x7OW)
conrad-johnson Premier 14 remate valve line preamplifier
conrad-johnson PFR remote line preamplifier
conrad-johnson DR- 1 CD transport ( new)
conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve d/a processor ( new)
conrad-johnson DIA 3 solid-state d/a processor ( new)
conrad-johnson DV-2b valve CD player ( new)
conrad-johnson DF 2 solid-state CD player
Resolution Audio CD50 integrated CD player t
balanced)
Golden Tube Audio SE-40 single ended classA valve amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio S1-50Mk11 remote valve integrated amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Aucio SE-300BMk11 Limited Edition amplifier 2x8W - (new)
Golden Tube Audio SE- 100 valve stereo amplifier 2x100W - ( new)
Melos 202 Gold valve stereo power amplifier 2x200W
Sound Lab A3 PLUS reference exactrostatic loudspeakers ( medium oak)
Muse Mode Two balanced d/a processor ( new)
Muse Mode Two Plus balanced d/a processor ( new)
Muse Mode Five CD transport ( rew)
Muse Mode 100 stereo power amplifier ( 2x1ODW)
Muse Mode 160 stereo power amplifier ( 2x1613W)
Muse Mode 300 mono power amplifier ( 300W) - pair
Kuzma turn ables and tonearms iselection)
Power Wedge lino conditioners ( selection)
Shun Mook isolation platforms ard tuning devices ( selection)
Cardas interconnect, loudspeaker and digital cables ( selection)

£1095
£1295
£2495
£2000
£3495
£4500
£2790
£1795
£1995
£1195
£2495
£1695
£2995
£'100
£100
£1950
£2395
£4500
£1 4 000
£2000
£2500
£"800
£1500
£2395
£3995
please ask
please ask
please ask
please ask

AUDICOFREAKS

Special
£995
£1750
£1550
£2600
£3500
£2100
£1200
£1400
£750
£1750
£1150
£2250
£700
£750
£1150
£1400
£1800
£5000
£1150
£1300
£1100
£750
£ 1300
£2150
for prices
for prices
for prices
for prices

Distributors Of Fine Audio 8s Home Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

CSOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
TUBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our wpbsite at:
lotp://www.tatwyre.con
fatwyre@fatwynhanu

WE ARE THE

QUAD

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
Falcon Electronic , Basically Sound

SPECIALIST

tcompany
THE
CAIRE

RO. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

New: Rig Air ('ore Inductors • 1.25m0, wire
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas.
and apick tri Me hest from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS:Active 8i
Components. A. cestones,
t'l/MP(1NENTS
SOLEN Audio Polypropylene capacitors. 6.1 mFd. to 100mfal.
1
, 1, ...der and Polycarlsonate Film Capacitors 0.1mFd. to Mired.
%ICAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors ( Non Polar),
50v. 100v & Lox Los, 2red. to 600mFd.
AIL THE OTHER BITS StO NEED EXCEPT THE WOOD!
FALCON Custom ... mod Inductors.
IRRI11-,•
I!
Power. Super Super Power
liii: ,01
r25mm wire
si oiti %% Ivtt It II ItLICATIONS
NEV,. 5.11% ,'Ion Audio Fiunpri
ropliflers. plus lots in PL.
Hack te, • • ,tSpeaker BUIL, .!.,. Amateur & Glass Audio.
plus the Air
.. igr Ser
.iltagether SOo books and 50+ And'', % orateur's magazine year sets.
COMPUTER PRI)GRAMS
• .. nof Programs available from the very comprehensive Libeny
.SudiseStiite test program via AIRR, LoudSpenker Venn, RansIkee 5.1,
to the basic Bullock/White Roxresponse.
The IMP FFI' Test Kit, the Miley Mk Kit and Nlic/Preamp kit for AIRR
Also acomprehensive range of Focal Kill from an even wider
range of High-Tech LoudspeaLer units.
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE S7NCE 1972
send for our FREE price lot PL27 lust send alarge SAF. Ie ,ratnplmuss2biloverrew.
Iorope USSI hilt inS International Rely Coupons I
IP.C,
Dept twanTabaHanc.
s,mich Rend. MULBARTON. NomoS. Norfolk SRI, 80 Tel 101508157 ,272

SPARES 8t REPAIRS
Fixed prices for
Restauration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
'Replacement of Bass- and Treble panels
'Delivery there and back within the EC

B&T GmbH Quad Service
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

ANTHONY T. DAWSON
CABINET MAKER-DESIGNER

High qualm work in vilid hardwoods to your or % design - traditional or tontemporary
Lquipment housings Freestanding u
Speaker Lahinets in solid limber or veneered MDF,Birth n'y
CD storage in . he..v of drawery aflexible tidy approach ht needn't he totally
dedicated to CD.,
Cherry Walnut Maple (Yak • eh
ludo idual attention to hand ...rafted audit>
Unit 2b Centurion Court, Roman Bank, Bourne, 1.incs.
01778-422140, evenings 422108
Visit our web site on HTTP://atdawson.FREESERV ERS.C(V.11/

I

Howard Dawson Audio

Hand-Crafted Loudspeaker Units for Music Lovers
Let your craving for that elusive tweeter upgrade end
HERE!

Design-in the HRL-1 audiophile ribbon tweeter
and sit beck for alifetime of listening pleasure.
The HRL-1 is a tra.ditionar hand- made ribbon
tweeter for the discerning audiophile. A very low
inertia all-aluminium membrane and massive
Alcomax III cobalt magnet system combine to
provide effortless clarity and prescence.
Benefits include a marked improvement in location and
identification of sources containing significant energy above
10kHz. These are mainly voices and 'acoustic' instruments.
Metallic percussion,
for example, is reproduced with
scalp-tingling precision and prescence, while simultaneously
there is no trace of harshness or 'listener fatigue'.
Units are supplied in pairs with templates and applications
guidance findtiding crossover section design) and ate intended to
Fast alifetime. Spare ribbon elements are available at low cost in
case the unthinkable should ever happen.
HRL.1 Ribbon Tweeter/Supertweeter £300.00 per pair
Replacement ribbon insert for HRL-1 £ 10.00 each
Remanuf. inserts for Kelly/Decca ribbon units ... £ 16.00 each
U.K. p&p: ribbon inserts free. HRL-1 pair .. flh00
Overseas: ribbon ingests .. L5.00 ( any no), HRL-I pair at cost I6kg parcell
in Copeman Road. Ay/sham. Norwich NR II6.1L.
Tel (01263)734361
WWW :: htteherev.argoneLco.uldbusinesslhsdawson
E-mail:: hd-audio@argonet.co.uk

r —
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THE ONE ABOUT THE
£1000 SPEAKERS THAT CAN
BE BOUGHT FOR JUST £275?

IF YOU THINK THAT BUYING
ANEW SYSTEM IS TOO
COSTLY - THEN WHY NOT
UPGRADE YOUR
EXISTING COMPONENTS?

WE HAVE
But seriously

Why buy ordinary mass produced
speakers from your local high street hi-fi
dealer, when you could build your own
loudspeakers for up to 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality

You can vastly improve the sound of your
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers by replacing the

We sell our speakers direct to the public
so we can guarantee that huge savings
will be made on any equivalent mass
produced speakers.

capacitors with one of the worlds best film and foil
capacitors — HOVLAND
We also carry afull range of both SCR

We believe you could save as much as
£000 by building your own hi-fi system
and you would also have the satisfaction
of knowing that it was hand built by
yourself.

(Chateauroux) and ANSAR polypropylene
capacitors plus VOLT air cored inductors. All of
which will dramatically improve the sound of your
existing system.

All our kits utilise the highest quality
components and have factory machined
cabinets.

Trade enquiries welcome.

This means that anyone can build an
excellent sounding system to be proud of.

50 Main Street

Broughton Astley

Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
wilmslow.audio@dial.pipex.com

Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of DIY
kits and accessories.
Additional Demonstration facilities now available in Wigan, Lancs.

Wilmslow

Phone 01942 521771 to book your appointment.

Audio

UK's leading supplier of Audiophile Vinyl and CD, related equipment and accessories

PO BOX
T EL
PREMIUM DISCS

AND

21

LISKEARD PL 14 5YP

01579 363603

FAX

01579 363604

ACCESSORIES

SALESALESALESALE
RCA MING STEREO REDUCED BY OVER 50%!!

ALTO HIGH FIDELITY • 180 GRAM VINYL - REDUCED BY 15 %!!

JAll & POP • BARGAINS GALORE !!

Yes, buy any 5of these superb re-issues by eassic Records and get

ELGAR - Coronation Ode - Ledger & NPO I
Kings College Choir Cambridge £
15

their for £
10 each - aSO% saving on our normal retail of £22.

SHOSTAKOVICH - Symphony No.13 - Previn & LSC & LSO (ZIPS) f1B
GIL EVANS ORCHESTRA - Plays The Music Of Jimi Hendrix (Superb!) £
15

MILES DAVIS QUINTET Relaxin' With
Prestige 7129 - 180 gram vinyl now only VS

Fancy just one or hro titles?
Then save over 30% on the single album price of £15 each.

GENE AMMONS Boss Tenor £
15 AHMAD »MAL - Alhambra £
15 PATRICIA BARBER - Split PS

MILES DAVIS- Kind Of Blue
Sony Mastersound GOLD CD - Limited Edition EIS It
PHAROAH SANDERS- Black Unity
Impulse 219 - 180 gram vinyl £
12

LSC 1806 STRAUSS - Also Sprach Zarathustra - Reiner & (SO

SHIRLEY HORN Travellin' Light £
15 KENNY DORHAM - Quiet Kenny £
15

LSC 1817 OFFENBACH - Gaite Parisienne • Fieldler & BPO
LSC 1900 3ERLIOZ - Symphonie Fantastique • Munch & BSO

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS

VIRGIL THOMPSON • The Plow That Broke The Plains - Stokowski

GABOR SZARBO - The Sorcerer
Impulse 211 - 180 gram vinyl £ 12

LSC 1934 BARTOK Concerto For Orchestra - Reiner & (SO

CANTLOUBE Songs Of The Auvergne - Netania Dawah

MICHAEL JACKSON His Story 30 song 3LP Box Set EIS

LSC 2222 DEBUSSY - Iberia • Reiner & (SO

GOULDIGOTTSCHALK Latin American Symphonette/Night In The Tropics

LSC 2234 SAINT-SAENS - Piano Concerto • RubinsteinANallenstein & SOA

COPLAND - Fanfare for The Common Man

JEFF BUCKLEY
Sketches For My Sweetheart The Drunk - 3LP set £
15

LSC 2322 SHOSTAKOVICH - Age Of Gold Ballet Suite • Martinon 7LSO
LSC 2396 KABALEVSKY - The Comedians • Kondrashin & RCAVO

ABSOLUTE ANALOGUE - 180 GRAM VINYL • HUGE SAVINGS !!

LSC 2400 BALLET FROM THE OPERA • Fistoulari & PCO
LSC 2415 DVORAK - Slavonic Dances - Martinon & LSO

BOB DYLAN - Highway 61 & Blood On The Tracks f20 each or the 2for f
30 !!

LSC 2423 FESTIVAL - Reiner & CSO
LSC 2450 SCHUMANNIMYERBEER - Ca-naval/Les Patineurs - Rignold & ROBO
LSC 2456 LAI.0 - Symphonie Espagnole - Szeryng I
Hendl & (SO
LSC 2500 STRAUSS - Waltzes - Reirer & (SO
LSC 2541 JSZTIRACHMANINOFF TodtentandConcerto No.1 • Reiner & (SO

180 GRAM VINYL • REDUCED BY 30 Y. normally f22 now just £15

-

MILES DAVIS-Kind Of Blue & Sketches of Spain £20 each- or the 2for f30!!

DCC 180 GRAM VINYL- SAVE 25% - E15 EACH !!
LPZ 1001 TCHAIKOVSKY • Francesa Da Rimielamlet - Stokowski
LPZ 1002 STRAUSS - Don Quanifil Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks - Stokowski
LPZ 1003 VILLA-LOBOS - UirapUru/Modinha - Stokowski

DECCA SXL • 180 GRAM VINYL - SAVE 15 % • E15 each !!!
SOL 2027 BRAHMSNVAGNER - Clarinet Quintet/Adagio - Members of Vienna Octet
5XL 2297 DUKAS/DEBUSSY • La Perilleux - Ansermet & Suisse Romande
SX1. 6136 KODALY - Harry Janos Suite/Galanta • Kertesz & LSO
SOL 6711 PROKOFIEV - Symphony No.6 in Eflat Weller & LPO

JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE BBC Sessions - 3LP set [
18
LITTLE FEAT Waiting For Colombus - 180 gram vinyl - 2LP set f20

DISCO ANTISTAT -" THE VINYL VALET"
Record Cleaner

Arecord bath with integral brushes, this unique unit
comes complete with record drying rack, a
litre of
cleaning fluid, adaptor for 7
.records and full

detailed instructions.

Ournormal price including carriage is f50.
JUST f37.50 - DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR.
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£10,000 ATC mon'tors to be won!
This year, famous British
monitor loudspeaker builder
ATC celebrates its quarter
century. Next month, as well
as aspecial feature on the
company's 25 years in the
business, we'll be running
the first part of avery
special competition — so
you'll have the chance to
win apair of ATC's spectacular and radical new
flagship active monitor loudspeakers, the
SCM7OSL. Key reviews in the June issue include
the long-awaited Marantz CD7 high-end CD
player, the Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power
amplifiers ( pictured), ahybrid design to
complement the Nu-Vista pre-amp; more
electronics from Primare, Densen and others, plus

NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MAY 1999

loudspeakers from Harbeth, Spendor and Sonus
Faber. On the music side, we lead on an
exclusive interview with composer James
MacMillan. But as well as new classical CDs, an
expanded Iazz section features the reappearance
of the Muse label, aCadence roundup and more
besides. Don't miss HiFi News & Record Review's
June issue, on sale Friday, 7May.
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Standing
out from the
smooth-jazz
crowd, one
Cannonballesque sax
player still
sounds
pretty much
like the
real thing:
Gerald
Albright

he discovered his piano teacher's
saxophone.
Enrolled at the University of
Redlands, he branched out further.
'During college Ibegan playing
bass, after seeing Louis Johnson of
Brothers Johnson. Listening to
players like Anthony Jackson,
Stanley Clarke and Marcus Miller
gave me incentive to learn the
instrument.'
A few months after graduating,
Albright got the chance to join the
Patrice Rushen Group. When the
bass- player departed mid- tour,
Gerald Albright picked up the fourstringed instrument; since then,
he's performed on both sax and
n an era when sleek-sounding
bass. As time went on, he was
reedmen like Kirk Whalum, Art
gaining renown as a versatile and
Porter and Everett Harp are
talented reedman, playing alongside
dominating the playlists of stations
that program R&B, jazz and even
the likes of Anita Baker (touring
with her as bassist, and playing the
pop throughout the United States,
occasional sax interlude), Will
saxophonist Gerald Albright has
Downing, Rodney Franklin, Olivia
carved out a niche that's all his
Newton-John, The Temptations
own. His distinctive brand of
and Maurice White, and the great
soulful improvisation has been ahit
with contemporary jazz fans since
Marlene Shaw, to name but afew.
In 1991, Albright recorded an
his first Atlantic recording just
album of mostly jazz standards,
Between Us containing the debut hit
Live At Bird/and West, and a new
'Softly At Sunrise' featuring
audience of jazz 'purists' discovered
Ramsey Lewis on piano in 1988.
He quickly followed up with a his unique talents. Indeed, he was
one of ten saxophonists who played
second album, Bennuda Nights.
for President Clinton at his
Gerald was born in Los Angeles
in 1961, growing up in the tough
inauguration ceremonies in 1993.
district of Watts. ` Iwitnessed both
Said Albright: ' That was a real
special moment. Iwas standing
the Watts riots and the King trial
riots first hand,' he notes ` and I side-by-side with a lot of players I
grew up admiring, like Grover
think my music reflects this aspect
Washington Junior, Gerry Mulligan
of my life, along with happier
and Micheal Brecker. After we
memories.' He attended Locke
finished, the President gave me the
High School, breeding ground for
thumbs up, and that certainly made
West Coast musicians including
my day.'*
Patrice Rushen and Rodney
By
1992
Albright
was
Franklin.
Initially apiano student, Albright
aknowledged as perhaps the first
saxophonist
since
Grover
was really turned on to music when
Washington Jar to spark such dual
appeal. After Bird/and, came the
more soulful release of Dream Come
True, which he dedicated the the
birth of his first child.
After a successful foray into
traditional jazz, with 1991's stellar
Live At Bird/and West set, Albright
made a triumphant return to
contemporary, R&B-tinged jazz
with Smooth. Along with his
trademark sax playing, he also
provides ace bass-work on several
tracks, as well as contributing
keyboards,
flute
and drum
programming. A true renaissance
man, Albright wrote and co-wrote
eight of Smooth's 10 tracks,
produced and co-produced all the

I

tunes and even pitched in on the
engineering side.
Albright was qouted as saying at
the launch of Smooth, '
My first love
is R&B. I grew up listening to
James Brown and I've encorporated
that feel into my songs. Some of the
music on Smooth has that late-night
love vibe feeling about it.'
Gerald Albright's status in
contemporary music is reflected by
the array of guests such as Lalah
Hathaway, Vesta Williams, Will
Downing and Howard Hewitt, who
wanted to appear on the album.
Giving Myself To You, his most
recent solo release back in 1995,
drawing on all his musical
experience, he reveals an acoustic
ensembled sound without rejecting
the contemporary elements that
have generated his commercial
success.
Citing John Coltrane and
Cannonball Adderley as major
inspirations, Albright dedicated
Live
In
Bird/and
West
to
Cannonball, and on Giving Myself
To You he honoured Adderley with
his own rendition of 'Planet Earth',
which was first recorded by
Adderley's sextet.
Between his last solo albums,
Albright embarked on the six-week
'Night On The Town' tour, an allstar affair which also featured
Bobby Lyle, Herbie Hancock,
Johnathan Butler, Lyle Mayes
Hugh Masekela, Russ Freeman,
Philip Bailey, Whitney Houston,
Rachelle Farrell and Chaka Khan.
He also found time to record aduet
album with Will Downing entitled
Pleasure Of The Night.
Albright has been consistently
hailed by the jazz media as the
nearest
thing
to
Adderley.
`Adderley's appeal had always been
universal because his brand of soul
was
never
simplistic
or
condescending,' said Albright during
an interview at the 1995 jazz
Explosion.
'It was pure and sincere and
intelligent. His saxophone rang true.
And his repertoire never abandoned
the qualities that define jazz as
varied and great.' This is amilestone
that Gerald Albright has been
moving towards for five albums:
with Giving Myself To You, he's
there.
Mitchell Gaynor

*This brings to mind the Nixon-era quip,
in the liner notes to aLester Young album, to
the effect that Young got his nickname
Tres' at atime 'when presidents were people
w admire'. — Ed.
MAY 1999

Discography
Just Between Us

Atlantic Jazz 18132

Bermuda Nights

Atlantic Jazz 19192

Dream Come 1rue
Live At Birdland West

Atlantic Jazz 20872
Atlantic Jazz 82334

Smooth
Giving Myself To You

Atlantic Jazz 82552
Atlantic Jazz 28292

HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

In the crowded selection of high- end loudspeaker
companies, aclear choice is illuminated by
Revel's unique development and manufacturing
process. No other company so rigorously explores
the way you hear, and how aloudspeaker will
interact with your room. Research has shown that
what you hear when listening to music at home is
the result of not just the direct sound from the
speaker, but also the sound from around the
loudspeaker that reaches the listener via
reflections off the ceiling, walls and floor.
Revel's psychoacoustic research has aprofound
impact on the way we build loudspeakers. Revel's
research and design process is so significant that
the Academy Advancing High Performance Audio
and Video selected it for the coveted " Golden
Note" award for Most Innovative Technology".
Our revolutionary approach to loudspeaker design
means your better insured to enjoy your music
and movies in your home over awider range of
listening positions.
The new Revel Salon breaks new ground in both
transducer technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using laser
interferometry, to the durable. high gloss paint
finish, to real wood veneer or aluminium side
panels, to the proprietary transducers designed
and built in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the Revel Salon .
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to audition
them for yourself, to see and hear the most
technically advanced and musically accurate
loudspeaker systems available.

For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier

REVEL

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 38G
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk

PATH
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the MONITOR A

The new Silver Series from Monitor Audio combines
stunning looks with exemplary sound quality.
A no compromise approach to sound reproduction
has resulted in arange of speakers unrivalled in their
ability to bring music to life.

Ask your nearest Silver Series dealer and ' see' for yourself.
For more details contact us at...
Monitor Audio Ltd.
34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CI31 4ZN
Tel: 01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
http://www.monitoraudio.com

MONITOR AUDIO
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